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"When the iron rail network was built to completion in the half-century 

before World War r, the nation needed nearly every railroad that was 

constructed. Every little valley could afford a branch line. In a 

day when the farm wagon was the main mode of transport closely spaced 

lines with depots located every few miles made real sense." John F. 

Stover, The Life and Decline of the American Railroad (New York: 

1970), PP• 239-240• 
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PREFACE 

Between 1900 and 1910 the United States witnessed a veritable 

explosion of railroad lines. This expansion represented the construc

tion of few major trunk line operations; rather the railroad companies 

were merely fleshing out their trade areas with branch lines and feeder 

routes. Unsurprisingly, much of this growth occurred in the more 

recently settled areas of the Great Plains. This pattern is evident in 

microcosm within the Territory (later the State) of Oklahoma. In 1900 

only 828 miles of road were operated in the Territory; ten years later 

statehood had been obtained, and the mileage had risen dramatically to 

5,980 miles. Few of these new construction projects took the form of 

main routes, but consisted of auxiliary lines and branches. One of 

these, the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad's Northwestern District and 

its wholly owned Beaver, Meade & Englewood Railroad, is typical. The 

purpose of this study is to describe the Northwestern District-BM&E 

operation as characteristic of branch line railroading on the Great 

Plains. 

In the early twentieth century, a number of enterprising business

men from Wichita Falls, Texas, sponsored the construction of numerous 

short line railroads extending from Wichita Falls like spokes from the 

hub of a wheel. Judge R. E. Huff of that city was fond of saying that 

only one railroad had been built into Wichita Falls; the others were 

built out of it. Most important of these several lines was the Wichita 
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Falls & Northwestern Railway, an organization headed by Joseph A. 

Kemp and Frank Kell. Initially the WF&NW was chartered to build from 

Wichita Falls through Oklahoma to Englewood, Kansas. There were DO 

transcontinental or truck line aspirations then nqr were there wever; 

the line was designed to foster the commercial development of Wichita 

Falls and to make a profit for its owners. Indeed, the twin goals of 

urban economic imperialism and pursuit of private profit were central 

to the inception of al 1 "Kemp and Kel 111 roads. 

In 1907 the waters of the Red River were bridged near Devol, 

Oklahoma, but the WF&NW did not reach Elk City until 1910. During the 

next season, track gangs passed Woodward but did not persevere toward 

the original goal of Englewood, Kansas. Instead, survey stakes beckoned 

the laborers into the Oklahoma Panhandle. The new townsite of Forgan 

was reached in 1912; Beaver City, six miles south, was bypassed. Else

where, the owners of the WF&NW constructed an important feeder route 

from Altus, Oklahoma to Wellington, in the Texas Panhandle~ 

Before World War I, the Wichita Falls & Northwestern passed to the 

control of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway, the properties to be 

purchased fully by the Katy several years later. Meanwhile, citizens 

of Beaver City labored to save their village from extinction by 

building a railroad to connect with the WF&NW at Forgan. They hoped 

that the Beaver, Meade & Englewood, as the short line was christened, 

eventually would link Beaver City not only with the WF&NW at Forgan, 

but also with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Englewood, Kansas, or 

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Meade,, Kansas. Either connection 

would have forged direct communication with Kansas City and Chicago. 

Surveys were made, but the road never was extended to the northeast. 
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Rather the BMStE eventually sought eastern connections by building 

west--tapping the Rock Island at Hooker. Finally, in the unlikely year 

of 1931~ the rails reached their ultimate terminus at Keyes, 105 miles 

west of Beaver. By this time agricultural production in the Panhandle 

had grown significantly, and the BMStE was coveted both by the M-K-T 

and the Rock Island. After an intriguing legal skirmish the BMStE was 

acquired by the Katy in 1931. 

Although both the WF&NW and the BMStE were build and initially 

operated as independent carriers, both for most of their respective 

lives were work-horse branch lines whose primary function was to haul 

the agricultural conunerce--especially wheat--of northern Texas and 

western Oklahoma. In its early days one portion of the lines was flush 

with oil traffic, but the boom quickly passed. Later, liquid petroleum 

gas was handled from various stations but that traffic, too, eventually 

vanished. 

Through most of the twentieth century the Katy was in poor 

financial condition, and as traffic on the Northwestern District be

came increasingly seasonal, Katy management grew reluctant to authorize 

adequate maintenance. This soon resulted in lower train speeds and in 

higher operating expenses. Although agricultural traffic remained 

high, the physical condition of the railroad finally became so de

teriorated that by 1969 the M-K-T sought to divest itself of the 331-

mile operation north of Altus, Oklahoma; the Wellington Branch had 

been abandoned and sold even earlier. Due to the magnitude and com

plexity of the 1969 application the Interstate Conunerce Commission 

spent a protracted period of time studying the ramifications of the 

request. It finally granted permission to abandon the Altus-Forgan 
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portion of Katy's Northwestern District and all of the BM&:E as of 

August 30, 1972. Meanwhile, the State of Oklahoma sought to acquire 

thts entire 331-mile route in order to guarantee continued common 

carrier rail service to an area already poor in transportation services. 

In this effort the state government of Oklahoma was successful. As a 

result, in 1973 the entire mileage north of Wichita Falls, Texas, was 

classified under three categories. Part of it was still employed by 

the M-K-T as a branch line; parts of it were owned and operated by 

independent short line railroads; part~_ ()f it were abandoned as dis

mantled.. Thus the conception, the existence, the partial abandonment, 

the recent acquisition of much of it by a state agency, and even the 

current and future utilization of it--in part as a branch line railroad 

and in part as several independent short line railroads--all combine 

to make this operation representative of the heritage of every branch 

line railroad on the Great Plains. 

No important study ever has been made of branch line railroad 

operations on the Great Plains, and little has been done on branch 

line railroading anywhere. It therefore is hoped that this investiga

tion will contribute to a better understanding of the 'impact which 

branch line or feeder railroads have made on the area which they served. 

Additionally, it is hoped that a clearer pattern will emerge regarding 

the importance of such secondary lines to the companies which owned 

and operated them. The history of Kemp and Kell's Wichita Falls & 

Northwestern serves to illustrate an energetic policy of urban economic 

imperialism which those Wichita Falls promoters skillfully implemented. 

On the other hand, the case of the BM&:E demonstrates both a successful 

local campaign to provide ne_eded _transportation services and a success-
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ful rally against an urban assassination plot which was conceived 

by Frank Kell. The interesting history of the Wellington Branch's 

successor, the Hollis & Eastern Railroad is a harbinger of things to 

come. So, too, is the Oklahoma Railroad Maintenance Authority, the 

agency which successfully acquired the former Katy and BM&E trackage 

from Altus to Keyes. Virtually all railroad companies are engaged in 

a race to divest themselves of what they call marginal branches, and 

most levels of government are finally awakening to the important 

ramifications of such developments. Each of these important elements 

have been included in this investigation. But above all, this is the 

story of an obscure but important branch line operation. Because of the 

patchwork history of the lines in question, and due to quirks in the 

corporate law of Texas, this study is somewhat complex. The problem 

is compounded by the fact that after the WF&NW became p~rt of the 

M-K-T, few independent records were made--and even fewer remain extant. 

The latter difficulty is not unique to this project; it is an inherent 

handicap in the investigation of any branch line road. Fortunately, 

however, the author received unusually helpful support from a variety 

of sources which hopefully will make the work more valuable and 

readable. 

Indeed, without the aid of numerous individu,als and institutions, 

the project could never have reached fruition. It has been the 

author's good fortune to have found librarians and archivists who 

consistently exhibited interest in the project and a will~1ggness to 

share their knowledge of the holdings of their repositories'J Among 

tho.se who generously extended personal help were Rodger D_, Bridges, 

Director of Research, Illinois State Historical Society, Springfield; 
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Mrs. Helen M. Rowland, Reference Librarian, Economics and Finance 

Department, Association of American Railroads, Washington; Brigitte 

Lingk and Diana Brown, Reference Librarians, Hill Reference Library, 

Saint Paul; Lorna M. Daniels, Reference Librarian, Baker Library, 

Harvard University, Cambridge; and Vicki D. Withers, Reference Li-

,_,brarian, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater. The author also 

thanks the staffs of the University of Oklahoma Library, the Oklahoma 

Historical Society Library, Newberry Library, Library of Congress, 

National Archives, and the Kansas State Historical Society Library. 

Business records make up much of the documentation of this study, 

and several corporations opened th,eir archives to the author without 

restriction and with hospitality. Jerry Neilson and John L. Rodda, 

officials of the Republic Gypsum Company, provided the minute books 

for the Hollis & Eastern and other corporate records dealing with that 

line. The entire legal file relating to the Rock Island's attempt to 

purchase the BMli:E was made available through the kindness of Thomas 

r. Megan, General Counsel for that company. On the Katy and on the 

BMl<E, every employee from the lowest to the highest gave support to 

this investigation. President Reginald N. Whitman and former President 

John w. Barriger both provided personal assistance and encouragement. 

Other members of Katy's official family who were equally helpful in

clude~ Karl P. Ziebarth, Vice President; Frank Reiling, Vice Presi

dent-Sales; Fred R. Carroll, Manager of Personnel; John H. Hughes, 

Chief Engineer; and William D. Dennis, Sales Manager, Wichita Falls. 

Several Katy officials eventually became infected by an interest 

in this work and went far beyond 11 the call of duty" in making 

materials available and otherwise assisting the author. As a result, 
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he owes a special debt to William A. Thie, General Counsel,; whose 

assistance and critical comment have been especially valued; Vernon E_. 

Smith, Valuation Engineer, who left ~o_ stone unturned in that depart-

ment; and Albert Dowdy and Leon H. Sapp, Trainmasters, whose friendly 

interest and assistance were constant. 

Others who unhesitatingly supplied information were Mrs. Leota 

Hodges, representing the Beaver County Historical Society; Mrs. George 

Risen, who once was agent for the CRI&P at Baker; Veldo H. Brewer, 

contractor of Holdenville, Oklahoma, who purchased the lan~, bridges, 

and buildings between Altus and Keyes in 1973, and then developed 

an historical interest in the line to match his earlier economic 

interest; Jack W~ Kelly, Assistant Valuation Engineer (System) for the 

AT&SF at Topeka, who made available all records regarding Santa Fe's 

early strategy for the area in and around the Oklah9ma Panhandle; 

Professors Forrest D. M~maha~, Jr., of Midwestern University and 

Richard c. Overton of Western Ontario University, both of whom ex-

pressed great interest in the project-and offered valuable advice and 

encouragement; on-line newspaper writers who published. notices of the 

author's study; and the many current and previous patrons, employees, 

and residents of the region served by these lines who contributed in 

one way or another. 

Finally, the author is grateful to his wife, whose tolerance knows 

no bounds; to Ann Smith, typist extraordinaire; to the committee 
I 

members who offered. constructive suggestions, although they may have 

felt themselves "railroaded" by the topic; and most of all 9 to Dr .• Odie 

B. Faulk who has always given the author a "clear track and a high 

green signal." To all of the above, and to those whom he has 
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inadvertently overlooked, the .author is indebted. For errors of fact 

and infelicities of style which remain, he alone is responsible. 
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CHAPTER I 

FAREWELL TO COW COUNTRY 

11The line on which your railroad is built controls the trade 
of the upper Red River Valley, and the Panhandle of Texas, 
the finest agricultural and grazing portion of the· state." 
President J. M. Eddy to the Stockholders of the Fort Worth 
& Denver City Railway, 1882.1 

On September 26, 1882, a number of early risers made their way to 

the right-of-way recently constructed by the Fort Worth & Denver City 

Railway. They milled around, exchanged small talk, and speculated about 

the impact of the new railroad. As the sun rose higher in the Texas 

sky, the number of people ming.ling along the FW&DC track rose to 

several hundred. Suddenly they were startled by the as yet unfamiliar 

report of a steam whistle. Many began to shout and to point down the 

track where the oncoming train was no more than a mere speck on the 

horizon. Soon, however, the train was upon them, and the proud 

engineer leaned far from his cab_window to wave at the exuberant ad-

mirers. As the cars ground to a noisy halt, the capacity crowd on 

board struggled to detrain. The mood was euphoric. There was laughter, 

back-slapping, and hand-clasping. In time the crowd dispersed, promis-

ing to assemble again on the morrow, September 27, for the purpose of 

participating in a "grand public sale" designed to form the real nucleus 

2 
of Wichita Falls. 

The Fort Worth & Denver City Railway Company was granted a charter 
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by the State of Texas on May 26, ,1873. It was conceived as an inter-

regional project, to link the cities of its corporate namesake. Events, 

however, conspired against the early completion of this task and it 

was not until November 2?, 1881, that grading first began near Fort 

Worth. The tracks reached Henrietta in July, 1882, and on September 

21 of.that year the FW&DC accepted from the construction company the 

last ten miles into Wichita Falls. Grenville M. Dodge, who had gained 

fame in the Civil War and in the building of the Union Pacific, was 

closely linked with the FW&DC and was the moving force behind the firm 

which held the Denver Road's construction contracts. Moreover, it was 

Dodge who procured land for townsites along the new railroad. He and 

his son-in-law, R. E. Montgomery, subsequently formed the Texas Town-

site Company to hold and then dispose of lands such as those at 

Wichita Falls. Thus the railroad did not directly participate in the 

promotion at Wichita Falls except to authorize. the special train from 

Fort Worth and to guarantee reduced rates for those making the trip. 

During the sale on September 27 average lots sold for between $200 

and $500, although one choice business location brought roore than 

$1,000. ___ Cash was demanded for sales of under $_100, but 11 terms11 .were 

d f h . . . . 3 arrange or t e more expensive acq~isitions. 

Wichita County had been formed as .early as 1858, but was not per- . 
~ . 

; 

manently organized until shortly before the arrival of the railroad. 

At the census of 1880, the population was only 433, and the stock 

raisers who inhabited the county attempted only a minimum of agricul-

ture. There was a post office at Wichita Falls before the coming of 

the rails, but it served only a miniscule number of patrons. By 1890, 

however, the census revealed that 4,831 people claimed residence in 



the county, and old-timers considered that the area was thickly 

populated. The arrival of the FW&DC marked the end of the frontier 

days for "Cow Country, 11 as North Texas long had been labeled" The 

unique epoch of the cowboy and the open range began to decline rapidly 

4 
thereafter. · 

Rather than pushing on from Wichita Falls with expected construe-

tion, the management of the FW&DC instead chose first to consolidate 

its gains and to put the modest railroad on a healthy basis. There 

were other reasons, too, why the Denver Road continued its end-of-track 

at 'Wichita Falls. There had been a distressing absence of construction 

activity on the northern end of the line, and the Texas company con-

sidered it wise to refrain from further expansion until its Colorado 

counterpart, the Denver & New Orleans, showed good faith. THE FW&DC 

3 

management reasoned, moreover, that the road could control the lucrative 

livestock traffic eminating from the Panhandle without immediately 

extending the line beyond Wichita Falls. Finally, it was believed that 

Wichita Falls would naturally drain the surrounding area--Seymour, 

Vernon, and even Fort Sill--and thus gather 11 to itself a considerable 

and growing trade which had previously found its way to market via Fort 

Dodge, Kansas~ the long established shipping point" on the Atchison 9 

Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Meanwhile., the construction of businesses 

and homes in Wichita Falls followed closely after the townsi:te sale. 

The corrnnunity was flush with optimism. The forecasts made by the FW&DC 

management proved to be accurate, for commercial activity soon abounded. 

Wichita Fa:lls willingly waxed fat as the FW&DC 1 s railhead. Yet the 

town 1 s long range status was not assured, as news from the Denver Road 1 s 

office soon revealed 0
5 
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The unexpectedly rapid growth of population in the area northwest 

of Wichita Falls made it apparent that an extension to Vernon, fifty 

miles distant, was necessary to assure that the Panhandle business, 

which was rapidly becoming available, would pass to the FW&DC. Thus 

on February 3, 1885, grading began, within a few months the road had 

been advanced 34 miles to Harrold. The railroad entered Vernon on 

October 16, 1886, but construction crews continu~d onwar_d until they 

reached Quanah on February 1, 1887. Concomitantly, the FW&DC~s Colorado 

counterpart was energized, and, while the Texas company was building 

toward the northwest, the Colorado firm pressed on toward the southeast. 

Finally, on March 14, 1888, the last spike was driven on the long 

hoped-for Gulf-to-Rockies route; Denver and Fort Worth were linked by 

rails at last. The expected and traditional celebrations were held at 

the terminal ends of the line, but for the city of Wichita Falls it 

also was .:.1! _time for reflection and contemplation. Gone was the excite~ 

ment of its railhead days, and Wichita Falls seemed ill-equipped to 

compete with other aspiring communities. Nearby Henrietta, just 

eighteen-and-one-half miles to the southeast was strategically located 

' 
at the west edge of the tangled forest known as the Cross Timbers. 

Wichita Falls, on the other hand, was in the heart of a huge prairie 

pasture. Additionally, Henrietta had the service of two rail.roads--

the same FW&DC route which passed through Wichita Falls and, since 1887, 

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railwayvs branch from Gainesville. Henri-

etta thus had every reason to believe that it was destined to become 

the metropolis of the great north central plains. But Wichita Falls had 

Joseph Ao Kemp and Henrietta did not. 6 



FOOTNOTES 

1Richard c. Overton, Gulf to Rockies: The Heritage of the Fort 
Worth and Denver--Colorado and southern Railways, 1861-1898 (Austin, 
Texas:-1953), p. 107. 

2 
Jonnie R. Morgan, The History of Wichita Falls (Wif,h:i,ta Falls, 

Texas: 1971, facsimile reprint of 1931 edition), pp. 29-30; Overton, 
p. 99. 

3rbid., pp. 31, 93, 96, 99. 

4Frank W. Johnson, A History of Texas and Texans. Five Volumes. 
Edited by Eugene c_.• Barker with theaf?sis-ta~ of Ernest Wo Winkler 
(Chicago:. 1914), II, p. 811; Morgan, p. 30. 

5 
Overton, pp. 97, 96, 108. 

6 rbid., pp. 108, 120, 125, 129, 181. 
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CHAPTER II 

JOSEPH A. KEMP, THE ENERGIZER 

"That a city may become great in its facilities and commercial 
service to a large scope of the country all through the vital
izing energy of one man is the conspicuous fact in the career 
of Joseph A. Kemp of Wichita Falls. 11 1 

By 1890, Wichita County's population had increased to 4,831, of 

which Wichit;a Fal_ls claimed 1, 987 as residents! Yet Wichita Falls 

had been considerably demoralized when the Fort Worth & Denver City 

Railway pushed on to the northwest. Its days as an important railhead 

were but memories, and it appeared that the once promising village 

would slip into obscurity. To be sure, it was hard pressed to retain 

its position as the seat of Wichita County. 2 

Nevertheless, in 1890 the first of many branch line railroads was 

thrust outward from Wichita Falls into the surrounding areas_. On 

February 8, 1890, Colonel Morgan Jones, Grenville M. Dodge, and others 

incorporated the Wichita Valley Railway to link Seymour with Wichita 

Falls. The line was later extended through Stamford to Abilene (and 

is presently operated by the Fort Worth & Denver Railway). The 

presence of the Wichita Valley Railway was useful to Wichita Falls but 

was not sufficient to lift the village from its doldrums. Fortunately 

for the community, one of its earliest citizens, Joseph A. Kemp, was 

quite unwilling to accept the status quo. In fact, it was Kemp who 

initiated the additional railroad enterprises which eventually lifted 
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Wichita Falls from lethargy.3 

Joseph Alexander Kemp was born at Clifton, Texas on July 31, 1861, 

the first child of William T. and Emma F. Kemp. He graduated from 

Clifton High School at the age of 17 and irmnediately undertook his 

first independent business venture by opening a mercantile store at 

Clifton. Then, in 1883, he moved to Wichita Falls which he considered 

to be a frontier town of promise. His first enterpris~ ~n the new 

cormnunity was a modest retail firm which readily prospered on the 

heavy ranch trade. He sold out in 1887, but three years later he 

established the J. A:· Kemp Wholesale Grocery Company. Soon the new 

firm was doing a business of more than one million dollars per year, 

and branch stores were established in several other parts of western 

Texas. In 1903, Kemp sold his controlling interest in the business 

but continued in its management. Earlier, in 1890, Kemp had helped 

to organize ,the City National Bank of Wichita Falls and eventually be-

came its president. He was active in numerous railroad ventures from 

1894 until his death in 1930 and, additionally, was involved in 

countless other important cormnercial activities. A major boulevard 

in Wichita Falls bears his name as does one of the chief hotels. He 

was especially interested in water conservation and considered the 

creation of Lake Kemp, its diversion dam and irrigation project, as his 

\ 
greatest achievement. At one time he undoubtedly was the richest man 

in Wichita Falls. Small wonder, then, that at his passing the entire 

front page o.f the Wichita Falls Record-News carried his obituary under 

huge headlines reading 11J. A. Kemp is Dead.•• 4 

By the early 1890s, Kemp was convinced that the key to Wichita 

Falls 1 growth and development was the acquisition of additional rail-
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road outlets. The FW&DC had given life to the community and the 

Seymoure line had added to its health. Yet, as Kemp saw it, railroad 

competition and additional routings were absolutely necessary if 

Wichita Falls desired to be other than a moderately important way 

station town. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway was close by at 

Henrietta, and it offered the most immediate and plausible hope. Thus 

during the hard times of 1893-94, Kemp constantly entreated the manage-

ment of the MK&T to construct an extension of its line from Henrietta 

to Wichita Falls. The Katy, however, was loath to invest in a new 

route which would necessitate construction between two points already 

served by an existing line--in this case the FW&DCo Considering this 

fact and noting the economic climate of the times, MK&T management 

determined that the venture was too risky. 5 

However, the Katy management did not entirely close the door to 

the prospect of reaching Wichita Falls. President Henry Co Rouse 

promised Kemp that the MK&T would gladly lease and operate a line of 

road between the two points if Kemp could arrange to build it. The 

Panic of 1 93 notwithstanding, Kemp accepted the chal,lenge_. Together 

with R. E. Huff of Wichita Falls and one M. Lasker of Galveston, 

Kemp applied for a~d on April 18, 1894, received a charter to incorpo-

rate the Wichita Falls Railway, designed to link Henrietta and Wichita 

Falls. Soon thereafter the incorporators addressed themselves to the 

task of raising cash from local businessmen; Kemp alone found most of 

- 6 
l .. t 0 

The Fort Worth & Denver City, already serving both Henrietta and 

Wichita Falls by way of its main line, viewed Kemp's railroad venture 

with a jaundiced eye. The management of the Denver Road eventually 



proposed that "the Katy use FtW&DC trac~age to Wichita Falls rather 

than duplicate existing railroad." But the suggestion came too late;· 

on June 12, 1894, Kemp signed an agreement with the Katy. He con

sidered that the new railroad would gross approximately $180,000 per 

y~ar by diverting at least half of the Denver Road's Wichita Falls 

traffic. In view of the fact that the FW&DC had literally put Wichita 

Falls on the map, officials of that road understandably felt betrayed. 7 

In the fall of 1894, the extension between Wichita Falls and 

Henrietta was completed, and by the following May it was being operated 

by the MK&T under a long term lease agreement which called for a 

division of the gross earnings. This contract resulted, in the course 

of a comparatively short time, in a condition so favorable to the 

stockhold_ers of the Wichita Falls Railway that the road acquired the 

reputati_on of paying the "largest dividends of any railroad in the 

United States." Indeed, while making handsome profits for its in

vestors, the new road also favored Wichita Falls with a direct line to 

Kansas City, St .•. Louis, and to the cities of the East and Northeast 

via these gateways. With two trunk roads and one branch line, Wichita 

Falls could look forward to the twentieth century with confidence» 8 
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FOOTNOTES 

1Frank w. Johnson, ~History of Texas and Texans. Five Volumes. 
Edited by Eugene c. Barker with the assistanc.e .of Ernest W: ... Winkler 
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CHAPTER III 

ENTER FRANK KELL 

"It would be difficult to find a citizen whose business life 
has been more intimately associated with the growth and 
development of the grain and milling business of Texas than 
Frank Kell. 11 1 

During the first decade of the twentieth century, additional branch 

line railroads were built from Wichita Falls into the surrounding trade 

areas. Eventually there were so many of these lines that they re-

sembled spokes leading from the hub of a wheel. The Wichita Valley 

Railway, mentioned previously, extended from Wichita Falls to the 

southwest and was operated by Colonel Morgan Jones and Grenville M. 
_.\ : 

Dodge. In 1903, Jones and others secured a charter to build another 

branch road from the capital of Wichita County. This organization, 

christened the Wichita Falls and Oklahoma Railway Company, was author-

ized to build to Byers,·an aspiring community 22 miles to the northeast. 

The road traversed the area that later b_E?.came the famous PetroJ.ia gas 

district_. The new company was placed in ser'!ice on June 24, 1904, and 

was eventually lengthened to form a connection with the Chicago~ Rock 

Islan~ & Pacific at Waurika, across the Red River in Oklahoma. The 

Wichita Valley and the Wichita Falls & Oklahoma companies were inde-

pendent entities which served to promote the urban economic imperialism 

of Wichita Falls. Yet they were also closely tied to the Fort Worth & 

Denver City which had~ on December 19, 1898, passed to the control of 

11 
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the Colorado & Southern Railway. The C&S, in turn, purchased the 

Wichita Valley and the Wichita Falls & Oklahoma firms during the summer 

of 1906. In essence, then, these roads became feeder lines for the 

FW&DC. 2 . 

Meanwhile, by 1900, the population of Wichita County had grown to. 

5, 086 and that of Wichita Falls increased to 2, 480. These figures 

indicated little growth over the previous decade and were hardly en~ 

couraging to local boosters. Nevertheless, Joseph Kemp convinced Frank 

Kell, his boyhood friend and brother-in-law, that the area around 

Wichita Falls had more to offer than any other area of the state. 3 

Frank Kell was born at Clifton, Texas, on December 2, 1859j the 

third child in a family of 16. He attended a private school, and after 

graduation he entered the mercantile business. In 1885, he married 

Kemp's sister Lula. Kell gave up his earlier employment and spent six 

months as a traveling salesman before entering the milling business at 

Clifton. In 1888 the area around Wichita Falls produced its first 

important grain crop, and Kell participated in the purchase thereof. 

In June of 1897 he moved to Wichita Falls, and, although nearly without 

capital himself, he had the backing of important friends who encouraged 

his expansion in the grain and milling business. Shortly after arriv

ing in Wichita Falls, Kell--with the assistance of J. A. Kemp and M. 

Lasker--purchased the Wichita Valley Milling Company. Four years later 

this property was destroyed by fire. In a few years, however, a new 

plant with a capacity double that of its predecessor was in operation. 

Kell subsequently became sole owner of this company and expanded his 

holdings in many others. At one time he was either the sole owner 

or in stock control of nine substantial milling units and over 100 
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country elevators in the Southwest. Kell sold the majority of 

these properties in 1929 to General Mills, Incorporated, of Minneapolis. 

Although also active in the construction and operation of numerous 

railroads, he always considered his vocation to be the grain and mi 1-

ling business. At his death on September 17, 1941, the 81-year old 

Kell was president of one railroa.d3rnd board chairman of another, 

president of seven other companies, vice president of two companies, 

and a director of the Fort Worth & Denver City Railway. 4 

Almost from the beginning of Kell's tenure in Wichita Falls, he 

had difficulty in obtaining sufficient quantities of grain to make his 

milling concerns constantly profitable. The most difficult problem was 

what he labeled the:!!freight rate handicap." The situation was so 

grave in 1902 that his mills were nearly closed. The vast majority of 

Texas wheat was grown in the Panhandle and flowed naturally to market 

at Amarillo. Kell acquired as much Texas wheat as he could, but the 

available supply wqs :f-nadequate for his needs and he was forced to 

look to Kansas for additional supplies. The Wichita Falls miller 

purchased wheat in that state, paid the freight on it to Wichita Falls, 
i 

milled it, and then paid the freight on the flour to its final destina-

tion. Yet the rates on wheat from Kansas to Wichita Falls and on flour 

from Wichita Falls to destination were higher than the milling in 

transit (MIT) rates given to millers outside of the Southwest. Thus 

Kell filed a claim against the railroad (the Katy, undoubtedly) and 

was repaid freight charges to the extent of equalizing the tariffs. 

Officials of another carrier eventually found out about his 11home-made11 

rate-making arrangement and charged that such practices were illegal 

under the laws of the Interstate Commerce Commission. In 1906 Kell 
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took his case to that regulatory agency. He argued that milling in 

transit rates granted by numerous railroads favored the farmers and 

millers of the states to the north and east of Texas and Oklahoma 

Territory. The I.C.C. agreed that rates on wheat and flour from 

Missouri River points to Arkansas and Louisiana were considerabLy less 

than those offered by railroads in Indian Territory and North Texas. 

In time Kell was successful in forcing changes in the milling in transit 

and storage in transit (SIT) rates which allowed millers in Texas and 

elsewhere in the Southwest to make a profit. This victory guaranteed a 

regular flow of wheat to his mill~ from distant points to the north. 

When drought years burdened the crop in the Texas Panhandle, Kell kept 

his mills busy grinding wheat grown in _fa_r"""o_fL Kansas. On another 

front, Kell successfully labored for profitable rat es on grain and 

5 flour being moved to Gal vest on for exp0;rt. 

Joseph Kemp, too, was distressed by what he considered to be dis-

crimination in rate-making. In April, 1902, he complained to the Rail-

road Commission of Texas and to the Interstate Cormnerce Cormnission 

about excessive rates on sugar in carload lots from New Orleans to 

points in Texas, New Mexico, and Okl@.orna Terri_tory_.. In the first 

years of the twentieth century, Kemp and Kell considered means by 

which they could' alter rates and' thereby make thei.r businesses more prof-

itable. Yet they were not mere money grubbers. Rather they were seek· 

ing to assist themselves and their adopted home town as well. They 

were becoming first rate practioners of enlightened self-interest. 

What was good for them was good for Wichita Ff111S; what was good for 

Wichita Falls was good for them. By 1905 they determined that the 

I . 
surest way to assist themselves and to expfln,d the cormnercial importance 

f • 



of Wichita Falls was not to rely on the in~titut:i,on of ac,ceptable 

ra,t.es,. although that was important, but to design and construct ad

ditional lines of railroad which would make tributary ever larger 

portions of the surrounding area. The construction of steel trails 

15 

across the plains was the perfect medium to promote tb_e des_i,gns of 

W;i,,c.hita Falls_r urban economic imperialism; Joseph Aa. Kemp and Frank Kell 

were the chief engineers. Indeed, together they were so dynamic that 

observers coined a locally popular success formula~ "Think like Kemp 

and work like Kell."6 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE KEMP AND KELL ROADS 

"In 1894 Wichita Falls was merely one of many small citi~s 
of Texas. Its start upward was due larg.ely to the cour.age, 
enterprise and resourcefulness of two of her pioneer 
citizens, J. A. Kemp and Frank Kell. 11 1 

Frank Kell needed additiona1l and steady supplies of grain for his 

mills. It was unreasonable to rely alone on the growing areas of the 

Texas Panhandle. These factors, more than others, explain Kell's en-

trance into the railroad business. Earlier, in 1893, Joseph A. ~emp 

had tried to convince his brother-in-law to join in the creation of the 

Wichita Falls Railway, but Kell was burdened then with obligations in 

the grain business and also was distressed by the contemporary economic 

dislocation~ However, in 1905, Kell was willing to and did acquire M. 

Lasker' s interest in that railway; in doing so he created J;he first of 

the Kemp and Kell lines. Together they became the sole owner of the 

h 11 ·1 2 Wic ita Fa s Rai..way. 

By 1905 railroads extended in every direction from Wichita Falls--

with but two exceptions. The Denver Road ran through Wichita Falls 

from the southeast to the northwest; the Wichita Falls & Oklahoma 

stretched out to the northeast; the Wichita Falls Railway served the 

east; and the Wichita Valley controlled the area to the southwest. 

Only the areas to the north and to the south remained unclaimed by rail-' 

roads which passed through or radiated from Wichita Falls. Kemp and 

17 
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Kell moved to close off both areas in 1906 and 1907. 

The Wichita Falls & Northwestern Railway Company of Texas 

(WF&NWofT, but nominally referred to hereafter as WF&NW or Northwest-

ern), as the second- Kemp and i<:ell road wa·s labeled, was chartered on 

September 26, 1906, and implied no intersta~e aspirations. However, 

nine days later, on October 5, another Kemp and Kell' road, the Wichita 

Falls & Northwestern Company (WF&NW or Northwestern) was incorporated 

under the general laws of Oklahoma Territory. The Te~?S firm was 

authorized to construct a line of road from Wichita Falls to the Red - ' -

River, a distance of 17.1 miles. The Oklahoma firm, on the other hand, 

was given permission to build a railroad "from the southern border of 

Oklahoma on the Red River southwest of Lawton, Oklahoma, to a point in 
' .\ 

Kansas near Englewood._ •• passing through or near the city of Altus, 11 

about 375 miles. The Texas company was capitalized at only $20,000 

but the Oklahoma firm was capitalized, at one million dollars. The 

charter for the Oklahoma road was drawn at a meeting in Altus on 

September 20 and was attended by Kemp, Kell, and R. E. Huff of Wichita 

Falls, and J. A. Henry, c. c. Hightower, John A. Chenoweth, and William 

Hossack, all of Altus. The incorporators considered that the road 

could be built at the rate of $15,000 per mile, or for a total cost of 

$5,625,000. The stock was taken by Kemp, Kell, and Huff; the four 

Oklahomans on the board received only a single director's share each. 

While the WF&NW. claimed Altus as its principal pla_c;:e _of business, while 

the company was chartered in Oklahoma, and while its directors were 

mostly from Oklahoma, the road--like it·s ·Texas counterpart--was clearly • 

a Kemp and Kell line with headquarters at Wichita FaLls. 3 

Kemp and Kell had declared themselves to an extremely ambitious 
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plan, if only on paper. Frank Kell knew only too well that there was 

no direct route between the Kansas wheat fields and his mills. The 

proposed WF&NW lines would forge such a link. Moreover, Oklahoma 

Territory was rapidly being settled, and many of the counties through 

which the new road was projected promised to become fine wheat growing 

areas. All of which augured well for Kell' s mills. Joseph Kemp 

likewise saw potential in the new lines. The railroad company itself 

would increase employment in Wichita Falls and simultaneously would act 

as an unbilical cord tying outlying areas, new townsites, and new 

businesses to the commercial and banking houses of Wichita Falls. All 

of which augured well for the Kemp enterprises. Additionally there 

was money_ to be made by the mere operation of the railroad_. To be sure, 

the returns from the Wichita Falls Railway, long leased to the MK&T, 

were especially lucrative. In fact, the large earnings of this road 

made it possible to call the small issue of first mortgage bonds then 

outstanding and create a large new mortgage. These new bonds were then 

. 4 sold in order to obtain funds for the new construction. 

However, their hopes in 1906, to reach Englewood, Kansas, were 

no more than a long range desire. Probably Kemp and Kell really ex-

pected in that year at least, to push their railroad little beyond 

the Red River. On the other hand, the promoters clearly wished to tap 

tlie area in Texas above Wichita Falls. Moreover, they wanted to 

penetrate the potentially rich grain and cattle markets of the Big 

Pasture, an area across the Red River in Oklahoma Territory. 

Much of the land between Wichita Falls and the Red River belonged 

to a remarkable rancher named S. Burke Burnett. Burnett was born in 

Missouri on January 1, 1849, but prior to the Civil War his parents 
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moved the family to Denton Creek in northeast Texas. As a very young 

man, Burnett became involved in the cattle business, and in 1876 he 

purchased the ~_§_66 Ranch, some 15 mil_es from present-day Wichita Falls. 

The drought of 1881, which reduced West Texas to an arid state, pushed 

6666 cattle to the Red River. Burnett, Dan Waggoner, and others then 

leased large tracts of la.nd.beyond the river in an area of the Kiowa-

Comanche Reservation known by the Indians as the Big Pasture~• By 1895, 

the 6666 Ranch embraced 35,000 acres of owned and leased lands. 

Burnett's livestock holdings included 25,000 head of Durham and Here-

5 ford cattle and 2,000 head of horses and mules. 

At the turn of the century the federal government ordered the 

cattlemen to vacate their leases in the Kiowa-Comanche Preserve. This 

was done preparatory to the opening of the area for homesteading. 

Burnett went to Washington in 1901 to confer with Presi~.ent Theodore 

Roosevelt about the matter. As a result, the government 1 s position 

was modified, but it merely postponed the inevitable. In 1905 the 

Secretary of the Interior notified cattlemen that the Indian land would 

be "leased in 160 acre tracts." President Roosevelt again intervened, 

however, and the ranchers were granted an interim period to make adjust-

_ments. Nevertheless, the Secretary of the Interior announced, and 

President Roosevelt acknowledged, that the land would be sold by public 

sale on December 6, 1906. Thus the Big Pasture was emptied of 6666 
·, 

cattle; the invasion of the plow was at hand. At the same time Burnett 

sold that part of his ranch which fronted the Red River, some 16j997 

acres; the sale price was $289,000. The land was purchased by a syndi-

cate of Wichita Falls entrepreneurs of whom Joseph A. Kemp and Frank 

11 h . . 1 b 6 Ke were t e principa mem ers. 
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Kemp and Kell subsequently formed the Red River Land Company, cut 

up the former ranch land into 160 acre parcels, and sold these tracts 

to eager farmers. Burnett had been paid approximately $18 per acre, 

but the Red River Land Company sold the same lands for from $35 to $65 

per acre. One J. G. Donaghey of Kansas City was retained for the. d1;1ctl 

purposes of marketing the lands and forming a townsite company. 

Donaghey later counseled Kemp and Kell to retain mineral rightsj but 

1 h . d . . d 7 strange y t is a vice was reJecte • 

Even before the parceling out of Burke Burnett's former 17,000 

acres of grassland, a small conununity had sandwiched itself between 

the two principle portions of the 6666 Ranch. For nearly 30 years be-

fore the coming of the railroad, a rural store owned by J. G. Hardin 

held forth a short distance south of what later became the municipality 

of Burkburnett• Meanwhile, cowboys from the 6666 Ranch made fun of the 

farmers who lived around Hardin's store by calling these residents 

"nesters." The conununity was officially known as Gilbert, but was 

better known locally as Nesterville. 8 

Residents of the Gilbert vicinity subscribed to a bonus for 

the purpose of assisting in the construction of the Wichita Falls & 

Northwestern. J. G. Hardin, owner of the store at Gilbert and a promi-

nent landowner, reportedly contributed as much as $1,000 to the project •.. 

He failed miserably if his goal was to induce the construction of the 

railroad via Gilbert. Kemp and Kell had other plans, and they scrup-

ul0usly avoided Gilbert, or Nesterville 9 which for their purposes was 

already too thickly sett led. In sum, no money could be made by s_elling 

townsite property and farm lands in and around Gilbert. 9_, 

The first farm on the former 6666 Ranch was purchased from the 
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Red River Land Company in 1906 by F. R. Knauth. The railroad was not 

yet in service, but when the Knauth immigrant car arrived. in Wichita 

Falls a WF&NW work train took it to a location near the new farmstead 

and unceremoniously shoved it off on the ground until it was unloaded. 

Before the end of the 1906 construction season, WF&NW rails reached the 
! 

banks of the Red River. However, the track between Wichita Falls and 

Burkburnett was not put into full revenue service until April 8, 1907 •10 

The Red River Valley Townsite Company,. headed by Frank Kell, owned 

2,000 acres of the former 6666 Ranch and planned to locate and plat 

a new townsite a few miles south of the Red River--naturally, on the 

newly constructed line of the WF&NW. Burnett told Kell that he wanted 

the town named after him inasmuch as it would be located on what 

formerly had been his land. Kell agreed and submitted the name 11Burk11 

but. the Post Office Department objected since there already was a 

Burke, Texas. "Burnettsville" and 11 B.urke Burnett" were also suggested 

but the Post Office preferred "Gilbert •11 Finally, President Roosevelt, 

who had met Burnett in Washington during 1901 and who had hunted on 

portions of the 6666 Ranch during 1904, convinced postal authorities 

ll that it would be wise to accept the town name of Burkburnett. 

On June 1, 1907, the Wichita Falls Daily Times gleefully announced 

that t!ie opening of the new Town of Burkburnett would be held the 

following Thursday. The townsite company offered 600 lots for sale 

by auction. Unsurprisingly the railroad offered to operate a free 

special train to carry interested speculators, settlers, and observers 

to the new townsite location for the event. Five days later, on June 

6, the Daily Times reported that there had been over 300 passengers 

em the train, "including 16 women." For the auction of the lots, the 
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townsite company brought in a "high-hatted stentorian from. St. Louis." 

Burke Burnett, as expected, purchased the first two lots offered at 

$5S5 each. He announced that he would build a two-story brick hotel on 

these properties, but he never made good on that promise. Lots were 

sold at an average of one per minute. Sales prices for downtown parcels 

ranged from $275 to $585, while residential offerings brought from $60 

to $250. The townsite promoters thoughtfully provided a barrel of. 

whiskey for the crowd; this act of civility resulted in the alleviation 

of parched throats, the cultivation of camaraderie, and the proper in-

troduction of civilization to the grassland wilderness. Additional 

exci~ement was created when a bewildered rattlesnake interrupted the 

proceedings with his unwanted presence. The day proved to be success-

ful for all parties except the rattlesnake, which was promptly dis-

patched, and rapid growth followed. By September the editor of Burk-

burnett 1 s newly founded 6666 Star optimistically predicted that the 

town,· as "queen city of the Red River Valley," was soon destined to be 

12 
a city of 1,000 people "if it kept growing at the present rate. 11 

Meanwhile, Kemp and Kell moved to close off the southern approahces 

to Wichita Falls by incorporating, on J.u,ne t~ 1907, the Wichita Falls & 

Southern Railway Company. This line was initially constructed from 

Wichita Falls to Newcastle and subsequently lengthened through Graham 

to Breckenridge. The first train reached Archer City, 26 miles from 

- ~ 
Wichita Falls, on December 21, 1907, and rails reached the coal fields 

near Newcastle the following year. 13 

The Wichita Falls & Northwestern of I.exas ac.quired over 7_0 acres 

_Qf donated land,, .. and it paid out nearly $42, 000 for additional land 

necessary for its construction and operation... It owned only the 
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trackage from its yard, north of the downtown passenger station in 

Wichita Falls, to the Red River. The road was built by the T,exas & 

Oklahoma Construction Company, an affiliate of the railroad. Indeed 9 

the construction company was owned by Kemp and Kell. The railroad 

paid over its entire capital stock of $20,000 and all of its $250,000 

first mortgage five percent bonds to_ t_he Texas & Ok.lahoma Construction 

Company for the construction of the line. In essence, then, Kemp and 

K 11 d h d . h 14 e owne t e roa outr1g t. 

The railroad irrnnediately spurred e.conomic expansion in the area 

between Wichita Falls and the Red River... Corn at this time was a major 

cash crop in the area, and it flowed to market via the new rails. 

Cotton production was increased in the area, and soon G.o W. Wigham of 

Wichita Falls opened a string of gins, one of which was located at 

15 
Burkburnett. 

The Red River provided a significant obstacle to the railroad 1 s 
<" 

entrance into the Big Pasture. The fact that salt cedar and cottonwood 

trees grew far into its bed belied the reality of almost yearly floods. 

Then the ordinarily docile flow of water changed to a raging torrent 

which spread through the natural_ valley of the stream. Engineers _of 

the WF&NW thus had to design and construct an extremely lengthy and ex-

pensive single-deck pile trestle to bridge the wide, usually dry stream 

bedo As bridgemen labored to finish the structure during the winter 

of 1906-1907 9 graders made cuts and fills along a line of engineer 1 s 

stakes which led;away from the Red River and into the Big Pasture •. The 

14.09 miles betv./een Burkburnett and Kell, a new townsite in the Big 

16 
Pasture, was opened to service on June 10. ·; Then there was trouble. 

As noted earlier, the Big Pasture was formally opened, and its 
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land sold--for an average of $6 per acre--on December 6, 1906. At that 

time the government authorized a scattering of new townsites, among 

which were Randlett, Quanah, Ahpeatone, and Eschiti. The first town-

site was named for the Secretary of the Interior, while the latter 

three were named after prominent Indians. Totally absent from the 

list of authorized townsites was that named Kel~. 17 

On OcEober 6, 1906, Joseph A. Kemp had advised the Office of 

Indian Affairs that the WF&NW intended to petition the courts of Okla-

homa Territory for permission to condenm a 100-foot right-of-way 

through the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache reservation in Comanche County, 

Oklahoma Territory. Kemp wrote that the new road might extend for a 

distance of 26 miles through the Indian lands. Permission was secured 

as a matter of course, although the railroad was restricted under the 

laws of the Enid-Anadarko Act which had been passed _i.n 190~~ In es~ 

sence, the WF&NW was allowed to do no more than condenm a right-of-way, 

build a railroad, and install telephone and telegraph lines. 18 

A representative of the Office of Indian Affairs was surprised, 

then, to discover on April 13, 1907, that a number of unauthorized 

frame buildings had been constructed in the Big Pasture area on lands--

which had recently been acquired by one John Walter Field. The Washing-

ton office was advised that the occupants of these buildings were 

i 
actually merchants, offering their goods and wares for sale at "rail-

road prices." Further investigation revealed that Field had paid 

$4,400 for the land, which proved to be the intersection of the soon-

to-be-built WF&NW and a proposed branch of the Rock Island Lines. 

Government agents were di_s_patched to the area, and the residents of the 

bogus town were advised to seek property at nearby Eschiti in a forth-
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coming town-lot sale.,... The government agents received promises of 

co-operation. The sale of lots at Eschiti took place shortly as 

scb.e_duled, and all lots offered were sold. However, the residents of 

the bogus town reneged on their promises and then took a new tack. 

They made an effort to establish a new townsite, labeled Kell, -a short 

distance from the place originally chosen but on lands claimed by the 

WF&NW._ Agent J. P .. Blackmon of the Kiowa Agency telegraphed the 
' ... ~~'"''·':' ~·.·, -, ..... ·· 

Washington office on June 15 warning that organizers of Kell were 

"making an effort to demoralize purchasers of lots in Government 

townsite [Eschiti] and effect its abandonment." Officials in the 

General Land Office and in the Office of Indian Affairs we:i;e quick to 

realize that if the railroad townsites were allowed to survive, "many 

purchasers of lots in the Government townsite would decline to pay the 

remaining 75% of the purchase price, which would result in a consider-

able loss to the Indians •11 By June 20 Agent Blackmon learned that the 

Kell townsite was. being platted and that lots were being offered for 

sale. Blackmon thereupon sought the aid of the United States attorney 

19 -for Oklahoma. 

The federal district attorney at Guthrie, John Embry, assured J. 

P. Blackmon on June 24that the WF&NW had received only a right-of-way 

grant through Indian lands. Failure by the railroad to adhere to the 

provisions of the Enid-Anadarko Act, said Embry, would permit the 

government to demand the reversion of the lands to the appropriate 

Indian tribes. Embry also advised Blackmon to post notices at Kell 

announcing that legal action would be brought to recover the lots from 

purchasers. On the same date Blackmon asked.for an injunction against 

the WF&NW. In far-off Washington, government officials studied the map 
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filed by the railroad with the Indian Affairs Office in 1906. The map 

confirmed that the WF&NW had not proposed any townsite at the time of 

its.filing. On July 9, Phillip Taylor and 104 other Eschiti property 

owners sent a strongly worded petition to President Theodore Roosevelt 

reminding him that Eschiti was the site where he and his party had 

camped during the 1904 :wolf hunt which had been hosted by s. Burke 

Burnett. Taylor told the President that the property owners had been 

promised by the government that it would "keep the railroad from 

establishing a rival town in close proximity to and in rivalry with the 

site of Eschiti •" They expressed a fear that government intransigence 

and bad faith would result in the "most gigantic piece of humbug and 

flimflarmning that has ever been executed in this western country .• " 

What Taylor and the others demanded from the President and the govern

ment was., in their words, a "Square Deal."20 

On the day that Phillip Taylor forwarded this petition and letter 

to President Roo_sevelt, the U. s. attorney for Oklahoma obtained from 

the District Court at Lawton a temporary injunction against the rail-

road restraining it from surveying the townsite tract and from selling 

for townsite purposes the lands which had been secured for railroad 

use. U. s. Attorney Embry had earlier advised Blackmon that railroad 

officials and employees would be allowed to reside on the right-of-way 

during the actual construction of the railroad. While there, however~ 

they would be subject to rules and regulations under the Indian Inter-

21 course Laws. 

Meanwhile the town of Kell was "developing rapidly, 11 and on July 

17 u. s. Attorney Erribry received a temporary injunction against 46 

persons who were, in his view, attempting to establish the town in 
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opposition to the authorized town of Eschiti. Within this list of 

46 persons were lumber yard operators, a barber, and even one member 

of the WF&NW board of directors,. Five days later Embry revealed that 

the railway had condemned certain lands belonging to John W. Fields, 

and referees had later awarded him $1,200 for these properties. The 

railway then had atterrpted to induce officers of the U. So Land Office 

in Lawton to accept the money, but the Land Office officials rightly 

refused. In these condemnation proceedings, Embry pointed out, the 

railway had failed to make the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Indians 

parties, to give their chiefs notice, or to file the plats and maps 

as required by law. Embry even suspected that Fields was actually the 

locating engineer for the WF&NWo The temporary injunction issued 

on July 17 against those who were residing and doing business at Kell 

was challenged, but by mid-August these citizens were ordered to vacate 

the bogus town. The federal judge who heard the case agreed that the 

town lots were sold illegally in violation of the Enid and Anadarko 

22 
Act of 1902. 

The other terrporary injunction against the WF&NW was assigned to 

the September docket of the District Court at Lawton. The case dragged 

on for several months, but in reality it had been decided in August 

when the injunction against the residents of Kell had been affirmedo 

During this time Frank Kell solicited the assistance of his friend 

Burke Burnett who, it developed, had once helped Quanah Parker, the 

famous Comanche chief, and Parker considered the Texas rancher to be 

11 a great friend. 11 As a result he met with Burnett and Kell and used 

his influence to facilitate a corrpromiseo Late in the following year, 

1908, the WF&NW paid damages in the amount of $2,340.75, but retained 
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its right-of-way through the Indian lands. The townsite of Kell, 

nevertheless, passed into history. Heralded by bold black type in the 

WF&NW time tables of late 1907 and 1908, the name Kell entirely disap-

peared from station listings b~fore Christmas, 1908. Several years 

later an inconspicuous passing track named Kell was placed in .?ervice 

at mile post 46.0 between Hollister _and Frederick~ over 18 miles from 

th.e original townsite. Interestingly, the Post Office Department 

changed the name of Eschiti to Granfield on January 21, 1909, and by 

23 
then the WF&NW had altered its survey to serve this 11 new11 towno 

While the fate of the Kell townsite was being determined, construe-

tion crews were building a railroad grade that pointed toward the 

northwest. In May, Kemp and Kell resorted to a form of blackmail that 

was_J::xa_([tti_onal arrpng western rai.lroad developers_,, Soon after they had 

pushed rails into Oklahoma Territory, WF&NW promoters let it be known 

t.hat their irmnediate goal was a junction with the St_.<!. Louis & San 

Franci_sco RaiJroad (SL&SF or Frisco)· at or near Frederick~ A connec-

ti.on with the Frisco offered numerous advantages, not the least of which 

was the creation of a rational means of transporting grain from the 

northern wheat-belt to the Kell mills of Wichita Falls~ On May 17, 

1907, Kemp and Kell announced that they had secured sufficient rails 

to push their line to one of two possible junctions with the Sl-SF--at 

Frederick or five miles south of that cormnunity. The latter option 

implied the creation of a new town which was bound to prosper as the 

junction of two railroads. Citizens of Frederick irmnediately saw the 

wisdom of courting the Wichita Falls company; ten days later it was 

announced that right-of-way lands, a depot site, and a $30,000 bonus 

would be offered as inducement to secure the WF&NW~ Such generosity 
•' 
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unsurprisingly moved Kemp and Kell to order company surveyors to locate 

the line from the Kell townsite to Frederick. 24 

The first WF&NW train reached Frederick on November 9, 1907. A 

week later, on November 16, an enthusiastic delegation of people from 

Wichita Falls and from the Big Pasture country boarded a special two

car train bound for Frederick. A cheering crowd of perhaps 1,000 

people met the train when it arrived at 11:30 a.m.. The town was in 

a festive mood and, as the visitors detrained, a "crack military band" 

from Snyder played a patriotic air which was accented by the unsolicited 

thunder of numerous but unmusical anvils. The news that President 

Roosevelt had signed the Oklahoma statehood bill into law had reached 

Frederick about two hours earlier. Thus there were two reasons to 

celebrate. Under the direction of R. S. Houssels, master of ceremonies, 

the last-spike ceremony was begun at noon. W. A. Stinson, chairman of 

the local railroad committee, placed the spike, and Frank Kell drove it 

home. An address of welcome by Houssels followed. Then the crowd 

"cried for" Kell who responded with words of thanks and predicted 

a bright future for Frederick and the new railroad. A parade followed 

the spike-driving ceremony and then the new county officials were in

stalled. Finally, at 5~30 p.m., the excursion train left for Wichita 

Falls. It had been a gala day--for Frederick and for the Wichita Falls 

& Northwestern. A reporter from the Wichita Falls Daily Times who 

covered the events at Frederick observed that the new railroad would 

"open a rich and splendid territory tributary in a great measure to 

Wichita Falls. 11 The immediate goals of Kemp and Kell had been satis

fied. By now a plethora of railroad lines issued forth from Wichita 

Falls and tied the outlying regions to the commercial interests of 



Wichita Falls. Yet the long range goals which KeIIqJ and Kell had for 

the Wichita Falls & Northwestern were not clear. If they actually 

aspired to a Kansas Terminal for the WF&NW, it was not apparent in 

the closing days of 1907 0
25 
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CHAPTER V 

TRULY NORTHWESTERN 

11 The first half of the twentieth century saw_the completion 
of the southwestern rail network largely accomplished before 
1907 except for the western part of Oklahoma, Texas, and 
Kansas. 11 1 

The several Kemp and Kell railroads were collectively advertised 

as the Wichita Falls Route. In 1908, a total of 95 miles of railroad 
~ 

were operated by the WF&NW, the WF&NWofT, and the Wichita Falls & 

Southern. Not included were the 18 miles of the Wichita Falls Railway, 

leas~d to the MK&T. All four roads, however, shared conunon officers 

and common office quarters at Wichita Falls. J. A. Kemp was President; 

Frank Kell served as Vice President and General Manager; and Wiley 

Blair (a Kell son-in-law) held dual positions as Secretary and Treasur-

er. M. M. Murray was appointed as Auditor and C. L. Fontaine repre-

2 
sented the lines as General Freight and Passenger Agent. 

At Frederick, the end-of-track was located at the southern edge 

of the business district. The location precluded any further con-

struction from that point, and the entire trackage arrangement there 

suggested that no additional mileage wou!d be added by the WF&NWo 

Later, when the road was continued into the Oklahoma Panhandle, Frank 

Kell admitted to an employee that the lengthy extension of the road 

had been a surprise to him. As Kell explained, the successive construe-

tion projects developed somewhat by accident. Initially he had wanted 
~ ... ~" "'" - . 
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the road to tap the area in Texas north of Wichita Falls. Then lead

ing citizens of Frederick, who desired the competition which would be 

vouchsafed to them with a second railroad, tempted the WF&N~ with a 

hint of financial support. Kemp and Kell then pushed the road into the 

Big Pasture, collected the usual but necessary ransom from Frederick, 

and built the road to that point--but with the thought that it would 

end there. Sometime thereafter, delegations from Altus, Elk City, and 

even Woodward sought out the Texas railroaders and urged lengthening 

the Wichita Falls Ro0yte to serve their communities. -~l:i~se delegations, 

as Kell recalled, were authorized to promise donations sufficient to 

3 
promote a favorable response. 

In any event, Frederick served as terminus for the WF&NW between 

the fall of 1907 and the summer of 1909. At a board of director's 

meeting held on May 4, 1909, they decided to expand the road by 85 

miles to Altus, Mangum, and Elk City. Accordingly the directors 

authorized the issuance of $2 .3 million in First Mortgage __Kive Percent 

Gold Bonds to fund the necessary construction. A contract between the 

WF&NW and the Texas and Oklahoma Construction Company, signed on May 

25, called for the railroad to deliver its par value capital stock and 

its par value first mortgage bonds to the hands of the construction 

company, itself owned by Kemp and Kell. These first mortgage bonds were 

secured by an absolute lien on 160 miles of road between Henrietta, 

through Wichita Falls to Elk City along with all terminals. Earlier, 

on December 20, 1908, the WF&NW, WF&NWofT, and the Wichita Falls 

Railway entered into a reciprocal agreement to guarantee the principal 

and interest of each others bonds. Then, on January 1, 1909, the 

WF&NW and the WF&NWofT were combined into one operating unit, but not 
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one legal or corporate unit, under the operation of the WF&NW as the 

parent road. All of this served to make the bonds more secure and 

4 
hence mo.~e salable. 

The route from Frederick to Altus necessitated little excavation, 

and the track essentially was thrown down on a superficial grade. 

Track layers raced toward Altus, and on December 15, 1909, the North~ 

western began revenue service to that point. Actually the Wichita Falls 

company was the third railroad to reach the capital of Jackson County, 

Oklahoma. The Oklahoma City & Western (a St. Louis-San Francisco 

predecessor) had arrived in 1903 and was followed five years later 

by the romantic K.fnsas City, Mexico & Orient. 5 

Crews of the Texas and Oklahoma Construction Company barely paused 

at Altus. Rather they hurried on toward Mangum, 22 miles di~t:ant_o That 

community was accorded regular service by the Wichita Falls steam cars 
....... '. .... 7w 

beginning on the first day of January, 1910. The event was mildly 

anti-climactic, however, for the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific had 

reached Mangum as early as 1900. Nevertheless, the residents of Mangum 

desired the benefits of railroad competition and alternate rail routes 

similar to those recently won by Fred'erick and Altus·. Hence, Mangum 
/ 

was perfectly willing to accord the WF&NW a right-of-way and a bonus 

amounting to $105,000. A writer for Sturm's Oklahofna Magazine com-

mented that "nearly every man who _owned property came up and donated 

8% of the assessed value of his property to secure it •116 

Aside from the cash incentive, there were other and more important 

long range reasons why Kemp and Kell chose to extend their railroado 

The areas around Altus and Mangum were rapidly being homesteaded with 

enterprising farmers who promised to produce volume shipments of cotton, 
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oats, corn, milo maize, and fruit. In L907, 20,000 bales of cotton 

had peen ginned and marketed, 54, 000 bales compressed at Altus alone. 

Mangum boasted six cotton gins three years later and had shipped 30,000 

bales of cotton in 1909. The Texas railroaders correctly saw that 

there was a profit to be made by operating a railroad which tapped 

these rich farming areas. Moreover, construction there would corre~ 

spbnd with the Wichita Falls plan for urban economic imperialism. 7 

The owners of the Wichita Falls Route observed that there was 

another vast untapped but promising trade area west of Altus. An 

earlier group of promoters had urged an ambitious plan which effectively 

would have closed off the region to additional aspirants. This group, 

composed entirely of Altus residents, had incorporated the Altus, Ros-

well & El Paso Railway Company on April 1, 1908. It was capitalized 

at $3. million and was designed to lay track some 400 miles in length 

from Altus through Jackson and Greer Counties in Oklahoma, thence in a 

southwesterly direction to El Paso, .Texas. The project was well adver-

8 
tised, but like so many other "paper" railroads it came to naught. 

I 

Kemp and Kell were easily persuaded to fill this vacuum by building 

their own road. To this end, articles of incorporation were-filed in 

Oklahoma City on February 10, 1910, which brought into life the Altus, 

Wichita Falls & Hollis Railway Company (AWF&H). This new corporation 

was authorized to build a road, at $16,000 per mile, westward from 

Altus to the border of the Texas Panhandle. Directors of the road 

included Kemp, Kell, Co C. Huff of Wichita Falls, and J. A. Henry, C. 
; 

c. Hightower, J. R. Mc Mahan, and Cage Branch, all of Altus. K~mp and 

Kell each took 222 shares of the road's capital stock, Huff held two 

shares, and the others each held the traditional single director's 
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share. 9 

The management of the new railroad entertained no romantic notions 

of creating a new trunk route. Instead, they merely hoped to construct 

· a strong feeder line which would serve to drain the commerce of 

western Jackson County, Greer County, and Collingsworth County, Texas. 

In order to lengthen the branch westward into Texas from the Oklahoma 

line, it was necessary to incorporate yet another company. Conse-

quently, on March 3, 1910, the Texas Secretary of State issued a 

charter to the Wichita Falls & Wellington Railway Company of Texas 

(WF&W) •.. The Wellington company was given permission to build 15.521 

miles of road from a junction with the Altus road to Wellington, the 

Collingsworth County seat. 10 

The directors of the Altus, Wichita Falls & Hollis and the Wichita 

Falls & Wellington firms--Kemp, Kell, and their associates--met in 

Altus on March 11, 1910, and unanimously voted to issue $900,000 WF&NW 

First Lien Collateral Trust Bonds earning five per cent interesto 

These bonds were to be used in payment for. the construction of the 

: Wellington Branch, known also as t;.h_e P..<:!,Jl.handJ..e Di_visi_qn_._ The mea;ns by 

whi.ch Kemp and Kell paid themselves for the construction of this line 

and si.multaneously retained control of the railroad was as interesting 

as i.t was comp Heated. Earlier, on March 5, the Texas and Oklahoma 

Construction Company accepted $45,00Q in par value stock plus $670,000 

in par value bonds--all issued by the AWF&H.. Then the construction 

company exchanged these securities for $675,000 of the WF&NW par value 

First Lien Collateral Trust Bonds authorized on M.;trch 11. These bonds 

were later sold under an agreement by the National City Bank of Chicago 

for $600,750 cash. Of this-amount; $568,500 was turned over to the 



Texas and Oklahoma Construction Company or, in reality, to Kemp and 

Kell.. The financial machinations of the Wichita Falls & Wellington 

construction were equally complex but, in any event, Kemp and Kell 

built it, paid themselves for the construction thereof, and owned the 

.. completed railroad. As :·quickly as the financing was perfected, and 

even before the two lines making up the Panhandle Division were con

structed, they were leased to the WF&NW for sole operation. 11 

39 

Construction crews began their labors on the Wellington Branch in 

the spring of 1910. The Salt Fork of the Red River just west of Altus 

presented an immediate problem, but while bridge gangs drove pilings, 

graders followed engineer's stakes which led through the villages of 

Victory and Duke. The Post Office Department had authorized postal 

facilities at Duke as early as September 11, 1890, and, in spite of the 

absence of rail facilities, its merchants had seemingly prospered. The 

Duke Townsite Company and other boosters of the ill-fated Altus, Ros-

well & El Paso Railway in 1908 had predicted that this village would 

eventually claim 3,000 inhabitants. Several months before Kemp and 

Kell built toward the Texas Panhandle, Duke did boast one bank, four 

mercantile stores, one drug store, a cotton gin, two lumber yards, two 

hotels, a blacksmith shop, and a tailor shopo However, as the railroad 

progressed toward the town, curious observers noted that carpenters 

were building a depot-~one mile east of Duke. Emulating the habits of 

countless other but better known western railroad builders, Kemp and 

Kell proceeded to locate a new townsit e within clear visibility of the 

original village. The tactics were similar in natue to those which had 

been employed at Kell, but unlike the earlier experience, the new town

sit e at Duke effectively strangled the existing town. Although the 
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venture enriched the promoters, it coincidentally precipitated major 

antagonisms which lasted until later when an official (and literal) 

hatchet-burying ceremony was conducted at the·main intersection in 

"new" Duke. Kemp and Kell were active in land promotions at the other 

towns between Altus and Wellington, but_there were no more "Dukes" on 

h P h dl D. . . 12 t e an an e ivision. 

The Texas railroaders solicited financial bonuses and land dona-

tions on the entire line. Aids and gifts in the amount of 49.10 acres 

of land accrued to the Wichita Falls & Wellington, but the two roads 

making up the Panhandle Division undoubtedly secured sizable bounties 

beyond this. In any event, land was acquired by donation, secured by 

easement agreement, purchased outright, or condemned under right of 

eminent domain. On the Oklahoma side, bridge monkeys completed their 

work on the Salt Fork and moved west to the troublesome Sand Creek. 

There another long trestle was driven, and engineers wisely directed 

that a two-story section house be constructed nearby. When this was 

completed, permanent laborers were sent to live there and to keep an 

13 
eye on that cantankerous stream. 

The 57 mile Panhandle Division was taken over from the Texas and 

Oklahoma Construction Company and placed in revenue service on November 

1, 1910. The 41.90 mile stretch between Altus and the Texas-Oklahoma 

line was then deeded to the WF&NW by the Altus, Wichita Falls & Hollis 

Railway on August 23, 1911. During the first year of operation, daily 

freight and passenger service was instituted in each direction between 

Altus and Wellington. To facilitate the handling of the unexpectedly 

heavy volume of freight originating ?._nd t:erminating on the _line, an 

additional. weekday freight train plied the line between Altus and 
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Hollis. In fact, the Wichita F'alls Route had expanded so rapidly that 

it was forced to use box cars equipped with steps as cabooses. Ex

pansion of the railroad beyond Wellington, however, was never seriously 

considered. Such was not the case on the main line. 14 
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CHAPTER VI 

TO THE PANHANDLE,.;• ·.AND BEYOND? 

"Forgan was the last of the purely railroad towns in Oklahoma. 111 

Rather than stopping for the winter of 1909-1910 at Mangum, 

graders on the main stem of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern pushed on 

toward Elk City. At the Elm Fork of the Red River north of Mangum and 

at the North Fork of the Red between Willow and Carter, the bridge 

gangs encountered difficulties which were typical in crossing the major 

streams of western Oklahoma. The river beds were wide and shallow, and 

the composition of the soils was so sandy that driving permane~t piling 

was virtually impossible. Nevertheless, _1:._h_~ _"bridge monkeys'' persevered 

and eventually long timber trestles spanned both of these important 

streams. 

Once the major bridges were installed, track gangs pushed ahead 

toward Elk City. Before reaching that p0int, however, Kemp a'nd Kell 

again ft>stered the development of a new town designed to starve out an 

old" one. In 1906, a religious group had organized a townsite seuth 

and west of Elk City. They named it Beulah, after a land of rest 

described in Bunyan's Pilgrirrits Progress. Six years earlier the P0st 

Gffice D.epartment had instituted mail service to Carter, a very small 

c0mmunity located about 0ne mile south of Beulah. In 1909, Beulah and 

the 0riginal Carter effected a merger whereby the Beulah townsite sur-

44 



vived but only by assuming the name of Carter, presumably to satisfy 

the Post Office Department. Residents of Carter expected to receive 

full rail service when the WF&NW passed through town in the spring of 

1910. Nevertheless, a bitter struggle over the location of a depot 

developed between the residents of Carter and a new railroad townsite 

located a few miles north. The new town was proudly named Kempton, 

and the Wichita Falls promoters expected great things for it_. Their 

hop,es were strengthened when postal service to their town was insti-

tuted on May 10, 1910. The residents of nearby Carter proved to be 
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more resilient than had been expected, however. Much to the surprise 

of Kemp and Kell, residents of their new town began to pack their bags 

to establish new homes at Carter. When the Post Office Department dis

continued mail service to Kempton on January 14, 1911, the disappointed 

Texans had to admit failur:e. The towns designed and named after them, 

Kell and Kempton, were equally failures. But their railroad ventures 

were hardly failures. 
2 

Service to Elk City began on July 1, 1910. 

Elk City had been the announced goal of the WF&NW promoters since 

May, 1909, when bonds were authorized to extend the road from 

Frederick. Several years earlier, in 1901, the Choctaw, Oklahoma & 

Gulf, _a predecessor· of the Rock Island System, had built its east-west 

main line through Elk City. But by 1908 this Western Oklahoma communi

ty had grown significantly, and the operators of its flour mill, cotton 

oif-mill, four cotton gins, six lumber yards, and numerous mercantile 

houses all clammored for a second railroad. Delegations, usually 

headed by Francis E. Herring, were accordingly dispatched to confer with 

Kemp and Kell. They promised the necessary financial aids but, more 

important, they affirmed that there was a sufficient volume of business 



"THE WIOHITA FALLS ROUTE" 

Figure 1. Wichita Falls Route, Circa 1909, 
Showing Completed Line to Altus 
and Projected Extension to Elk 
City. 

in their corrnnunity to support two railroads. Kemp and Kell were told 

that more than one-half million dollars in freight--including 22,000 
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bales of cotton, 3,200 tons of broomcorn, 300 cars of livestock, and 

large quantities of wheat and corn--had been shipped from Elk City in 

1906 alone. Business in .later years had been even better. The Texas 

railroaders were persuaded. Expansion of the road, they decided, 

would be in keeping with the general corporate goals, and it would aid 

the collective interests of Wichita Falls, the WF&NW--as iwell as Kemp 

and Kell. 3 

During the sununer of 1910, Kemp and Kell cautiously conunissioned 

the lengthening of the read to Hanunon, 18 miles north of Elk City. To 

finance this expansion, the WF&NW issued $220,000 in first mortgage six 

per cent two-year notes, dated October 1, 1910. Before the coming of 

the WF&NW, Hanunon had been the trading post of the Red Moon Agency and 

was located in Custe.r County •. Frank Kell, who by mid-1910, was fully 

in charge of townsite development, decided that Hanunonought to be 

relocated on the railroad •. Consequently he purchased land which there

tofore had been used by W. s_,_ Creach as corn and alfalfa fields~ The 

newly acquired property was quickly platted and soon "old" Hammon was 

removed to the railroad townsite in nearby Roger Mills County. The new 

town opened in' June,· 1910; by September it was "booming.": A representa-

ti ve newcomer, E~ B._o savage, irmnediately established a mercantile busi-

nesso As the railroad neared the townsite Savage did a brisk business 

with the grading crews and later with the steel gangs. The coming of 

the railroad had lured Savage to Hammon; its construction proved to be 

remunerative for him; and its subsequent ~peration promised a bright 

and profitable future for him. By Christmas the construction was com-

pleted, and the road was placed in revenue service on'January 1, 19110 
4 

The Wichita Falls & Northwestern had introduced railroad t·rans-
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portation to the fifty-mile area between Wichita Falls and Freq~rick. 

In large measure, . the WF&NW began its operation in an area .that was yet 

a frontier. Nevertheless, later construction was more typical of that 

which occurred throughout the Great Plains during the 1890s and in the 

early years of the twentieth century. From Frederick to Altus, over 

the entire Panhandle Division, and from Altus to Elk City and Hanunon, 

the WF&NW built through a region which was largely settled and some 

years removed from the frontier. Such was ordinarily the case for 

railroads like the Northwestern--close to the frontier but rarely if 

ever ahead or even abreast of it. 

Until it reached Frederick, the WF&NW had experienced no compe-

titian with other railroads. At Altus, on the other hand, it was the 

third carrier of three to arrive. The Rock Island had been in Mangum 

for ten years before the coming of the Wichita Falls Route, and the 

Rock Island also.was well entrenched at Elk City when the WF&NW reached 

that point. After the rails had been pushed as far north as Hanunon, 

Kemp and Kell had to do some hard thinking about the ultimate goals, of 

their road. Should they push on to Kansas, their stated goal in 1906? 

Should they head for the Oklahoma Panhandle--an area v;i._rj:uaI,ly devoid 

of tran9por1;ation services? .·Should they merely complete another short 

section of road to a final terminus at Woodward? Or should the terminal 

simply remain at Hammon? These were the options. An ultimate decision, 

however, was not forthcoming until after Kemp and Kell had studied the 

\ 
economic condition of the Wichita Falls Route and had reviewed the 

strategy of all competitors and prospective competitors. 

There long had been interest in linking central and western 

Oklahoma with the northwestern section and the Panhandle. In 1904 there 
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had been rumors to the effect that an interurban line would be built - - -

through western Oklahoma on a route connecting Wichita Falls and 

Denver. That same year the Oklahoma & Northwestern Rail Road Company 

had been chartered to build a line of road in a northwesterly directi.Qn 

from an undefined point in Roger Mills County through the nearby 

counties of Day, Woo,dward,._ and Beaver, with a branch from a se.cond un-

determined po.int to yet another undisclosed point on the South Fo.rk of 

the Red Rive:r::.ot In 1905 a railroad from Elk City to Canadian, Texas, 

was a.lso considered. A more ambitious plan was promoted by the Beaver 

Valley & North Western Railroad, formed on October l~, 1907_. This 

concern was created b_y eager businessmen of Beaver City who optimisti-

cally hoped to build a road from Oklahoma City to La Junta, Colorado. 

Of course, they planned that this road would pass through their 

community_~ During 1908 and 1909, George B. Stone of Oklahoma City 

labored for the development of another road to link the capital of 

Oklahoma with Woodward. In 1911 the Oklahoma Northwestern Railway 

Company was devised to do that very thing. Kemp and Kell naturally 

were aware of both these earlier as well as contemporary plans, and 

t'hey fully· realized that if any one of them reached fruition the status 

of their own enterprise woul~_ b_e severel:y jeopardized. 5 

As the Texas railroaders reviewed their operations for 1910, they 

were reminded that the Panhandle Division and that portion of the main 

line· between _Wichita Falls and Frederick serve~ generally rich agri-

cultural country without competition. In these areas the WF&NW origi-

nated a large and profitable tonnage on its own lines. The several 

available connections at Frederick, Altus, Mangum, Elk City, and even 

Wichita F~lls also enabled the Northwestern to become an i.nter.m.e.diate 



line for a large and profitable tonnage seeking outlets to various 

points including the Gulf ports. All interstate interchange traffic 

naturally was assured of a favorable division of rates, especially on 

those shipments which were originated on the WF&NW. The road was 

prospering. In fact, it turned an amazing profit of more than half a 

million dollars in the 1910 calendar year. 6 
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Kemp and Kell finally determined that their railroads were suf

ficiently healthy to support additional expansion. Woodward interests 

offered generous financial assista21:ce., and the area to the north and 

west of Hanunon promised numerous opportunities for townsite develop

ment. The entire region already had been opened for settlement, and, 

inasmuch as it was no l<?nger a raw frontier, Kemp and Kell correctly 

determined that it was ready for their railroad. Furthermore, they 

thought it necessary to move -into the northwestern Oklahoma if only to 

protect the flanks of the WF&NW from invasion by other railroads. To 

be sure, the Clinton & Oklahoma Western was.already approaching Hanunon 

7 
from the east. 

At a meeting in Altus on June 15, 19ll, the stockholders voted 

to increase the WF&NW 1·s· capital stock from one million to two million 

dollars. Two months later another meeting was held at Altus. At this 

gathering it was announced that the road would be extended from Hammon 

through Leedey, T~aLl, Camargo, Vici, Woodward, and Supply to a termi

nus at Forgan, a new railroad townsite in Beaver County. The Englewood, 

Kansas goal, long the stated objective of the road was temporarily-

although as it turned out--permanently shelved. Instead of pursuing 

that goal, Kemp and Kell decided to turn the new line to the northwest 

after passing Woodward. The area west of that community to the mid-
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section of Texas County--more than 100 miles--was totally devoid of 

railroad service. In effect, then, the Texas railroaders decided to 

exchange a guaranteed supply of grain and other interchange traffic 

at Englewood for a gamble that they could originate sufficient similar 

traffic in a virgin area. On the other hand, Kemp and Kell did not 

. 1 d" . h E 1 d "b"l" B entire y 1sm1ss t e ng ewoo poss1 1 1ty. 

It was also decided at the August meeting to authorize $10 million 

in First and Refunding Mortgage Bonds, earning five per cent. Revenue 

from the sale of a portion of this issue was allocated for the con-

struction of the new line. These bonds were secured by a first lien 

on the 150 miles of new trackage and by a second lien on all other 

property. The latter el,ement was particularly important, for part of 

the property referred to was the long established and highly remunera-

ti ve Wichita Falls Railway between Henrietta and Wichita Falls. This 

property alone earned $113,080.67 net for the year ending December 31, 

1909. By itself this amount almost covered the annual charges on all 

Northwestern System bonds for that year. New York investment dealers, 

such as Alfred Mestre & Company and Fredrick H. Hatch & Company, conse-

9 
quently had little difficulty in selling the new bonds. 

In reality, the WF&NW issued only $3 million of these bonds, suf-

ficient to pay Kemp and Kell, the building contractors, for the con-

struction of the road from Harrnnon to Forgan. As early as June 30, 

1911, the WF&NW entered into a contract with Kemp and Kell whereby the 

railroad promised to give the contractors $450,000 of its-per value 

stock, along with $2.7 million in cash for the new construction. The 

cash portion was paid in accordance with this same contract. It pro-

vided that proceeds from the sale of the $3 million bond issue was to 
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be turned over to the contractors. The money eventually was paid to 

Kemp and Kell on their completion of every five mile stretch of rail-

road. In a succeeding agreement, dated July 12, 1911, Kemp and Kell 

assumed the railroad's floating debt and simultaneously took over the 

I k' 10 company s wor ing assets. 

Frank Kell carried the title of Vice President and General 

Manager, but by 1911 he was truly the WF&NWYs major-dorno. The rail-

road was conunonly referred to as the Kemp and Kell Road, but few people 

along the line ever saw Kemp whereas they had frequent contact with 

Kell. Additionally, Kell was fully in charge of townsite development. 

During the sununer of 1911, he dispatched an ermnissary to Beaver County 

where, through the assistance of J. C. Strickland, 1,600 acres of land 

were purchased. On January 3, 1912, Kell 1 s townsite surveyor, J. A. 

Innes of Woodward, platted what soon became the village of Forgan--

located only six miles north and one mile west of Beaver City. Forgan, 

as it developed, was one of the most important of the many Kell town-

sites located in 1911 between Hannnon and the new end-of-tracks in 

Beaver County. 11 

A member of the WF&NW board of directors, Walter E. Hocker of 

Elk City, was in charge of Kell 1 s far-flung townsite operations. 

Hocker established a central office at Camargo, next to the First Stat~ 

Bank, another of his financial interests. Named by F. M. Meeks after 

a city of the same title in Illinois, Camargo had received postal 

as early as September 16, 1892. Yet it was really.nothing more than 

a postal station until the corning of the railroad. The land on which 

the actual town was ultimately located had been delivered to Peter 

Mason under a patent dated June 15, 1901. Mason then deeded all 160 



acres, less one acre assigned to School District No. 5 of Dewey 

County, to Frank Kell for a consideration of $6,100. Kell, in turn, 
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__ :i,ssued a power of attorney to w_. E. Hocker on August 17, 1911, and 

stipulated that the land was to be surveyed and subdivided into lots 

and blocks. Hocker was further authorized to "bargain, grant, sell, 

and convey these parcels of property."- At the same time, Kell em

ployed J. A. Innis to survey the site; this was completed by August 31, 

1911. Records indicate that prices on downtown lots ranged from $150 

to $750, while residential lots sold for between $30 and $75. The 

development of Camargo represents similar campaigns at other new sta

tions including Leedey, Vici, Sharon, Laverne, Ross (Rosston), Gate, 

Knowles, and Forgan. These several townsite developments quickly lured 

prospective patrons to the WF&NW trade area, and at the same time 

turned a tidy profit for Frank Kell and his associates. 12 

As summer moved into fall, Kell had sub-contractors working at 

numerous locations along the surveyed route of the new rail:r:-oad_~. The 

major effort naturally was from the former end-of-tracks at Hammon, 

although graders were also active on both sides of Woodward and near 

Laverne. The Washita River north of Hammon frustrated steel gangs 

while bridgemen drove a lengthy timber pile trestle across that stream. 

Graders, too, had problems; the terrain from the valley of the Washita 

to Vici, 41 miles, was considerably more difficult ,than any encountered 

earlier. To. be sure, extensive excavation was necessary to keep the 

grades under one percent. 

Most of the sub-contractors used outside laborers, although a few 

local men also were employed. One young man from.Leedey, M. H. Farris, 

was hired by the Alley Brothers Construction Company, who had the 
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grading assignment between Leedey and Trail. Farris' job was to act 

as a buyer of feed and supplies for the contractor's livestock. Mules 

were used almost exclusively by Alley Brothers for grading purposes, 

and these 11 hay burners" consumed large quantities of feed each day. 

Local farmers sold maize, kaffir corn, and· baled millet hay to Farris 

and to other buyers who were supplying the needs of the railroad 

13 
contractors. 

The 18'.8 miles of track between Hammon and Leedey were opened for 

revenue traffic about Thanksgiving, 1911. By December, graders 

finished the roadbed between Leedey and the South Canadian River. The 

railroad bypassed historic 11old11 Trail, a stopping place on the 

Western (or Dodge City) cattle trail. The 11 old11 town soon died when 

its few residents moved to "new" Trail, located on the railroad about 

two miles northeast of the original site. Kell did little to develop 

Trail, apparently feeling that it was too close to his other townsite 

projects at Leedey and Camargo. Meanwhile, track gangs laid rails to 

the banks of the South Canadian River and drove the last spike at 12 

o'clock noon on Christmas Day, 1911. A 16-gallon barrel of whiskey, 

thoughtfully furnished by Construction Superintendent Hatfield, then 

was opened, and the nearly 100 eager laborers, many of them transient 

Irishmen, happily downed the welcome spirits from tin cups packed 

along for the occasion. A temporary wye for turning locomotives had· 

been installed at Trail and irregular service to that point obtained 

through the winter. Three months were to elapse before steel gangs 

again renewed their labors. During the interim, bridgemen were en

gaged in the Herculean task of spanning the 11Wi ld South Canadian." 14 

Perhaps there is nothing quite so unpredictable as the winter 
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weather of Western Oklahoma. Late in the fall of 1911, Kemp and Kell, 

along with several sub-contractors, gambled that the upcoming winter 

would be mild. Beginning on December 17 they were proved wrong. In 

Beaver County the first storm of the season lasted for three days, and 

over 24 inches of snow were whipped into huge drifts by high winds. 

Another storm, on February 20, 1912, was even worse. As a result, 

half of the cattle, hogs, and chickens in Beaver County perished. Deep 

snow covered the new townsite at Forgan from mid-December until early 

March. At construction camps strung along the line from Camargo to 

Forgan, the laborers and livestock suffered greatly. Most were housed 

in canvas tents which were typically used for mobile construction camps 

in those days. On January lS another severe storm blew down the tents 

at Bud Hampton's camp near Laverne. Fortunately, a local farm family 

came to the rescue. The contractor's livestock was herded into nearby 

sheds and barns, while the laborers were removed to the farmer's home 

by sleigh. When a son was born to the farm couple a few days later, 

the grateful contractor took time away from his work to care for the 

child. lS 

In spite of difficult weather conditions, work on the grades went 

forward, albeit in a halting fashion. As before, con~ractors on the 

extension from Hammon to Forgan mostly employed laborers imported from 

distant areas. Between Hammon and Leedey an all-white crew did most 

of the work. Between the South Canadian River and Woodward, the w. H. 

Dennison crew was composed mostly of blacks from East Texas. Local 

residents were initially upset at their presence, but they proved to be 

effective workers and· eventually were grudgingly acceptedo Neverthe

less, they were restricted to the contractor's camps near the right-of-
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way. There is no evidence that blacks were used on other portions 

of the road. Neither is there evidence that Indians from the Red Moon 

Agency near Hammon ever were used aa. .. laborers at any point on the 

l . 16 
. :i;ne. 

On February 14, 1912, Mrs. Gertie Balfour of Camargo wrote to a 

relative in La Prairie, Illinois, 11They have th'e railroad bridge very 

near done.. Camargo still grows. Everyone thinks it will make a good 

big town." Mrs. Balfour was, of course, referring to the bridge over 

.the South Canadian River just two miles south of Camargo. That struc-

ture was completed in March. In early April, when the first steam cars 

reached Camargo, over 2, 000 people were on hand to celebrate the 

arriv,91 of the steel rails to that point.~ The festivities were opened 

by Rev. W .• H. Meadows, and an address was given by Judge Harry Smith. 

Then came a sumptuous dinner of barbecued beef and a ball game which 

Camargo inappropriately lost to Leedey by the score of 13-8. Other 

contests included foot races, horse races, and bronc riding. But the 

event which drew the greatest interest was the drawing for a free town 

lot. A total of 796 people registered for this drawing, which was won 

b S h S . h 17 y tep en mit • 

While track gangs had been laying steel on the bed leading from 

the South Canadian River, other gangs had been working toward th.em from 

Woodward. Within a few days of the celebration at Camargo, the last 

spike was driven as the rails were joined between Camargo and Vici. It 

was an essentially unheralded event, viewed by only a handful of ob-

servers. One of the onlookers, Walter P. Smith, recalled that the 

occasion nearly coincided with the sinking of the TITANIC (April 15). 
I 

The expected mood of gaiety consequently ~as muffled by the knowl~dge 
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of the great sea disaster. Shortly thereafter, the road was officially 

opened all the way to Woodward~ and,the first WF&NW pqssenger train 

arrived in that city on May 9. Interestingly, the train was pulled 

by a leased MK&T American Standard locomotive--number 24, an inspec

tion engine which was later sold to the New York Central System. 18 

The management of the WF&NW was especially pleased to open its 

doors for business at Woodward. That city was then being boomed as 

the "Wonder City of the West" and the 11Broomcorn Capital of the World. 11 

The first contention might be questioned, but in 1911 no less than 500 

cars of broomcorn were shipped to market from Woodward. At the same 

time Woodward claimed two weekly newspapers, one cotton gin, two 

creameries, an ice plant, a bottling works, four banks, four lumber 

yards, seventeen mercantile houses, and, perhaps most important, the 

largest land office in the United States. One publication asserted 

that the Woodward area needed" only "strong men, men who dare, men of 

nerve and unfailing confidence in themselves and in the new country." 

Kemp and Kell undoubtedly felt that they met these sterm requirements. 

Certainly they were hopeful that the presence of their railroad would 

serve to induce people of that calibre to settle in northwestern 

Oklahoma. Civic leaders of Woodward confidently expected this when 

they pledged financial inducements to secure the WF&NW as their second 

railroad. The main line of the Southern Kansas Railway, a predecessor 

of the Santa Fe, had reached Woodward as early as 1887, but after 

statehood the town eagerly sought a direct link with the capital city.· 

The WF&NW did not provide that, but it did facilitate a direct connec-' 

tion via the Rock Island at Elk City. Moreover, the new road offered 

commercial connections with Wichita Falls merchants and bankers, a 
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direct link to Fort Worth, and an optimum route to the Gulf .19 

President Kemp optimistically predicted that the entire line to 

Forgan would be opened for business 'by June 15. Earlier, he had 

announced that some 50 miles of grad~ beyond Woodward were ready for 

' th'e track gangs by March 1. Interestingly, about 13 miles of right-of-

way west of Woodward were acquired from local citizens who earlier had 

graded the route as. a part of an ill-fated venture to link Woodward 

with Des ·Moines, New Mexico. The fact that this earlier venture never 
l 

reached fruition probably explains why many leases given to the WF&NW 

in Woodward County carried a proviso which stated that the ladds were 

' 
to revert to the grantors if the railroad was not actually constructed 

within a specified period of time, usually 24 months. In the late 

winter and early spring of 1912, steel gangs pressed their work with 

vigor. Historic Fort Supply was passed in early April, and soon rails 

were linking Dunlap, May, and Laverne. On May 9 the construction train 

reached Murray, soon renamed Ross, and then Rosston, after two promi-

20 
nent citizens--R. H. Ross and A. R. Rallston. 

Whenever pos~ible, Frank Kell used local people to assist in the 

acquisition of land, donations, and bonuses. In the Gate vicinity, 

Samuel P. Kerns was among those' who solicited aid for the railroad. 

Somewhat earlier, a delegation from Gate had negotiated with the WF&NW 

regarding the ul:timate location of the line. Kemp and Kell agreed to 

locate the road near Gate but demanded the usual quid pro quo. Resi-

21 dents of Gate agreed, and a bargain was struck. 

The grading contract on the survey through Gate was held by Alley 

Brothers of Oklahoma City. They utilized upwards of 150 miles as prime 

movers for excavators, scrapers, wagons, and plows. Most of the Alley 
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employees were "foreigners, 11 but a few local farmers and their draft 

animals were hired to make grades. Other area farmers profited by 

selling their excess feed to the contractors. When they were unable 

to reach Gate, Alley's laborers purchased their necessities from the 

country store at Esther which, after the coming of the railroad became 

a wheat field--as d~d many other country stores and early post office 

22 
sit,,es.. 

The men who labored on the grade of the WF&NW were typical of 

railroad construction workers throughout the West. They worked 19ng 

hours, looking forward to little other than payday and Saturday night. 

Consumate drinkers and amateur poker players, they frequently 

squandered their wages on hard liquor and poor cards. Many exhibited 

"shiners" on Sunday mornings, the result of Saturday night brawls. 

Local residents may have frowned on such conduct, but it undoubtedly 

was considered a necessary evi 1. Furthermore, the departure of the 

"foreigners" and the arrival of the steam cars would collectively usher 

. d f . . l" 23 in a new ay o civi ity. 

Frank Kell spent most of his time on the grade during the summer 

of 1912. He received his mai 1 "on location" and was thus kept abreast 

of all developments by the Wichita Falls office. By the Fourth of 

July, the WF&NW construction train reached Knowles and then pressed on 

' . 24 
through the rolling sand 'hills toward Mocane and Forgan. 

Kell's townsite activities on the line between Woodward and 

Forgan, especially between May and Forgan, were particularly success-

ful in his view. At Rosston, Gate, Knowles, and Mocane, his new town-

sites forced the demise of older nearby communities. In large measure 

he attempted to do the same thing at Forgan. Six miles south and one 
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mile east of Forgan was Beaver City, the Beaver Co.unty.:'·s~at,.. In pre-

vious years Beaver City had been the acknowledged capital of 11 No Man's 

Land" and had hoped to become the capital city of Cimarron, a ghost 

state comprising all of what later became the Oklahoma Panhandle. Its 

citizens had long hoped for railroad communication, and numerous un-

successful projects, noted earlier, had been designed to accomplish 
. ! 

'this end. Kemp and Kell were, of course, contacted by emissaries 

from Beaver City who hoped to convince the managers of the W:i.~hiJ:a F.'.alls 

Route to locate its line through their community... The railroaders con-

tended, however, that construction through the broken country between 

Laverne and Beaver City would render the route cost prohibitive._ Ad-

ditionally, a line such as this, on the south side of the Beaver River, 

would necessitate the construction of bridges to cross the nuerous 

tributaries which flowed to that stream from the south. Undoubtedly 

these were contributing factors in the railroad's decision to bypass 

Beaver City. There were irore plausible reasons, however. The northern 

route had been surveyed earlier by_ another aspirant, and the WF&NW 

management considered it no less than shrewd strategy to close off that 

area to competition by building its own line on that survey_., Even so, 

the most comp~lling reason for choosing the northern option was that it 

afforded more opportunities for townsite development than did_its 

southern .counterpart. Thus it was finally decided that the new town-

site of Forgan, a creation of Frank Kell--rather than historic Beaver 

City--would receive the railroad. The laws of economics would deal 

25 
with Beaver City. 

Traditionally new townsites wer.e named for their promoters, rail-

road officials, or their supporters; moreover, it was simply good_ 
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politics to flatter powerful friends of such developments. In the 

funding of the Panhandle Division between Altus and Wellington, Kemp 

and Kell had been aided by James B. and David R. Forgan, Chicago 

bankers. As a result, the WF&NW 1 s end-of-track in Beaver County was 

named for this famous banking family. The town was incorpo:rated on 

January 23, 1912, but Kell's lot sale did not occur until February 15. 

Sales contracts drawn on that day alone netted a handsome $62,000. 

The local agency for the townsite was placed in the hands of W. L. 

Beardsley. The town grew rapidly, but it was not until September 7 

that the rails finally reached Forgan. Several hundred people were 

drawn to the resulting countrywide celebration. A baby contest was 

held, and Frank Kell offered a choice town lot as the prize. Three 

judges evaluation between 75 and 100 babies, but finally decided that 

Allie Riggs, daughter of the WF&NW section foreman, was the winner. 

That evening a banquet was held; the chief speakers were J. C. Collins 

of Wichita Falls and J. w. Cullwell of Beaver City. The railroad had 

finally come to Beaver County. Charles M. Evans put it simply: "It 

was a great day in No Man's Land. 11 A week later, on September 15, the 

first passenger train arrived from Woodward. By November 1, 1912, the 

line was fully operationa1. 26 
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CHAPTER VII 

SETTLING AND CIVILIZING: THE RAILROAD 

AND THE FILLING-IN PROCESS 

"I can hardly say how much the railroad meant to all of us 
in that vicinit·y. It was a way in and out of that country 
whic~ gave us an opening to the outside world which we'd 
never had before, except by horse power which was really 
very slow. Now a train to Woodward opened up what really 
seemed the world to all of us. 11 1 

The prorooters of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern hoped eventually 

to extend their railroad beyond Forgan. The First and Refunding Five 

Percent Gold Bonds which were issued by the WF&NW directors in August, 

1911, provided for the funding of construction between Hammon and 

Forgan. However, only $3 million of the $10 million authorization was 

so used. Another provision of this issue allowed $3.6 million for the 

construction or acquisition of additional but connecting lines of 

railroad. In 1911, Kemp and Kell urged two new c~nstruction projects; 

one to some undetermined point in the Kansas wheat-belt, probably 

Englewood, and another from Forgan to the coal fields of Colorado or 

New Mexico_. Nothing came of either proposal, and the WF&NW never ven-

tured beyond Forgan. There were many reasons for this. 
2 

Beyond Beaver County the population of the Oklahoma Panhandle was 

sparce indeed. Kemp and Kell frequently asserted that their lines 

were built into areas which were "unusually well settleda11 To build 

beyond Forgan would have, generally speaking, defied one of the axioms 
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of Kemp and Kell 1 s construction philosophy--stay close to the frontier 

but not in advance of it. The frontier in this instance might be de-

fined as the area beyond that which would readily support profitable 

rail traffic. Additionally, the average annual rainfall in the Pan-

handle beyond Forgan dropped rapidly from between 20 to 22 inches to 

under 17 inches. Kemp and Kell had already learned that the weather 

on the high plains was capricious at best, and they judged that the 

reduced rainfall beyond Forgan was a hazard to agricultural production, 

hence to the profitability of any rail line serving the area. Finally, 

the opportunities for coal traffic from distant mines was considered 

insufficient to risk lengthy and expensive construction. In sum, a 

railroad project west of Beaver County constituted a greater gamble 

than those undertaken earlier. 3 

The Kansas route was similarly dismissed as being unnecessary. 

Nevertheless, rumors continued to circulate regarding a possible ex-

pansion of the road. In February, 1913, Frank Kell assured the Com-

mercial Club of Sublette, Kansas, that the Northwestern was not then 

planning any extensions. A few months later, however, Harlow's Weekly 

announced a strong possibility that 11 the road from Scott City, Kansas, 

will soon be ext_~:ided to For8.ci:I1.• o .makin& a new railroad connection with 

Denver." The road referred to was part of the Atchison, Topeka & 

Santa Fe, built earlier as the Garden City, Gulf & NOrthern. The 

GCG&N may have entertained such amitious plans, but Santa Fe officials 

saw no advantage in extending that line to Forgan. Incleed, it never 

reached beyond Garden City, Kansas.. Finally, the capital stock of the 

WF&NW- passed to the control of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad 
I 
I 

in 1912, and the Katy, while hoping that the road from Forgan eventually 



Figure 2. In 1912, service was extended 
to Forgan, in the Oklahoma 
Panhandle. Further growth 
was anticipated but was not 
forthcoming. This map 
clearly delineates in 
various Kemp and Kell roads, 
circa 1912. 
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could be lengthened, fell on evil days. Throughout the period of its 

receivership and during its control by the United States Railroad Ad-

ministration, there simply was no such opportunity. By the time Katy 

was in a position to consider expansion, another company, the Beaver, 

Meade & Englewood, had 'closed off the area west of Forgan and thoughts 

. 4 of a Kansas branch had long since vanished. 

The civic leaders as well as the ordinary citizenry of the area 

through which the WF&NW built its lines assisted in the construction of 

the railroad by whatever means were available to them. Farmers near 

Leedey and Trail recalled that money was solicited from them and that 

it was given gladly, along with land for right-of-way. Mangum was re-

ported to have attracted the WF&NW at a price of $105,000 plus right-

of-way lands. One source indicated that Altus and Jackson County paid 

out $30,000 for the main line of the WF&NW and $15,000 for the Panhandle 

Division. When the railroad reached Gate, officials requested and re-

ceived $3,000 from farmers in Beaver County. In 1912 a writer for 

Har.low' s Weekly cont ended that towns a long the_ WF&NW had been "ex

ceedingly liberal with bonuses,." 5 

Unfortunately, records do not admit an exact calculation of the 

assistance which the railroad, its promoters, and townsite developers 

received. The contract between the WF&NW and Kemp and Kell for the 

construction of the line between Hammon and Forgan stipulated that all 

contributions and bonuses be deposited with the building contractoFs--

Kemp and Kell--and not with the railroad. The Interstate Commerce Com-

mission later concluded that it was ~mpossible to determine the amount 

of contributions from corrnnunities and persons along this part of the 

line "due to the absence of contractors records•" The regulatory agency 
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did note, however, that the WF&NW owned and used 5,068.20 acres of land 

in Oklahoma, of which 748.11 acres had been acquired by donation. Ad-

ditionally, the Texas and Oklahoma Construction Company, Kemp and Kell's 

corporate puppet which built the line from the Red River to Hammon and 

the Panhancile Division from Altus to the Texas line, received al: least 

$72,001.85 in cash from citizen's committees between July, 1907 and 

6 
August, 1909. 

Regardless of the total amount of the assistance it received, the 

coming of this road had a dramatic effect. Promoters who sponsored 

lines such as the WF&NW were loath to precede settlement. Successful 

builders like Kemp and Kell perceived that there was an optimum time 

for construction--behind the frontier but sufficiently close to profit 

from the "filling in process." The Northwestern lines thus arrived in 

the wake of organized settlement. Yet the completion of the railroad 

drew sizable numbers of new cit.izens to the area that was tributary to 

it. Six of the fourteen counties serviced by the WF&NW, the WF&NWofT, 

and the Wichita Falls & Wellington, reached their maximum population 

coincidentally with the arrival of the railroad or shortly thereafter. 

Six others peaked prior to the "Dust Bowl" days of the 1930s. Wichita 

County, Texas, leveled off in the mid-twentieth century, while Jackson 

County, Oklahoma, reached it:s maximum population in 1970. 7 

The coming of the steam car divilization meant various things to 

the people in the affected area. For Mrs. J. A. Moad, who~e farm home 

near Carpenter overlooked the WF&NW tracks, the railroad meant informal 

. I 
but comfortable contact with the outside world. She waved her dish 

towel at every passing train, while her children ran excitedly down the 

lane to see the struggling locomotive at close range. The coming of 
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the railroad often caused the concomitant establishment of a local 

weekly newspaper in the fledgling villages along its route. The first 

issue of the Camargo Comet on April 12, 1912, was coincidental with the 

railroad's arrival in that corrnnunity. A few months earlier Phil Hocker 

had moved from Elk City to Camargo in order to establish the First State 

Bank. One resident of that new corrnnunity surrnned up the feelings of all 

when she revealed that "everyone thinks it will become a good big town." 

While Camargo never became a big town, it soon claimed three merchan-

dise stores, two cafes, two hotels, two liveries, two lumber yards, a 

hardware store, a drug store, a bank, a butcher shop, a clothes cleaner, 

a pool hall, an undertaker, and two elevators under construction. In 

April, 1912, Camargo's newspaper proudly announced that the town's 

"biggest problem is to keep lumber in the yards to meet the demand." 

In sum, clucked the editor, "It's a comer."8 

The arrival of the railroad and the government's use of passenger 

trains to move the mails doomed numerous country post offices. Con

solidation of postal services consequently brought the swift demise of 

smaller towns not located on the railroad, for the railroad did tend 

to concentrate people in.·particular localities. This eventually re

sulted in the development of school consolidation and then in the es

tablishment of high schools. Even at tiny Knowles, taxpayers willingly 

supported a high school. Though it boasted only three teachers, it had 

a gymnasium, "where in basketbal 1 games, the boys and girls learn 

sportsmanship and patriotism." Consolidated schools also encouraged 

literary programs, sp~lling bees, <legates, and ciphering matches. 9 

The construction and operadon of the WF&NW irrnnediately created 

numerous corrnnercial opportunities. E. B. Savage built a brick building 
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to house his newly established mercantile business at Harmnon shortly 

before the arrival there of the Wichita Falls Route. Later he opened 

a similar store at Forgan, also on the WF&NW, when the road reached 

that point. Frank Nichols arrived in Forgan from Milwaukee just prior 

to the coming of the steam cars to that community and began working 

in a bank. By ,1929 he owned stores in Beaver, Forgan, and. Keyes. w. 

Guy Parker of Alva, Oklahoma, heard about the railroad building west 

so he applied for and received a charter for a new bank at Knowles. 

Neal Briggs took a WF&NW train from Vici to Mocane where he bought a 

lot for a new store and another for '.a new home. At Gate, William E. 

Bishop started a dray line and hauled freight "from the depot out over 

the country." Meanwhile, when the railroad arrived, Fred Wells moved 

his store from northeast of Gate to Knowles. The initiation of rail 

service even provoked economic opportuniti~s for residents some 

distance removed. At La Kemp, a landlocked village south of Beaver, 

J. D. Key had long been active as a freighter plying the trails to 

distant railroad towns on the Santa Fe. When the WF&NW reached Forgan, 

Key began freighting north to the new railroad. 10 

Perhaps residents of Beaver County appreciated the advent of 

railroad transportation more than the people of any other area served 

by the Northwestern. The region had been settled largely by people 

who arrived there from midwestern states by way of the railheads lo

cated at Liberal, Meade, and Englewood, all to the north in Kansas. 

Until the Rock Island extended its Golden State Route southwest from 

Liberal in 1902, there was no rail service whatsoever in No Man's Land. 

The citizens of Beaver County thus had to procure their necessities 

from outside the 0klahoma Panhandle. This meant overland trips of two 



and three days duration and, for some, made as often as once or twice 

a month. Some farmers, like We T. Meade, were so enthused about the 

arrival of the Northwestern that they sold their farms and moved to 

11 Forgano 

Sears & Roebuck and Montgomery Ward catalogues had long provided 
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amusement and entertainment for citizens of No Man's Land. The availa-

bility of express service and the improved mail service, which attended 

the initiation of rail transportation to Forgan, encouraged catalogue 

sales by these and other major mail-order houses. But many of the 

items listed in the "dream books" could now be purchased in the stores 

at Forgan. Brand names such as Horse Shoe Tobacco, Lion Head Coffee, 

Light 1 s Best Flour, 11 KC11 Baking Powder, and Keen Kutt er Knives soon 

became familiar to all Beaver County consumers. 12 

Forgan was a lively place by 1913. Because it was a railhead in 

a burgeoning area, commercial traffic flowed naturally .to it. Two 

lumber yards, the Big Jo Lumber Company and the Home Lumber & Supply 

Company, were furnishing building materials, and already a medical 

doctor and a vete~inarian had begun practices there. The Forgan Trading 

Company offered straw hats at 15¢ each, dress shirts at 35¢ each, and 

"Rockford Sox11 --four pairs for 25¢. C. L. Moon, proprietor of the Elk 

Cafe, served family style_ meal_s at 35¢ each or $.4 .• 50 per week_. Up the 

street, the Forgan Hotel advertised itself as 11 the traveling rnan 1 s home 

and the farmer's friend. 11 Moreover, it sent free hacks to the depot at 

the arrival of every train. And there was a WCTU chapter. Civiliza

tion had truly come to the Oklahoma Panhandle. 13 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE WICHITA FALLS & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY 

"It's a dirt track and a country railway." 1 

By the time the rails reached Forgan, the aggregate length of 

the Wichita Falls & Northwestern and its antecedents--the WF&NWofT, 

the Altus, Wichita Falls & Hollis, and the Wichita Falls and Welling

ton--amounted to 359.3 miles of railroad. Additionally, the WF&NW 

leased trackage from the Wichita Falls passenger station to its North 

Yard. 'The road passed through the North Texas Plains and the Big Pas-

ture, skirted the Wich~ta Mountains, and finally reached the High 

Plains. Between its terminal at Wichita Falls, Texas, on the south and 

its northern terminal in.Beaver County, Oklahoma, there was an approxi-

mately 1,500 foot rise in elevation. Within the Northwestern 1 s trade 

zone the average ci,nnual rainfall ranged from 30 inches near the Red 

Ri,ver to under 20 inches at Forgan. The lines of the Northwestern 

passed through generally open, rolling country where the top soils 

varied from sand to sandy loam and sandy clay. The norman annual tern-

peratures ranged from 57 to 63 degrees. The winter average varied from 

25 to 30 degrees, but the sununer norm was 80 degrees. Much of the 

2 
territory was then and is now devoted to farming and ranchingo 

The general route which the road took between Wichita Falls and 

Altus was toward the northwesto The Wellington Branch reached the Texas 

75 
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border on a route which pointed almost straight west from Altus, then 

headed northwestward into Wellington. On the main line above Altus, 

the road stretched northward to Woodward. This part of the railroad 

became known informally as "the long-barrel." Trainmen came to call 

the remaining section, between Woodward and Forgan, 11 the top end. 11 It 

ran on a northwesterly course from Woodward. Although Kemp and Kell 

built most of the Northwesten through flat or rolling_ co.untry, there 

were some notably hilly areas also, such as those between Moorewood 

and Supply and between Knowles and Forgan.. Because all major streams in 

the area ran at right angles to the path of the railroad, a number of 

expensive long timber trestle bridges were necessary to carry the road 

to its final destinations. The ruling grades were located in both 

directions from the South Canadian River near Camargo; northbound 

for ten miles in a hilly area around Gate, and southbound from about 

four miles near Forgan. The maximum grades were 1.2 per cent north-

3 bound and 0.7 per cent southbound. 

Kemp and Kell, in keeping with their usual custom, spent little 

money on grading and excavation. Thus the track was laid generally on 

low fills,- in shallow cuts, and often on the natural ground. Except 

in rare cases, ballast other than dirt was not used.~ The main track on 

all lines was laid chiefly with new rail, two thirds of which was 65 

pound (per yard) while the remainder was 60 pound steel. Much of the 

rail on the Northwestern was rolled by two companies, Colorado Fuel & 

Iron and the Illinois Steel Company. Originally the WF&NW owned certain 

wires on the pole lines which had been built along the railroad right

of-way by the Pioneer Telephone & Telegraph and by the Southwest Tele

graph & Telephone companies. On June 4, 1913, however, a contract was 
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drawn whereby the Western Union Company acquired these poles and wires. 

Joint operation and utilization by Western Union and the railroad 

followed thereafter. Eventually a dispatcher's phone also was in-

stalled between Wichita Fa.Us and Altus, but Morse communication was 

employed on all lines of the Northwestern. 4 

Most of the depot building~ on the WF&NW were typical wood frame 

combination stations, but substantial station buildings were erected at 

Grandfield, Tipton, Altus, Elk City, and Woodward. At Wichita Falls, 

the Northwestern shared ownership of the beautifully orante Union 

Station. This fine edifice was built of brick, concrete, stone, and 

plaster and cost $100, 000 when it was ]?_laced in service du:ring __ 1_9.10. 

Its main floor contained a baggage room, mail room, smoking room,. 

colored waiting room, general waiting room, ticket office, news stand, 

kitchen, dining room, and ladies waiting room. The second floor con-

tained offices for railroad officials. Numerals measuring 14 inches 

each ringed the 6•611 faces of a mechanical clock housed in the clock 

tower which properly adorned one corner of the structure.~ Small wonder 

that the building was the pride of the city. Close by was the less im-

pressive but totally functional Kemp and Kell Office Building. Its 

cornerstone proudly listed the current officials of the Wichita Falls 

. 5 Route. 

In 1907 the WF&NW owned two locomotives, two passenger coaches, 

and fifteen freight cars. Five years later the road stabled a total of 

17 engines in its roundhouses, and it owned 12 passenger and mail cars 

plus 600 freight cars. During its corporate lifetime, the WF&NW and 

allied lines owned a total of 18 locomotives, of which all save one 

were purchased new from the Baldwin Locomotive Company. All of these 
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Northwestern engines had low tractive effort ratings and all had rela

tively short lives. The last one disappeared from the locomotive 

roster of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines in 1932. Frequently there 

was more traffic on the Wichita Falls Route than could be handled by 

its own cars and pulled by its own locomotives. Thus Kemp and Kell had 

to borrow or lease power from other roads; for example, the first 

passenger train to Woodward on the Northwestern was actually drawn by 

a locomotive belonging to the MK&T. 6 

Even before the railroad had been accepted by the WF&NW from the 

construction company, Frank Kell allowed people to ride out from Wichita 

Falls on the construction trains... By mid-1907 the WF&NW System offered 

regular passenger service between Wichita Falls and Kell. Train No. 2 

left Wichita Falls daily-except-Sunday at 6:00 a.m. and arrived at Kell, 

27.6 miles distant, at 8:00 a.m.; Train No. 1 was due back in Wichita 

Falls at ll: 45 a .mu After the road reached Frederick, two daily-except-

Sunday trains provided round trip service. This pattern continued as 

the road was lengthened to Hammon, although by then the trains were 

operated on a seven-day-a-week basis. In 1911 a daily round trip was 

operated over the Panhandle Division to Wellington, a service supple

mented by a daily-except-Sunday "mixed" train. On January 22, 19ll, 

daily Tourist Sleeper service was instituted from Fort Worth to Elk 

City via Wichita Falls and the Fort Worth & Denver City. Sleeper serv

ice was upgraded and the route lengthened on August 6, 1911, when the 

WF&NW announced that "Trains 3 and 4, with First Class Day Coach, 

Modern Chair Car and Pullman Standard Sleeper" would be operated between 

Hammon, Oklahoma, and Dallas, Texas, via Wichita Falls and the MK&T. 

However, this sleeping car service lasted but a short while. Meanwhile, 



passenger service was extended each time another section of track was 

placed in service so that by November 1, 1912, WF&NW passenger trains 

operated over the entire distance between Wichita Falls and Forgan. 

Before World War I double daily round trip service obtained between 

Wichita Falls and Elk City, while a single train serviced the line 

7 
above Elk City to Forgan. 
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The Post Office Department authorized Railway Post Office service 

over the WF&NW between Wichita Falls and Frederick in 1909. Subsequent 

authorizations lengthened the RPO route almost as quickly as the rail-

road opened new sections of its line. En route distribution was also 

provided on the Panhandle Division as soon as that road was opened for 

traffic in 1910. Express service on all lines of the Northwestern was 

. 8 provided by the American Express Company. 

There were occasional special trains; for example, the railroad 

advertised reduced rates on a special excursion train to a ball game 

in Wichita Falls during 1911. This train of 18 to 20 cars began pick-

ing up passengers at Hammon, and before long the cars were overflowing. 

Some of these patrons missed th ball game but instead repaired to a 

friendly saloon. Railroad officials later were compelled to place about 

50 drunks into a baggage car before the return trip began. Shortly 

after the train left Wichita Falls, a fight broke out in the baggage 

car between drunken residents of Frederick and their partners in crime 

from Altus.... At Burkburnett, the crew stopped the train, picked up an 

empty box car, and herded the tipsy Frederickites into it. When the 

train finally reached Frederick, the box car load· of inebriates was 

merely set out on a siding. The intoxicated Altusit~s, meanwhile, con-

9 
tinued their journey in the baggage car. 
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Businessmen found great utility in the passenger services made 

available to them by the WF&NW. They could use the regularly scheduled 

trains to go to market in distant cities. Those who wished to go to 

the state capital of Oklahoma used the Northwestern as far as Frederick, 

Altus, Mangum, or Elk City where they changed trains for Oklahoma City. 

Residents of the smaller communities used the WF&NW in order to go 

shopping in Elk City, .Woodward, Altus, and the other larger cities 

on the line. A Dr. Laird frequently provided "medicine shows" at 

Hammon and other stations on the line_. Laird and his family traveled 

in a private car, which was placed on a siding wherever his show was 

booked_. Mrs. Nellie Bates, a hotel owner at Hammon, sent her boys to 

meet every train with the idea of attracting guests for her Valley View 

Hotel~ A merchant in the same community shipped locally purchased eggs 

to a Wichita Falls hotel via express. At all stations people gathered 

at the depot to mail last minute letters on the RPO car. The appearance 

of the Postmaster with his cartload of mail heralded the imminent 

0 1 f h 10 arri.va o t e "passenger." 

Countless cream cans were loaded aboard the baggage and express 

cars at stations all along the Northw.estern route. At Vici, shipments 

billed to major creameries at Elk City and Woodward were particularly 

heavy on Saturdays. Liquid shipments of another kind frequently were 

sent to the same station, especially just before the Fourt of July and 

the Christmas holidays. Until the passage in 1917 of Oklahoma's "Bone 

Dry Law" which prohibited the receipt or even possession of intoxicating 

liquor transported by common carriers, the WF&NW brought large quanti-

ties of fine whisky to the thirsty of western Oklahoma. These spirits 

were forwarded in single glass bottles protected by cardboard ,con-
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tainerso Over 100 such prepaid packages arrived at Vici in anticipation 

of the Fourth of July celebration in 1913. Most of it came from 

dealers in far off Wichita Falls, and was delivered by the railroad 

11 
jokingly referred to as the 11Whisky-taw Falls & Northwestern." 

Among those aboard the first passenger train into Gate were Mr. 

and Mrs. William Bishop and their daughter Camille. Unhappily, the 

roadbed was not yet properly surfaced and the train swayed from side to 

side so violently that Camille became ill. The Northwestern 1 s roadbed 

was considerably improved by the time Walter R. Smith left Vici in 

search of a college degree at Oklahoma A. & M. He used the local road 

to Woodward, the AT&SF to Wynoka, the Frisco to Pawnee, and the AT&SF 

to Stillwater. It took 24-hours to complete the journey. Other 

aspiring young men boarded the cars of the Northwestern as they left 

home for the first time. Many were headed for the 11harvest, 11 .wherever 

that was. 0 h 1 k h . k d. M - . 12 
t ers were mere y see ing t e "Big Roe Can y ountain. 11 

Miss Ze.lla Alkire rode the train from Woodward to Elk City, chang-

ing there to the Rock Island for a subsequent journey to Oklahoma City 

where she passed the state pharmacy examination. On the return trip, 

her fiance, Dr. Charles Rogers, met her at Woodward, and they were 

married before returning to Knowles on the WF&NWo Dr. Rogers frequently 

sent patients to the hospitals at Woodward and used the train himself 

when he returned to St. Louis for post-graduate work. At Forgan the 

local agent advertised the Northwestern as the "Direct Route and Connec-

tion to All Points in Texas and the Southwest•" The WF&NW also fea-

tured "low round trip rates to Gulf Coast points" as .well as "Summer 

Tourist Rates to the Northern Lakes." The company h~rdly needed to 

advertise. It carried 31, 125 patrons in fiscal 1909 ,and 248, 048 
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passengers in fiscal 1912.13 

In an age before hardtop roads and motor trucks, almost every item 

moved from manufacturer to consumer by 'rail. Vast amounts of inbound 

freight came to all stations on the Northwestern, especially in the 

days after construction when the towns were 11bui lding up" and the 

country was "filling in. 11 At Camargo, the operator of a general store 

in 1913 received a shipment that included one-half box of lemons, one

half box of oranges,. and five boxes of apples. The consignment was 

originated by the Santa Fe at Wichita, Kansas and given to the North

western at Woodward. The total transportation bill was $1.85. A month 

later the same merchant received 10 sacks of potatoes and one sack of 

cabbage from a wholesaler at Woodward. The transportation bill was 

$1.97. Further north, at Knowles, the depot freight room was frequently 

full of recently arrived goods including hominy in five gallon drums, 

bulging bags of coffee, stalks of bananas, barrels of salt fish, boxes 

of crackers, containers of vinegar, and bottles of liquor. Dr. Charles 

Rogers owned one of the few automobiles at Knowles, and all 

the gasoline he used had to be shipped in by rail. Indeed, the 

Doctor's Model T arrived in a WF&NW box car. The heavy volume of less

than-carload (LCL) business at Knowles gave work to three draymen who 

hauled freight to and from the depot. 14 

Freight in carload lots, however, provided the main income for 

the WF&NW. Between Wichita Falls and the Red River,. large amounts of 

corn, wheat, and cotton were grown by area farmers. These grain 

commodities were handled by two elevators at Burkburnett: Hunt & 

Rigsby and Kell's Wichita Mill & Elvator Corrq;>any. The sidings at that 

point were always filled with grain cars during the harvest season, and 
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long lines of wagons waited to be unloaded at the elevators. In 1916 

no less than 120 carloads of watermelons, averaging 900 melons per car, 

also were shipped from Burkburnett. At Leedey, rancher T. H. Farris 

loaded his cattle on cars of the WF&NW and billed them to Oklahoma City 

slaughterhouses via Elk City and the CRI&P. The same customer received 

.commodities by the carload for use on his ranch. At the northern end 

of the line, livestock men were particularly pleased with the special 

Fort Worth-bound hog trains that were operated periodically by the 

15 Northwestern. 

At Hannnon a merchant received carloads of Hunter's Cream Flour 

as well as carloads of various brands of livestock feed. Saturday was 

a big day at Hammon, as it was at other stations, for on that day 

ranchers and farmers frequently sent their livestock to market. Satur-

day also was the day that farmers brought their broomcorn to town. 

Buyers were on hand to examine, purchase, and ship this corrnnodity on 

the cars of the Wichita Falls Route. Elsewhere in 1913 a local freight 

train arrived in Forgan with salt for the Forgan Mercantile Company, 

brick and lumber for the new Forgan school building, and a registered 

Short Horn b 11 for R. B. Harrington. Shipments of wheat, broomcorn, 

Kaffir corn, hogs, and cattle represented the principle carload con-

signment at Knowles. The WF&NW b.us:i,ness at Camargo for the mon_th of 

Octobe~, 1914, was more than $3, 000 above that for the corresponding 

J:llOnth in 1913., Carload billings at that station for October, 1914, 
I 

included 12 wheat, 7 hog, 15 broomcorn, 3 cattle, and one car.of posts. 

The train labeled Extra 914 on August 18, 1917, represented a normally 

heavy Saturday livestock run on the Panhandle Division. Its consist 

included~ 



1 - Car of cattle, Duke to Oklahoma City 
5 - Cars of cattle, Wellington t() Wichita, Kansas 
3 - Cars~of cattle, Hollis to Kansas City 
1 - Car of hogs, Hollis to Fort Worth 
2 - Cars of cattle, Dodsonville to Kansas City .16 
1 - Car of cattle, Dodsonville to Oklahoma City 

None of the live~tock handled by Extra 914 listed above was 

destined for stations on the Northwestern. Cattle bound for Oklahoma 

City were taken to Elk City where they were given to the Rock Island. 
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Cattle sold to packing houses in Wichita and Kansas City were delivered 

to the Santa Fe at Woodward and the hogs for Fort-Worth were given to 

the MK&T at Wichita Falls. Most of the Northwestern's freight business 
\· •. 

followed similar patterns. Shipments usually originated on foreign 

lines and were delivered at stations on the WF&NW or were originated at 

stations on the home road and delivered at foreign points. There was 

a low percentage of hauls that moved only between points on the WF&NW. 

' Inbound, there were heavy interchange shipments of lumber, coal, agri-

cultural implements, and general merchandise. The Northwestern re-

ceived a high division of rates on all such cars received. Yet the 

real bread-and-butter revenue came from ~he movement of agricultural 

.products, principally to Texas milling points and to the Gulf Coast for 

export. The WF&NW enjoyed a long haul on these shipments and a high 

division of rates as well. Happily, wheat came into its own coinci-

dentally with the arrival of the railroad. This augured well for the 

future. 

1910. 

Meanwhile, the NorthwesLern moved 78,521 tons of freight in 

17 
By 1912, this total had risen to 318,918 tons. 

All of this spelled profits for the owners of the Wichita Falls & 

Northwestern and its allied lines. The following statistics indicate 

the yearly n~t earnings for WF&NW System, less the sizable income which 



it received from the lease of the Wichita Falls Railway to the MK&T. 

1908 - $.?5,009 
1909 .., $64, 332* 
1910 - $386, 508 
1911 - $382, 749 
1912 - $198, 560 
*Reflects net earnings 
of the Wli'&NJ{.only. 

rhe spJendid earnings record of the property resulted in equally high 

di.vi,dend payments_i 6 .• 619 per cent on July 1, 1909; 21.40 per cent on 

July 1, 1910; 5.50 per cent on August 15, 1912; 2.00 per cent on 

18 December 31, 1912; and 6.00 per cent on June 30, 1913. 
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CHAPTER IX 

KATY AND HARD TIMES 

-
11 The Wichita Falls Lines occupy some of the most fertile 
and densely populated agricultural country in Northwe~t 
Texas and Western Oklahoma. The commercial and agriJ 
cultural development of the territory contiguous to ' 
these lines is progressing rapi4ly. 11 l 

t: 

i: 
After the Wichita Falls & North~estern had reached/ its ultimate 

terminus at Forgan, only three other rail lines were built into its 

trade area. The Rock Island pushed a branch into Gra,ndfield during 

1920, but this was short-lived. The Clinton & Oklahpma Western, a road 

later owned by_ Frank Kell, crossed the Northwestern in 1912 at Hammon 

Junction, and the Beaver, Meade & Englewood connec,ted Beaver with For-

gan and the WF&NW in 1915. The Childress, Mangum & Oklahoma City hoped 

to link the cities of its corporate namesake, bu.t it lived only in the 

minds of its promoters. Another road, the Kansas & Oklahoma Railway, 

planned to connect Liberal, Kan9as, with Forgan and in 1920 a 268' 

connection was built at Forgan. However, the K&O never arrived there, 

2 
and the trackage was torn up four years later. 

The Kemp and Kell lines, particularly those of the WF&NW System, 
-·· --

were profitable operations. They had been built to serve Wichita Falls 

--and their owners. They had donethis well. There was competition 

for traffic, but other carriers serving the trade areas of the Wichita 

Falls Route were wisely employed as useful connections. Without doubt, 
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the several lines owned by Kemp and Kell could have continued a profit-

able operation as independent carriers, although it is probable that 

their owners would have consolidated them into a single corporate as 

well as operating entity. However, the Wichita Falls Route was coveted 

by the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway and a firm with which Kemp and 

Kell had always worked closely. Even before the Northwestern had 

been extended beyond Hammon, Katy officials began negotiating with the 

Texas railroaders for the acquisition of their operations. 

The MK&T had expected expansion of its operations prior to the 

nation-wide economic dislocations of 1907. Yet it was not until 1910 

that the Katy felt ready to undertake the acquisition of additional 

feeder lines. Coincidentally, a new group of investors headed by 

Edwin Hawley assumed control of the company in that year. Hawley first 

gained prominence when he facilitated the sale of the late c. P. 

Huntington's Southern Pacific interests to E. H. Harriman. Later he 
. 

surprisingly bested Harriman in a c9ntest to gain control of the 

Chicago & Alton. Hawley had earlier acquired control of the Minne-

apolis & St. Louis and the Iowa Central, companies which he eventually 

merged on January 1, 1912. He authorized considerable construction 

by his railroads, and at one time it was rumored that his M'3.StL would 

be extended westward to the Pacific Coast and northward to Winnipeg 

as well. Hawley continued to gather other companies under his banner. 

By the time he secured control of the Katy, a general geographic 

pattern began to emerge which suggested the creation of a gigantic 

system of lines stretching from th~ Canadian border to the Gulf of 

Mexico and from the eastern seaboard to the Missouri River in South 

Dqkotao Additionally, he concluded profitable traffic arrangements 
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between his Chicago & Alton and the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, then 

building across Texas toward an illusive goal at Topolobampo, Mexico. 

Hawley was a shrewd financier and a speculative banker rather than an 

effective railroad owner. Nevertheless, he was also a builder, in some 

ways comparable to E. H. Harriman. His untimely death on February 1, 

3 1912, ended plans for a Hawley System. 

Hawley's desire for expansion was mirrored by Katy's acquisition 

• of Hetty Green's historic Texas Central in June, 1910. EaVy in 1911 
I 

similar negotiations were opened with Kemp and Keli. Before the year 

ended, the MK&T had acquired the entire capital stock of both the 

Wichita Falls & Northwestern and the Wichita Falls & Southern. At the 

time of the sale, the WF&NW itself owned the entire capital stock of 

the Wichita Falls Railway, theWF&NWofT, the Altus, Wichita Falls & 

Hollis, and the Wichita Falls & Wellington. Thus by holding the capital 

stock of the WF&NW (the parent company), the Katy gained an indirect 

control of all Kemp and Kell lines. Nevertheless, the WF&NW survived 

as a corporate entity and so did each of the satellites. Collectively, 

they were referred to by the Katy as the Wichita Falls Lines. All 

officials were retained for a time, and the general offices of the 

road were continued in the Northwestern Building at Wichita F~lls. 

Early in 1913, however, Katy President c. E. Schaff succeeded Joseph 

A. Kemp as President of the Wichita Falls Lines, but Kemp remained in 

the official family as V~ce President. Kell retained a similar post, 

while most other former Kemp and Kell officials were kept in their 

positions. Maps of the ~ty included the Wichita Falls Lines, but these 

were clearly identified by their correct corporate designations. On 

the other hand, their earnings were included with those of the MK&T 
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beginning in November, 1912.4 

Previously, on August 23, 1911, the Altus, Wichita Falls & Hollis 

was fully deeded to the WF&NW. This simplified the corporate structure 

for the parent company by consolidating all Oklahoma-p.rop-erties. 

Nevertheless, due to the unusual corporate laws of Texas, there re-

mained no less than four separate Wichita Falls companies in that 

state. Early in 1913 the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas (MKUTofT) 

moved to consolidate these lines and four others which Katy controlled. 

A law authorizing this was passed by the Texas legislature in March, but 

the state's Attorney General brought suit to prevent such consolidation. 

A settlement which was acceptable to the railroad was effected, however, 

on February 6, 1914. Consequently the MK&TofT leased for 99 years the 

Wichita Falls Railway, the Wichita Fqlls & Southern, the Wichita Falls 

& Wellington, and the Wichita Falls & Northwestern of Texas. The 

agreement was signed on April 20, 1914, and became effective 11 days 

later. The parent company, the WF&NW, still held the capital stock of 

all satellites and it remained as an i~dependent company--although under 

the shield of the MK&T. 5 

Unfortunately the MK&T had expanded too rapidly. While it con-

tinued to pay dividends, short term notes totalling $19 million came 

due. A proposal to refinance these obligations was turned down and on 

September 15, 1915, the MK&T and the MK&TofT both went into receiver-

ship. Charles E. Schaff, President of both roads, was named sole 

receiver of each. In the following year, the Katy had a net earnings 

deficit of $1,134,634 on total operating revenues exceeding $36.7 

million. The situation worsened in spite of war traffic. During 1919 

Katy had a total operating revenue of nearly $62 million but its net 
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operating deficit for that year climbed to $5,162,634.6 

As early as May, 1914, Joseph Kemp found it necessary to assure 

nervous holders and potential purchasers of the WF&NW bonds. Kemp 

acknowledged that there already had been some severe criticism of 

the MK&T but concluded that whatever happened to the Katy, the North-

western "could always be sold under the hammer for more than its 

mortgage debt•" A year later Kemp maintained that "the Wichita Falls 

& Northwestern as an independent property is as good as there is in 

the Southwest•" Nevertheless, when the Katy went under, the holders 

of WF&NW bonds were understandably worried. One New York investment 

firm, Knaught, Nachod & Kuhne, made a thorough study of the WF&NW's 

condition. The firm was unable to complete an accurate audit of the 

Northwestern's earnings, however, since the Katy did not keep these 

records separate. The brokerage firm recalled, though, that prior to 

the acquisition of its capital stock by the MK&T, the Northwestern 

"earned a very handsome margin over its fixed charged." It concluded, 

nevertheless, that the individual portions covered by the first mort-

gage liens could not stand by themselves if Katy defaulted on the 

interest payments for the several bond issues. On the other hand, 

the WF&NW together with its satellites as a single unit were con-

sidered equally valuable to investors as a fully independent company 

or as a part of the Katy System. The thrust of the report was, then, 

that corporate association with the Katy was not crucial to the ulti-

mate health of the WF&NW. The report also quoted Joseph Kemp to the 

effect that other carriers, including the prosperous Atchison, Topeka 

' & Santa Fe, had been eager to purchase the WF&NW before stock 'control 

of the line had been acquired by the MK&T. 
7 
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Worried bondholders of all series eventually formed protectiv.e 

corrunittees. Those holding the First and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bonds, 

issued to fund the construction of the Northwestern between Hammon and 

Forgan, were especially distressed. Elisha Walker of New York, who 

headed the corrunittee protecting holders of those bonds, charged that 

the MK&T was not allowing the WF&NW the tonnage rate to which it was 

entitled. The MK&T maintained, on the other hand, that the Northwest-. 

ern, like Katy itself, was not making a profit. Walker contended that 

Katy's figures did not represent the earnings capacity of the road. If 

totally divorced from the MK&T, Walker argued, the road would make a 

b~tter showing. Presumably J. A. Kemp agreed, for he also was a member 

of the Walker corrunittee. In the meantime, the MK&T continued to pay 

8 
interest on the Northwestern bonds. · 

That changed soon enough. The interest of the First and Refunding 

Gold Bonds and the Panhandle Division First Lien Collateral Trust Gold 

Bonds, both due on July 1, 1917, was not paid. Earlier, on May 31, 

C. E. Schaff, former President of the Katy and then its receiver, was 

appointed receiver of the WF&NW. This was th result of an application 
- .. 

filed by himself in the United States District Court at Guthrie, Okla-

horna. Schaff had advised the court that the Northwestern was unable, 

under independent operation, to earn its fixed charges. This receiver-

ship, fumed Elisha Walker, was created without consultation with the 

bondholders which he represented. Walker, Kemp, and the rest 9f the 

corrunittee considered that its continuance was prejudicial to their 

interests. F. F. Armstrong, an attorney for William Salomon & Company 

of New York claimed that the receivership "obviously" represented the 

9 
interests of the stockholders and not the bondholders. 
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The Katy paid no interest on any of the three WF&NW bond issues 

after January 1, 1918. The hopes of those who wanted to reinstate the 

Northwestern as a fully independent carrier were lost in the wreck of 

the MK&T. It was claimed by Katy that the Northwestern had a minor 

net deficit in 1916, but that it sustained a loss of nearly one-half 

million dollars in 1917. The absence of data prevented an accurate 

appraisal of Katy's claims or, conversely, the claims of the protective 

committee. However, many bondholders found it difficult to imagine how 

the line, which had been a profitable operation since its inception-

and had a total income of over one-half million dollars in 1913--could 

sustain such heavy losses in 1917 and, as was claimed, in 1918 to9.lO 

In any event, significant readjustments were temporarily shelved 

when President Woodrow Wilson, by proclamation of December 26, 1917, 

brought the.railroads of the country under federal control. The 

wartime traffic did not heal Katy's wounds, but the increased business 

and the protection made possible by the receivership allowed the road 

to rehabilitate and generally improve the property. Even before the 

federal government returned the MK&T to the receiver, on February 29, 

1920, its reorganization corrnnittee announced that certain feeder lines 

would be pared from the Katy System. One of these, the Wichita Falls & 

Southern, was purchased from the receiver by Kemp and Kell, its former 

11 
owners, on March 1, 1920. 

A plan for the reorganization and sale of the Katy, dated November 

1, 1921, was formulated on behalf of those who owned MK&T securities. 

This plan, which was subsequently adopted, provided for a considerably 

reduced capitalization and a similar diminution of fixed charges. Thus 

a new company, ~he Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, was created on July 
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6, 1922. Under the new corporation, the old MK&T was completely reor-

ganized effective April 1, 1923. Ho1ders of all WF&NW bonds were given 

various issues of M-K-T bonds and preferreg ___ i:;t:ock i,n exchange for their 

Northwestern holdings_. With that the Wichita Falls & Northwestern 

Railway Company disappeared as a corporate entit~. The former satel-
''·. 

lites of the WF&NW passed to the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad of 

Texas (M-K-TefT), chartered on January 23, 1923, under Texas law. Yet 

the satellite roads, unlike their parent company the WF&NW, did not 

luse their corporate iq~ntitie&~ To be sure, the Wichita Falls Railway, 

the Wichita Falls & Northwestern of Texas and the Wichita Falls & 

Wellington companies were only leased to the M-K-TofT,<1 Of course, 

the entire operation of these lines was fully assumed by the Katy. 

Wichita Falls remained the major terminal and traffic hub, but the 

general offices disappeared, as also did the several official positions 

associated with the Wichita Falls Lines. To secure office and warehouse 

space formerly provided by the Wichita Falls Route, the Katy in 1923 

built a new-freight house and office building, costing $107,676.53, at 

. 12 
Ninth and Ohio Streets, hard by Union Station. 

In reality, the WF&NW enjoyed only a brief tenure as the main 

line of an independent company. As soon as the Katy assumed stock 

control of the WF&NW, the road became little m:>re than a branch-line 

appendage of a major carrier. During the years of receivership, Katy 

maintained that the Northwestern operation resulted in heavy losses. 

Yet there was no attempt to dispose of the property, as was the case 

with the Wichita Falls & Southern and numerous other feeders which were 

acquired during Katy's period of expansion and then released during 
' 

and after its receivership. On the contrary, the management of t'he 



Katy concluded that there was real promise in the WF&NW lines, Thus 

the trackage north of Wichita Falls was retained and properly identi

fied by the M-K-T as its Northwestern District--unromantic and unher

alded branch lines, except during the Burkburnett Boom, 
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CHAPTER X 

BOTTLES OF BOURBONj BARRELS OF OIL~ 

THE BURKBURNETT BOOM 

"In short order there were derricks scattered thickly over 
the little town, pointing upward like so many pins in a 
cushion. 11 1' 

The little train drifted down to the Red River and onto the long 

pile trestle. Safely across, the engineer re-opened the throttle; the 

sharp exhaust of the 4-4-0 belied her diminutive size. Soon the train 

was within sight of Burkburnett, only four miles from the river. L. c. 

Rodgers detected that something about the town was different--something 

had happened since he went through it the day before as fireman on a 

northbound run. The station platform now thronged with people. As 

the eng~neer brought the train to a stop ~n front of the depot, 

Rodgers leaned out of his cab window and inquired about the exc~~ement. 

The mail messenger, then positioning a four-wheel cart next to the 

door of the RPO car, paused and said~ "Haven't you heard? 1 Fowler 1 s 

. 2 Folly' came in!'' 

Drilling for oil had been a part of life in north Texas since the 

dawn of the twentieth century. Often, however, the discovery of oil 

was a collateral or even a serendipity development. The original Red 

River Uplift Well was :Sunk in 1902 by a farmer who was seeking an ade-

quate water supply. Instead, he brought in the Henrietta oil field. 
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Five years later the Petrolia field came in and was followed in 1911 

by the discovery of the Electra pool. There was seemingly no end to 

the petroleum resources of north Texas. The Iowa Park field was 

developed in 1913 and on July 29, 1918, "Fowler's Folly" ushered in 

3 the fabulous Burkburnett Boom. 
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Until the Fowler well roared in, Burkburnett was much like dozens 

of other small towns in the Southwest. Insofar as the Wichita Falls & 

Northwestern Railroad Company was concerned, it amounted to little more 

than an average way station. To be sure, oil production had been a 

part of the local scene fo-r some time. The first well in the irmnediate 

vicinity of Burkburnett came in on July 1, 1912 .' The Corsicana Oil 

Company irmnediately made locations for offsef s, and there was the usual 

rush for leases. By December, 1917, the Burkburnett oil field covered 

approximately sixty square miles. Some wells were reportedly put down 

in 36 hours and produced up to 15 barrels a day. Over 1,000 oil-field 

workers lived in Burkburnett, and since ordinary people could still get 

into the oil business some of these laborers hoarded their wages in the 

hope that they, too, would become 11oi 1 tycoons •11 Other laborers were 

soo_n hired by the Burkburnett Oi 1 Refinery which was ready for produc-

tion before 1918. It had a daily capacity of 3,000 barrels of crude 

which was refined into gasoline, nartha, and other petroleum products. 

4 
Nevertheless, the real boom was in the future. 

The Fowler well was so spectacularly productive that it yielded 

100 barrels every 40 minuteso Similar ventures were sununarily initi-

ated as the word spread. This naturally resulted in a rush to secure 

town lots and to organize oil companies. Derricks shortly were 

scattered over the town and across the surrounding areas. On land 



which s. Burke Burnett had earlier sold to.Joseph A. Kemp and Frank 

Kell--and which they had resold to hundreds of settlers without re-

taining mineral rights--it seemed that the earth's crust was only a 

superficial cover over a vast ~ool of black gold. 5 
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The Burkburnett townsite pool proved to be 4,000 feet wide and 

three miles long, with the village squarely in the middle_. By January, 

1919, Burkburnett's population had risen, according to one estimate, to 

8,000. People thronged the streets, and its stores were open 24-hours 

each day. Oil companies were formed on sidewalks and in streets. 

Hotels, rooming houses, and private homes were filled. Sleepy visitors 

were obliged to pay $10 per night for the privilege of sleeping on 

porches or in cellars. The constant and heavy traffic over the connnuni

ty1 s roadways reduced them to a deplorable state; rain turned them into 

veritable arteries of mud. In 1919 a mule bogged down in front of the 

First National Bank and expired before it could be extricated. During 

the spring of 1919, the townsite pool was producing 55,000 barrels per 

day. Then dry holes began to show up, and it appeared likely that the 

6 
Boom would soon be over. 

Then another field--the northwest extension--was located nearby in 

what had been Burke Burnett's west pasture. It was five miles long 

and two miles wide; every inch of it was within the original 6666 Ranch. 

In time other patches were located, but about 90 per cent of the oil 

pumped from the Burkburnett field came from the 17,000 acres sold by 

Burnett· to Kemp and Kell back in 1906. .At its apex, the Burkburnett 

field produced almost $10 million in oil per month. During 1924 there 

were seven crude-oil refineries and fourteen casinghead gasoline plants 

in operation within the confines of the field. In that same year the 



townsite pool and the northwestern extension collectively produced 

20,000 barrels per day. Yet, in reality, the Boom ended two years 

earlier in 1922. Extensive drilling continued, but it had resolved 

into an orderly and methodical operation by big companies such as 

Magnolia, Texas, and Gulf. 7 
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The impact of the Burkburnett Boom on the daily operation of the 

WF&NW was inunediate and dramatic. As the news of the Boom spread, the 

railroad was besieged by patrons wanting to secure passage, especially 

between Wichita Falls and Burkburnett. The road initially tried to 

handle the heavy volume by merely adding coaches to its two regularly 

scheduled trains each day. By February of 1919, however, the WF&NW was 

forced to schedule three additional daily round trip trains between 

Wichita Falls and Burkburnett. One observer noted that upwards of 

300 persons arrived in Wichita Falls from Fort Worth each morning aboard 

the cars of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the Fort Worth & Denver 

City roads. These passengers plus "three or four times that number then 

swarmed onto the morning train for 1 Burk. 111 Many were speculators while 

others were merely observers. Perhaps the largest number were ex

service men, released from military _!)urd_ens by the Armistice and .then 

lured to Burkburnett by the prospect of sudden riches_.oJ A stranger who 

happened by Wichita Falls Union Station one morning was surprised at 

the number of people then buying tickets for Burkburnett and asked if 

the train was an excursion. He was told that it was the regular train 

and that it would be followed by another in just a few minutes. These 

two trains, one a through run for Forgan, Oklahoma, and the other a 

usual Burkburnett train, both returned in the evening with weary 

laborers from the oil-fields. At one time, the railroad used as many 
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as six ticket-takers per train. They picked up tickets or sold cash 

fares for .45¢ to patrons as they boarded the cars. Passengers fre-

quently presented .50¢ pieces or dollar bills ~s payment and in the 

flush spirit of the times or perhaps because of their great desire to 

"dust the cushions,". often told the ticket-takers to keep the change. 

Other of these· passengers, however, proved to be "tough customers 0 11 

A few timid trainmen avoided confrontation with them, but most of the 

regular conductors and brakemen carried blackjacks which produced some 

8 civility among the unruly. 

By mid-July, 1919, the railroad reduced to two the number of round 

trip trains between Wichita Falls and Burkburnett. At the same time, it 

added a new through operation between Wichita Falls and Oklahoma City in 

conjunction with the St. Louis-San Francisco Railroado This new train, 

christened the BURKBURNETT SPECIAL, carried sleeping cars, coaches, and 

chair cars and operated on a convenient overnight schedule via Frederick. 

This train connected at Oklahoma City with those arriving from Tulsa and 

thereby provided comfortable transportation to Burkburnett for the oil 

kings of Oklahoma. This operation continued until the end of the Burk-

burnett boom. On February 10, 1923, the BURKBURNETT SPECIAL was dis-

continued, but through standard sleepers between Oklahoma City and 

Wichita Falls continued to be handled jointly by the Frisco and the Katy 

until shortly before the Great Crash of 1929. When the Boom expired in 

1~22, the two Burkburnett locals, known informally as the "Polly, 11 also 

·were d . . . d 9 iscontinue • 

Clerks on the Forgan and Wichita Falls ~.~.o. were literally 

swamped with mail for Burkburnett. Otten the volume was so heavy that 

the mails were carried by that station and worked back by another train. 
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Express messengers were similarly overburdened. Seemingly every nature 

of parcel was shipped into Boomtown by express. Two examples are repre-

sentative. Before national prohibition, and even thereafter, trains 

from Wichita Falls brought countless quarts of liquor to Burkburnett. 

Trains were often delayed while carton after carton of the precious 

spirits were ~ransloaded from the express car to the four-wheel carts, 

lined up and waiting at the Boomtown depot. One item which the express 

messengers fortunately did not have to handle except in record books 

was a 11bull-wheel," ordered from a manufacturing plant in Pennsylvania 

by a Burkburne_tt oil man. This heavy piece of equipment was loaded on 

a flat car and handled all the way to Texas by passenger train. This 

expeditious handling resulted in express charges which exceeded the 

cost of the machinery. Nevertheless, the oil man willingly paid the 

. 10 
price. 

Oil derricks were everywhere in Burkburnett, even next to the rail-

road's station platform and all' along the right-of-way. In 1919, 

twelve pipe line companies served the Burkburnett ~eg~()n, Cl._nd three re-

fineries were located at or near the townsiteo The railroad, of course, 

was called upon to deliver the pipe for the pipe lines and the machinery 

for the refineries. Frequently there were from 60 to 100 cars on the 

sidings waiting to be unloaded. Most contained derrick timbers, oil 

well casings, drilling machinery, and other equipment incidental to 

the boQm.. In 1919 the railroad reported its freight business at Burk-

11 · burnett to be $25,000 per day,. 

Before the boom, .the WF&NW owned a 97' x20' combination depot at 

Burkburnett. It served well until 1918, but then the railroad was 

forced to utilize box cars as offices and quarters for the 13 new 
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employees sent there to handle the mushrooming· h\,HS"f;ness. _, In February, 

1919, the railroad completed a new 30'x30 1 passenger depot south of the 

original structure. At the same time it converted the former combina

tion station into a f~etght depot, extended the building by 100 1 , and 

built a new freight platform. After the boom the new passenger station 

was leased in 1924 to American Railway Express Company, and the freight 

depot once again became a combination station. Throughout the boom 

period, extra gangs labored to install new tracks. Records indicate 

that at one time there were no less than 63 tracks in and around Burk

burnett. Of these, 45 were built to serve a variety of oil companies, 

among them Magnolia, Skelly, Humble, Texaco, Sinclair, Gulf, and a host 

of lesser known concerns. This new trackage sprouted from the main line 

beginning at a point some two miles south of town and extending to a 

location approximately three miles north of that cormnunity. The main 

line through Burkburnett was double-tracked, and wye tracks and engine 

house tracks were also installed. Most of this track construction be

gan in 1919, and virtually all of it was utilized until 1923. 12 

In addition to the twelve regularly scheduled passenger trains 

which served Burkburnett during its salad days, there were numerous 

through freights plus the usual locals. Additionally, there were day 

and night switch engine assignments. Some of these switch crews were 

based in Burkburnett, others came up from Wichita Falls, and yet others 

serviced Boomtown from Frederick. The exact volume of tonnage which 

originated at Burkburnett during the boom is impossible to determine. 

However, at one time four trains per day were necessary al.one to move 

casinghead gasoline from a plant owned by the Charles F_. Noble Oil & 

Gas Company. Much of this tonnage moved over the Northwestern to 



Woodward, Oklahoma, from whence it was conveyed to California outlets 

by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Other Trains handled crude oil 
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from various Burkburnett loading racks to Frederick, Elk City, Hammon, 

and Wichita Falls where the cars were delivered to other carriers. 

When traffic became particularly heavy, railroaders warned each other 

13 
that "the bullets are really flying." 

Meanwhile, in 1919, a well owned by Kemp and Kell near Mangum in 

Greer County, Oklahoma, came in at 700 ba~rels per day. Mangum fully 

anticipated a boom similar to that of Burkburnett. One observer noted 

that the WF&NW happily brought that "city in touch with all points 

north and south and renders special service in that a three-hour journey 

can bring Ranger and Burkburnett investors into the Greer County 

fields." However, it was not Mangum but rather Wichita Falls which 

fully benefitted from the location of the oil fields in relation to the 

Northwestern. That city had risen to prominence essentially because 

of the numerous railroad lines which either ran through it or radiated 

from it. In this development, Kemp and Kell had played the major roles. 

Wichita Falls thus was already a strong commercial and transportation 

center when the surrounding oil fields began to come in and, therefore, 

that city quite naturally became the hub of the north Texas oil region. 

Evidence of municipal growth came in the form of new refineries, equip-

ment houses, hotels, major business concerns, and spreading residential 

areas. In 1919 there were nine refineries in Wichita Falls processing 

27,000 barrels of crude oil from the nearby fields. Unsurprisingly, 

many of these were located next to or close to the railroad right-of-

way. During the Burkburnett boom, investors and promoters journeyed to 

that ci.ty but usually made Wichita Falls their headquarters. Similarly, 
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most of those local residents who "made it big" during the boom later 

left town; to this day there is no "Silk Stocking Row" in Burkburnett. 

14 
Many took their money with them and "settled" in Wichita Falls. 

Burkburnett's boom was short-li.ved but sufficiently bawdy to 

attract Hollywood writers of a iater day~ In 1940 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

released a film entitled Boomtown, starring Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy, 

Claudette Colbert, and Hedy Lamar. It told a tale of wildcat drilling 

in what it postured as the mud-and-shanty frontier town of Burkburnett, 

circa 1919. Explosions, high-powered deals, heartbreak, and quick 

millions all combined to make the film a box office favorite. Never-

theless, film critics gave it mixed reviews. Interestingly, the man 

who eventually became known as Clark Gable and who starred in Boomtown, 

had been one of the multitude who actually toiled in the Burkburnett 

fields during the boom 15 years. 

The Burkburnett booq provided the only brush with romance tDat 
• 

the Northwestern ever experienced. The volume of business generated 

at that station during those brief, hectic years was impressive. Yet 

for the railroad, as for the town which gave it name, the Burkburnett 

boom was a flash in the pan. The lasting impact for the railroad was 

the regularized movement of petroleum products in significant volume 

along southern portions of its line. This was done in the typical 

fashion of a branch line; it originated the traffic and passed it on 

to the main line or yielded it to other carriers for ultimate deli very. 

There was nothing romantic about that.. It was just a part of the 

workaday world of branch line railroading. 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE BEAVER, MEADE & ENGLEWOOD RAILROADg 

THE HOME ROAD, 1912-1923 

"Beaver citizens had enviously watched the rise of neighbor
ing railroad towns. They knew that they must have a railroad 
if they maintained their urban leadership in the Panhandle. 
But how?" 1 · 

No area of the Southwest has a more checkered or interesting 

history than Oklahoma's Panhandle. For several years of the national 

experience it was unclaimed by neighboring political entities and 

attached to noneo Small wonder, then, that it was called No Man's 

Lando While other parts of the Southwest were opened to homesteading, 

No Man's Land was believed to be owned by the Cherokees and the area 

remained generally devoid of white population" Cattlemen, mostly from 

Kans~s, eventually paid the Cherokees for the privilege of grazing 

their cattle on the luxuriant grasses of the area. Then an enterpris-

ing lawyer from Denver discovered that title to the land did not rest 

with the Cherokees but rather with the government. With this news 

squatters began to occupy the country; 11 soddies.!1 seemingly erupted 

everywhere as the squatters took up residence• As always,, the 11 sod

busters11 spelled doom for the open range cattle industry. i 

The invasion of No ManV s Land by the squa.tters began in 1886 and 

was in full swing by the following year. Three seasons lat.~r, on 

May 2, 1890, President Harrison signed into law the Organic Act which 
I 

llO 
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completely reorganized Indian Territory and set up territorial govern-

ment for Oklahoma Territory. No Man's Land was included as a part 

of Oklahoma Territory despite the fact that the two areas were sepa-

rated by the Cherokee Strip. When "old" Oklahoma was thrown open to 

settlement under the Homestead Law on April 22, 1890, roore than 6,000 

squatters left No Man 1 s Land for the rush. When the Cherokee Strip was 

similarly opened three years later, additional squatters from No Manis 

Land departed. They did not return. In 1897, the population of 

Beaver County, comprising all of No Man's Land, was only 4,778; two 

years later it had dropped to 2, 548. However, the prospg_ct of state-

ho.ad for Oklahoma and the construction in 1902 of the Chicago, Rock 

Is 1.and & Pacific Railway across the mid-section of Beaver County--

created a spirit of rising expectations. Indeed, by 1907 the popula-

tion of Beaver County had grown to 35,000 and all of its best farm 

1 d . d 3 an was occupie • 

Beaver City was long recognized as the capital of No Man 1 s Land. 

When boosters proposed to convert the region into the romantic sounding 

but ill-fated State of Cimarron, Beaver City was naturally selected as 

the state capital. Although these aspirations never reached fruition, 

Beaver City did eventually become the seat of Beaver County. Enter-

prising citizens from Wichita, Kansas.ii first developed the area in 

1886 by forming the Beaver Townsite Company. Within two months after 

the town had been platted, no less than 20 soddies were counted. The 

government established a land office there during 1890, and this added 

to the strategic importance of the village. Cowboys and teamsters 

made regular calls at Beaver City and the town grew in population and 

in importance unti 1 1902 when the Rock Island crossed the county to 
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the west. Then Guymon became the largest town in the county. Beaver 

City 1 s influence was further diminished when Oklahoma gained state

hood. Before that time Beaver County and the Oklahoma Panhandle were 

one and the same. With statehood, however, the Panhandle was divided 

into three counties. Beaver City remained the seat of Beaver County, 

the easternmost of the three and the smallest in size. 4 

The absence of adequate transportation plagued No Man 1 s Land from 

the time of its settlement. Many of Beaver County's early inhabitants 

had arrived at railheads in Kansas, such as Englewood, Meade, and 

Lib_eral, and then had to undertake lengthy overland journeys to reach 

their destinations. All supplies had to come from these and other 

distant railroad towns. This meant frequent and difficult trips for 

all who lived in the area. The construction of the Rock Island through 

Guymon alleviated the difficulties only for those who lived in the mid

section of the Panhandle. Thus a number of schemes to bring the 

amenities and conveniences of railroad transportation to the region 

were considered. 5 

In 1888 the management of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway 

told its stockholders that "the history of Western railroad construc

tion for the past quarter of a century has demonstrated that successful 

results can only be attained by occupying territory promptly •••• 11 

During that year, or perhaps late in 1887, one of its satellites reached 

Englewood, Kansas, hard by the border of No Man's Land and some 40 

miles from Beaver City. Santa Fe records indicate that several sur

veys were made to extend the line, but strangely this was never done. 

Englewood remained an end-of-track town; ·in this case the Santa Fe 

failed to make good on its philosophy of "occupying territory 
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In 1904 the Oklahoma & Northwestern Rail Road Company was 

chartered to build a road from an unspeci~ied point in Roger Mills 

County northwestward to another undisclosed point in Beaver County. 

113 

This firm also hoped to build a branch to the South Fork of the Red 

Rivero Apparently the incorporators of the road hoped to forge a line 

from the Rock Island's east-west road to Beaver City, but all plans 

came to naughto Soon Beaver City was excited by a considerably bolder 

scheme. On October 14, 1907, the Beaver Valley & North Western Rail

road received a charter to build a line of road from Oklahoma City 

through Beaver City to La Junta, Colorado where a connection could be 

made with the AT&SF for all points west. The road was capitalized at 

$4 million. All the incorporators were from Beaver City, al.though 

Bailey Wagoner, a representative of the Missouri Pacific Railway, 

apparently masterminded the operation. However, the general economic 

slump of the period mitigat~?.aga~nst succ_ess, and the BV&NW never 

laid a rail. Still another road was projected for the Panhandle be

tween 1905 and 1910. This one, strange to say, intended to bui_ld from 

west to east=-from the coal fields in northwestern New Mexico on a 

route designed to pass via Hooker, Gate, Woodward, Watonga, Guthrie, 

and Oklahoma Cityo Also planned was a branch from Gate to connect 

with the Santa Fe at Englewood, Kansaso Promoters of this scheme 

were also the operators of the Yankee Fuel Company located near Raton, 

New Mexicoo Their plan, like those before it, also failed~ and the 

7 
Panhandle remained devoid of adequate transportation serviceo 

When it appeared that the Wichita Falls & Northwestern was enter

taining notions of building into the Panhandle, Beaver City sent 
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representatives to Frank Kell hoping to persuade him to locate the 

WF&NW extension along the south bank of the Beaver River to their 

community. But they were sorely rebuffed. Kell built into Beaver 

County on the north side of the river, contending that construction 

on the south side would be more difficult and expensive. Indeed, 

there were significant bridging problems on the southern route, but 

these were minuscule compared to those already conquered by the WF&NW. 

In truth, Kell .. felt that more money could be made from townsite 

. development along the northern route. He cared liStle for the heritage 

of Beaver City, and instead of favoring that community he promoted 

Forgan, a rival townsite a few miles north_ of Beaver City. Kell 

obviously considered that the WF&NW could have Beaver City's traffic 

without building the line directly to it. At the same time, Kell 

considered, Forgan would prove to be a lucrative townsite project. 

Thus Beaver City saw the arrival of the Northwestern's steam cars into 

the area on September _12_L_l912~ as no more t_han a mixed blessing. 8 

Earlier, on December 28, 1911, leading citizens of Beaver City_ 

had held a meeting to discuss their transportation problems. Out of 

this meeting came a decision to form the Beaver, Meade & Englewood 

Railroad Company (BM!cE, the Beaver Road, or the Beaver). Accordingly 

a charter was obtained which allowed the company to construct, main

tain, and operate a line of railroad from Beaver City to "such a 

point or points as may be necessary or convenient in the towns of 

Meade, Kansas, and Englewood, Kansas." The company was also authorized 

to construct extensions and branches. The two proposed lines of the 

BM!cE, both eminating from Beaver City, were each expected to be 40 

miles in length. The road was· capitalized at a mere $25,000. 9 



The successful completion of the B~E to Englewood would, its 

booster's contended, provide a direct link with that village--long 
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an important entrepot for the Panhandle--and concomitantly forge a 

connection with far off Kansas City via the AT&SF. Completion of the 

other proposed route, to Meade similarly would afford a bond with 

Kansas City, although by way of the CRI&P. Completion of both legs 

of the road would grant two important ties with Kansas City and by 

way of two competitive trunk lines. Even if the B~E failed to reach 

either Kansas community, it was absolutely necessary to link-up with 

the WF&NW at Forgan. To do less was to forfeit the existence of 

Beaver City. 

Meanwhile, delegations met with representatives of the Rock 

Island and the Santa Fe roads. Both companies were interested but not 

to the point of granting financial assistance. Rebuffed in their long 

range plans, Beaver Citians had to fall back the short-range goal. 

They naively reasoned that the mere completion of the home road to 

Forgan would force the Northwestern to purchase and operate the line. 

Yet by 1913 very little meaningful labor had been expended to bring 

these plans to fruition. This can be explained by the absence of 

necessary funding abilities, a condition which was greatly aggravated 

by Oklahoma laws which mitigated against the voting of bonds for the 

promotion and construction of railroads. To circumvent this dilemma, 

the people of Beaver City voted bonds for the installation of a light 

and water plant and then diverted part of the proceeds for the acquisi-

10 
tion of materials necessary for the construction of the B~E. 

The promoters then asked for donations in order to commence build

ing a gradeo Area farmers agreed to do the work, using their teams 
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and the county's road machinery. In return, they received two dollars 

per day for feed and board plus an additional two dollars per day in 

the railroad's stock. Numerous others donated feed, labor, food, and 

money. During the winter of 1913, as many as fifty farmers toiled on 

the grade and soon the route to Forgan was one-half finished. However, 

residents of the Forgan vicinity had little' interest in the road and 

failed to donate lands necessary for the right-of-wayo Had adequate 

money been available, these lands could have been purchased by con-

demnation proceedingso Unfortunately for the home road, the money had 

. l 11 simp y run out. 

At this juncture the promoters contacted President Co Eo Schaff, 

whose Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway had acquired the capital stock 

of the WF&NWo Schaff was told that the partially completed right-of-

way. would be given to the Katy if only that. road would finish· the pro-

jecto The Katy president demurred but advised that if the road was 

finally completed the MK&T would consider taking it over for operation 

as a part of its WF&NWo Thus encouraged, the promoters redoubled their 

efforts. Holidays were often declared in town, and everyone put in 

time working on the railroad. Then the till was empty once more. 

Schaff was contacted again and a contract was drawn whereby bye MK&T 

was to assume the. total assets of the BM!l.E. Frank Kell, however, 

intervenedo Kell was still an official of the WF&NW, and he advised 

the MK&T board of directors that completion of the BM!l.E to Forgan would 

be detrimental to the Northwestern. Kell argued that the WF&NW was 

getting the traffic anyway; additional mileage would be redundant. 

Moreover, fulfillment of Beaver City 1 s dream would prejudice Kell' s 

aspirations for Forgan, _one of his pet projects_. In the end, Kell won 
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out and the contract was not consummated.12 

It was a glum Beaver City which learned of Katy's decision. 

Without' a railroad the fate of the community was clear_ly sea~ed. It had 

to have a railroad in order to survive. Residents of Beaver City cared 

little if it was a trunk line, a branch, or an independent short line. 

In 1912 they even considered an interurban electric line between their 

community and Forgan. Now, however, it appeared that all of their 

labors had gone for naught; and they were broke. Then when everything 

seemed lost, a former resident visited Beaver City and, learning of 

the railroad problem, referred· the promoters to a friend of his in 

13 Kansas--Jacob Ao Achenbach. 

Achenbach was born in Germany on March 22, 1846. When he was six 

.Y.ears of age his parents TI10ved the family to the United States and 

settled in Green County, Illinois. By 1883 Achenbach had become a 

successful farmer in that state. Yet he wished to expand his opera

tions and, as opportunities for the acquisition of agricultural land 

in Illinois were limited at that time, Achenbach moved to Kansas. In 

1884 he owned 6, 300 acres of land in Barber County which he used to 

produce cattle and wheat. Two years later he purchased another nearby 

640 acres, formed. a townsite company, and organized the town of Hardt

ner. This area, in extreme south central Kansas, proved to be excel

lent for growing wheat, and the region prospered. AchenbachVs new town 

prospered likewise, but it had no railroad and much potential business 

flowed to Kiowa and other neighboring railroad towns. Achenbach and 

others eventually urged the Santa Fe to build to Hardtner from its 

main Une at KiElwa. That company proved to be uninterested in the 

proposal~ undoubtedly feeling that the Hardtner traffic would naturally 
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flow to Kiowa and its line anyway. The Missouri Pacific, then building 

a branch from Wichita to Kiowa was also contacted but, like the Santa 

Fe, had no inclination to promote a short stub to Hardtner. 14 

Achenbach, however, was not to be denied. As early as 1906, he 

was talking about the creation of an independent road to link Hardtner 

with Kiowa. Two years later by-laws were drawn governing the Kiowa, 

Hardt~er & Pacific Railroad Company--the title of which implied both 

short-term and long range goals. In 1909, lands were condemned and 

on June 8-9, 1910, Hardtner held a gala celebration honoring the 

_inception of rail servic_e to that point. One month later Achenbach 

leased the KH&P to the Missouri Pacific, a concern which operates that 

line even today. Jacob Achenbach planted the first wheat grown in 

Barber County, Kansas, developed his own town, and brought needed rail 

service to the country. He was exactly the type of man needed by 

B C. . . f · 1 d 15 eaver ity in its quest or a rai.roa • 

Achenbach listened to what the Beaver City emissaries had to say, 

yet after consideration told them that he was not interested. Never-

theless, he undertook a survey of the Panhandle's potential--and soon 

thereafter consented to finish the road between Beaver City and Forgan. 

Achenbach and his good friend Ira B. Blackstock of Springfield, 

Illinois, then purchased the company's entire capital stock, amounting 

to $25,000. It was agreed among the several parties that all of the 

BIBE 1 s previous obligations were to be waived. Thus the new owners 

received the property on a debt free basis. The original promoters 

had finished the grade between Beaver City and Forgan and had laid 3.06 

miles of used 56-pound (to the yard) and 65-pound rail south of Forgan 

between 1912 and 1914. Achenbach and Blackstock completed the remaining 
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3.77 miles to Beaver City with used 52-pound steel. The road was 

completed in 1915 and opened for business the next seasono Achenbach 

then offered the completed railroad to the MK&T for a nominal price. 

The Katy at that time was in the hands of a receiver and declined the 

offero But in doing so the MK&T took a condescending attitude, saying 

that it would be foolish to pay for a railroad which had been so re-

cently offered to it on a gratis basis. Furthermore, Katy management 

doubted that the· road would ever 11 earn sufficient revenue to buy 

grease for the engine." Neither Achenbach nor Blackstock had any ex-

perience as railroad operators; they had been only builders and pro-

16 
moterso With Katy's recalcitrance, that was about to change. 

Ira B. Blackstock was born in Illinois on April 3, 1866, and 

remained a resident of that state to the time of his deatho He met 

Achenbach by way of mutual friends in Illinois, and together they be-

came partners in numerous business ventures. Blackstock served as 

President of the Kiowa, Hardtner & Pacific and Vice President of the 

BM!cEo Nevertheless, both railroads were nominally Achenbach enter-

prises; Blackstock provided some capital, minor advice, and moral 

support but little else. Indeed, Achenbach tried to keep the financial 

aspects of both roads a family matter insofar as he was able to do so. 

When the BM!cE's capitalization was raised to $75,000, he and Blackstock 

purchased the entire issue. Yet August Eo Achenbach, one of Jacob's 

sons, was a member of the road 1 s board of directors, and when the 

company needed additional financial sup:e_ort 11 the whole Achenbach family 

h . d . ,,17 c ippe ~n.; 

No accounting records were kept py the BM!cE prior to January L, 

19190 Consequently there are few resources from which to draw an 
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adequate picture of the road's initial years. The company later ad-

vised the Interstate Commerce Commission that it had acquired 31 parcels 

of land necessary in the construction of the line. Of these, 19 were 

considered as aids to construction. The others were acquired at a 

total cost of $3,032.75. Before mid-1918, the BM'\cE acquired two used 

locomotives, one used freight car,, and one open-vestibuled passenger 

car. The WF'&NW co-operated by supplying freight cars when ordered. 

Station and yard faciliti.es at Forgan were shared with the Northwestern 

under a contract which called for an annual payment of $1,200. As 

early as July, 1916, the Hardt~ Press reported that the road was 

"doing almost a capacity business hauling merchandise and carload 

commodities into, and grain and other products out of Beaver." With 

expanding revenues and without bonded indebtedness, the Beaver Road 

proved to be at least a marginally profitable enterprise almost from the 

b . . 18 
eg1nn1ng. 

The development of railroads in the Panhandle was a persistent 

theme during the first three-and-one-half decades of the twentieth 

century. In the summer of 1913 ro.any observers expected the WF&NW to 

be extended, whiJ e n~si.dents of western Kansas communities proposed 

lengtheni:ng cu ['organ a railroad already serving Scott City and Garden 

City. At the. Sdme time, the Dodge City & Cimarron Valley Railway, a 

predecessor of the AT&Sf, opened a line from Dodge City to Elkhart, 

Kansas, and seemed poi. sed to invade the western portion of the Okla-

homa Panhandle. Two years later a group of businessmen from Alva, 

Oklahoma, proposed to build a short road from Rosston, on the WF&NW, 

eastward twenty miles to Buffalo. On April 10, 1916, the Buffalo North-

western Railway received a charter to construct a line of road between 
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Des Moines, New Mexico, and Tulsa, Oklahoma. The Alva Road and the 

Buffalo Northwestern both were locally sponsored. The former remained 

a "paper company," but the iatter did some grading near Buffalo. In 

time the Buffalo enterprise was reorganized and completed a road be

tween Buffalo and Waynoka. When finished, it was conveyed to the Santa 

Fe. In another area, wheat farmers from La Kemp, in southern Beaver 

County, incorporated the La Kemp & Northwestern Railroad Company on 

August 7, 1915. They hoped to build a road connecting on the west with 

the Rock Island at Guymon and on the east with the AT&SF at Gctge. A 

branch to tap the WF&NW at May was also a part of the project. Most 

of these were locally sponsored dreams--born of a desire and need to 

give the Panhandle adequate transportation resources. Most, too, were 

the result of local frustration with the established carriers--which 

were strangely hesitant about building into the Panhandle. 1 ~ 

Jacob Achenbach also pored over maps of the region arid di::eamed of 

expanding the BIBE_~ He still considered the Englewood option, but the 

idea of building to Meade was dismissed. Another alternative was that 

of building south from Beaver City to the Lines of the AT&SF. Achen

bach first considere.,i lengthening the BIBE in a southerly direction in 

1916; later he personal.ly directed a study of proposed routes. Three 

years later, .however, he was primarily interested in reaching the 

markets and conunercial houses of Wichita, Kansas. This could best be 

accomplished via the Santa Fe at Englewood, but Uncle Jake, as Achen

bach was conunonly called, al.so considered a connection with the .Rock 

Island at Liberal. The contemporary operations of the BIBE and the 

long range strategy of its owners were not admired by all. The Wichita 

Beacon even made fun of Achenbach and his Beaver Road; it suggested 
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that the officers of the road al.so doubled as the train crew. More-

over, continued the Beacon, "when they are not busy operating the 

train the officials '.work section."' These accusations infuriated the 

editor of Achenbach's home town weekly, the Hardtner Press, who hotly 

replied that the story showed "how unreliable that paper can be when 

it wants to be. 11 The Hardtner editor boasted that all Uncle Jake 

needed was 11 a 'brass collar' and a special car to transport himself and 

. 20 
stenographer, to identify him as a railroad magnate." 

The advent of World War I precluded immediate expansion, and the 

subsequent economic distress further postponed construction. Meanwhile, 

the BIBE operated two regularly scheduled daily-except-Sunday trains 

in 1918 and 1919. This service was reduced in.1920 to a single daily-

except-Sunday train, and reduced further in 1922 to a tri-weekly opera-

ti.on. Additional trains were operated, of course, but on an as-needed 

basis. BIBE schedules were designed to coincide with passenger train 

schedules of the WF&NW at Forgan. Tickets were sold at the Beaver 

City depot and by the Northwestern agent at Forgan. Cash fare tickets 

could be obtained from the conductor by those who arrived too late to 

purchase the regular tickets or by those· boarding at McKee, a point 

midway between the terminal stations. Reductions in regular service 

implied a greater reliance on public roadways by those wishing to use 

the Northwestern trains at Forgan. Freight volume, on the other hand, 

21 
remained stable. 

Between 1919 and 1925, the BIBE owned only two locomotives and 

two cars. Additional motive pqwer and freight equipment frequently 

were provided by the Northwestern and later by the Katy. A one story 

22'x80' combination station, which also served as the road's general 
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office, was constructed at Beaver City. An impressive 7'.xl5! ya'tllt 

was installed for the safe keeping of company records and currency. 

Achenbach, Blackstock, and General Manager Carl J. Turpin were frequent 

visitors, but the daily operation of the road was left in the hands of 

local officers: Robert H. Loofbourrow, General Attorney; Fred c. Tracy, 

Secretary; E. E. Booth, Superintendent; and w. E. Martz, General Agent. 

Late in 1921 the general offices were moved from Beaver City to Okla-

-homa City. In a sense this represented the BM'li:E 1 s growing maturity 

and implied its future growth. The irrvortance of Beaver City to the 

. 22 
BM'li:E decreased accordingly. 
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CHAPTER XII 

BIBE WEST: 1924-1927 

11 1 saw the possibilities of developing the Oklahoma 
Panhandle through railroad facilities and decided to 
extend the road which split· the Panhandle wide open. 11 

Jacob A. Achenbachl 

Operation of the Beaver, Meade & Englewood resulted in a roodest 

profit each year through 1921; in 1922 and 1923 there were minor 

losses. Jacob Achenbach determined that the seven-mile BM!.E was "too 

short to operate without a loss in overhead expenses." As he saw it, 

there were two alternatives: sell the line or expand it. The Wichita 

Falls & Northwestern, the only likely suitor, and the Missouri, Kansas 

& Texas, its parent and in 1923 its successor, both either were unable 

or .else unwilling to acquire the Beaver Road. Thus in the surmner of 

1922, Achenbach authorized surveyors to make preliminary studies on 

routes leading west from Forgan. At the same time all earlier pro-

2 
posals to extend the line elsewhere were shelved. 

One of the most encouraging signs, one which certainly caught 

· Achenbach's eye, was the increasing success which Panhandle wheat 

farmers were having. In 1902-1903, Sam Kerns of near Gate enjoyed two 

successive years of bountiful wheat production. Farther west, G. W. 

Riffe sowed the first wheat, in northern Texas County during 1903. 

Farmers harvested a fair crop in 1906 and a good crop in 1910. Four 

years later a combination of goo:d growing weather and a rising market, 

126 
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accentuated by the coming of 'ijorld War I, caused Panhandle wheat to · 

score a phenomenal success. A mad gamble in land and wheat followed, 

In 1921 and again in 1924 and 1926, Texas County, Beaver• s neighbor to 

the west, claimed to be the banner wheat-producing county in the United 
l 

States. Without doubt, wheat was big business in the Panhandle .by 

this time. Another factor . .which drew Achenbach' s attention was the 

manifest need for coal in western and central Oklahoma. Numerous plans 

had been advanced to facilitate the transportation of coal from the 

fields·intiortheasternNewMexico to Oklahoma. To date, h<>wever, none 

3 
had been successful. 

After lengthy consideration, the BM3GE asked the Interstate Com-

merce Corranission on August 4, 1923 for permission to build. a 39 •. 2 mile 

line from Forgan to Hooker. Such a line, the company contended, would 

fill a transportation void in the Panhandle, connect the Panhandle 

with the rest of the state, and furnish a direct route for g:r;ain to 

the ports of Galveston and New Orleans. Construction of the proposed 

line it also was argued, would benefit farmers in an area of nearly 

one million acres by reducing the rates paid for the transportation 

of their produce. Corrnnercial advantages would also be offered, and 

4 
new towns would be created. 

There was general support in the Panhandle for the BM!.E1 s applica-

tion. Liberal, Kansas, and the Kansas & Oklahoma Railway opposed the 

request, however. The K&O earlier had received permission to build 

a road from Forgan, Oklahoma, through Liberal, Kansas, to the Colorado 

border. Accordingly, it paid the WF&NW for the construction of .a 268' 

· connecting track northwest of the Forgan depot and it also corrpJeted. 

some grading north of that town. Event ua Uy the company. did place in 



service some 19 miles of railroad from the Oklahoma-Kansas l;i.rie to 

tiberal but then fell on hard times. The Liberal News took the 

position that construction of the BM&E from Forgan to Hooker would 

"mean nothing but a big detriment to Liberal." Some observers urged 
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that the K&O be turned over to the BIBE. Many others arg.ueq. il1' favor 

of the Hooker line and an extension of it through Boise City to the 

New Mexico coal fields. The regulatory agency ruled in favor of the 

' 5 
B~E's construction proposals on January 29, 1924. 

Hooker wanted another railroad. The town had 1?,~en.~ou~~ed by 

the Chicago Townsite Company in 1904, two years after the Chicago, 

Rock Is land & Pacific had pushed through its lines from LiberEil, 

Kansas, to Dalhart, Texas. It had prospered from the outset but it 

was always second in importance to Guymon. Should the B~E be com-

pleted, Hooker not only would be served by a transcontinental !ine but 

also by a road connecting the Panhandle with the rest of t.he state. 

It had been rumored that Achenbach would ask Hooker for $50,000 but on 

April 18, 1924, Uncle Jake Achenbach announced that 11as soon as Hooker 

delivers into our hands, deeds of_c,ontra.ct for the ri_g1i_ts."'.,oJ.'."..WCiY'", we 

wi 11 be ready to start construction within five days•" Shortly there-

after, Achenbach and .his associates entered into a contract with 

several citizens of Hooker, later referred to as the Hooker Guarantors, 

which called for Hooker to provide either free land for rights-of.way 

or the money necessary to gain the land by legal means. For its part, 

the BIBE deposited a $25, 000 bond in assurance that it would complete 

the road to Hooker. R. F • Baker, Dr_. W. J. Risen, and other leading.· 

citizens of Hooker innnediately began to solicit the necessary properties 

between their village and Forgan. It was hoped that most of the la.nd 
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owners would donate rights-of-way, and this generally proved to be 

the case. Only four condemnation suits were necessary in the first 14 

miles west of Forgan. It was Hooker's responsibility to raise the 

money for the prosecution of whatever number of condemnation suits 

were necessary and for payments under such settlements. To show the 

progress in securing this money, R. F. Baker announced that a large 

dial would be painted on a blackboard to be located on Gladys Avenue 

in downtown Hooker. The editor of the Hooker Advance was euphoric: 

"At last there looms upon the horizon an east and west road--Hooker' s 

6 
hope of hopes. 11 

The Beaver Road amended its articles of incorporation on April 

29, 1924. It was re-capitalizecj. at $325,000, reflecting the decision 

to move west. Achenbach and Blackstock held all of the stock save the 

single director's shares issued to August E. Achenbach, C, J, Turpin, 

F. C. Tracy, H. N. Lawson, and J. N. Ticher. On the same day, Achenbach 

and Blackstock filed incorporation papers forming the Panhandle Con-

struction Company. This firm was authorized "to do a general construc

tion business, including construction of railroa~~ ••• telegraph and 

telephone lines •••• " In addition to Achenbach and Blackstock, the 

directors of the construction company included c. J, Turpin, Augest 

E. Achenbach, J. M. Gayle, A. Carey Hough, and F. A. Achenbach. On May 

6 yet another company, having the same directors, was formed., This 

one, the Panhandle Townsite Company, was created "for the purpose of 

locating, laying out, and improving townsites, and buying and selling 

real estate therefore, including the sale and conveyance of the same 

in lots, sub-divisions, additions, or otherwise." Achenbach was 

clearly contemplating the same tactics that had been utilized success-
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fully by countless other railroad developers in the trans-Mississippi 

West. He was pushing a railroad into an already settled but not 

entirely developed area; he was using his own constructi.on company to 

build his own railroad; and he was using his own townsite company to 

create new villages and shipping points along the railroad. Achenbach 

was not prone to take risks; he saw profit in each of these enter-

. 7 prises • 

. The I.c.c. approved the issuance of 'securities to facilitate the 

Hooker extension on June 26, .1924. All construction was eventually 

performed by the Panhandle Construction Company,or sub-contractors 

responsible to it. The entire issue of the BIBE 1 s· $320,000 First 

Mortgage Seven Per Cent Bonds plus $240, 000 of the railroad's capital 

stock was turned over to it in payment. Earlier, on May 12, work on 

the grade had begun near Forgan. On the first day of work, 60 teams 

of mules and equipment made one-half mile of grade. Uncle Jake's son, 

August, who was the Hardtner, Kansas, representative for the Hart-Parr 

Tractor Company of Charles City, Iowa, also was on hand to·unload one 

of his 70-horsepower tractors at Forgan for work on the grade. Al-

though the harvest soon interrupted work on the railroad as men left 

for the wheat fields, the grading to Floris was nearly completed by 

8 
the Fourth of July. 

Floris, ten miles west of Forgan, became the first new townsite 

on the Hooker extension. Another town bearing the same title had been 

located about three miles north of the railroad in 1903. The old town 

evaporated with the arrival of the Bl£:E, and many of its residents 

moved to new Floris. Achenbach's town boasted four streets and four 

avenues, most of which were named for local landowners. The steel gang 
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reached Floris late in the summer of 1924. Farmer's Union Equity of 

Forgan established a branch elevator at the new station, and by the 

end of September several cars of the 1924 wheat crop had been sh~pped. 

A bunk house for section men, an 8'x10' station, and a tool house were 

soon built there for railroad purposes. 9 

Achenbach calculated that his most important townsite should be 

located equidistant between Forgan and Hooker. Consequently, another 

new town, christened Turpin after the B~E 1 s General Manager, came into 

existence. The first lot was sold to George Probst for an elevator 

site on August 15; Tom Snyder purchased the first business lot two 

weeks later. The village streets and alleys were graded in the fap. 

Local farmers, anticipating the imminent arrival of the B~E, had held 

their grain and broomcorn that season. Indeed, it was piled high along 

the railroad grade awaiting shipment. Before the end of November the 

rails were within one mile of Turpin~ J. R. Butcher, General Manager 

of the Panhandle Townsite Company tacked up posters around Hooker 

advertising a celebration in Turpin on Saturday, December 6, to coin

cide with the arrival of the railroad. A dance was held; land was 

purchased; and the BIBE accepted its first freight shipments. Two days 

later George Probst sent the first cars of wheat eastward on the newly 

laid rails of the Beaver Road.lo 

The B~E earned a very rriodest profit in 1924 but operations for 

1925 resulted in a deficit of over $10,000. This partially explains 

why the BMl.E languished at Turpin for over 15 months; the company and 

it.s promoters were temporarily hard up. Furthermore, Hooker had not yet 

completed rights-of-way acquisitions or funding for necessary condemna

tion proceedings. Finally, the Interestate Commerce Commissi.on 
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authorized the construction of a new Rock Island line from Amarillo, 

Texas to Liberal, Kansas. This competiti<:>_n W.(l,uld crosstli_e B,M!..E's pro-

j ected survey at right angles 7 .7 miles west of Turpin at the future 

townsite of Baker. The Amarillo-~iberal line would help the Rock 

Island maintain its grip on the heavy grain traffic of Texas County. 
' 

It also would connect at Amarillo with the CRI&P's east-west line which 

bisected Oklahoma by way of Oklahoma City, El Reno, and Elk City. This 

would diminish the importance of the M-K-T 1 s Northwestern District and 

negate the claim that only the BM3<E and the M-K-T together connected 

the Panhandle with the rest of Oklahoma. 11 

MeanwhiJe, H._ G .• McClure built a 16' x60t frame combination station 

for the BM3<E at Turpin. A well, a pumping station, and an 18,000 

gallon water tank also were installed. At the same time, Achenbach 

re-examined the prospects of westward expansion and concluded that it 

was still justified. It would be necessary to ask the r.c.c. for an 

extension of the deadline for completion of the project. It also would 

be necessary to find short term financing for purchasing the necessary 

rai.L The regulatory agency twice extended the deadline, to December 

31, 1926, and later to December 31, 1927. The Katy then found an unu

sual way to bolster the BM3<E's temporarily sagging finances. 12 

Under two contracts, dated April 13 and August 4, 1926, the 

Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad leased 17 miles of 60-pound and 63-pound 

-
rail and fastenings to be laid by the BM3<E westward from a point near 

Baker. The total value of the leased material was only $44,217.84, 

upon which the Beaver Road paid the usual six per cent interest. These 

agreements included an option proviso whereby the BM3<E was later able 

to purchase all of the leased items. Katy's seeming benevolence was 
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easily understandable. The BIBE was tapping new and burgeoning trade 

areas which would be tributary in large measure to the M-K-T via the 

Forgan gateway. Moreover, the newly authorized Rock Island line from 

Amarillo to Liberal threatened the continued prosperity of Katy's own 
Northwestern District. By aiding the BIBE the larger road was l:'isking 

little but expecting much. After all, what was good for the Achenbach 

13 road was good for the Katy. 

Steel gangs renewed their labors during the summer of 1926 and by 

the end of August 65 cars of wheat had been shipped from the new 

station at Baker. The Panhandle T~wnsite Company platted the village 

during the summer, and by fall it was able to announce that a lot sale 

would be held on October 20. The town was named after Reuben F. Baker 

of Hooker, who owned the quarter-section where the townsite was lo-

cated. Baker was also the leader among Hooker residents who helped 

bring the BIBE to Texas County. 14 Another resident of the Oklahoma 

Panhandle, Stacy R. Miller, a farmer and contractor, received many of 

the sub-contracts let for grading by the Panhandle Construction Company. 

Miller was a good-sized man who was easily able to handle men, draft 

animals, and machinery. He was generally paid in cash, but once he 

accepted $5, 100 in BIBE securities as a partial payment. Another 

sub-contractor was Guy Winn, who worked no less than 80 hea~ of mules 

on his fresnoes and road plow. Winn's crew included eight men, who 

drove 4-mule teams pullin~ fresnoes with only one-quarter yard ca

pacities. Another man drove the 8-mule team which drew the heavy road 

. plow, itself operated by another employee. Two others hauled. the 

necessary water, grain, and hay. Winn's crew also included a foreman 

and a man-and-wife cook team. All, including the mu~es, slept in 



tents, Winn purchased oats and hay from local farmers and grain 

dealers, who thus found yet another reason to rejoice at the coming 

15 
of the steam cars. 
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Mr. A. Carey Hough, the BM&E 1 s General Counsel, was in Hooker to 

address the Citizen's Railroad Committee on October 23. Hough exuded 

optimism and pledged the assistance and co-operation of the company 

which he represented. Hough predicted that great volumes of __ c_oal, 

pett'.o_leum, and agricultural produce would eventually move via the 

Hooker gateway. There was good reason to be confident, at least in 

terms of the region's agricultural production. Farmers in Texas County 

harvested a huge 7.5 million bushel wheat crop in 1926. This resulted 

in the shipment of 4, 851 carloads of wheat from Texas County elevators; 

1,550 carloads were shipp~d from Hooker alon~. 16 

While Hooker dearly wanted the BMl<E, the Rock Island, which al-

ready served the community, di(! not. In November, 1926, the BM\.E 

sought permission to cross the CRI&P at grade north of town and the 

Oklahoma Corporation Commission gave its blessing on Decemb_er 17 ..•.. The 

Beaver Road delivered materials to the crossing site but the Rock 

Island delayed installation by appealing the decision. Its Super-

intendent, H. P. Greenough, even posted guards lest the BM\.E accomplish 

tlie task under cover of night_~ The Commission reaffirmed its decision 

on March 5, 1927, and the crossing was effected by _c;::i;ews of the BM&E 

and the CRI&P shortly thereafter. All costs were divided equally by 

h . 17 t e two carriers. 

H. c. Baird of Oklahoma City was appointed General Agent for th.e 

BM\.E at Hooker in April, and one month later the road delivered the-

first freight shipment to the Pierce Oil Company. Still the road was 
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not officially opened for business between Baker and Hooker. 

One problem remained. Legal problems regarding abstracts pre-

vented opening the line in time for the 1927 grain season, causing 

Achenbach to feel that the Hooker Railroad Committee had not carried 

out its promises. The newly appointed agent eventually was recalled, 

and the weeds grew high in the Hooker yards. Finally, however, the 

BM'3cE established train service to Hooker in the late days of October, 

1927. The editor of the Hooker Advance then gloated: "There is more· 

incoming and outgoing freight from this point, than any other point in 

the west," a totally inaccurate calculation but one which might be 

forgiven considering the exuberance of the moment. Nevertheless, the 

arrival of the BIBE promised to make Hooker more than just "a good 

Saturday night town." The BIBE 1 s agent at Beaver (City had by.now 

been dropped from the corporate title), R •. H •. Dorsey, was transferred 

to Hooker in November. Right-of-way fence between Forgan and Hooker 

was built, and a transfer track between the CRI&P and the BIBE was 

installed at Hooker. Meanwhile, the line between Baker and Hooker 

was operated unofficially until December 31 when it was fully opened 

. 18 to revenue service. 

Uncle Jake Achenbach had built a road nearly devoid of curves, 

i 
bridges, and heavy grades. Except for a few curves near Forgan, and a 

short reverse curve between the Rock Island crossing and the Hooker 
! i 

depot, the route provided a perfectly straight track built on the 

center-section line. There were only two bridges hetween Forgan and 

Hooker and but one major grade, Nash' Hill eastbound. Westbound there 

was a gradual rise in elevation of about 11 feet per mile. 19 

Throughout this period the BIBE operated tri-weekly round trip 
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service between Beaver and the end-of-track. Another train, powered 

by engine number 229--leased and then purchased from the Katy--handled 

construction duties. During the harvest rush additional power was 

leased from the Katy, and Superintendent Booth hired any boomer rail

roader who would work. Normally, however, the BWliE's lone engine and 

.. regular crew were sufficient to handle the daily traffic. Payday 

rituals were handled as informally as hiring practices in the years 

before the road reached Hooker; employees were simply paid in cash 

each Saturday night at the Beaver depot. 
20 

The Panhandle Construction Company performed all of its obligations 

on borrowed capital provided by Achenbach, his two sons, Blackstock, 

Turpin, the Panhandle Townsite Company, the BWliE, and friendly bankers. 

Achenbach and his sons unsurprisingly provided the bulk of these funds. 

In every case the lenders were fully repaid at eight percent interest. 

The Panhandle Construction Company was paid at the rate of $14,273.25 

per mile, plus ten per cent, in stocks and bonds of the railroad 

company. Later changes and additions required of the c.o.nstruction 

company were paid on the basis of actual costs plus ten per cent. The 

ultimate expense of constructing the extensibn from Forgan to Hooker 

plus the salaries of general officers totaled $556,130.09, but under 

the terms of the construction contract the BWliE paid out $632,046.06. 

Thus there remained a profit from construction of $75,915.97, easily 

sufficient to acquire the 17 miles of rail and fastenings originally 

leased to the BWliE by the Katy. In sum, the entire extension had been 

financed by Achenbach and his associates; they owned the entire rail-

road, the construction company, and the townsite company; and they 

profited through salaries, interest payments, and the growing equity 



of their securities. Moreover, the railroad had. turned a tidy profit 

on its operations for 1926. The results for the following yeai were 

21 less impressive but the future looke.d ro·sy. 
' 

l 

The future looked good, too, for the BM&E trade area. With the 

completion of the extension, no point in Beaver County was more than 
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30 miles from a railroad. In the twelve month period following Septem-

her 1, 1928, a total of 450 carloads of grain were shipped from Floris. 

In the same period 491 carloads were shipped from Turpin. Coincidental 

with the arrival of the railroad in that community, area schools were 

consolidated in 1927. Two years later there were several businesses 

in Turpin, including three elevators, a bank, a general store, a 

lumber yard, and several other establishments. Beaver, progenitor of 

the BM&E, shipped to market nearly one million bushels of wheat in 

622 cars and another 66 cars of other assorted grains between Septem-

her 1, 1928, and August 30, 1929. Within the same period the Beaver 

<'!gent also billed 92 cars of broomcorn, 20 cars of hogs, pl'\ls numerous 

shipments of cattle and other commodities. Before Uncle Jake~.had 

finished the home road in 1915, it appeared that Beaver City might· pass 
._ \ 

in favor of Forgan. However, the BM&E gave the Beaver County capital 

·new life; Forgan's importance had peaked by 1919 and then it declined. 

On the other hand, a partial listing of commercial establishments at 

Beaver in 1929 included five elevators, four groceries, three hard-

ware fir!lls, three dry goods establishments, three drug stores, and a 

theatre. Ai> Beaver and the surrounding area matured and prospered, so 

22 
did the railroad that was the Panhandle's own •. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

PANHANDLE ODYSSEY: THE BM':liE, 1928-1931 

"Todays railroads, like other great utilities are intended 
to serve--serve the public--and the BM':liE must serve--will 
serve--the Panhandle of Oklahoma." A. Carey Houghl 

In 1924, while constr:uction crews toiled on the route west of 

Forgan, officers of the BM':liE in the Grain Exchange Building at Okla-

homa City mapped long-range strategy. President Achenbach was opti-

mistic about ex~ending the road west of Hooker, but was concomitantly 

cautious, The great wheat crop of 1924 suggested that adequate revenue 

would derive from the movement of agricultural produce originating in 

the country west of Hooker. Yet Achenbach realized that the average 

annu&l rainfall on the High Plains in western Texas County and in all 

of Cimarron County, Oklahoma, was less than 17 inches. He had been a 

farmer in Illinois and in Kansas and ·was fully aware of the inherent 

risks in agriculture. He also understood that the gamble in husbandry 

was even· greater in lands closer to the mountains. Thus any railroad 

built into those areas and dependent on the revenue gained from the 

carriage of agricultural produce grown there would be subject to 

financial rewards as dictated by capricious weather conditions. This 

liability could be offset somewhat, however, if the projected railroad 

was able to capture other regular sources of traffic or if it could 

be connected with trunk lines willing to give it heavy bridge traffic. 
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Apparently the BM'!cE officers never contemplated the latter option, 

but the former possibility was elementary to the carrier's ultimate 

2 
goals as early as the fall of 1924. 

Several previous railroad projects had been sponsored by those 

interested in connec,ting the coal fields of northeastern New Mex;i.c,o 
. : . . 

with the markets of central and western Oklahoma and the Panhandle. 
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Yet no such railroad project had been carried to fruition despite the 

fact that coal traffic from New Mexico would constitute a steady and 

remunerative source of revenue. Achenbach considered this potential 

traffic as the cushion necessary to justify any significant extension 

of the Beaver Road beyond Hooker. Thus on October 24, 1924, General 

Counsel A. Carey Hough filed papers with the Interstate Commerce 

Commission which asked permission to construct a line of road from 

Hooker, Oklahoma, to Des Moines, New Mexico. Reflecting Achenbach 1 s 

cautious judgment, however, Hough requested that the proceedings be 

held in suspension until the end of 1927. The Governors and Corpora-

tion Commissions of both Colorado and New Mexico, as well as regional 

members of Congress, fully supported the BM'!cE's desire to become an 

interstate carrier. The regulatory agency accorrnnodated Hough's request 

and did not hand down its decision until March 13, 1928. In sum, the 

r.c.c. permitted construction of a new line from Hooker to Keyes, in 

Cimarron County, Oklahoma, but denied without prejudice the request 

to build west from Keyes into New Mexico. The decision thus authorized 

extension of the BM'!cE into an agricultural region which Achenbach re-

garded as capable of supporting the railroad on its own merits. Fur-

therroo:i;'e, the long range goals of the road were not denied--merely 

3 postponed. 
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When the I.C. C. made i-ts decision, the happy news was relayed 

to the Hooker Advance by Congressman M. c. Garber. A few days later 

General Manager Carl J. Turpin wrote an open letter to the citiztens 

of Hooker thanking them for the support which they had given the 

railroad in its recent.application before the regulatory agency. 

Turpin promised that the line, when completed to Keyes, would "make 

the Panhandle a part of the great state of Oklahoma in fact as well 

as name. 11 The BMltE official asserted that the construction of the 

Beaver Road from Forgan had stimulated other railroad promotions in 

the Panhandle by two trunk carriers, the Santa Fe and the Rock Island. 

Finally, Turpin pleaded for the continued co-operation of Panhandle 

< ' 4 residents, especially in the matter of soliciting right-of-way lands. 
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The editor of the Hooker Advance counseled his readers to assist 

the enterprise in any way possible. Such support was justified because 

thousands of dollars had been saved by farmers in the neighborhood of 

Turpin and Baker since the arrival of the BM&E to those points "and 

thousands of dollars will be saved by the farmers alo_ng tJ1e .. J?.toposed 

western extension by nearer markets and shorter hauls .u AdditionaUy,. 

property throughout the area would rise in valuation on completiop of 

the line to Keyes. This spelled progress as far as the Hooker. journal-

ist was concerned. "Hooker is in the midst of her brightest future, 11 

bubbled the editor. 5 

Earlier, in the fall of 1927, President Achenbach had spent con-

siderable time making preliminary surveys between HQoker and the New 

Mexi,co border. On this trip he was accompanied by his son August and 

Morris Burke, then the company's civil engineer and principal contrac-

tor. They considered three routes: via Keyes, via Boise City, and via 

Kenton. Surviving records do not indicate why the Boise City and Kenton 

options were discarded. A route through Boise City would have pro-

vided the rrost direct link with Des Moines, but by 1927 Boise City was 

"a Santa Fe town, 11 which may explain why it was rejected. The Kenton 

route would have taken the line over more broken country than the 

other two. The route chosen, to Keyes, passed through some of the 

finest wheat land in the Panhandle. Except for some rough country 

near Goff Creek, between Hough and Tracy, the survey was made along 

the half-section line. 6 

Before Aeril 1, 1928, Achenbach awarded several contracts. One, 

for the construction of a 20 1 x80 1 wood-frame combination depot at 

Hooker, went to H. G. McClure. Another was awarded to Morris c. Burke 
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for grading the first 20.2 miles from Hooker to Hough. Stacy R. 

Miller and Aug1fst E. Achenbach received the two sub-contracts. Miller 

bega~ grading .west from Hooker, while Achenbach started near Hough and 

worked toward the east; the official ground-breaking ceremony occurred 

on April 26. The ra.i 1 was down a.s far as Mouser, 11.2 mile&, before 

the Fourth of July. As a result, two Hooker residents, Ed Hopkins 

and J. H. Mason, built a 25,000-bushel elevator at Mouser in the 

summer of 1928. Dur~& _mid-Julythey shipped the first dozen cars 

. of wheat from that point. Two months earlier, Hooker had received no 

fewer than 50 carloads of freight on the BM:'li:E in a one week period. 

Moreover, 30 cars of wheat were loaded on the BM&E at Hooker each day 

during the first week of July by the Wheat Pool Elevator. 7 

As soon as the BM:'li:E had passed from local control in 1915, Jacob 

Achenbach clearly emerged as the strongest of the buyers. Achenbach 

was a frequent visitor on the property but the day to day operations 

·were in the hands of his trusted lieutenants--Carl J. Tuppin, General 

Manager, and A. Carey Hough, General. Counsel. Turpin anti Hough were 

also officers of the Panhandle Construction Company and the Panhandle 

Townsite Company. On May 18, 1928, Turpin and Hough negotiated the 

acquisition of nearly 40 acres of land from Alfred c. Mo'user which sub-

sequently was platted as the Mouser townsite. At Hough, 1 named for the 

I 

railroad's general counsel, the same process was followed. Nearly 40 

acres were acquired by the townsif e company from Edward Eden on June 

' . 
16 and platted a month later. Lots there were sold for businesses 

and residences; one parcel brought $500. 8 

In May, 1928, the Hooker Advance proudly proclaimed that. "only 
I 

a few condemnation'~ proceedings were necessary to procure right-of..;way 
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lands on the new line. Indeed, between Hooker and Hough nearly all 

lands were secured under warranty deeds. Surviving corporate records 

indicate that the extension from Hooker to Hough was turned over to 

revenue operation as of July 1, 1929, but the line was clearly in 

service before that time. The railroad built a number of permanent 

structures at Hough, including a pump house, water tank, section house, 

and other buildings for maintenance of way equipm~nt. Then the con-

·tractors disbanded their crews while Uncle Jake contemplated the future 

9 
of the road •. 

A number of factors consE.ired t;o .. make the okiahoma Pa.nha.ndle 

· increasingly a wheat producing area. Just as The Great War began, 

weather conditions on the Southern Great Plains fostered bountiful 

crops of wheat. While national leaders said th~t wheat would win the 

war, many farmers felt that the tra~tor could remake t~e plains. As 

Vance Johnson put it, "the weather was ideal for the great wheat ex-

pansion. The nation demanded it.. The tractor made it possible." On 

May 1, 1915, wheat sold for $i.15 per bushel, but two years later wheat 

grown by farmers on the southern Great· Plains was bringing $2 .15 per 

bushel. For better or for worse, such growth caused 64 per cent of 

the growers to become dependent on cash crops--wheat in particular--for 

'a living. More land was placed in production, and more machinery, 

including trucks and combines, was purchased. One observer noted that 

"tractors, combines, trucks, and all the other appurtences of modern 

wheat production, made possible--and in a sense compelled--a vast ex-

pansion in" the farmer's operation. Overproduction followed; it re-

sulted in lowered wheat prices for the farmer but.it also resulted in 

an increased volume of traffic that served to profit the BM&E by its 

". 
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carriage. As a result the Beaver Road boasted a net profit of $38,516 

in 1928. 10 

In 1929 and 1930 the BIBE and its owners became i.n..vo.lved .i.n .. two 

major law suits, On November 2.7, 1929, the Beaver Road brought suit 

against R •. F. Baker and 45 other residents of Hooker who were collec-

tively labeled the Hooker Guarantors. In April, 1924, the BIBE and 

the Hooker Guarantors entered into a written agreement whereby the 

defendants promised to procure, without cost to the plaintiff, the 

entire right-of-way from Forgan to a point ten miles west of Hooke:i:. 

In return the BIBE promised to build its line to Hooker 1 To expedite 

construction, the BIBE advanced $25,460.94 to the defendants for use 

in purchasing the required lands. By 1929, only $7,972.11 had been 

repaid, leaving a balance due of $17,488.83. Additionally,. the BIBE 

alleged that it would.need another $2,500 to satisfy all additional · 

right-of-way claims. The. trial lasted for five days before the jury 

found for the defendants on November 25, 1929. The case was appealed 

to the Oklahoma Supreme Court, but a decision from that body did not 

appear until 1934. The records of the case suggest that the Hooker 

Guarantors acted· in bad faith, but the Supreme Court upheld the 

lower court rs ruling nevertheless, saying that the contract; was not 

binding since insufficient numbers of Guarantors had signed the instru

ment.. The earlier love affair between· residents of Hooker and the 

11 BM&E had evaporated. 

·The 'second suit was filed early in January of 1930 by' Joseph A. 

Tack; Jacob A. Achenbach and Ira B• Blackstock were the defendants, 

Tack had been the intermediary between. the Beaver Railro;id Committee 

and Achenbach in 1915. Achenbach had been told by T.ack that the 
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citizens of Beaver would willingly turn the B~E over to him if he 

would c1'lgree to purchase the entire $25,000 stock issue of the broke 

and incompleted railroad. Achenbach and Blackstock had then put up 

the $26,000 and authorized Tack to complete the road on their behalf-

with, rack 'claimed, the proviso that all three men eventually would 

shar1e equally in the ownership of the property. Tack subsequently had 

received $10, 000 in payment for his work, and this, Achenbach and 

Blackstock contend§_d,_ was payment in full. They denied that Tack had 

any further interest in the road. Records of the company filed with 

the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Oklahotna Secretary of State 

fail to mention Tack's name either as a holder of B~E capital stock 

or of its first mortgage bonds. Tack maintained, nevertheless, ·that 

he had been given an oral contract. The jury, in February of 1931, 

saw otherwise and found for the defendants. 12 

There was considerable other railroad construction in the Oklahomi 

Panhandle during the last half of the 1920s and first half of the .1930s. 

Some of it was undoubtedly prompted by the construction of the B~E, 

but much of it reflected the rounding out of secondary trunk line 

systems by the Rock Island and Santa Fe conpanies. The Amarillo to 

Liberal line of the CRI&P, begun in 1926, was completed at 7:30 p.m. 

on Saturday, July 26, 1929, when the last spike was driven at the 

center of the bridge spanning the Beaver River between Hardesty and 

Adams. The Beaver Road had protested the construction of this line 

but had been overruled by the I.c.c. The two lines crossed at a grade 

in Baker, where in 1928 the BM!l.E had originated some 800 cars of wheat. 

Without doubt, the competition of the second Rock Island route. in 

13 Texas County would hurt the BM!l.E. 
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Farther west, Cimarron County became.a bastion of Santa Fe power. 

In 1925 the diagonal line of the AT&SF from Dodge City, which had 

languished at Elkhart, Kansas, since 1913, was extended 59 miles 

through Boise City to an obscure village named Felt. The first train 

arrived in Boise City, the county seat, on October 3, 1925. Six years 

later the road was extended to Clayton, New Mexico. Trackage rights 

over the Colo'rado & Southern Railway then were obtained from Clayton 
• i 

to Mount Dora, and from there additional construction by the AT&SF 

provided service to Farley. The Santa Fe hoped eventually to finish 
i 

another 35 miles to Colmar, a station on its original transcontinental 
.. > - . .J... .. . 

route. The Dodge City-Boise City-Colmar line would ha~a saved .. 69 miles 

on the Santa Fe'. s main line and would have allowed overland traffic to 

avoid the tortuous grade over Raton Pass. Unfortunately, the depres-

sion intervened and the dream was never consummated. Indeed, the long 

stretch from Boise City to Farley would be abandoned in 1942. In 

1931, the AT&SF also completed a road from Amarillo to Boise City. 

After a lapse of six years this line was lengthened northward from 

Boise City to Las Animas, Colorado.. A junction there with the AT&SF' s 

LaJunta-Pueblo-Denver Line allowed the Santa Fe to compete effectively 

with the C&S/FW&DC Gulf-to-Rockies Route. The Santa Fe built no east-

west routes in the Oklahoma Panhandle. Yet it constructed north-south 

lines on the eastern and western edges of the region and east-west 

routes to the north and to the south. The BIBE "split" the Panhandle 

b h AT&SF ff . 1 b d . . 14 ut t e e ect1ve y oxe 1t 1n. 

Early in the fall of 1927, the Beaver Road announced a tri..;weekly 

schedule for its mixed trains between Beaver and Hooker. Train number 

one was slated to leave Beaver on Tuesday, Thursdays, and Saturdays at 
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8:00 a.m •• It spent the noon hour switching at Hooker and returned 

to Beaver as train number two at 5:20 p.m •• Extra trains were called 

as needed. One year later the BM'lcE advertised the same time table but 

increased its service to a daily round-trip basis. However, in the 

surrnner of 1929 the road instituted a significant alteration in its 

operations. Beginning on June 16, train number one departed from 

Forgan daily-except-Sunday at 6:00 p.m., made a Hooker turn, and re-

turned to Forgan via Beaver as train number two at 4:00 a.m •• Irregu-

lar service was offered between Hooker and Hough. 1This service meshed 

nicely with the schedules of the M-K-T at Forgan and afforded Panhandle 

shippers convenient and reliable service. 15 

The management of the Beaver Road did not favor nor did they 

solicit business othe~ than carload freight. Carl Turpin a~nounced in 

mid-1928 that the company would not provide full passenger service 

on the Hooker extension. For that matter, the earlier policy of 

operating BM'lcE trains on schedules designed to connect with the Katy 

passenger trains at Forgan long since had been discontinued. Indeed, 

paying passengers were a rare item on the road by 1928. The road 

carried whatever passengers there were on the cushions of its side-door 
I 

"" 
cabooses. During the grain season, BM'lcE crews were especially hospit-

able; trains were stopped anywhere along the line to pick up or drop 

off "harvest hands." It was important to do whatever was necessary to 

assist in the harvest and, whether it was official policy or not, these 

k f d . 16 
itinerant war ers o ten were transporte gratis. 

Unsolicited though it may have been, less-than-carload (LCL) 

freight and express was also handled on BM'lcE trains. Both express and 

LCL shipments from Forgan to Beaver were especially heavy. The Rock 
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Island likewise supplied heavy transf_er shipments at Hooker. Much of 

the LCL and express traffic flowing through this gateway originated 

at Amarillo, Texas, and Hutchinson, Kansas, and also was destined 

for Beaver merchants. LCL shipments included general freight and 

merchandise such as hardware, canned goods, flour, and even candy. 
. - ·-· 

Candy was shipped in pails and merchants often complained that the 

containers were not. completely full when delivered. The management of 

the BM'.l.E grudgingly paid the resulting claims and pledged more diligent 

surveilance of train crews. Later, when the road was extended westward 

from Hough, donuts and bread were shipped on the BM'.l.E from Les Rick-

17 
man's bakery at Hooker to the grocery store at Eva. 

Carload business, without question, provided the company with 

its principle revenue. Inbound shipments included combines, 'petroleum 

products, and livestock. Outbound loadings were essentially livestock 

and grains. Wheat consigned ,to grain dealers in ]5ansas City, Missouri, 

! ' 

Hutchinson, Kansas, and Enid, 'oklahorna, moved to junction points with 

the CRI&P at Baker and Hooker.1 Most' of the wheat, however, went to 

18 
Gulf ports via Forgan and the M-K-T. 

All traffic on the road was handled by locomotives owned by the 

BMl.E or borrowed from trunk carriers. Before the surnm.er of 1929 the 

Beaver Road owned a total of five secondhand locomotives acquired 

during various stages of its growth from the M-K-T. The first of these, 

appropriately given the numb er "l" by the BMl<E, was a very light 2-6-0 

built by Baldwin Locomotive Works in 1891. This machine was purchased 

in 1915 and was followed by number 112, 11 a similar lopomotive, acquired 

a year later. Number 454, a light 2-6-0 outshopped by Baldwin in 1901, 

arrived on the property late in 1924. four years later the BMl.E 
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leased and then pur~hased number 229, a modest 4-6-0 constructed by 

American Locomotive Company in 1904. It was followed by number 237, 

another Baldwin product originally purchased by the Katy in 1905. It 

is doubtful that all five of these locomotives were ever in running 

order at the same time. The BM.'\i:E once used a Rock Island 1400-class 

engine as a t1 loaner, t1 but the M-K-T provided the majority of the 

extra power during the annual wheat rushes. Originally the Beaver 

Road borrowed Katy's 400-class 2-6-0 engines because Superintendent 

E. E. Booth feared that the Katy's larger 500-series moguls we_re too 

heavy for the Beaver's track. Louis Baker, Achenbach's secretary, 

19 leased some 500 1 s anyway and they proved to be perfectly acceptable. 

Early in 1929, General Counsel A. Carey Hough appeared before the 

Interstate Connnerce Connnission with a request that the BM.'\i:E be per-

mitted to issue securities sufficient to finance construction of the 

road to Keyes. The I.c.c. promptly authorized the issuance of 

$591,000 in first mortgage six per cent gold bonds in denominations 

of $1,000. It also allowed the company to increase its capitalization 

by $605,700. However, not until February of the following year did 

Achenbach announce that the extension program actually would be pur-

sued. By June 1, 1930, the bonds were issued, and Uncle Jake was 

ready to sign construction contracts. A few days later the BIBE again 

annnended its charter to permit the new construction beyond Hooker to 

Keyes. However, no mention was made of any long range plans to build 

into New Mexico. The company also was formally recapitalized at 

$930, 000. Achenbach took 1413 shares, Blackstock 1168, Turpin 204, and 

August E. Achenbach· 184, while one director's share each was awarded 

20 
to Jule G. Smith of Fort Worth, and H. A. Dockum of Wichita, Kansas. . 
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The route between Hough and Eva, .20.4 miles, covered a terrain 

that was more broken than any other on the line. Construction Engineer 

E. c. Quickel therefore was forced to locate the right-of-way on a path 

that departed from the usual center-section line. This also .meant that 

the road ran at angles which unfortunately interfered with farming and 

ranching operations. As a r~sult, most of the lands necessary for 

right-of-way were sec~r .. ~_d .only by c_cmderrmation proceedings that for.~ver 

alienated the affections of many property o_wners. The most difficult 

construction problems on the entire road were encountered about six 

miles west of Hough; these were occasioned by the presence of Big Goff 

Creek, a normally dry stream bed, and its tributaries. In order to 

reach the valley of the main stream, the Panhandle Construction Company 

found it necessary to carve a deep and lengthy excavation--known as 

Hovey's Cut--through the surrounding hills. Two bridges of 7 panels 

and a third of 17 panels were necessary to span Big Goff and its 

attendant creeks. The ruling grades on the entire BMltE proved to be at 

Hovey, in both directions from this valley. 21 

The road was comple.t.ed .. t..Q. Evct b_efore th.e. e.nd,.gf .l9JQ,,1'.ut.,.~ci.,s.~not 

~·~urned o.ver to. fu.U rev.enu.e o.perat.i,on untiJ,. March 1.,. 193~ .. A fr:al'.\e 

.. combination station, a pumphouse, water tank, section house, and bunk 

house were subsequently erected at Eva.. Eight miles east of that 

station, at mile post 77, Construction Engineer Quickel returned the 

survey to a route that followed the center-section line, and farmers 

west of that point generally co-operated by granting title for right

of-way lands without a quarrel.., From mile post 77, the survey ex

tended west. on a perfectly straight line to mi le post 103 .. 5, where a 

slight jog to the northwest was necessary to take the railroad into 



Keyes, From Eva to Keyes, the terrain was flat to slightly rolling, 

with a constant but gentle rise in elevation toward the west, The 

area was devoid of streams and dry creek beds, and engineers found it 

unnecessary to construct any bridges .whatsoever between Goff Creek, 

mile post 73,2, and the end-of-track at Keyes, mile post 105, 22 

Nearly 30 percent of the grading between Eva and Keyes was com

pleted in 1930. In March of the following year, Stacy R. Miller 
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accepted a contract to complete the remaining grade. This work was 

ea~y for Miller's motorized machinery; little excavation was necessary. 

Steel gangs followed closely behind Miller's graders, and on Jun~ 25 

the road was completed to Keyes. It was placed in service five days 

later. A depot similar to that at Eva, a section house, and a tool 

house soon were constructed there. Even before the rails had arrived, 

H, E, Knight was dispatched to Keyes as agent, and on the first day 

of business he billed three cars of wheat. 23 

Achenbach found opportunity for townsite development at Tracy and 

Eva, and to a lesser extent at the community which the railroad tempor

arily labeled South Keyes. At the latter point the BMS.E 1 s station and 

yards were located four blocks south of the Santa Fe's Keyes depot, 

The intervening distance was partially filled by William A, Miller, 

the landowner, who on November 18, 1930, platted the area and labeled 

it 11 Keyes 1 Cimarron Heights Addition." The connection between him and 

Achenbach, if any, is unknown. Further east, the townsite of Tracy, 

named for Fred c. Tracy of Beaver, the road's secretary, was platted on 

May 1, 1931. The railroad built a depot and stock pens there, but the 

village failed to prosper; by 1933 it had even been re~amed Muncy. Eva 

proved to be more suitabl,y located, and the Panhandl'e Townsite Company 
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did a good business in lot sales at that point.24 

By the time it reached Keyes, the BM!lcE owned and operated 105 

miles of railroad and was truly the Panhandle's private transportation 

servant. The dreams of reaching the New Mexico coal fields were only 

infrequently recalled by BM!lcE officials after 1929. They did, however, 

authorize a survey from Hough to Elkhart,. Kansas, sometime after April, 

1930, but this proj,ect .also was discounted. The road had been built 

with private, if outside, capital for the twin purposes of satisfying 

the transportation needs of an area poor in transportation devices and 

of gaining profits for the owners. Both goals were met. In 1930 the 

BM!lcE moved its operational headquarters to Hooker--nearly at the 

center of the Panhandle--and was operating convenient daily-except-

Sunday round trip service between Hooker and Beaver on an afternoon and 

early evening schedule. The road also operated trains to Keyes after 

the line was opened to that village in 1931, but only on an irregular 

basis. It had been constructed economically and efficiently and 

was net overcapitalized. The entire railroad was laid with light relay 

rail on roostly untreated ties bedded generally in earthen ballast. Yet 

the line's traffic pattern meant only heavy track wear during the 

harvest season and, if properly maintained, would be fully servicable 

for a protracted period of time. Although its productivity was irregu

lar, the Panhandle already had proved its value as a breadbasket. If 

the Panhandle prospered, so did the Beaver Road; if the Panhandle 

languished, so did its railroad. In 1929 the BM!lcE's nearly $100,000 

profit mirrored this relationship. The lesson was not lost on two of 

the area's trunk carriers, the Rock Island and the M-K-T. Both admired 

profit and came to covet the BM!lcE. A lengthy and bitter struggle fer its 

control followed.25 
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CHAPTER XIV 

THE 110RPHAN" NO MJRE: SALE OF THE B:IBE 

"It is a fair inference from the evidence that but for the 
offer of the Rock Island to purchase the B:IBE interests, 
the M-K-T would have made no move to that end. As long 
as it could get all the B:IBE traffic anyway, it was 
willing to forego any obligation or burden •••• 11 1 

Jacob A. Achenbach was a farmer, not a railroad man. In large 

measure he was forced into the railroad business when trunk carriers 

' refused to build into the area of his residence near Hardtner, Kansas. 

At the age of 64, however, Achenbach set about the task of linking 

Hardtner with Kiowa, the nearest railroad town. The result was the 

ten-and-one-half mile Kiowa, Hardtner & Pacific Railroad Company, com-

pleted in June of 1910. At no time did Uncle Jake ever exhibit any 

enthusiasm for the personal operation of the KH&P. With the aid of a 

few financial associates, he had taken the risks of construction, but 

when the line was completed he was perfectly willing to lease the 

property to the Missouri Pacific. In this manner Achenbach succeeded 

in gaining a railroad for his town and in making both short term and 

long range profits without shouldering the responsibility of operating 

the KH&P. 2 

Achenbach expected to handle the Beaver, Meade & Englewood in 

like fashion. When he and his associates purchased that road's capital 

stock in 1915, they expected little difficulty in peddling the com-
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pleted read to the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, then the lessee of the 

Wichita Falls & Northwestern Railway. Earlier, when the l<H&P had been 

leased to the MP, that road had simply moved its terminal from Kiowa 

to the KH&P's end-of-Track at Hardtner. Achenbach assumed that the 
~ ,, 

KEJ,ty would gladly take the BM!!cE and then ·meve its. WF&NW terminal seven 
I 

miles from Fc;)rgan to Beaver. But the MK&T was bankrupt at that time 

and was in no condition to assume even an insignificant lease such as 

that which Uncle Jake off~red. Furthermore, the Ka~y management took 

a haughty attitude, saying that the BM!!cE would never earn a P'l"Ofit. 

His Teutonic temperment thoroughly antagonized, the 69-year-old 

Kansas railroad builder immediately purchased a locomotive, a coach, 

a couple of box cars, and a caboose. In this fashion he became a 

railroad entrepreneur. Indeed, there was little choice. Unless the 

BM!!cE could be extended beyond Forgan there were no prospective suitors 

ether than the Katy, yet at that time Uncle Jake had no cash in the 

till for additional construction. Some observers scoffed at the 

BM!!cE, calling it "Jake's fool project, 11 but the enterprise struggled 

along and by 1924 was ready to begin further construction. Three 

years later it reached Hooker, thereby forging a connection with the 

.Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway. 3 

About the time the BM!!cE was approaching Hooker, Achenbach renewed 

exploratory negotiations with the Katy. This reportedly resulted in 

a spontaneous decision which led him to make an unannounced trip to 

St. Louis to meet with the M-K-T president. On this trip unfortunately 

he was dressed in his usual offhand way, and his countenance and gener-

al demeanor offended the railroad's receptionist--who refused to allow 

the Kansan beyond the outer. office. Achenbach responded with an 

1. 



outburst of colorful if obscene Germanic oaths and was subsequently 

ushered from the premises. He doubtless ,never forgot the in.cident. 

Apparently the Katy was not serious about purchasing the BM&E anyway, 
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for its president stated that "Acquisition of the line would be of no 

4 
advantage to the M-K-T." 

However, in 1927 the Katy presidency passed to Columbus Haile who 

soon renewed contact with the BWl<E by way of Carl J. Turpin, its 

General Manager. At the same time the M-K-T was involved in an import

ant consolidation plan which would have combined the Katy with the 

St. Louis Southwestern and Kansas City Southern companies. Until these 

negotiations were finally terminated, th~re was no real bargaining be

tween the BIBE and the Katy. Then on November 3, 1928, Turpin asked 

Haile if the M-K-T was interested in procuring the Beaver Roa.d. Haile 

responded two days later by saying that the Katy "would not be inter

ested just now in the acquisition of the BWl<E." After a lapse of four 

months Haile inquired as to the current status of the road; Turpin 

replied that his company had "made no effort whatever to dispose of the 

property and are not particularly anxious to do so as our folks thought 

they would like to corrplete the extension as far as the Santa Fe [at 

Keyes]." Turpin did admit that he had received numerous other in

quiries. According to the BIBE 1 s General Manager, he had told all 

parties that, while they were not anxious to sell, the owners might 

accept an offer of $20,000 per mile. On April 27 President Haile asked 

Turpin to meet with him to "discuss the possible purchase of the BMllE." 

Haile advised Turpin that he understood that both the Rock Island and 

the Santa Fe were considering the purchase of Achenbach 1 s "orphan 

road. 11 The Katy president asked Turpin to delay any action unti 1 such 
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time as they could 11get together and talk the matter over, 11 On the 

other hand, Turpin was evasive and declined to meet with Haile even in 

' 5 Oklahoma! City. 

' 
Turpin had reason to be evasive. On April 3., 1929., ·President J. 

E. Gorman of the Rock Island had secured permission from his board of 

directors to purchase the capital stock and bonds of the BM&E at the 

rate of $20, 000 per mile, or approximately $1, 310,,000~ A sales agree-

ment then was drawn and signed on April 28 with $25,1000 in earnest 

money deposited in favor of the BM&E owners. Subsequently, on May 25, 

the CRI&P management filed the necessary application with the lnter-

state Commerce Comnµ.ssion. A few days earlier Pre.si~ent Hai le of the 

Katy had learned of these developments and had told a Rock Island repre-

sentative in New York that the M..:K.;.T would "oppose the granting of such 

an application and would, in our own interests, feel compelled to use 

ff . . 6 every e ort against.it," 

The headlines of the Hooker Advance for May 23, 1929 seethed with 

the message: 11CRI&P Buys BM&E Road. 11 There was fear in Hooker that the 

Rock Island would tear up the newly built BM&E, although a representa-

tive of that company told a meeting of the Hooker Lions Club that 

the CRI&P planned to·complete the road to Keyes, "and if conditions 

justify, to complete the road to its western end [Des Moines, New Me}!:.i-

co]. 11 Nevertheless, 75 residents gathered il;l mid-June at the Masonic 

Hall to hear Katy's z. G, Kopkins weakly explain why his company had 

been slow to act. Hopkins maintained that "as long as the BM!.E Railroad 

was operated .und,er its present management," it had not been advantageous 

for "the M-K-T to acquire its property." Hopkins implied that the Katy 

management felt somehow betrayed by Achenbach 1 s recent actions, The 



city sided with the Katy; it did not wish to lose the railroad 

competition which it had so recently gained. 7 

A few days later H. G. Clark, a Rock Island Vice President, was 
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in Hooker to explain the case for his company. He advised that under 

the Rock Island plan the BM.'lcE would remain a separate company, although 

numerous improvements in facilities and service would be made. How-

ever, Clark did not promise that the road would be extended to Keyes 

as had been asserted earlier, and his presentation was unnecessarily 

abrasive. He had been sent to Hooker to quiet resistance in that 

conununity, but he left by saying that "if we can not gain your consent, 

we int end to purchase the road anyway." The BM.'lcE had given Hooker 

shippers, especially wheat growers, better rates; purchase of the road 

by the Rock Island clearly meant the end of such favorable conditions. 

The editor of the Hooker1Advance labeled the gathering opposition as 

a "bitter protest" against Achenbach' s unconscionable attempt to sell 

the Beaver Road to the CRI&P--the very company whose clutches Hooker 

had tried to escape by assisting the construction of the BM.'lcE. The 

Hooker editor contended that area citizens had placed in the hanlis of 

; 
BM.'lcE officials rights-of-way lands, moneys, and labor in the amount of 

$150,000--but admitted that competitive rates in 1928 alone had sa~ed 

Texas County wheat growers $144, 000 as gagainst the rates of 1926 1 

(before the Beaver Road had reached Hooker). Both figures appear to be 

inflated; indeed those who had entered into a contract to assist the 

BM:'l.E eventually avoided their earlier conunitment (see Chapter XIII). 

Nevertheless, the town of Hooker and the county of Texas energetically 

8 
fought the acquisition of the Beaver Road by the Rock Island. 

Meanwhile, the M-K-T filed an intervening petition in opposition 
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to the CRI&P 1 s application. On June 19 the Katy board of directors 

authorized President Hai le to make an application for authority to. 
'· 

acquire control of the BM&E for t~e same consideration and upon the 

same terms and conditions as the Rock Island had agreed to. The 

board also authorized Haile to advise the I.c.c. that the M-K-'l' wo.uld 

proceed with the extension ·af the line to Keyes. Such an applicatfon 

9 was.filed with the regulatory agency on June 26. 

D~ring the summer of 1929. the Rock Island took a strong hand in 

the management and operation of the BM&E. A CRI&P locometive was 

loaned to the Beaver Road, and Rock Island gangs were used to make 

certain improvements on the property. At, their La Salle Str.eet Station 

offices in. Chicago, plans were made by Rock Island management to re-

habilitate and generally upgrade the BM&E. At Hooker, W. H0 .Wells, 
I 

the cashier for the Beaver Road, was transferred to the Rock Island 

depot. At the same time the Interstate Commerce Commission held 

public hearings at .Oldaho,ma City to decide whether the Rock Island or 

the Katy was to receive permission to purchase the BM&E. 10 

All parties agreed that there was no issue as to whether or not 

·the BM&E should be made a part of a larger system. The Rock Island 

pointed out that it held a sales agreement with the owners of the 

Beaver Road; the M-K-T did not. Moreover, th.e CRI&P boasted that it 

·was· "one of the premier grain carrying ro'ads in the. West, u and control 

by that road would, it was argued, give the grain farmers and elevator 

operators of the BM&E trade area a wide range of competitive markets in 

Kansas, Texas, and Oklahoma. Cecil Munn, President of the Enid Termi-

nal ·Elevator Company, pointed out that in the event o.f Rock. IS land 

control his firm would be "permitted to move wheat from BM&E statipns 
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to Enid and transit it without penalty." s. J. Cole of .the Amarillo 

Chamber of Commerce, representing the grain dealers and wholesale 

houses of that city, also favored the Rock Island's application. How-

ever, most of the wheat shipped on the BIBE moved to Fort Worth, a 

destination which was 92 miles further via the CRI&P than it was on 

the Katy. Yet, as the Rock Island representatives demonstrated, Fort 

Worth was merely an initial destination for transit purposes; the real 

destination was Gulf ports, and the Rock Island's haul to those desti-

nations was only 25 miles further than the Katy route. Finally, the 

CRI&P agreed to operate the BIBE in connection with its main line at 

Hooker, whereas the Northwestern District of the Katy off.ered only tri-

kl f . h . d' k 'l d 11 wee y reig t service over a irt trac rai roa • 

Katy's President Haile responded by asserting that his road's 

long-standing position had been that when Katy "matured its plans for 

further exte~sion it would acquire the property of the Beaver Road, 

which would constitute an extension of the WF&NW as originally 

planned. 11 He admitted that "so long as the Beaver Roac;l was opera~ed 

as an independent short line, the Katy officials felt that the traffic 

from that line would naturally move via Forgan and the Katy." The 

connections established with the Rock Island at Baker and Hooker and 

the anticipated connection with the AT&SF at Keyes changed all that. 

The Katy now considered the BIBE vital to its welfare, particularly 

because of the support it gave to its Northwestern District. Earnings 

on traffic which the M-K-T interchanged with the BIBE in 1928 alone 

amounted to $647,080.11 •. 11 If the BM&E tonnage is diverted from that 

part of our line, 11 Katy's counsel warned, "it would have the effect of 

reducing the earnings on our Northwesten District very substantially 
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and will seriously impair the ability of' our company to furnish 

adequate transportation service to the shipping public served by that 

. 12 
time. 11 

The Katy attorneys argued that the "natural" movement of grain 

from BM&E origins was to elevators and mills in Oklahoma and Texas, 

and directly to Texas Gulf ports for export. Their figures showed 

that the vast majority of the BM&E's outbound traffic in 1928, 92.3 

per cent, was consigned to Texas and Oklahoma points. Some grain 

dealers maintained that, due to certain transit privileges, BM&E , 

billing occasionally gained from 1 to 10 cents more per bushel for 

them as compared to grain loaded on the Rock Island. Kimball Elevator 

Company of Fort Worth favored the Katy application because it could 

use transit privileges on back-haul and/or substitute tonnage on grain 

moving eventually to Chicago, Minpeapolis, and California. Union 

Equity Exchange, Farmer's Co-operative Elevators, Equity Elevators, 

Oklahoma Wheat Pool Elevator Corporation, and the Oklahoma Wheat 

Growers Association likewise favored the Katy request. A number of 

elevator operators in the. Panhandle testified that the BM&E, with 

co-operation from the Katy, seemed better able to supply box cars for 

loading at peak harvest periods. The Rock Is land owned more box cars 

than the Katy, but owned fewer in terms of cars per mile of operated 

railroad. Should the application of the Rock Island be granted, Katy 

counsel summarized, there would be no competition for the vast bulk of 

the ·Panhandle's rail traffic. 13 

No less than 10 communities on the Northwestern District of the 

M-K-T protested against the Rock Island's application. Residents there 

perceived that the loss of traffic from the BM&E would negatively 
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affect service to them by the Katy. Katy then was spending $500,000 

on the Henrietta Subdivision, between Whitesboro and Wichita Falls, 

Texas, to upgrade that line which connected its Northwestern District 

and its main line. This was partially justified by the reasonably 

constant traffic of oil from Burkburnett and Wichita Falls, but that 

business was not permanent. Agricultural traffic originating on the 

BM&E would, it was argued, justify additional betterments on the Henri

etta Subdivision and on the Northwestern District as well. Representa

tives from the Panhandle stressed the element of competition which 

was offered to them by the presence of the BM&E and vigorously favored 

Katy's application. The Rock Island boasted. that it offered "superior 

service," but a Hooker attorney pointed out that the CRI&P had not 

been able to hold the traffic of t.he territory against the competition 

of the BM&E. Indeed, the Rock Island's own George E. Snitzer testified 

that the majority of the grain business in the Panhandle then was 

14 
handled by the BMS.:E. 

In mid-November the Commerce Commission decided in favor of the 

Katy's application. It noted that the bulk of the BM&E 1 s outbound 

traffic was to the south and concluded that the M-K-T 1 s Northwestern 

District heretofore had provided a satisfactory avenue for this com

merce. The I.c.c. considered that the BM'l.E was a natural extension of 

the ¥-K-T and that diversion of tonnage from the Katy would prejudice 

adequate service to the stations of its Northwestern District. More-

over, the Katy seemed better able to supply grain cars at harvest time. 

Too, passage of the Beaver Road to the Katy would guarantee the future 

of rail competition in the Panhandle. In granting it permission to 

purchase the BM&E, the I.C.C. ordered the M-K-T to preserve existing 
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routes and channels of trade; to maintain existing gateways for inter-

change; and to continue the neutrality of handling 'traffic by the 

15 Beaver Road. 

The news of the Commerce Commission's decision did not reach the 

Panhandle until after Thank·sgiving. Almost simultaneously, Hooker 

learned that the legal suit brought by the BM:'l.E against the Hooker 

Guarantors had been decided in favor of the defendants. As a result, 

the November 28, 1929, issue of the Hooker Advance was ceremoniously 

printed on pink paper and boasted dual headlines reading "Hooker 

Victorious" and 11 BM:'l.E to Katy." The editor considered both decisions 

a singular ''victory over the BM:'l.E" and took great pride in announcing 

a forthcoming banquet in honor of R. F. Baker, the primary defendant 

in the law suit and chief spokesman for Hooker at the recent r.c.c. 

hearings. Clifford W. Ferguson of· Hooker wrote to Charles S~ Berg 

of Katy's legal department saying that Hooker was 11 just about to go 

wild. 11 The optimistic editor of Hooker's newspaper expected the 

M-K-T to assume contra 1 of 11 the orphan" by the first of the year~ Re

portedly Jacob Achenbach was ready to sell the Beaver Road to the 

Katy for the same amount which the Rock Island had promised--plus the 

amount that he and his associates had lost in the recent court battle 

with the Hooker Guarantors. Later, however, the independent-minded 

president of the BM:'l.E demanded an additional $40,000 which he repre-

sented as the accrued profits earned by the BM:'l.E in 1929. On• the other 

hand, Katy was not authorized to pay more than the recent Commerce Com-

mission decision had allowed. As a result, the entire issue again was 

. 16 
in doubt. 

After some delay, Achenbach announced that the BM:'l.E would begin an 
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extension program in the spring. Meanwhile, the CRI&P reiterated its 

desire to obtain the BM.'!!E. 
I 

Rock Is land Vice President MacKenzie main-

tained that if the M-K-T did not secure the road, his company would; 

and in that event, he gave assurances that the line would be extended. 

In Dallas, C. c. Huff, M-K-T 1 s General Solicitor, reported that the Katy 

would meet all I.c.c. directives and the CRI&P's offers as well. Yet 

Achenbach refused to sell to the M-K-T. Indeed, he concluded a lease 

contract with the Rock Island to provide 41 miles of used rail and 

other equipment sufficient to take the BIBE to keyes. At the same 

time Achenbach attempted to woo another suitor. In 1910 he had sue-

ceeded in leasing the Kiowa, Hardtner & Pacific to the Missouri Pacific. 

Twenty seasons later he wrote to MP President L. w. Baldwin suggesting 

that the KH&P, still under lease, be extended 110 miles from Hardtner, 

Kansas, to the BIBE at Beaver. Baldwin unsurprisingly declined the 

. . . 17 invitation. 

' ' The BIBE experienced an extremely good year in 1929. The prpved 

earning capacity of "Jake's fool project" and the extension of 'the'r?ad 

toward Keyes combined to make the property considerably more valuable 

than before. Achenbach intended to bide his time, and he did so for 

a while. Then in mid-October, 1930, Uncle Jake announced that he would 

be glad to sell the BIBE to the Katy. Perhaps he was beginning to feel 

old, as was reported, or possibly he was prompted to negotiate due to 

the increasingly serious illness of Ira B. Blackstock, his longtime 

friend and partner. More likely, howeve~, Achenbach felt that the 

optimum time for sale was at hand. The Great Crash had occurred a year 

before, and the effects of the depression were beginning to appear. 
! 

The wily 85-year-old president of the BM'l.:E possessed an uncanny capacity 



for timing, a talent that served him well when on January 24, 1931, 

he agreed to sell the 65 per cent of the company which he and his 

18 son August held. 

The other owners quickly agreed to sell their holdings, and an 

agreement among all parties was signed on February 26. The BMltE 
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owners agreed to pay one half of the ad valorem taxes for 1931 an:d to 

pay the Rock Island for all materials acquired under lease agreements 

made to lengthen the road from Hough to Keyes. For its part, the M-K-T 

agreed to purchase all capital stock and bonds of the BMltE and to pay 

up to an equivalency of $22,000 per mile of owned main line, or a total 

of $2,310,000. For Achenbach and his associates, this represented a 

profit of $2,000 per mile--on the sale of a property which earlier Katy 

managements had labeled as incapable of earning enough to pay for the 

grease on one locomotive. The editor of the Hooker Advance considered 

that Katy's victory was also Hooker's victory; competition for grain 

traffic had been vouchsafed. Yet, ironically, the headlines of the 

next week's issue read: 11 The Paramount Issue in the Panhandle is 

Highways.11 19 

Control of the BMltE passed to the M-K-T at 12:01 a.m., July 1, 

1931, only a few days after the road had been opened all the way to 

Keyes. No longer was the BMltE 11 the orphan11 railroad of the Panhandle. 

It survived as a corporate entity, but its offices were moved to the 

Railway Exchange Building in St. Louis'~nd to 25 Broad Street in New 

York City. The sale of the BMltE, an obscure' country railroad in the 

remote country of the Southern Great Plains was sufficiently newsworthy 

to attract the attention of the national news media; even Time Magazine 
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carried the story. Meanwhile, in the Oklahoma Panhandle the biggest 

20 
news item was the price of wheat ; it had dropped to 29¢ per bushel. 
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CHAPTER XV 

THE BELLE EPOQUE~ KATY NORTHWEST, 

19239-1949 

11 The passenger station at Harrunon was clearly visible from my 
schoolroom window. And every time I heard a train whistle 
I went to the pencil sharpener to watch the little old 
steamer come into towno The teacher never questioned the 
diligent student who wrote so much that his pencil needed 
sharpening so ofteno11l 

When the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad 1 fully absorbed the Wichita 
. i 

Falls & Northwestern in 1923, residents and ~hippers along the North-

western route heartily applaudedo They expected that the Katy would 

upgrade the lines and expand the services on them. Unfortunately the 

Katy had just emerged from a lengthy and painful receivership. It was 

still overcapitalized and unable to make most of the anticipated 

betterments. The Katy's inability to provide adequate ballast and 

heavier rail left the Northwestern District a dirt track railroad 

even in its halcyon days. Yet it performed well, if not spectacularly, 

as an ordinary day-in-and-day-out branch line railroad. 2 

Increased traffic, particularly that originating at Burkburnett, 

did force the expansion of yard facilities at Wichita Falls. In 1921, 

North Yard, where trains from the Northwestern District were handled, 

boasted 13 tracks, a 3-track coach yard, a.6-track machine shop, and 

an eight-stall roundhouse. Additionally, there were rip tracks, a 

boiler house, a storehouse, lorrni tori e', 

~ 

and a 55,000~barrel fuel oil 

~ 
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storage tank. Tracks extended to the nearby refineries of American 

Petrofina Company of Texas, Eagle Refining Company, Texhoma Oil & 

Refining Company, Red River Refining Company, and Lone Star Refining 

Company. Three tracks also we.re built to serve the Panhandle Steel 

Products Company, whose property adjoined North Yard. Railroad em-

ployees of all classes ate their meals at the eating house--variously 

labeled the 11 beanery11 or "greasy spoon"--located near the east dormi~ 

I 

tory. Several regular switch engines shuffled cars around the yard on 

a 24-hour basiso Even with expanded facilities, North Yard frequently 

became plugged with traffic~ and switching operations often spilled 

3 
over into the older and smaller downtown yard. 

Passenger trains used the Fort Worth & Denver City between North 

Yard and Wichita Falls Union Statfono By 1922 the Wichita Falls-Burk-

burnett locals, 11 The Po11y,n had been dropped as Burkburnett's boom 

faded. One year later daily through service was offered between 

Wichita Falls and Forgan on a daytime schedule which required 13 hours 

and 50 minutes for the 305ol m.U.e route. An overnight turn was also 

advertised between Wichita Falls and Elk City. These trains handled 

the usual coaches f. 1.•Js an Oklahoma City sleeper, which was given to 

the Frisco at Altus. On the Wellington Branch, service was offered on 

a convenient schedule which fear:ured close connections with the day 

trains on the Wichita Falls-Forgan route. This pattern obtained unti 1 

the fall of 1928, when r:he evening trains were discontinued. At that 

4 
time regular sleeping car service on the Northwestern ended forever. 

Earlier, during World War 1 9 passenger extras had started. at 

Forgan and stopped at every stat:ion to pick up men who were answering 

Woodrow Wilson's call to make the world safe for democracy. One of 
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these lads, A. P. Currnnins of Buffalo, had boarded the train at Rosston 

on September 5, 1917, and was taken to San Antonio for induction. 

There were other extra movements, too, like the "Millionaire's Special" 

which brought a trainload of investors to the oil towns of Grandfield, 

Devol, and Burkburnett. After this group of nabobs had been delivered 

safely to Wichita Falls, each trainman and engineman was given a $20 

tip by the passengers, whom they had greatly pleased by their competent 

handling of the train. There were also extras for circuses, fairs, 

and football games. The railroad always provided its best equipment 

for Chamber of Commerce specials, such as those sponsored by the mer

chants of Wichita Falls. Big crowds met these trains at every station 

between Wichita Falls and Elk City. The Rock Island then took the 

cars to Okahoma City where they were transferred to the Santa Fe. The 

Katy then returned the entourage to Wichita Falls from Gainesville, 

Texas. 
5 

In the 1920s the railroads still prbvided the primary means of 

passenger transportation. This was as true on branch lines as it was 

on main lines. One public school teacher from Hollis, who was re

quired to attend surrrrner school in order to retain her certification, 

used the Katy as far as Altus, transferred to the Kansas City, Mexico 

& Orient for Clinton, and finally arrived at Weatherford on the Rock 

Island some 24 hours later. A child long captivated by the romance of 

the passing trains was thrilled with her first train ride, 31 miles 

from Hammon to Carter. A man from Missouri took his family's household 

goods and farm tools to Knowles and was soon joined by his family, 

which reached Beaver County via the rails of Katy's Northwestern 

District. In 1922, six members of the Laverne Merry Matrons Embroidery 
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Club used the Katy trains in order to visit Mrs. P. w. Doherty of 

Forgan. Residents of Camargo gleefully boarded ,the porthbound local 

whenever a circus was playing at Woodward. In those days high school 

baseball teams from Camargo used the morning train to reach Trail, four 

miles distant, where their game was played; the athletes returned on 

the afternoon train. Cattlemen who accompanied their stock to market 

usually spent a few days "in the city" before returning to their ranches 

via the Katy cars. 6 

Romance, too, rode the rails. P. O. Parks, a brakeman on a pas

senger run, was attracted by Helen Pursell, a teacher from May who used 

the train to commute on week-ends to Rosston. They subsequently were 

married. Laverne residents took the train to Woodward, spent the day 

shopping, and returned home late in the afternoon on the westbound 

passenger. Throughout the period the state hospital at Supply brought 

a brisk passenger trade to that station. During the mid-1920s one 

eager youth from Dunlap commuted to Supply on regular trains so that he 

could attend school. Passenger traffic on the Wellington Branch was 

particularly heavy each year when transient laborers headed for the 

cotton fields along that line. Extra coaches were added to the regular 

trains in order to accommodate the seasonal traffic. The M-K-T fre

quently gained $2, 700 per month in ticket revenues from the Wellington 

7 
station alone during the harvest seasons of the 1920s. 

Dairying became extremely important in Beaver County and else

where along the Northwestern District during the late 1920s. Farmers 

routinely sent their cream to market by express, and local Katy agents 

were pleased to receive the commissions from such shipments. In 1929 

no less than 14,480 gallons of cream were shipped from Knowles alone. 
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Many of these consignments were destined for the Armour plant at Elk 

City, but cream also was shipped to Oklahoma City and to creameries as 

distant as those in Wichita, Kansas, and Fort Madison, Iowa. Bread 

from the largest bakeries of the region was shipped to on-line grocery 

stores by express. An outdoorsman at Tipton once received a crated 

wildcat, much to the chagrin of the express messenger who had the task 

of unloading the animal from the train to the depot's freight room--and 

to the great surprise of the station agent who later found him there. 

Numerous pedigree greyhound racing dogs were billed from the same 

station at one time. Prior to the passage of Oklahoma's "Bone Dry Law" 

and the later national experiment with prohibition, a large volume of 

individual liquor shipments were handled on the express cars. The Okla-

homa Law and the Noble Experiment did not completely dry up this traf-

fie, however, as shipments still were made between distilleries and 

licensed drug houses. Under this arrangement the druggists distributed 

the whisky; individuals no longer picked up their booze at the Katy 

depots. Of course, not all shipments were delivered as intended. On 

weekends or when draymen were too busy to make prompt deliveries, the 

liquor was locked up in the depot 1 s freight room. By the time deli very 

could be made, however, the express company frequently was faced with a 

1 . f bl 1 f . 't h d" 8 c aim or an unaccounta e oss o· sp1r1· ous mere an 1se. 

The express service also was used for less honorable purposes. 

Using ficticious names, some farmers ordered calves to be delivered by 

express, C.O.D.. Upon arrival of the livestock, the agent was of 

course unable to locate the party who had placed the order. He then 

sold the animals for the express charges, ordinarily to the man who 

actually had made the order. This satisfied the express company and 
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the agent, pleased the farmer, and disappointed only the hapless 

shipper. Fish companies on the Gulf Coast used the express service. 

in a somewhat similar but less clandestine fashion. When their inven-

tories were too high they made c.o.n. shipments to some ficticious 

person at a random station on the Northwestern. The agent sold the 

fish for whatever amount he could get and remitted this, less the 

·express charges, to the fish company. Everyone was satisfied with this 

irregular arrangement: the fish company moved its excess inventory, 

the agent received a conunission (and usually some fish, too), and the 

express company gained a revenue shipment. As was then the custom, 

agents along the line remitted railroad and express company monies in 

charge of the train 1 s express messenger. The envelopes containing 

this currency were closed, labeled by wax seals, and signed for 

by the expressman prior to consignment in the heavy steel safe aboard 

the train. 
I 

During the Burkburnett oil boom, one express messenger 

attempted to rob one of these safes. Knowing that it contained over 

$100,000, he moved it to the car door and pushed it out into a gully 

as the train sped along. He then knocked himself out, later to report 

that .he had been robbed by three desperate men. Unfortunately for the 

dishonest expressman, section men and law officers discovered the safe 

and the inept thief received a jail sentence •. 9 

Baggage in a11 forms also was handled on the passenger trains. 

Baggagemen had the unpleasant task of handling coffins bearing remains 

shipped to on-line stations for interment. The Katy charged the usual 

rate: "one full fare regardless of the age of the deceased." Through 

this period the Post Office Department authorized Railway Post Office 

service between Wichita Falls and Forgan and between Altus and Welling-
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ton. The mails were particularly heavy at Grandfiel~, Mangum, and 

Frederick, and transfer mails (to and from other RPO lines) were hea\iy 

at Elk City and Altus. At Gate, and no doubt at many othe~ stations 

on the Northwestern District, most of the population met the westbound 

evening train and then adjourned to the Post Office to await the 

distribution of mailS in the authorized boxes. Many patrons were par .. 

ticularly interested in receiving a favorite newspaper, often the 

Kansas City Star. The train did not stop at the tiniest villages along 

the line, but non-stop mail exchanges were made at many locations such 

as Hester, Moravia, Carpenter, Dunlap, and Mocane. At Mocane, Everett 

Evans became so. disenchanted with this arrangement that on one occasion 

he flagged the speeding westbound train. As it ground to an unscheduled 

halt, E.vans handed up a letter to the startled RPO clerk. Then he 

innocently explained to the fuming conductor that he needed to get that 

letter to a party in Forgan and had stopped the train only for that 

purpose. The RPO clerk willingly serviced· the letter but the rail-

roaders understandably took a dim view of this highly personalized 

· 1 . 10 mai service. 

During the hard times of the 1930s tramps frequently slept in 

station waiting rooms. Railroad errq:>loyees generally did not molest 

them, for they were viewed as people merely down on their luck. Yet if 

these men could not pay for a night's l~dging, neither could they 

afford to buy railroad tickets for transportation. They "rode the 

rods" instead. During the early 1930s, passenger revenues plummeted 

on the Northwestern District. The depression was the main factor, 

although people increasingly availed themselves of the automobile for 

their shorter trips. On September 4, 1935, the usual daily passenger 
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train o.n the Wellington Branch was replaced by a daily-except-Sunday 

mixed, or 11 hog and human, 11 train. Passengers then were handled on 

that line in side-door cabooses; the RPO authorization was terminated, 

but express still was handled. The Wellington mixed connected with the 

passenger run from Wichita Falls, but schedule changes on the south-

bound train from Forgan unfortunately did not permit connection between 

these two operations. By April of 1940 full daily passenger tra~n 

service north of Woodward was terminated, with tri-weekly mixed 

train service on that part of the Northwestern substituted thereafter.11 

Katy officials frequently rode the passenger trains to inspect the 

tracks, stations, and other facilities. When the general officers 

toured the lines, business cars were attached to the passenger or mixed 

trains. Special inspection trains, operated especially for Katy's 

board of directors, were less frequently scheduled. However infrequent 

they were, there was never any delaying of these trains. During the 

Dust Bowl days the swift movement of these specials appeared to em-

ployees and local residents as a tornado moving down the track. Loco-

motive engineers understandably took particular pride in receiving 

h . 12 t ese assignments. 

Road building and highway construction in the area served by the 

Northwestern District was slower to develop than in other areas of the 

country. The roads that were available frequently were of poor quality 

and often impassible. Even those who ordinarily relied on automobiles 

for transportation where thankful for the reliable service offered 

by the Katy. In sum, the passenger train service offered on the North-

western was still considered crucial to the area's welfare. Theim-

portance of these trains increased during the war years as road con-
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struction diminished and as both gasoline and tires were rationed. 

And such rubber tires as were available for private use ordinarily 

reached their destinations via express. Baby chickens also were con-

veyed to farmers by express and by parcel post as well. In 1943, Mrs. 

Earl Kerns of Gate ordered a single dairy calf which was delivered 

by Railway Express. It was the first of several calves which Mrs. 

Kerns shipped in to build a Grade A dairy herd; The railroad between 

I 

Carpargo and Trail even facilitated service to local residents when the 

trains were not operating. If water on the South Canadian was so high 

that automobiles could not ford it and if no trains were scheduled, 

residents of Camargo simply walked over the long railroad bridge to 

reach the other side. On one such occasion a ball game was scheduled 

between .Leedey and Camargo. In order that this crucial contest be 

held, coaches, players and spectators all fearlessly scrambled to the 

yonder side courtesy of the Katy's spindly timber trestle. 13 

World War II also prompted frequent special irovements to the many 

military bases and the one prisoner of war camp located on the line. 

The most irrportant of these facilities was Sheppard Field, near Burk-

burnett, which was opened on October 17, 1941. Entire trainloads of 

airmen were transported to and from this base throughout the war years 

and even thereafter. Generally a switch engine crew from North Yard 

handled the train between that point .and the base. Special movements 

also served the bases at Frederick and Altus, while German POW's were 

delivered to and from a confinement area near Tipton. The most un-

pleasant of all tasks fell to railroaders during these years. Agents 

at most Katy stations also were Western Union operators, and when a 

casualty message was received it was the agent's duty to hand-carry the 
I 
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wire to its recipient, often a personal friend or acquaintance of the 

agent. Trainmen and station employees also were called upon to handle 

the remains of those who perished in the conflict and were returned 

to their home towns for burial. 14 

The handling of freight of course was always the major task of 

the Northwestern District. In the early days of rail service to Burk-

burnett, corn in the shuck was piled high in the streets near the 

depot while shellers labored night and day to ready the grain for ship-

ment. Later, during its boom period and after, Burkburnett's traffic 

consisted mainly of oil and petroleum-related products. A plethora of 

tracks were built north and south of the town to serve the burgeoning 

petroleum industry. Beginning in 1923, however, many of these tracks 

were abandoned as the oil production of the area was rationalized by 

the surviving companies. By 1934 only a few major petroleum shippers 

remained at Burkburnett; four years later only two natural gasoline 

plants and two refineries were producing traffic there for the Katy. 

Nevertheless, it was not unusual to bill 100 cars of oil from that 

station in the late 1920s and after. Seven miles north, across the Red 

River at Devol, Oklahoma, no less than 15 individual tracks were neces-

s::iry to serve the eight petroleum industries at that point. One re
.., '" 
finery near the Red River had sufficient racks to load 50 cars in 6 

hours, 24 hours a day. Many of the laborers at this plant were of 

Greek descent and proved to friendly toward the train crews which 

served the facility. Railroaders frequently were asked to dine with 

the refinery workers at their nearby dormitories. Six miles further, 

at Grandfield, five other petroleum firms had tracks to serve their 

needs. Throughout the 1920s and 1930s the Katy handled single car-
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loads as well as entire trainloads of crude ·oil and refined gasoline 

from these three stations to other carriers at Wichita Falls, Frederick, 

Altus, Elk City, and Hammon Junction. The petroleum traffic on the 

Northwestern District was high in volume and high in revenue generated. 

Until the reserves began to fail, petroleum and petroleum-related 

products accounted for nearly as II)Sny carloadings on the Northwestern 

as did the products of agriculture. 15 

However, over the entire history of these lines, agriculture was 

always king. Harvests varied, of course, according to weather con

ditions. Wheat was first planted in the Panhandle during the first 

decade of the twentieth century and in 1908, J. D. Key, a farmer in 

Beaver County, received 60 cents per bushel on a harvest that yielded 

15 bushels per acre. Using a McCormick-Deering header, Key cut his 

wheat, elevated it into header barges, and stacked it. In this fashion 

the wheat was stored awaiting the arrival of a threshing crew. After 

the railroad reached Forgan, the planting of wheat grew in popularity. 

As long as the harvest season was prolonged by the use of threshing 

machines, the grain moved to market each fall in an orderly way. The 

tractor, combine, and farm truck changed that into an annual wheat rush 

which troubled the railroad thereafter early every surrnner. A predict• 

able pattern followed. In anticipation of the rush, extra cars, loco

motives, and crewmen were recruited from other Katy divisions. At 

Vici, Brinkman, Knowles, and elsewhere, farm trucks and wagons were 

backed up for blocks awaiting a turn to dump at the trackside elevators. 

Meanwhile, Katy crews labored day and night to keep the grain moving. 

Not all of it moved during the rush, but before elevators expanded their 

storage capacities the vast bulk of it did. In the early days much 
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wheat went to eastern paints, but gradually the majerity of it meved 

to Oklahoma and Texas mills and to Gulf ports for export. During the 

12-month period immediately prior to September 1, 1929, 2,331 ca.rs of 

wheat were shipped from Beaver County alone. More than one-half were 

shipped on the BMScE, but of the rest 631 carloads originated at Forgan, 

Knowles accounted for 273, and 170 were billed at Gate. These same 

Northwestern stations also shipped 255 cars containing other grains 

plus 31 carloads of broomcorn during this period. On May 10, 1945, 

the railroad reported that its stations on the Northwestern District and 

the BMScE together had generated a total of 7,508 carloads of grain from 

16 the 1944 crop. 

The trade area serviced by the Northwestern District, particularly 

the Texas and Oklahoma Panhandles, was also cattle country. In 1903 

the cattle industry in the area was revolutionized by the introduction 

of cottonseed cake, or "oil cake." Ranchers used the railroad to ship 

in their supplies of this and other feed but, more important, the rails 

were employed to move the cattle themselves. There were numerous sta-

tions which acquired reputations as heavy cattle loading points, but 

more cattle were reportedly shipped from tiny Mocane, just east ef 

Forgan, than from any other station on the District. Certainly some of 

the largest ranches of the Panhandle were nearby. One of these was the 

well known Barby Ranch. Otto N. Barby, its founder, was born in St. 

Louis in 1865 but moved to the Panhandle 31 years later. There, near 

Beaver, he acquired 160 acres, the humble beginnings of an empire that 

was later expanded to more than 50,000 acres. Barby and his sons 

annually grazed 3,000 head of cattle, less than the rule of thumb which 

called for 15 acres per animal. The operation gave employment to 15 
.i 
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cowboys. Barby shipped in heifer calves from Texas and Colorado, but 

most of his shipping was outbound. In October, stocker cattle which 

had been sold to farmers in Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Penn· 

sylvania were driven overland to the pens at Mocane or Knowles for 

loading. Frequently the volume was great enough to warrant a special 

trai~. Slaughter cattle were consigned to the Kansas City Union 

I 

Stockyards, these shipments usually made at the end of a week on a 

carlot basis. In all cases, the Barby cattle moved eastward via Wood

ward and the AT&SF. 17 

There were numerous smaller cattle shippers along the route. There 

was a heavy shipment of cattle each fall at Supply. In the spring 

ranchers near that station received shipments of Mexican steers, fre-

quently brought in by the railroad. Most of the slaughter cattle went 

to market in carload lots from the various stations. In eariy years, 

an extra was called at Woodward late in the week to peddle stock cars 

at every station to Forgan. The next day these cars, now loaded, were 

picked up by the same crew and handled to Woodward where most were 

given to the Santa Fe. On the same day the northbound local on the 

"Long Barrel" began picking up stock at each station above Elk City. 

Upon its arrival at Woodward, interchange cars were given to the Santa 

Fe, and the remaining loaded stock cars were combined with whatever 

southbound stock remained from the recently arrived extra from Forgan. 

Another extra then wheeled these cars, mostly consigned to Fort Worth 

packers, southward toward Texas. Back in the bouncing caboose, the 

usually fearless cowboys who were accompanying the cattle to market, 

braced themselves, cursed the engine driver who was rapidly propelling 

them toward what appeared to be an uncertain destiny, and yearned for 
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the sanity of the open ranges now far behind. After they had de

livered the cattle, and after "shootin' 'em up" in th~ big city for a 

few days, these same cattlemen boarded the cars of the Katy's passen

ger trains for a more civilized if less colorful return voyage. 18 

Other livestock also went to market over the rails of the North-

western. Jacob c. Holmes, proprietor of the Holmes Livestock CoIIi'any, 

was an independent hog buyer and. shipper who purchas.ed these animals 

at various stations along the Katy and the BM3cE, particularly at 

Beaver, Laverne, and Vici. Most of these animals were taken by the 

M-K-T to Woodward from whence they were billed to Los Angeles slaughter

houses. Holmes also shipped entire carloads to Fort Worth, a lengthy 

and remunerative lirte haul for the Katy. Prior to the depression 

nearly every farmer in the area had a few hogs, and Holmes was never at 

a loss to fill out his weekly carloadings. At Vici the sales barn 

shipped large numbers of horses and mules during the 1930s. This re

flected more the financial disaster which had befalled most area 

farmers than it did a switch to mechanized farming. Also at Vici 

and at Forgan poultry cars were loaded several times per year until 

the late 1930s when this traffic disappeared for all time. 19 

A wide variety of other carload shipments also were handled. Coal 

was carried to fuel merchants at nearly every station. The Railway 

Ice Company at Forgan (not a part of the M-K-T or the BM3cE) received 

ice by the carload. Virtual trainloads of pipe were unloaded at 

Knowles and elsewhere as the area became perforated by pipe lines. In 

1926, 12 cars of eggs and cream were billed from Forgan. Pure white 

volcanic ash was found near Gate, and in the late 1920s a firm was 

established to gather and ship this material. In 1929 alone, 80 car-
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loads of this volcanic ash--ordinarily mislabeled as silica sand--was 

conveyed to distant points by rail. During the same year the agent at 

Gate counted over 300 inbound carloads for various customers in addition 

to the usual LCL commodities. The thrse cotton gins at Burkburnett 

in 1927 provided a heavy flow of cotton traffic from that station. 

Later, in 1932-1933, the area experienced a veritable "cotton boom" 

due to an unusual temporary rate structure. The construction of various 

highways and flood control projects during the depression and after 

precipitated a large flow of building materials to Supply. Hay was re

ceived at May, and alfalfa seed was billed from Tipton. At Vici, Earl 

Wiedman, a local merchant, received citrus in carload lots. But the 

most unusual freight movement on the line may have been to Camargo. 

In the early 1920s that village did not have a water supply other than 

"gyp water"--a fowl smelling liquid unsuitable for human consumption-

and such rain water as could be entrapped and stored in cisterns. When 

these reservoirs went dry, Katy transported drinking water from Wood-

ward to Camargo by the tank car load. Whether carrying water, stock, 

or wheat, the lines were crucial to the well being of both the M-K-T 

and the area which they served. In 1938 the Northwestern District and 

the B~E together originated 15, 621 carloads of freight. This amounted 

20 
to 10.7 percent of all cars loaded on the M-K-T that year. 

Less-than-carload (LCL) billings on the Northwestern District and 

on the B~E for 1938 amounted to 2,834 cars. For the railroad this 

business was labor intensive and marginally remunerative. Before the 

advent of hardtop roads and over-the-road trucking, however, the rail

road's LCL service was absolutely indispensable to the people living in 

the area. Through the 1920s and 1930s and even into the following 
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decade, five and six cars of LCL were delivered to Burkburnett each 

day. Receipts f:i;om LCL. shipments also were high at Frederick, Altus, 

and Woodward. Shipments to the smaller stations were handled in line 

(or way) cars. These were placed either immediately behind the loco-

motive or just ahead of the caboose. At every station, except the 

largest ones, th~ agent and the train crew loaded and unloaded con-

signments before'the train did its other work. ' Packing house products 

(FHP) were similarly handled. Salesmen for the major packers sold 

orders to the grocery stores and meat markets along the line and then 

mailed or wired these to their respective plants. Line cars then were 

loaded and dispatched, particularly from Fort Worth and Oklahoma City, 

and were handled in local freight service. Agents and trainmen were 

responsible for the unloading of these shipments, but as many older 

heads later explained, "the count frequently was short," especially 

during hard times. 21 

Despite the depression, Katy located eight major new shippers on 

the Northwestern District in 1938. These were expected to originate 

an additional 385 carloads of traffic per year. Also in 1938 the 

Northwestern and the B~E had eight stations which boasted annual 

freight earnings of over $100,000. They included: 

Wichita Falls $1, 765, 658 
Burkburnett 201, 146 
Grandfield 459,028 
Frederick 139, 334 
Altus 172, 231 
Hollis 149,300 
Woodward 127' 5ll 
Beaver 130, llO 22 

Cotton, wheat, and livestock were the three commodities that tra-

ditionally moved to and from stations on the Wellington Branch. During 
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the 1920s the scheduled eastbound freight train picked up from 20 to 50 

cars of stock each Tuesday and Saturday at the various stations between 

Wellington and Altus. Most of these cars contained hogs billed to 

Oklahoma City packers and were moved via Altus and the SL-SF. Slaughter 

cattle from shippers on the Wellington Branch ordinarily were sent to 

Oklahoma City, Fort Worth, or Kansas City. Cotton shipments were 

especially heavy at Hollis and Wellington. During the 1920s mpst of 

the cotton loaded at Hollis was sent either to Altus for compression or 

to plants in Southeastern states. The primary wheat loading stations 

that line were Victory, Duke, and Gould. 
23 on 

Five or six cars of LCL arrived in Hollis each morning, the 

contents to be distributed by Jim Thompson, a local drayman. Express 

shipments were delivere~ by another firm. Wellington received a simi-
, 
I 
I 

lar volume of LCL consi/gnments. In the late 1920s, Hollis and Welling-

ton both were growing and prospering. Numerous businesses were develop-

ing, and residentia 1. housing was scarce. It was not unusua 1 for the 

railroad agent at Ho lli.s to receive between 50 and 7 5 Western Union 

wires daily, In addition to these and other duties, the agent fre-

quently s8ld $300 .L.1 passenger tickets each day during this pre-depres-

sion era. At Wellington, trackside shippers included oil companies, 

coal cornpanit:!s, elevators, cotton gins, and a general warehouse firm. 

Yet in 1931 the effects of the depression were evident, and shortiy 

thereafter, as one resident later recalled, 11 the bottom dropped out" 

of the local economy. This naturally affected revenues on the rail-

road. Then as if to add insult to injury, the Fort Worth & Denver 

City built a 11.l-mi.le line from Childress, on the FW&DC' s main line, 

to Pampa, in the Texas Panhandle. This new road, opened for business 
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I 
in 1932, passed through Wellington and served to drain much needed 

traffic away from the Katy line. 24 

Traffic patterns on the Wellington Branch for the period between 

1938 and 1942 reflect a number of interesting developments. Statistics 

for these y ars show not only the upswing in the national economy and 

its local counterpart, but the end of Dust Bowl conditions and the 

changing general designs of transportation service in the rural areas 

as well. Fewer cars of cotton, cotton-related products, and wheat 

moved during 1938 than in any of the other four years, but weather and 

marketing conditions both improved subsequently and carloadings of 

these commodities increased significantly thereafter. Livestock load-

ings bottomed out in 1939 and then increased. On the other hand, 

traffic in refined oil and gasoline dropped each year after 1938, 

while traffic in new automobiles and trucks was totally absent by 1942. 

In general, the traffic mix thinned while the 11 big three" commodities--

cotton, wheat, and livestock--maintained their importance. Interst-

ingly, too, inbound traffic for the period peaked in 1939 and then 

dropped dramatically. Meanwhile, outbound shipments remained steady. 

Thus there were more cars handled on the line in 1938 than were 

handled in 1942. These patterns persisted throughout the war years 

25 
and lat er. 

Two decades earlier, on August 8, 1920 fire had destroyed part of 

the coal chute at North Yard in Wichita Falls. It mattered little 

since the railroad had nearly finished converting the locomotives 

which were assigned to Wichita Falls from coal burners to oil burners. 

The ~ire in the coal chute had merely hastened the conversion process. 

Between the time that Katy acquired the capital stock of the WF&NW and 



and the time that it fully incorporated the Northwestern into the 

M-K-T in 1923, locomotives belonging to the WF&NW were headquartered 

at Wichita Falls and were assigned to the Forgan line and to the 

Wellington Branch. However, Northwestern power was insufficient to 

handle even the regular traffic of the lines, and Katy was forced to 

add some of its locomotives to the Wichita Falls pool. A WF&NW dis

patcher1 s sheet dated August 18, 1917, shows that 60 percent of the 

power on the lines for that date was of Northwestern ancestry. When 

the WF&NW lost its corporate identity in the early 1920s, Katy auto

matically inherited its three 2-6-0s, seven 2-8-0s, and four 4-4-0s. 

Former Northwestern employees recalled that these machines had leaky 

boilers and were poor steamers, and in 1924 the M-K-T unsurprisingly 

chose to sell or scrap most of them. However, the four American 
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Standard machines outshopped by Baldwin in 1910-1911 remained on Katy's 

roster until 1932. Two other WF&NW locomotives, both 4-6-0s, had been 

sold to the Clinton & Oklahoma Western as early as 1912. 26 

A number of adjustments had to be made when the locomotives were 

converted from coal fuel to oil. Dismounted tank cars were placed as 

refueling stations at strategic intervals along the line, and coal 

tipples were dismantled. Enginemen who initially were unfamiliar with 

oil-fired locomotives sometimes misgauged the distances that they could 

cover between refuelings. As a result, there were a few embarassing 

moments when it was discovered that tenders were empty several miles 

from the nearest oil supply. On his first trip with an oil burner, 

one fireman let his fire go out when he neglected to turn the valve 

which heated the oil prior to its passage from the tender to the fire

box. After they adjusted to the new fuel, however, enginemen had few 
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problems. Conversion from coal to oil brought no alteration in the 

types of loco100tives assigned to the Northwestern District. Pert 

little American Standard loco100ti ves still drew the few passenger runs, 

while 400 and 500 class Moguls handled the freights, Occasionally a 

600-class 2-8-0 also ventured out, usually to do battle with ... snowbanks 

which periodically plugged the lines. None of the loco100tives which 

toiled on the Northwestern trailed large tenders. In order to avoid 

stopping at every water tank or simply to get from one to another with 

heavy trains, Katy frequently added one and even two auxiliary tanks to 

locomotives assigned to the Long Barrel between Elk City and Woodward 

and to the Top End between Woodward and Forgan. The track then was 

well groomed, and passenger trains were allowed to travel at a maximum 

of 40 miles per hour over most of the Northwestern while freight trains 

were restricted to 25 miles per hour on 100st of the District. However, 

engineers who knew the track safely excee~ed these speeds. Due to 

several difficult hills, locomotives usually. assigned in freight 

service had a limited rating of 1600 tons over most of the trackage. 

However, between Mangum and Altus, Leedey and Hammon, and Thompson and 

Supply, the ratings were two and three times greater due to downhill 

pulls. During the harvest season this resulted in leapfrogging tonnage 
;_' ... 

to Mangum, Leedey, and Thompson, where it was gathered and taken later 

in huge trains to Altus, Hammon, and Supply. Then the whole process 

27 
was repeated. 

The Katy's financial record for the first half of the twentieth 

century was checkered indeed. President c. E. Schaff headed the Katy 

from 1912 to 1926. During his tenure the road suffered bankruptcy but 

Schoff implemented a plan for the reorganization of its financ~s and 
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simultaneeusly promoted a $50 million inprevement program to rebuild 

th~ property. Prosperity returned, and in 1924 the road resumed 

dividend payments on its preferred stock. These were continued through 

1931. In ~930, Railway Age reported that the Katy proper was in good 

physical condition and that the road was operating efficiently. The 

cotnpany paid $3.00 on its corrnnon stock in 1930, but one year later 

it o~~tted similar dividends and also declined to pay quarterly 
' 

divid~nds on its preferred issues. 
\ 

An outside analyst observe~ that 
I 

significant losses in revenue had 11pushed the Missouri-Kansas-Texas to . ' 
i 

the ext:reme limit ef r~trenchment in the apparent purpose to earn fixed 

charges and to preserve so far as possible the company's cash reserves J\ 

Expenditures for maintenance of way and for maintenance of equipment 

dropped precipitously; on November 15, 1931, 23.4 percent of Katyts 

locomotives were bad ordered. The M-K-T had begun a long day's journey 

into night which ended enly when prosperity returned to the accompany-

ment of World War II. Between 1933 and 1940, Katy cenpleted a seven-

year stretch during which earnings failed to cover fixed interest 

charges by almost $12.5 million. In 1940, 43 percent of its locomo-

tives and 12 per cent of its freight cars were laid up awaiting major 

repairs. Al.though interest was never defaulted, Katy's first mortgage 

bonds sold O'n the New York Stock Exchange for as little as .19¢ on the 

28 
dellar; its conunon stock was available for .25¢ per share. 

-. Then in 1938 the Reconstruction Finance Corporation grudgingly 

granted the road a loan, and the gathering clouds of world conflict 

promised future growth in traffic. In 1942 its total revenues were 113 

per cent above 1940 levels. President Matthew Scott Sloan then began 

a rehabilitation program which involved plowing every available dollar 
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back into the preperty. By 1945, $100 mi lliE>n had been so spent. By 

refurbishing its plant, Katy was able to handle the growing war traffic 

while concomitantly preparing for the postwar years. At the end of 

the war the M-K-T was physically in good condition and was an active 

participant in the Southwest's continuing economic boom. In 1941, 

Katy's traffic volume was 291,192 cars; seven years later, after the 

war, it handled 550,781 carloads. The same pattern in microcosm was 

reflected on the Northwestern Bistrict througho~t these years.· But 

nowhere on the Katy System were the mercurial transitions from pros

perity to poverty to prosperity more evident than on the Beaver, Meade 

29 & Englewood. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE: 

THE BM3.E, 1931-1949 

11No one who remembers the wheat crops ef 1926, 1929, 1931, 
can possibly regard this as submarginal land.111 

The Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad assumed central of the Beaver, 

Meade & Engleweod at 12:01 a.m., on July 1, 1931. Three hours later 

Superintendent c. w. Watts ordered veteran BM3.E conductor T. J. Robb 

to take a Katy engine and train ef cars piled high with company ma-

terial from Forgan to Keyes. Aboard the cars was everything required, 

in Katy's view, to operate a standard branch line railroad 11 in an 

up-to-date and efficient manner." Telephone and telegraph apparatus 

quickly was installed at the various BM3.E stations, and within two 

weeks butterfly train order boards were similarly installed at all 
. i 

telegraph stations. This special train also distributed fuel oil, 

grease, eil, gasoline, nails, and a vari'i:!ty of cooperage materials. 2 

A bridge gang frem the Katy's Northwestern District soon was 

sent to rebuild the Beaver River bridge near Beaver, and a ditcher was 

dispatched to clean the cuts between Tracy and Hovey. At the same 

time, Katy suggested that the existing light-weight rail would be re-

placed with heavier stock and. that the roadbed would be ballasted w~th 

material other than dirt. Before the M~K-T .assumed control, the BM3.E 

offered daily-except-Sunday mixed train service between Beaver and 
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Roeker but only irregular service west of Heoker. It also was implied 

that Katy would make improvements in the periedicity and quality of 

this train service. Keyes and ether. cemmunities on the BM!IE asked the 

M-K-T to extend fuil passenger service to them and ~rged the P~st 

Office D~partment ta authorize Railway Mail Service over the Beaver 

Read. 11 If the patrens of our roads desire this service, they certain,ly 

will get it, as we are here to serve, 11 replied Superintendent Watts. 

Meanwhile, Watts issued a mimeographed .~ime~ard which, it was claimed, 

weuld serve "until an employes t· time table in regular form'' ca\,lld be 

provided. Thus the immediate change of ewne.rship was characterized 

by the implementation of certain betterments and the promise of mere 

3 ta came ... 

The sale of the Beaver Road to the Katy naturally resulted in 

numerous changes in 'personnel. The entire membership ef the road's 

beard ef directors changed so that the new composition was almost 

entirely Katy officials and prominent shippers from its main line; the 

Panhandle was unrepresented except by J. B. Boolin, one of the lawyers 

who helped facilitate the sale of the B~E to the Katy. E~ E. Booth, 

former superintendent was retained as Mr. Watts' assistant, and R. H. 

Borsey, former general agent at Heoker, was continued as assistant 

auditor and timekeeper. The two B~E train crews, the nine section 

foremen, and all track laborers likewise were retained. Hewever, 

former Katy men were placed in every depot along the Beaver Road. 

'!'.hose so assigned were: 

J. c. Parks, former cashier at Fi;ederick, agent at Beaver 
c. J. Morahan, former cashier at Altus, joint agent at Forgan , 
c. M. Templin, from Katy's Southern Division, agent at Turpin 
E. B. Parks, former cashier at Elk City, agent at Hooker 
J. E. Fulmer, relief agent on Northwestern District, agent Tracy 



L. w. Self, former agent Duke, agent at Eva 
H. L. Knight, from Katy's Southern Division, .agent at ~yes 
J. C~ English, from Katy's Southern Division, cashier at Hooker 
J. Gilardi, former agent at Forgan, BM&E traveling ageqt 
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.The former Katy engine watchman at Forgan, G. L. Davis, was transferred 

!to Hooker on the BM&E, and F. A. Hanson, a Katy lineman, accepted a 

similar position on the BM&E at Hooker. Katy engine and train crews 

appeared on the line in 1931 to help move the massive grain shipments 

of that season, but after the rush they returned to their regular 

4 
positions. 

The former Katy employees did not take a condescending attitude 

toward the Beaver Road but they did poke fun at it. Virtually every 

railroad has been labeled with a humorous epigram designed to fit its 

own corporate initials; the Denver & Rio Grande Western (D&RGW) has 

been called the Dangerous & Rapidly Growing Worse, the Texas Central 

(TC) was known as the Tin Can, and the Minneapolis & St. Louis (M&StL) 

was referred to at the Midnight & Still Later. Katymen christened the 

BM&E the Butter, Milk & Eggs. Not to be outdone, Beaver employees 

identified the MK&T as the Meat, Kraut & Taters and jokingly referred 

5 to themselves as Bilious Monkeys & Eggheads. 

Most residents of the Panhandle were pleased when the M-K-T 

secured control of the BM&E. "It is just what this section needs--a 

progressive, enterprising railroad management, alive to our needs and 

ready to provide the best service permitted by conditions," stated 

R. F. Baker of Hooker. In 1931, Katy likewise seemed happy to share 

in the future of the Panhandle. "We are well aware of the fact," said 

President Cahill, "that this portion of Oklahoma is only now coming into 



its own and that the future presents a very strong prospect •• , .It is 

our earnest hope to serve this section in a way that will attest the 

interest we so long have had in it , 116 

Yet the BM!GE did retain its corperate identity. After July 1, 
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1931, it was operated as a separate if wholly owned subsidiary of the 

M-K-T, Earlier, in 1929, when the Katy was hoping te acquire the Beaver 

Road, it had maintained that the entire overhead or supervisory expense 

incurred by the BM!GE would be eliminated inasmuch as the M-K-T expected 

to operate the line as an extension. of its Northwestern Di~'trict. One 

Katy official argued then that the traditional terminal at Forgan .would 

merely be moved west on the BM!GE and thereby complete a through freight 

division from Woodward. Nevertheless, Katy management later altered 

its position, perhaps due to rate divisions that made a separate 

corporation more profitable. 7 

The oft-stated long range goal of the BM!GE was the coal fields 

of Nertheastern New Mexico, This had been an en-ag.ain eff-again 

project, but on March 12, 1931, the editor of the Hooker Advance confi

dently asserted that the Katy, as new owners of the B~E, would build 

the road to Des Moines, New Mexico. To the fuel-starved residents ef 

the Panhandle, who still called cow chips "Hereford Coal," t.his was 

good news indeed. Apparently, however, the Katy never seriously con

sidered extending the line as far as Des Moines, although it may have 

centemplated construction as far as the New Mexico border. The January 

2, 1932, issue of Railway Age intimated that Katy anticipated no "pros

pective extension•• of the line. This was a wise decision, Coal mining 

in the Raton area gradually diminished, and the connecting railroad 

between Raton and Des Moines, on which the BM!GE would have depended for 



coal traffic, was abandoned in 1935. In fact, Katy management was 

even unwilling to allow the BM!cE to build a transfer track with the 

Santa Fe at Keyes, apparently feeling that such a connection would 

have short hauled the Beaver Road oh roost interchange traffic moving 
\ 

via that gateway. As early as October of 1932 a meeting was held at 
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Hooker to protest the absence of an itterchange track at Keyes. D~le-

gates at this meeting were particularly interested in securing for 

themselves lower rates on coal and oil. Nevertheless, not unti'l the 

autumn of 1936 was a 389' connecting track placed in service west of 

8 the BM!cE depot at Keyes. 

In all three counties of the Oklahoma Panhandle, the number of 

farms decreased each decade after 1910. By 1930 there were only 887 

farms in Cimarron County, 2,020 in Texas County, and 2,047 in Beaver 

county. Yet the production of wheat increased, depending, of course, 

on the capricious whims of the weather. Farmers in the area learned 

to carry surpluses of fat years over to lean ones. One longtime 

resident recalled that the accepted yardstick of agricultural succes~ 

in the Panhandle was: 

One crop in three years--people can get along 
One crop in two years--presperity 
One crop per year--Boom! 

By the late 1920s, 64 per cent of the farmers in the heart of the 

Southern Great Plains were dependent on cash crops--usually wheat--for 

a living. In Cimarron County, farmers produced only 590,000 bushels 

of wheat in 1924, but four seasons later the production had risen to 

nearly 2.5 million bushels. Then came what 'one writer called the 

11 super-duper, ultra-terrific wheat year11 --l931. Unhappily, this was a 

mixed blessing. On June 10, 1931, number one wheat at Amarillo brought 



50¢ per bushel, but as the bounteous harvest ef new wheat reached the 

.elevators the bottom seemingly' dropped out of the market. At Keyes,· 

wheat sold fer only. 24¢ per bushel later that summer, which resulted 

in bankruptcy for numerous farmers. The total wheat production fer 

Cimarron County alone was nearly 6 million bushels in 1931~ 9 

Katy expected that no fewer than 6,000 cars of wheat would be 

originated on the B~E as a result of 1931 bumper crop. By early 

July 4, 936 cars already had moved en the Katy System; of these, 

3,000 had been loaded on the B~E and on the M-K-T's Northwestern 

District. Despite this volume, those farmers who could de so were 
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holding their wheat; Katy officials estimated that 60 per cent of the 

harvest would be stored for future shipment. On July 1, 1931, the 

day that Katy assumed operation of the Beaver, 96 unbilled and unsold 

cars of wheat--loaded at Mouser and Hough--plugged the Hooker yards. 

With the price of wheat depressed and their bins filled to capacity, 

elevator operators had leaded these box cars which were subject to 

billing on consignment. They were then moved to Hutchinson, Kansas, 

Houston, Texas, or other points while the consignees hoped for a ri$e 

in prices on the grain market. The contents of these cars eventually 

were sold enroute, although the process was time consuming and waste-

ful of ton miles. In August, farmers received a paltry 20¢ per bushel 

at Amarillo. After 15 months, and another growing season later, Hooker 

elevators were paying only 26¢ per bushel. The full force of the de

pression had come to the Panhandle. lO 
I 

Nature then attempted a total eclipse of the region. As early as 

1895, the Alva Review had taken note of a severe dust storm which had 

whirled into the area from the nfi)rth. Anotqer preview, of the 11.IHrty 
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,. 
Thirties" occurred in the Panhandle in March ef 1923 when a devastating 

wind swept in from the north and west. 11We do not think the scene 

will be witnessed again for generations to come, 11 opined the always 

optimistic editor of the Hooker Advance. "Blissful peace and happi-

ness," he continued, "is always found on the prairies, where man finds 

.contentment and prosperity.". His prophecy was sadly in error. In 

1932 the winds were strong--strong enough on April 17 to blow down the 

BM&E's engine housa at Beaver. The following year was hot, dry, and 

windy. The wheat harvest for the three county Oklahoma Panhandle 

averaged but 18/100 of a bushel per acre. Near Hooker some 60 cattle 

per day died of a disease brought on by the dust storms, 40 of which 

had been recorded in the vicinity during the first six months of 1933. 

An April storm in 1934 dumped dirt from the Panhandle on the Capitol 

in Washington, D.c •• Yet there was ample rain that season to eroduce 

a 3.5 miliion bushel wheat crop;. Unhappily, the small harvest gave 

only false hope, for the rains then failed again. By the Fourth of 

July cattle in the area were shot daily, while entire dairy herds were 

sold and shipped east from stock pens at BM'l.E stations. Beef cattle, 

toe--at least those which were still healthy--were shipped to the 

Kansas City Union Stockyards by the carload, and even by the trainload, 

from points on the Beaver Road. One farmer who stayed in the Panhandle 

during the Dirty Thirties simply because he had no other pl~ce to go, 

sent one shipment of cattle to Kansas City and received a mere 3¢ per 

ll pound fer them. 

In prior years the average annual rainfall in Cimarron Cou~ty had 

been 16.8 inches. In 1930 the county received 21.09 inches of moisture, 

and in 1931 it produced a bulging 5,920,500 bushel wheat crop. However, 
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only 8.62 inches fell on Cimarron County farms in 1934, and not ene 

grain was harvested there in the next year. Land values in the county 

dropped so low that property could not be sold. On April 14, 1935, a 

black blizzard hit Beaver County, a harbinger of things to Gome. The 

term "Dust Bowl, 11 by this time had become common. Farmers 11harvested11 

Russian thistles (tumbleweeds); then even these died as did the Jack-

rabbits. On the BMS.:E and on the other roads too, railroaders com-

plained that the dust was stopping their precision watches. A total 

of 61 storms hit the Panhandle in 1935. 12 

At Baker, the Rock Island agent learned to keep an eye on the 

weather from her depot-home near the BMliE crossing. When she saw 

"smoke-like clouds billowing up a.lmost to the dome of heaven and 

appearing ta suck up the who le earth," she deserted the depot, gathered 

the family and dog, and waited out the storm in a neighbor's dug-out. 

If a storm developed during the night, sheets were datl¥lened and hung--

like a pup-tent--over the beds. A farm wife near Eva used oil cloths 

on the window sill~ and between the upper and lower sashes in a 

vain attenq:>t to forestall the movement of dust into her home. The 

combination of economic depression and Dust Bowl conditions drove 

people from the land without mercy. In one Texas County township 

along the B~E, only eight ~laces out of a possible 136 were still 

occupied by those who made the original homestead entry. Early in 

March, 1936, a newspaper in that county carried two notices of fore-

closure proceedings and nine notices of sheriff's sales. Although 

leaving the homelands was a tragic experience, remaining, too, was 

a grim business. One veteran ~MliE section foreman who stayed through 

i 
those dark days later sai4, 11We lived through it,' but I don't know 
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how.1113 

With na grass and only a few weeks an his 640 acres, one farmer 

near Eva decided in May, 1935, to ship his few remaining ·cattle to more 

fertile pastures in the central part of Oklahoma. His 27 head, com-

prising a partial load, were billed on the B~E for $46. Tq~se same 

animals were returned to him in the fa11 en a special 85 per cent 

drought rate. A weary but helpful trai'n crew unloaded them in the dead 

af night, and an even wearier owner dreve them home at dawn. Meanwhile, 

the wheels of government finally ground out some assistance. One 

thoughtful contemperary observer commented that 11 the benefit payments 

under the AAA arid the wage payments from Federal work projects are 

all that have saved a large territery" in the Panhandle from abandon-

ment. Another government project fostered the development of shelter 

belts. The first of these was begun near Brinkman on the Katy' S' North .. 

western District in southwestern Oklahoma. 14 

During 1936~ a total of 45 storms roared across the P~nhandle. 

.. i . ·" 
Prospects for recovery looked bleak, and one group of experts recom-

mended that the government purchase and permanently retire 2.25 million 

acres of land in the affected area. Later in the year President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt received a report which chrenicl~d the origins 

of ·the Dust .Bowl conditiens. In summary, gavernment researchers de .. 

termined that: 

A). Too much marginal land had been plowed up 
B) The grasslands had been overstocked 
C) Cash crop farming .hpd d~sastrouqly led to.a lack 

of crap rotation arid ta an over dependence on wheat 
E>) Farmers had engag-ed in improper methods and techniques 

of farming, land management, and water conservation• 

Even as the New Deal attempted to ameliorate these problems, weather 
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conditions worsened in 1937, Storms began as early as January, con-

tinued in February, and int'ensified in March. On March 21 schools in 

the Panhandle and those as faf east as Woodward were forced to close 

due to a severe dust storm. Before the year had ended no less than 110 

"destructive dust storms" had raked the Panhandle. Cimarron County 

experienced crop failures in 1937 and 1938, although Beaver and Texas 

counties each had partial crops both years. Over 70 storms hit Cimar-

ron, Texas, and Beaver counties in 1939; yet while the frequency 

dropped in 1939, the dirt blizzard of March 11, 1939, was proclaimed'· 

the worst of all. 15 

These rampaging storms naturally interfered with the normal opera-

tions of the BIBE. A former engineer on the Beaver Road later recalled 

that it was necessary to "switch by sound"; signals, ordinarily passed 

visually, were shouted during dust storms. Frequently it was neces-

sary for section men to patrol the track ahead of the trains. On one 

occasion a section man from Keyes, John Walters, used his mater car 

te inspect the track between Keyes and Hopkins. When he arrived .at 

Hopkins he boarded the locomotive of a westbound train to tell the 

engineer that the road to Keyes was clear. A storm was in progress, 

however, and visibility had dropped to zero. The train headed toward 

Keyes, but one.mile west of Burton it slamme.d into a cut and derailed· 

in a five-foot drift of dirt. Less than an hour before, Walters had 

passed through that same cut on his tiny motor car without difficulty.16 

A few years earlier, before the vicious nature of the wind was 

fully evident to railroad etnployees, an
1 

even more bizarre incident 

took place on the western port on of th:e BIBE. During the dark hou.rs 

before dawn, the crew of a wes bound train spotted a number of grain 
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cars far loading at the Hopkins elevator, mile post 95.2 0 Sleepy 

brakemen did not set hand brakes on the cars and neither did they set 

the derail behind the cars. Buri rig the next afternoon a fierce wind 

developed which literally blew the cars out of the siding, through 

the switch, and anto the main line. Aided by a slight descending 

grade the cars gathered momentum as they headed east. Twenty minutes 

later a dumbfounded elevator man at Eva stared at the fast approaching 

but locomotiveless train of cars. He ran to tell Hugh Parks, the 

local section foreman, and together they gave chase in a Medel T Ferd. 

Parks had earlier placed a 12-mile-per-hour slow order on a stretch of 

track near Muncy but as the cars hit the dawn hill grade toward Goff 

Creek they safely passed over the "slow" track at more than 50 miles 

per hour. Meanwhile, a thoroughly alarmed w. c. Anderson, the agent 

at Eva, warned the Hooker office that he had just seen boxcars flying 

by his bay window. The agent at H<;>0ker, E• B. Parks, passed the mes-

sage to section formeman J. R. Bone, who pronptly removed a rail at the 

west end of the Hooker yard. Thankfully, a forced derailment was un-

necessary. The itinerant cars negotiated the bridges over Goff Creek 

but slowed on the uphill grade near Hovey. By this time Parks and the 

elevator man had caught up with them. The cars were boarded and the 

hand brakes set lest they continue on their unauthorized voyage. The 
,· 

dispatcher then unsurprisingly issued an order that brakes be set 

thereafter on all cars spotted at sidings along the B~E. 17 

Throughout the history of the line? cr~ws were admonished to 

operate thei~ tralns 11 under full control between mile posts 73 and 77 

expecting to find sand ove;r the rails. 11 This four-mile stretch was 

always troublesome, but further west at mile post 103 the cuts became 
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so thareughly .filled with dirt in 1937 that two steam shevels were dis-

patched to clear them. Operated by ,what BM!cE crews called ''Dinky 

Skinners," these Katy men and their steam shevels spent several ctays 

opening the road. Meanwhile, service to Keyes was indefinitely s1us
• 

pend,ed. Elsewhere many shallow cuts simply disappeared when. the track 

was jacked up ta rest en the dirt ballast recently deposited there by 

a passing storm. S~ctien foremen at Keyes and Eva frequently hired 

local men as well as drifters when it became necessary to shovel sand 
I 

frem the right-of-way. From 1936 through 1939, it was not unusual ta 

see between 25 and 30 men, assisted by two or three teams with fresnoes, 
I 

digging out the line. The capricious wind also played tricks on the 

maintenance-of-way people. Cuts reportedly filled with sand at the 
, 

end of one day .~ften were clear when laborers arrived the next. A 

subsequent evening storm or shift in wind would mysteriously relocate 

h h "f . d 18 t e s 1 ting san s. 

The BM&E did whatever it could to assist\ the Panhandle during 

the.~.e difficult y~rs. Rates were lowered to help livesteck. owners who 

wanted ta' farm out their cattle during the hot, dry surraner' nM;)nths but 

who wanted them returned in the fall. In 1931, merchants and farmers 

at Hooker donated a carload of wheat to the Red CJ;ess. The grain was 

milled free by the Altus Milling Company and distributed tb needy 

drought sufferers. The BM&E and the Katy happily assisted. in this 

project. ~Trainmen found another way to help; they obligingly allowed 

hob0 es to ride with them. Ind~ed, one engineer frequently' stepped the 

. train between stations to pick up hobo es. Heoke·r was the favored .. 

destination fer these men, for they could "catch" trains on .the Rock· 

Island's Golden State Route at that peint. 19 
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With the coming of hard times, all of Katy's plans for improving 

the physical facilities af fhe· Beaver Read disappeared •. Anticipated 

improvements in train service also evaporated. In fact, the p·eriod

icity of movements suffered after the M-K-T purchased the BM&E. Regu

larly advertised trains disappeared by 1932. In lieu of scheduled 

trains, the BM&E offered "irregular mixed train service" throughout the 

period. However, the usual pattern was to operate a tlight run over the 

BM&E to coll\)liment the daylight freight schedules of the M-K-T at 

Forgan. The Rock Island agent at Baker simply learned to expect 

BM&E trains only when she saw them. 20 

Residents of the Panhandle received a particularly welcome Christ

mas present late in 1939 when 14 inches of snow blanketed the area. 

Soaking rains followed in the spring, and the area's wheat productton 

reached 46 .8 million bushels. The 1942 harvest even exceeded that of 

1931, but the next harvest was slightly below normal in the Panhandle. 

Then followed three successive bumper crops. The Dirty Thirties--the 

infamous Dµst Bowl E>Giys--had passed. Yet its effects were evident. 

Cimarron County attained its maximum population in 1930. Ten years 

later the census revealed a loss of 1,754 people for that county. In 

the same decade, Beaver County's population dropped by 2,804, while 

Texas County had 4,304 fewer inhabitants after the Dirty Thirties. 

Moreover, there were 1, 282 fewer farms in the Panhandle in 1940 as 

21 
compared to 1930. 

Uncle Jake Achenbach cons{dered the acquisiton of brand new equip

ment to be a consunnnate extravagance when similar inexpensive second-

hand items were available. Thus at the time of its acquisition by the 

M-K-T inl931, the Beaver Road owned five used locomotives including: 
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Number 1 - 2-6-0, acquired in August, 1915 
Number 2 - 2-6-0, acquired in October, 1916 
Number 229 4-6-0, acquired in May, 1928 
Number 237 4-6-0, acquired in May, 1929 
Number 454 2-6.;.Q, acquired in E>ecember, 1924 

These elderly mills were then in various stages of disrepair, and, ex-

cept for number 237 which survived until 1934, all were scrapped in 

1"932. Numbers 1 and 2 had been stored unserviceable on weed-grown 

tracks east of the Forgan depot and were cut up and shipped from that 

location. The three spindly box cars owned by the BM&E likewise were 
' 

scrapped, but the road's two venerable side-doer cabooses were retained 

and decorated in Katy livery. As replacement locomotives the M-K-T 

sent its own 400 and 500 class engines, used extensively on its North-

western Bistrict, to fulfill the power needs of the BM&E. Occasion-

ally, however, a few 600 class 2-8-0s reached the Beaver's rails. 

These machines, heavier and mere powerful than the 2-6-0s, were employed 
' 

as snow plows but also were used to power ditchers. The BM&E 1 s rolling 

22 
stock needs were supplied from the Katy's general car supply. 

Before the depression deepened, many carloads of hogs were shipped 

to market from Beaver. This traffic, like livestock traffic generally, 

deteriorated during the Dirty Thirties. However, as rainfall ameunts 

returned to normal, so did the BM&E 1 s livestock business. Stock pens 

pere located at Beaver, Hough, Muncy (changed from Tracy in 1933), 

Eva, and Keyes. At Baker an arrangement was made with the Rock Island 

to use their stock pens and tracks. Cattle from Mexico and Texas 

moved into the Panhandle on the Beaver Road each spring. If consigned 

to ranchers whose land adjoined the right-of-way, portable chutes were 

employed to unload the cattle. If not, the cars were taken to stock 

pens at the various stations. In the fall, many of these animals were 
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reloaded for shipment, generally to Kansas City or to St. Joseph, · 
J 

Mis sour~. Catt le consigned to these paints were delivered to the 
i 

Santa Fe at Keyes, the Rock Island at Hooker, or the Katy at Forgan. 

Sheep also were shipped in; ordinarily they were "jumped" from the 

h d . . . . . 23 cars to t e a Joining grazing areas. 

With the return of prosperity, fewer and fewer hobos availed 

themselves of the Beaver Road's personalized passenger service. Har-

vest hands were carried as always, and occasionally a paying passenger 

showed up. Even less frequently, a Katy official arrived with his 

private car for an excursion over the Butter, Milk & Eggs road. On 

one occasion, however, a board-of-directors special passed over the 

entire line, and on another occasion a genuine passenger train was 

hat_ldled by the Beaver Road~· A photograph owned by T. J. Robb, Jr., a 

farmer BM$c:E engineer, shews a ten-car train pulled by a diminutive Katy 

passenger locomotive arriving in the Forgan yards. This unique move-

ment, a "Wichita Boosters Train," had been brought over the BM&E from 

the Rock Island at Hooker and was forwarded to Woodward on the M-K-T. 

Individual passenger service ef quite another type was utilized by the 

agent at Keyes. Before the construction of reliable highways, Albert 

Dowdy used a motor car to get from Keyes to the elevators at Burton 

and Hopkins. Dowdy picked up the bills of lading from these shippers, 

cranked up his "putt-putt car," and returned to Keyes. At Keyes and 

elsewhere, station, agents h~d to provide their own transportation in 

order to deliver. Western µnion wires. As better public roads became 

:•·available, LCL shipments declined in volume. Yet through the war years 

and even later, LCL and Railway Express traffic was handled in line 

.cars or in the caboose. The use of line cars to move packing house 
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products ended by the mid-1940s, however.24 

In the 1940s a large traffic of non-recurring shipments moved 

over the light rails of the BM&E. In 1943, .tracks were built for a 

new Cities Service Transportation and Chemical Company plant at 

·' 
Straight, 13.3 miles west of Hooker. This facility promoted the subse-

quent movement of materials necessary for the construction of the pipe 

lines which soon laced the area. The Cities S~rvice Oil Company built 

a loading rack at the same location in 1945, and this gave new but 

sporadic business to the BM&E. In the same period, the Beaver handled 

trainloa,ds of gravel and asphalt for road construction projects. 25 

Dust storms were not the only problems of nature with which the 

BM&E had to deal. Snow and water presented almost perennial diffi-

culties. The blizzard of 1937 was monumental, but any snow that was 

accompanied' by wind.usually filled the right-of-way cuts. Strangely, 

the BM&~ never owned or operated a snow plow. When it was necessary 
\ 

to. clear.' the line, a locometi ve was dispatched to do the job. Some 

of these were equipped with pilot-plows, but in rrost cases the pilot 

was mer1ely 11chained up 11 and, as one veteran engineer described it, 

11we let 'er rip•" He als0 recalled that in these snow removal opera-

tions crew members often. 11 rode the engine all day and never saw the 

tr~ck. 11 Frequently, however, the locomotive became stuck in the 

drifts and had to be dug out by section men before it could 11make 

another run". at the snowy barrier. Adding to the difficulty,· snow 

coming up through the damper often killed the fire. Bucking snow was 

always a difficult and sometimes dangerous job. Two events illustrate 

this. The January 13, 1944, issue of the Hooker Advance reported that 

35.5 inches of snow had fallen there since early December. Six days 
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later, after the BM&E line had been blocked by what had become hard, 

packed snow, eng'ine number 553 turned over near the Hooker depot as 

it was attempting to plow the line. Fortunately crew members sustained 

only minor injuries, altheugh it was necessary to call "the big hook" . 
from Wichita Falls to rerail the locomotive. A few years later two 

locomotives were dispatched to open the road following another storm • 

.All went well t,mtil they reached mile post 67 west of Hough. ·Then, in-

stead of easing into this cut as they had done all day with others, 

the men decided to "really hit this one, 11 although with a lonEl engine. 

Unfortunately, a crust of ice underlaid the snow, and when the charging 

locorooti ve made contact, the ice and not the iron horse was the victor. 

Luckily there were no major injuries to the enginemen~-except a loss 

of dignity. 
26 

Again the wrecker was summoned. 

Although raging water sometimes reached as high as the caps on 

bridges over Goff Creek, damage there was rare. At Beaver, however 

damage to the long pile trestle over the Beaver River was frequent and 

extensive. 0n at least one occasion several bents were swept away 

during a flash flood. Farther! west at nElmore Lake," between Baker 

and Hooker, water often covered the track. For much of one winter, and 

at other times too, BM&E trains detoured over the Rock Island, using 

their trackage from Baker to Liberal and back to Hooker. As might be 
I 

expected, BM&E engineers took particular delight in racing their trains 

27 
over the heavy steel of the Gold State Route. 

Above all else the Beaver Road was the Panhandle's premier grain 

carrier. Even Rock Island representatives admitted that the BM&E 

always made it "though competition" for the wheat traffic. Together 

with its Katy parent, the Beaver reached the right places with the right 
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rates. During harvest season the total energies of the road were 

devoted ta the movement af grain. Engines, cars, and.men were barrewed 

from the Northwestern and other Katy eperating divisions for the annual 

ritual, at least after the Dust Bowl years. Engineer c. w. Dowdy was 

one of many Narthwestern employees whe temporarily were assigned to 

the BM&E. He labeled the Panh,a.ndle country a_s "high, dry, and windy" 

and, like many ethers who worked there during World War II, not alto-

gether good-naturedly referred to the BM&E as the Burma Read. These 

·"foreigners" indeed often found the Panhandle hot and .windy. Yet they 

enjoyed the generally cool nights and discovered that on many days it 

was perfectly calm; one seemingly could hear a pin drop, and exhaust 

reports from hard-working locomotives were heard long befor~ the train 

. . h 28 came into si.g t. 

The Katy men always found the B°M&E track neatly groomed and in fit 

condition ta carry the burden of frequent and heavy trains during the 
I 

harvest periods. The maximum speed ailowed between Forgan and Keyes 

was 18 miles per hour. Regular enginemen who knew the read rarely 

paid attention to this rule, however. One veteran took a five-car 

train from Floris to Forgan, 10.3 miles, in 12 minutes without diffi-

culty. On a later trip with 90 leads of wheat, this engineer's luck 

ran out when 17 of these cars derailed as he vainly made a run for 

troublesome Nash Hill west o~ Forgan. Except for Nash Hill and the 

Goff Creek hills, 500 class engines ceul.d, the men beasted, "pull 

anything you could pump the air eff •" Indeed, with well manic4,red 

track, easy grades, and a talented engineer, these machines c~uld pull 

amazingly long trains except over the hills mentioned. However, even 

under the best conditions, a 500 could handle enly 15 loads eastbound 



out of the Gaff Creek bottoms. As a ~esult, a siding at Hevey, mile 

29 pest 72, was constructed for doubling purposes. 

From J~ne until October the BMl.E ordinarily operated two daily 

trains in each direction, supplemented during the harvest period 
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with one or two other daily trains. A BMl<E crew handled one train each 

way daily, while a second Beaver crew was used on an evening turn-around 

operation. Katy crews manned all other mevements. The following 

itinerary is representative of the tight schedules to which BMl<E' s 

number two crew was subject during the wheat rush: 

Extra 552 - Ju.ly 29, 1944 - Departed Forgan 
II II - July 30, 1944 - Arrived Keyes 
II II - July 30, 1944 Departed Keyes 
II II - July 30, 1944 Arrived Forgan 
II II - July 31, 1944 Departed Forgan 
II II - August 1, 1944 Arrived Keyes 
II II - August 1, 1944 - Departed Keyes 
II II - August 2, 1944 Arrived Forgan 
II II - August 2, 1944 Departed Forgan 
II II - Made three Beaver turns and 
II II - Auguit 2, 1944 - Arrived Forgan 
Extra 596 - August 3, 1944 - Departed Forgan 

Made Beaver turn and 
II II - August 4, 1944 - Arrived Keyes 
II II - August 4, 1944 - Departed Keyes 
II II - August 5, 1944 - Arrived Forgan 

5:20 p.m. 
5:15 a.m. 
2:i5 p.m. 
7:35 p.m. 
1:05 p.m. 
1:05 a.m. 

11:30 a.m. 
l:QO a.m. 
3:15 p.m. 

11:00 p.m. 
6: 40 p.m. 

9:15 a.m. 
5:15p.m. 
7:00 a.m. 

Later, on October 7, -1944, a train left Forgan at 9:05 a.m., turned 

back from Keyes at 5:15 p.m., and was in Forgan at 12:05 a.m •• Thus in 

15 hours this crew covered 210 miles and did all the necessary local 

work. The traffic mix for this run, and others like it during the 

period included wheat; barley, maize, merchandise, sand, chat, gravel, 

coal, engines, soybean cake, cottonseed cake, pipe, cement, and cattle. 

Nevertheless, the Beaver Road 1-s bread-and-butter traffic was grain. As 

the 1945 harvest began, Katy reported that 7, 508 cars of grain from the 

previous year's crop had been loaded on its Northwestern District and 
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en the BIBE. 30 
-~~ 

The impact of the Dirty Thirties and the change ta prosperity in 

the 1940s was reflected in the BM&E 1 s balance sheets. In 1931, when 

Katy acquired the Beaver Road, it earned a profit of $35,801. Opera-

tions for the next year resulted in a deficit of nearly $100,000, and 

for the following five,years the BM&E failed to earn even its eperating 

expenses. Deficits were trinuned between 1938 and 1942 as prosperity 

gradually returned to the Panhandle, and in 1943 the Beaver turned a 

modest profit of $27, 452. In 1944, and in 1949 profits exceeded 

$100,000 and surpassed $200,000 in 1947 and 1948. Smaller profits re-

sulted from operations in 1945 and 1946. As the decade of the 1940s 

drew to a close, the BM&E was still a dirt track railroad but neverthe-

less was in remarkably good physical condition. The road was willing 

and able to handle the volume and nature of traffic which then was at-

t'racted to it. The Dust Bowl era was only an ugly memory; the 1940s 

31 
brought prosperity; the future looked even better. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

OF r1EN AND EVENTS: THE NORTHWESTERN DISTRICT 

"Katy has feund the parable 'as you sow, so shall ye reye' 
has a place in the business world as in persenal lif e. 11 

Censtructien of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern festered the 

development of Wichita Falls as an important commercial and transporta-

tion center. It also served to open a large new territory, and it 

provided ~seful and efficient transportation for that area. Its con-

struction and operation resulted in d.i verse employment opportunities 

fer peeple in agriculture, industry, corranerce, and many other fields. 

Additionally, the railroad provided direct employment for several 

hundred workers. A list of employees for the company's transportatien 

department indicates that 657 people found permanent jobs on the Nerth-

western District in that branch of service alone. Most of these were 

trainmen, enginemen) and station employees'. Not included en this list 

were those who worked only briefly in that department. Nor were mainte-

nance-of-way employees, bridgemen, shop workers, carmen, general effice 

personnel, or supervisors included. While additional statistical data 

does net exist, it seems clear that the Northwestern District offered, 

over the years, employment of one type or another for a minimum of 

2,000 people. It also provided temporary work for at least that many 

2 
and probably more. 

Some of these employees formerly held permanent jobs on other 

221 
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railroads: Samuel A. King left the Abilene & Southern to became agent 

at Hollis. Some had been boomers: c. P. Parks alternately was a tele-
i I . 

grapher and a fireman on numerous roads before coming to the WF&NW as a 

brakeman. Others simply lived along the line and took advantage of the 

employment opportunities which it offered; as a 16-year old youngster~ 

L. c. Rodgers hired out in the Wichita Falls roundhouse as a helper. 

These three men, with di verse backgrounds, are representatives ef 

these who found permanent employment on the Northwestern. All eventu

ally retired from the line after lengthy service. 3 

In the earliest days of the line's existence the road was, as one 

veteran later recalled, "desperate for workers and hired all comers.n 

Almest always well received.were the boomers, many of them "running 

' 
under a flag". (using assumed names or forged service letters). C. W. 

Dowdy, who spent over 40 years in engine service on the Northwestern, 

recalled that "nine out of ten. were good men." c. P ~ Parks considered 

them "the best railroaders that ever lived." ·These itinerant rail-
f 

readers were especially helpful during the WF&NW'~ construction years 

and later during the annual harvest rushes. Ordinarily, however, they 

worked only long enough to .. earn a "pie card" before searching again for 

the ''Big Rock Candy Mountain. 114 

The boomers added a romantic flavor to the Northwestern District, 

but they left little visible record. Yet this local labor supply 

contributed a regular flow of temporary and long-term manpower. For 

example Walter R. Smith was hired as a helper by the r~gular depot 

employees at Vici. His duties were to help find and load freight. 

Smith late.r left railroading and eventually s'erved as superintendent 
'· 

of schools at various towns along the Northwestern District. A decade 
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later, Clifton Kay hung around the same depot and learned the station 

business from Walter W. Roan, the agent. Initially, Kay was hired to 

11bed11 stock cars, a task which paid him 25¢ per car and took two hours 

each. L~ter he spent five years as an extra agent-telegrapher on 

the Northwestern before leaving to become a dispatcher on numerous 

other railroads. P. A. Johnston was hired by the M-K-T in 1923 "after 

\hanging around the depot at Burkburnett." Johnston stayed with the 

company until he retired on November 30, 1971. For Wesley P. Altland 

the case was similar. A native of Woodward County, Altland was the 

5 oldest man op. the seniority roster when he retired on. January 31, 1972. 

Promotkons came quickly during the early days and later during 

the Burkburnett boom days. After only three months as helper in the 

Wichita Falls roundhouse, L. c. Rodgers was promoted to fireman. 

Thrilled at the prospect of a road job, he quickly purchased "new 

overalls, a jumper, a blazing red bandana, and a nice stiff cap" and 

reported for duty. c. P. Parks was promoted from brakeman to conductor 

after being with the WF&NW for only 27 days. Dan B. Cullen and P. O. 

Parks both entered train service before World War I and were senior 

men before the boom at Burkburnett. Existing records to not admit an 

accurate evaluation of the number of train crews that were assigned to 

the Northwestern during these years. However, sketchy pay-roll records 

suggest that there were 22 train crews assigned between Wichita Falls 

and Altus in May, 1922. Most veterans feel that there were twice that 

many two years earlier when. the boom was at its. peak. As the boom 

passed and traffic was adjusted, however, the number of employees on 

the line dropped sharply. Men promoted earlier were demoted, and 

junior men were forced to resign. 6 
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Each steam locomotive is said to have had its peculiar person-

ality. So it was with their drivers. Each had his own way of handling 

the machine. Some, like Sam Creecy, were truly "whistle artists." 

Creecy had a way of making the whistle sound eerie, particularly at 

night; everybody knew that he was at the throttle by his "lost boy 

whistle." Creecy was also known as a fast runner. It was said that in 

chain-gang service (first crew in, first crew out). he could make two 

miles while other crews made one. Small wonder, then, that he is the 

best remembered of all Northwestern engineers. Another engineer, 

Fred Cook, frequently was assigned to passenger train service. Cook 

always tried to arrive in Burkburnett a few minutes early. Succeeding 

in that, he would remove his gloves, place them on the brake valve, 

light up a cigarette, and lean back in the seat for a few minutes 

relaxation. Most engineers had a favorite piece of t~ack where 

they liked to make up lost time. John c. Coldwell' s favorite race 

track was between Moorewood apd Hamm0n. Others found the flat plain 

T. t the;r l;ki"ng. 7 near ipton more o ~ ~ 

The men of the Northwestern always enjoyed spinning yarns about 

themselves and others who had labored on those lines. One story con-

cerned a hefty brakeman who bragged that in unloading LCL from a box 

car he had carried out a barrel of oil under each arm. A diminutive 

brakeman standing nearby is said to have verified the story, adding 

that he had followed his mighty colleague from the car while he himself 

had carried a piano on his back. On another occasion an engineer dur-

ing steam days is reported to have corrrrnitted a cardinal sin by running 

out of water near mile post 190. Leaving the train there, he took the 

locomotive to Vici and filled the tank. Later, when he returned with 



the train--now considerably delayed by his earlier absent-mindedness--

the agent handed up a message from the dispatcher which pointedly 

asked; 11Why did yeu cut off and run for water?" The huffy engineer 

scribbled out a return wire which read: 11No water available at mile 
I 

post 190. 11 Sectionmen delighted in telling of correspondence between 

two fictional railroaders, Superintendent Finnegan and Section Foreman 

Flannigan. According to the story, Flannigan always sent lengthy, 

detailed reports to the Superintendent whenever he derailed his rootor 

car. Finnegan requested that future reports be abbreviated. Thus the 

next report read: "Supt. Finnegan. Motor car off again. On again. 

Gone again. Flannigan." 

P. o. Parks considered the WF&NW "Exceptionally good to work for." 

Parks' evaluation extended to the M-K-T as well and represents the 

prevailing thought of those who worked en the Nerthwestern Elistrict. 

As a result, a rather unusual loyalty develeped between the company , 

and its employees. Perhaps it was because most officials took a per-

senal interest in the welfare of "the men.". In 1921 when the agent 

··' 
at Sharon wanted to complete a course in telegraphy at Chilicothe 

Business Colleg~, Superintendent F& W. Grace granted him a leave of ab-

sence and provided him with free passes. Moreover, a succession of 

superintendents did everything possible to retain in service even the 

most flagrant violators of company rules. One engineer who had a long 

record of poor performance was fired in 1920 for delaying a train. One 

·year later a number of senior engineers and the union's local chairman 

convinced company officials to reinstate him. Eventually he retired 

after more than a half-century of service. Another engineer was fired 

in 1931 for violation of the "infamous" Rule G--drinking while on duty. 



This man, too, was reinstated because company officials knew that he 

was "hard up" and because of his "previously good record." In 1939 
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he again was retlX}ved from service for drinking, but one month later he 

was back at work. At least two station agents were dismissed for 

violating Rule G and then rehired after petitions were recei..ved by 

the company from prominent citizens of their respective conununities. 

Morale among employees i.n all branches thus remained high over the 

years. Few employees looked .forward to retirement. Many were like 

James I. Burt, who reluctantly "pulled the pin" in 1960 after spending 

48 of his 77 years with the railroad. 8 

While few employees were permanently dismissed, fewer still had 

perfect records. Company officials did keep a battery of stenographers 

busy typing and mailing demerit reports to offending personnel. This 

was the railroad's way of disciplining its help; as Superintendent 

F. P. Blount told a concerned shipper at Laverne. in 1935, "the matter 

of discipline is paramount in handling employes and unless such disci

pline is maintained the morale of the entire organization suffers.". 

Often demerits were given for mi.nor offenses. One agent received 10 

demerits when he failed to "comply with Rule J at Laverne, August 8, 

1924, by not wearing agent's cap while working train #53. 11 At another 

station, an agent received a like number of minus marks when an 

official discovered him ,smoking while working the same passenger train. 

Superintendent D~ c. Dobbins assured the offender that 11 There is abso

lutely ne excuse for thi.s and we are not going to tolerate employes 

smoking on duty. 11 E~ B. Parks, who was considered by many of his 

peers to be the best telegrapher on the line, received 10 demerits at 

Hollis in 1925 when the Western Uni.on operator was unable to transmit 
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a wire to him. In 1931 the agent at Sharon was chagrined to learn 

that he had earned five demerits for failing properly to date his 

waiting room's bulletin board. The same man earlier had failed to have 

a fire built in the waiting room stove prior to the arrival of a pas-

senger train; for this his personal record was assessed 10 minus marks. 

However, when the safe at Laverne was robbed because the agent had left 

it unlocked, only 20 demer:hs were given. Finally, one hapless em

ployee earned no fewer than 190 demerits in 18 years, but was retained 

in service and finally retired in 1957 after 47 years with the 

9 
company. 

Station agents often were considered pillars of the conununity in 

which they \vorked. This is easy to understand, for prior to advanced 

telephone service and modern highways they were the local representa

tives of the only available commercial communication and transportation 

companies. The fact that they could send and receive messages via 

telegraph implied a certain superiority. As "lightning slingers, 1' 

these men were the first in town to know the latest news as well as the 

latest gossip. Express and LCL shipments were handled by them, and in 

order to ride the passenger trains one even had to buy a ticket from 

them. Thus everyone in the community knew the 11 depot agent•" During 

the depression, agents were frequently considered to "have money" 

since they were among the few residents of smaller communities who re

ceived regulir incomes. As late as 1963, 56 people at Grandfield 

signed a petition asking that Eugene R. Dowdy be continued there as 

agent; Dowdy had been displaced by a senior employee when the Hammon 

10 
station was closed. 

The depression brought economic dislocation to railroaders and 
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non-railroaders alike. At Vici; ordinary law~abiding folks boarded. 

coal cars when freight trains st~pped there for water. Before the 

trairi began to move they threw off what fuel they could and then de-

train~d to pick it up. At Camargo a young girl used ~ gunny sack to 

gather coal that had fallen from passing trains onto the conpany 1 s 

right-of-way. Residents there and elsewhere also sought used ties as 

fuel during those hard times. Friendly section men frequently placed 

them where they could easily be found by those whom they knew to be 

the mast needy. Many railroaders, especially those in tr;ain service, 
i; 

were laid off during the hard times ef the 1930s. Even men who had 20 

years and more of service were furloughed. Engineers were reduced to 

firemen and then completely released. Between 1932 and 1941 many of 

these men were used, if at all, during harvest season or at other 

times on an emergency basis. One engineer found temporary employment 

as a policeman at Altus, but when business increased in the early 

1940s he returned to the railroad. In 1941 and through 1943 many 

Northwestern enginemen were leaned ta main line divisiens due to heavy 

wartime traffic. As the area served by the Northwestern slowly re-

covered from the corribined effects of the Dust Bowl and the depression, 

these men·returned to handle trains at Wichita Falls, Altus, and 

11 Woodward. 

Between 1930 and 1935 annual picnics were held at Woodward for 

all Katy employees and their families.. These were gala affairs. Long 

tables were set up to hold a bounteous supply of culinary delights; 

athletic contests occupied the younger set; and, prohibition notwith-

standing, those with thirst settled the dust in their throats with an 

occasional slug of whisky. Perhaps this was "Canyon Run, 11 distilled 



illegally in the scrub oak area near Camargo. As one farmer residE,mt 

of that area explained it, "Prohibition never came to Dewey Ceunty .• 11 

/ 

This fact was universally applauded by the railroad's bridge gangs, 

who frequently were sent to Camargo to maintain or repair the lengthy 

timber trestle over the South Canadian River nearby. Many trainmen 

likewise rejoiced in this happy situation. Car.rying a covered wicker 
• 

basket, one local bootlegger regularly met the freight trains. To 

camouflage his nefarious dealings, he always announced to the eager 
~'. 

railroaders: "Here are your cackle-berries." Inside the basket, of 

course, was a bottle of "Canyon Run," the local moonshine or white 
. 12 

lightning. • Ill 

Undoubtedly one of the most widely known and clearly one of the 

most colorful of all Northwestern employees was Pau1 o. Parks. As a 

youngster, Parks was known at Vici as a sign painter, an adept amateur 

athlete, and a consummate practical joker. He gained employment Ol'l the 

railrea4 in 191.5, served in the Army during World War I and, after 're-
.ot<i ... I 

turning· ta railroad service, was promoted from brakeman to conductor 

during the Burkburnett boom ~eriod. Parks was a well-dressed, even 

flashy, passenger brakeman and conductor, although he spent most ef his 

years in freight service between Woodward and Forgan. Every shipper 

knew him as did most of the others who lived along the line. At La-

verne, Mrs. Jacob c. Holmes recalled. that Parks speiled her children 

by bringing treats· for them eve~y time a shipment was made by the 

Holmes Livestock Company. 11P~ 0. 11 always was a Woodward booster. 

Whenever he had a chance to do so he distributed promotional material 

at on-line stations. But railroading eventually interfered with his 

work, and he retired in 1952. Then he busied himself as a Sergeant-at-
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Arms of the Oklahoma State Senate, as promoter of annual Fourth of July 

shows at Woodward, and as the town's Santa Claus during the Christmas 

season. With his long, flowing white hair, bushy eyebrows, mustache; 

and goatee, he was a natural for the role of Santa. One of his con-

tinuing intere~ts has been the popular Woodward rodeo; on its behalf 

he has traveled more than 50,000 miles. Parks was never much of a 

. horseman himself; rather, the hustle and bustle of rodeo time was what 

has appealed to him. The indefagitable Parks was 86 years young in 

1973. 13 

Only a few women were employed on the Northwestern District, most 

of them in station service. Between 1926 and 1932, Elizabeth C• Thoma-

·son a~ted as relief agent at Carter while her husband, John. G. Thoma-

son, relieved other agents on the line for their annual vacations • .. 

D~ring the depre·ssion .she was unemployed, but as the war drew in
!. \ 

creasing numbers of men into the service and as her husband had become 
·, 

disabled, Mrs. Thomason again entered station service. She retired 

in 1960. Another woman agent was Bertie L. Denton. She worked at a 

number of stations during the 1920s, resigned, and like Mrs. Thomason, 

returned to the Katy during the war to stay there until retiring in 

1967. Probably the first woman to .be employed on the Northwestern was 

Julia V. Roan. Although the railroad apparently had a prohibition 

against hiring women at that time, the agent at Laverne employed her 

to do clerical work at that station anyway. Payroll records listed 

her simply as J. v. Roan, and officials were unaware for some· time 

that they had a woman working on the line. Later she learned 

telegraphy and was fully employed as an agent-telegrapher. When she 

arrived at Knowles as agent, the local elevator manager promptly and 
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bitterly protested to the railroad that the work there was too heavy 

for a woman. Some time later, when she was promoted to another 

station, the same shipper protested her departure. Railroading was 

practically a tradition in Ms. Roan' s family.. Two of her brothers, 

Walter w. and Norman c. Roan also were agents on the Northwe,stern, and 

her husband, Grover C. Pyle, was Chief Train Dispatcher at Wichita 

Falls. She retired after many years with the railroad. 14 

In August, 1910, L. c. Rodgers made his first trip as a locomotive 

fireman. He was on duty that trip for 25 hours before he was released 

for a few hours rest. When Rodgers retired in 1960, federal regula-

tions limited to 16 hours the maximum time that train crews could be 

on duty without rest had long been on the books. Later the maximum 

was lowered to 14 hours, and beginning in 1973 employees in train 

service can work no more than 12 consecutive hours before rest is 

required. As a fireman in 1918, Rodgers was paid accordi~g to this 

daily rate·of pay: 

Passenger service, 
Way freight service, 
Switching service, 

$5.12 
$6 .08 
$5. 72 

As a locomotive engineer in the same year Rodgers was subject to this 

daily pay schedule: 

Passenger service, 
Way freight service, 
Switching service, 

$6. 56 
$8 .04 
$7.20 

Overtime payments were unknown in 1918. In 1973 the rate of pay that 

Rodgers would have received had he still been working, was computed on 

a mileage basis, 100 miles equaling an eight hour day. Thus, he would 

have received $42.55 per day as an engineer or $37.39 per day as a 

fireman. Both figures were subject to overtime rates after the first 
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eight hours.15 

Other crafts enjoyed similar pay increases over the years. In 

1922, boilermakers earned between 49¢ and 80¢ per hour, depending en 

their ratings. When steam disappeared thirty years later boilermakers 

. were earning from $1.90 to $1.97 per hour. Carmen made from 47¢ to 

80¢ per hour in 1922, but by 1973 they were paid between $5.42 and 

$5.54 per hour. Section laborers were paid $39.25 per month in 

1920; 43 years later they earned $693.43 per mopth. Monthly salaries 
I 

for agents always have differed according to stations but all have 

risen sharply, as this schedule shows: 

Statiori 1922 1973 

Grandfield $220.00 $1,070.58 
Frederick $215.00 $1,093.16 
Altus $240 .oo $1, 124.20 
Elk City $175.00 $1,069.63 16 Woodward $190.00 $1, 077 .21 

Of the many men who began thBir railroad careers on the North-

western, few were more competent than Charles c. Huff~ Appointed as 

General Attorney for the WF&NW in 1908, Huff accorrplished the many 

difficult legal tasks necessary in launching and operating a new rail-

road. In 1914 he became General Attorney for the MK&TqfT and was 

appointed General. Solicitor for the entire Katy. System in 1931. He 

died unexpectedly in 1943 while still serving in that capacity. 

Possibly the most popular operating official on the Northwestern was 

Frank W. Grace. Many employees considered Grace to be a competent 

official and a friend as well. One former engineer recalled that Grace 

was "stern but realistic." He was Katy's Vice President and General 

Manager when he passed away in 1945. A Superintendent who greatly 

admired habits of punctuality and attention to detail was D. C. Dobbins. 



His initials, DCD, were transcribed inta "Den't Come Dragging" by 

employees who accorded him only grudging re~pect. In later years a 

popµlar and effective official was c. W. Robbins, an Assistant Super-

intendent who retired in 1970 after 42 years with the Katy. The last 

operating official assigned directly to the Northwestern District 

was Albert Dowdy. Appropriately he was a man who cut his eyeteeth 

ori the line. Dowdy was hired en April 4, 1939, as a telegrapher at 

Welon Yard (Altus), but spent 1940 and 1941 on the B}.&E as' agent at 

Keyes. After the war he served numerous stations en the Northwestern 

District before becoming Trainmaster at Wichita Falls in the early 

1960s. Dowdy remained in that capacity until February 1, 1973, when 

17 he was reassigned to Fort Worth. 

Disasters on the Northwestern were few in number and.thankfully 

33 

mild in nature. On August 22, 1922, the depot at Mangum. was destroyed 

by fire. 

$18; 957. 

It was replaced by a 241 xl30' brick veneer structure costing 
!~ ... 
~~ ... 

A tornado hit the passenger station at Woodward on April 9, 

~947.,. and did considerable damage, but later the buildin~ was fully 

·repaired. Major derailments likewise were few. A major· catastrophe 

was avoided on Christmas Eve, 1917, when a farmer "looking for some 

stray stock near the North Fork of the Red River found that a rail had 

been turned over by a freight train which had just passed; the alert 

farmer then rushed up the track to flag a heavily loaded southbound 

passenger train which he knew to be approaching. During the mid-1920s 

a nerthbaund passenger train, assisted by a 600 class helper assigned 

to guarantee passage through snow-filled cuts, derailed near Knowles. 

The helper engine turned over while the passenger engine and the 

trailing RPO-s.torage car were derailed. Happily there we~e no major 
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injuries. In the late 1930s,, a section crew pulled their rooter car 

onto a siding at Willow, but forgot to close the switch behind them. 

Meanwhile, the engine crew of train number 53, the southbound passen-

ger, did not see the open switch until remedial action was quite out of 

the questiol,1. The result was a demolished_motor car, a derailed loco-

motive, and an absolutely speechless section crew. Later, shortly 

before the pa.ssenger train was removed north of Woodward, patrons on 

the cars were startled one day near Gate when outside their windows 

a veritable blizzard of feathers appeared. Unfortunately, 300 turkey 

po ult s belonging to Mrs. Earl Kerns had ventured onto the Katy tracks 

coincidental with the passage of the morning train. In this case, the 

simultaneous arrival resulted in a victory for the iron horse, for the 

18 hapless birds suffered a premature slaughter. 

Freight train acciderits were more frequent and more dramatic. The 

first railroad wreck in Beaver County occurred on August 1, 1913, when 

a local freight derailed two miles east of Forgan. In this accident, 

caused by spreading rails, four wooden box cars were demolished, and 

four others plus, the locometive tender were derailed. Brakemen 

Lawrence Baker was injured but fortunately recovered. Three decades 

later the second section of a grain train plunged into the swirling 

waters of the Elm Fork of the Red River after a violent rain storm in 

Texas had sent waters cascading into unsuspecting Oklahoma. This 

flash flood tore out: the Katy bridge north of Mangum under cover of 
~ 

night and went undetected until it was discovered by the searching 

headlight of the onrushing train. The engineer and fireman jumped 

clear before the locomotive and trailing cars shot into the boiling 

waters. However, the head brakeman, riding in the "dog house" atop 
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the tend.er, had little warning and was forced to ride his mobile perch 

in~o the churning waters. He miraculously escaped and was rescu~d 

downstream; a broken leg was his only injury. In the 1960s, as the 

track deteriorated, derailments became much more frequent, if less 

19 dramatic,', due to. slower train speeds. 

Through t.he Dust Bo,;,l days agent W. P. Altland often found it 

necessary to light lamps in the depot during daylight hours. alizzards 

of· dirt outside would cut visibility to near zero. Dust storms on the 

Northwestern District, hewever, were not nearly as bad nor as frequent 
I 
! 

as those experienced on the BM&E. 'However, blizzards of snow periodi-\ 

cally paralyzed the Northwestern in the same fashion and in the same 

magnitude as those which hit the Beaver Road. Each morning after 

the usual 11:00 a.m. time check, Western Union followed with a CND 

report--the weather summary. When weather conditions were threatening, 

Western Union kept telegraphers along the line apprised of the situa-

tion. These operators, in turn, passed the word to other railroaders 

and local residents as well. As blizzards developed, officials at-

tempted to get trains off the line and into terminals until the storms 

had passed. Thus few trains were stranded in drifts along the line. 

When a freight train infrequently was struck in a drift, enginemen 

ordinarily kept the locomotive hot while waiting for help. Meanwhile, 

trainmen·had more comfortable quarters in the caboose. Indeed, until 

quite recently trainmen slept and ate their meals in the caboose; it 

served as a rolling motel and cafe. Newt Branyon and George w. Ford 

are recalled as excellent caboose tooks. Branyon's specialty was 

spaghetti and meatballs. Thus wai1ting for help to arrive usually was 

no great inconvenience for the trainmen. On one occasion, however, a 
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freight train was stuck in a drift near Vici for several days. The 

crew eventually ran out of food and survived only by breaking into the 

LCL line car ahead of the caboose and locating shipments of sardines 

. 20 
and crackers. 

North and west of Gate the railroad passed through a long cut on 

a curve which traditionally filled with snow. In 1918 or 1919 a 

freight train became stuck in that cut and, having no way to extricate 

it, the crew left the train and took the engines to Forgan. Meanwhile, 

a tripleheader, dispatched from Woodward to keep the line open plowed 

into the caboose of the stranded train. At another time a plow engine 

became buried in the same cut, and before it could be removed another 

storm hit the area; 16 days were to elapse before the locomotive 

finally was removed and the line reopened. The 1937 blizzards in 

Beaver County were legendary, but April storms that same year also 

filled the several extensive cuts between Leedey and Trail. Three 

years later veteran conductor Dan B• Cullen spent five 16-hour days on 

a work train which was charged with opening the line after a particu-

larly violent blizzard. At Gate and near Mocane drifts were over ten 

feet high; one day Cullen's train cleared only five miles of track. 

This operation was typical of the ones undertaken during those days. 

Two 500 class engines _were assigned; one was, the plow engine, and the 

other was the drag out engine, used to extricate the plow engine 

whenever it became stalled in the heavily packed snow of troublesome 

cuts. Several cabooses were used to carry the section men who were 

picked up at every station as the plow train worked westward. These 

unheralded laborers had the unpleasant task of digging out locomotives 

whenever they could not remove themselves from unusually difficult 
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.. 
drifts. Strangely, neither the WF&NW nor the Katy ever assigned snow 

plows to the Northwe.stern District~ A few locomotives were equipped 

with pilot plows, and for th~t reason they were eminently petter fer 

. 21 
snow removal operations than the diesels which replaced them later. 

Of all the problems faced by railroaders on the 1'jorthwestern 

District, none were roore troublesome than high water and flash floods • 
. 

Traffic was frequently disrupted when the approaches and the bridges 

themselves were threatened or even washed away by swiftly flowing 

streams. In August, 1917, a passenger train was stopped by high water 

on the North Canadian River at mile post 259, four miles north of 

Laverne. Four years later 40 loaded cars were placed on the trestle 

over the Red River north of Burkburnett in an effort which saved m>st 

o~ that structure. Nevertheless, 17 bents on the south end of the 

bridge were installed five months later--after the rampaging Red had 

carved away approaches on that side of the stream. The devastating 

flood of April 4, 1934, on the Washita River did not take Katy's bridge 

over that stream north of Hammon Junction; however, several people were 

drowned in that disaster, and one body was found in the debris that 

accumulated against the piling of the railroad's trestle. A number of 

Bureau of Reclamation projects in the Texas Panhandle later eased flood 

threats on the South Canadian and on the Elm Fork of the Red River. 

The Fort Supply Lake project, an undertaking of the Army Corps of 

Engineers, also reduced flood threats on Wolf Creek near Fort Supply 

and on the North Canadian at Woodward. Th~ Optima Dam flood ,contrE>l 

project, authorized in 1936 but not expecte~ to 'be operative until 

1976, was designed to lessen water damages on the Beaver and North 

. 22 
Canadian Rivers. 
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Nowhere on the Northwestern District was there more difficulty 

with water than on the South Canadian River at mile past 183 south of 

Camargo. In 1973 the bridge structure over that river was 271 panels, 

or· 3,767' in length. In stood only 23' above the river and its piles 

rested in the pure sand which characterizes the streambed at that 

location. An abbreviated transcript reveals the interesting history 

of this bridge: 

A) March 13, 1913, fire destroyed seven bents. Bridge out 
for two days. 

B) June 7, 1921, 46 bents and 25 panels washed away. 
Bridge out for ten days. 

C) May 18, 1922, completed the driving of 114 bents and 
the renewal of 98 deck panels. 

D) May, 1923, washout of north side approaches. Added 
83 panels 11 to provide adequate waterway for handling 
drainage." 

E) September, 1923, another flood washed away 48 panels 
then under construction after May flood. Renewal not 
fully completed until February 13, 1924 although rail 
service resumed much earlier. 

F) October 30, 1930, north side embankment washed out. 
Bridge ext ended by 121 feet. 

G) June, 1936, washout of north embankment. Bridge ex
tended another 70 feet. 

H) June, 1937, washout resulted in extending bridge to 
the north by an additional 210 feet. 

I) September and October, 1941, washouts necessitated 
extending the bridge by 570 feet. Structure reached 
its maximum length, 4660 feet, or approximately .88 
mile. 

J) May 21, 1953, completed filling 70 panels, leaving 
272 panels. 23 

In 1913, when the bridge over the South Canadian burned, the WF&NW 

borrowed a bridge crew from the MK&T and had the structure in shape for 

traffic within 43 hours. Meanwhile, the company transferred mail, 

express, and passengers by ferrying them over the river. Eight years 

later disaster simultaneously struck the Camargo trestle and the 

bridge over th.e Red north of Burkburnett. Within hours a pile driver 

was at work on the north side of the South Canadian while a special 
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train was speeding another such machine to the Red. In :all cases 

bridgemen were pushed to the limit of human endurance and pile drivers 

were operated 24 hours per day until the road was opened once m:>re. 

Since its pilings rested on sand instead of on a firm foundation, the 

Camargo structure tended to shift, settle, and rise according to the 

volume of water in the stream or the weight of trains passing over it. 

Trainmen naturally were apprehensive a)?out the bridge, and others like 

it on the line, and unhesitatingly circulated campaign stories regard-

ing its spooky idiosyncrasies. In later years electric color lights 

were installed to protect trains approaching bridges over the Elm 

and North Forks of the Red River. Such protection was never afforded 

. 24 
at the other major stream crossings. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

DERAMUS AND DAMNATION 

11 Cµt all personnel to the lowest possible number that will 
permit daily con.duct of business." President William N. 
Deramus, 1957. 

·"You can't starve a railroad into prosperity." President 
John w. Barriger, 1966.1 

Agent P. A. Johnston took his camera to work with him at Elk City 

on June 17, 1950. The last steam-powered passenger train was scheduled 

for that warm day, and Johnston wanted to secure a pictorfal record 

of that historic event. The following day a gas-electric motor car 

was the prime..;mover on the Northwestern District's single remaining 

passenger train. Schedules also were changed so that the new motor 

train could make a daily round trip between Wichita Falls and Woodward. 

It left Wichita Falls at 6 :00 a .m. and arrived in Woodward, 220 miles 

dist~nt, eight hours later. Returning, the train left Woodward at 

3:00 p.m. and arrived in Wichita Falls at 11:05 p.m.. The replacement 

of steam by internal combustion power on the passenger trains was sym-

bolic of even Preater changes that were to characterize the Northwestern 

2 
District between 1950 .and 1971. 

When engine;314 pulled the last steam passenger train through 

Elk City in 1950,'it was a venerable but yet well maintained piece of 

machinery; even its tires were daintily trirrnned in white. The dirt 

track over which it rolled was immaculately manicured; nary a weed grew 

243 
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between the ties. Nevertheless, 19 years later Katy'·s Northwestern 

District offered no passenger service whatsoever; its box cars were 

often ill-coopered; its tracks had nearly disappeared in a sea of weeds 

and dirt; and most of it had experienced or was facing abandonment. 

Although steam disappeared from passenger service on the North-

western in 1950, it continued to provide motive power for all freight 

assignments in that year. Locomotives of the 500 class ordinarily drew 

these trains, although a sprinkling of 400 class machines also were 

stabled in the on-line roundhouses. Number 479 was typical of this 

class. It was built by American Locomotive Company in 1902 and had a 

tractive effort rating of 30,200 pounds. Locomotives 541 and 596 

frequently were visitors on the lines north of Wichita Falls and were 

representative of the 500 class. Number 541 was outshopped by Baldwin 

Locomotive Company in 1904 and had the same tractive effort rating as 

the 479. However, the 596--a Baldwin product of 1906--was rated at 

31,750 pounds tractive effort. All had 63-inch drivers, and each 

3 
trailed tenders holding only 6,000 to 8,000 gallons of water. 

Early in 1949 Katy officials expected that steam would long rule 

on the Northwestern District because of its extremely light rail and its 

superficially ballasted roadbed. The engineering department then felt 
I 

that locomotives having an axle loading of more than 52,000 pounds would 

severely damage the track. Six-axle diesel locorrotives would have 

eased this problem and were available at that time. Katy management 

ruled against the acquisition of them, however, as they were "not 

interchangeable with the balance of Katy's diesel motive power." More-

over, they were deemed cost prohibitive. Nevertheless, on February 21, 

1951, a 1,500 horsepower Gp-7 locomotive, having a 60,000 pound axle 
I 
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loading, was used for in a test on a local freight between Wichita 

Falls and Altus. _A,Her 9-nalyzi.ng the results of this run, Katy engin-

eers agreed that the operation of four-axle Gp-7 locomotives was per-

missible even on this light r~il. Following this decision "diesel 

locomotives were placed in regular service on the Northwestern •••• 11 

There were a number of advantages to a diesel operation as opposed to 

steam pow~r. As the statistics below indicate, not the least of these 

i was the i~creased tonnage ratings for the diesel locomotives: 

Northbound 

Wichita Falls-Altus 
Altus-Woodward 
Woodward-Forgan 

Southbound 

Forgan-Woodward 
Woodward-Altus 
Altus-Wichita Falls 

500 Class Steam 
(ratings in tons) 

1, 27 5 
1,275 
1, 27 5 

1 

1,275 
1, 27 5 
1,820 

1,500 hlp. GP-7 
(Ratings in tons) 

2,200 
2,000 
2,000 

2,200 
2,000 
2,200 

The conversion from ste?m to diesel was surprisingly swift. A few 

500$. may have assisted with the har~est rushes of 1951, but by 1952 
I 

the entire Katy System for all practical purposes was completely 

dieselized. On the Northwestern District the final curtain for its 

steam era came in 1953 when the poiler plant, water facilities, and 

fuel stations at Wichita Falls were retired. The eight-stall round

house there already had. been retired in August, 1952. 4 

Steam and then diesel lo~o~otives powered'the daily-except-Sunday 

mixed train on the Wellington' Brqnch. Subsequent to June 17, 1950, 

Katy's M-12, a heavy gas-electric motor car built by the St. Louis 

Car Company in the early 1930s, handled the Wichita Falls-Woodward 

passenger train. Behind the M-12's motor room was a section for 
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baggage, express, and storage mail, plus a 15-f0ot R.P.o. apartment. 

The volume of mail always was heavy owing to the large amount of local 

mail distributed to on-line and nearby offices. The Woodward & 

Wichita Falls R.P.O. connected with another branch line route, the 

Oklahoma City & Quanah, at Altus. It also dispatched to and. received 

mail from trunk line RPOs, including the McAlester & Amarillo RPO at 

Elk City, the Amarillo & Fort Worth RPO at Wichita Falls, and the New-

ton & Amarillo RPO at Woodward. While the mail volume remained high, 

express shipments declined in the face of highway competition. Never-

theless, station agents still forwarded their railroad and express 
; 

remitt;Pnces ih the time-honored way. Envelopes bearing cash and ne-
, ~ "'· 

gotiable instruments wer~ closed with banker's wax bearing impressions 

from the station's wax seal. These were then given to the train' s 

express messenger for safe delivery. 5 

The end of gasoline rationing and the creation of new and better 

highways spelled doom for passenger service on the Northwestern Dis-

trict, however. Conductor c. P. Parks, with an onmipresent carnation 

in his buttonhole, greeted fewer and fewer patrons as passenger volume 

decreased. By 1950, numbers 53 and 54 were little more than mail 

trains. Mrs. Allen D. Wherritt of Trail and others, like her continued 

to use the train "whenever local roads were in bad shape." Yet roads 

proliferated in number and quality, and the autorrobile's popularity 

increased accordingly. South of Camargo, completion of the Johnston-

Murray Bridge allowed uninterrupted highway traffic parallel to the 

entire length of the Northwestern. Thus the inevitable occurred on 

March 31, 1954. On that day the single old steel coach on train number 

53 bounced and swayed as it rolled along the curving road south of Vici. 



Back in one of the rear seats, Conductor Dan B. Cullen stared eut of 

the windows at the hills and landmarks which had been a. constant part 

ef his life since he had been hired by the railroad in 1913. Up 

ahead, Engineer Tom w. Goen, another veteran employee, whistled for 

t.he station at Camargo, and several people on the platform t.here be-

stirred themselves as the train approached. Conductor Cullen got up, 

stretched, opened the heavy door, and stepped out to the vestibule. 

A cloud of dust rolled up behind the decelerating train. When it 

stopped, Cullen dropped off and positio~ed the step box for those who 

were getting on and off. His face brightened when he helped aboard 

Mrs. Phil Hocker, who had ridden the first Wichita Falls & Northwestern 

passenger train into Camargo 42 years earlier. As soon as mail, ex-

press, and passengers had all been loaded, Cullen intoned 11 ••• Bo.ooard !11 

and lifted his left arm in the traditional "highball~" The gasoline 

engine cackled and snorted, and the train began to move. As it rounded 

the curve south of the depot, Cullen waved one last time to those who 

stood transfixed on the depot platform watching as the train passed 

from view. Several hours later, when it drew to a stop in front of the 

Wichita Falls Union Station, regular passenger train service on the 

Northwestern pi.strict had ended forever. However, the Katy did agree 

to haul such passengers as offered themselves on side-door cabooses 

assigned to local freights--now classified as mixed trains. Even that 

service eventually ended in Texas, .. as it did on June 20, 1958, in 

6 Oklahoma. 

In 1952, Katy's official biographer, V. V. Masterson, proudly 

maintained that the Katy management at tha:t time was "busy with recapi-

talization plans that would free its securities from a roountain of back 
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debt, which could S€l easily have been sloughed off by voluntary bank~ 

ruptcy during the depression years." The solution to Ka,ty' s financial 

problems, in Masterson' s view, was to "design the property for 

efficient, economical operation [so] that it will be able t€l support 

comfortably 1 out of current earnings, 1 its present capital structure, 

and at the same time reduce steadily its past obligation to investors." 

Indeed in 1952 it appeared that the road might succeed in that venture. 

Mastersen went so far as to assert that 11 The Katy's future never looked 

bright er•" 7 

Unfortunately, however, the road's financial problems evaded 

·solution. Some observers suggested that the road might have solved its 

difficulties by negotiating a merger with another carrier. Almost 

three decades earlier an ambitious plan had been postured to merge 

the Kansas City So.uthern Railway, the St. Louis Southwestern Railway, 

and the M-K-T into a sprawling but powerful system. The federal 

government frowned on the venture, however, and it was abandoned in 

October, 1928. Merger speculation again was renewed late in 1956 and 

heightened early in 1957 when President William N. Deramus, III, left 

the Chicago Great Western Railway to become Katy's chief executive. 

A merger of the two roads, the CGW and the Katy, may have been logic.al, 

but Deramus lost no time in repudiating such reports. The M-K-T, he 

said, would go it alone. But the road alone was bumpy. Railway Age 

reported that "Katy hit a few rough spots in 1956, with net estimated 

around $2 million, off around a third rrom 1955." a long and severe 

drought in the road's territory plus unpaid dividends then approaching 

$160 per share on its seven per cent preferred stock were blamed for 

. h . · 1 . 8 t e company's econonuc. tai spin. 
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William Neal Deramus, III, was born in Pittsburg, Kansas, on 

December 10, 1915. Before World War Two he earned an A. B. degree at 

the University of Michigan and an L~.B. at Harvard. By 1946 he had 

become Assistant to the General Manager of the Kansas City Southern, 

perhaps because his father was the Chairman of the Board and President 

of that firm. In 1948 he went to the CGW, and one year later he was 

its ~resident. When he became Katy's president in 1957, Deramus told 

, Railway Age that his only objective was to "get the railroad back on 

its feet. 11 He then suspended publication of the road's monthly 

employ est magazine and abolished the public relations department. The 

idea, he said, was to cut all 11 frill 11 expenses. Then he sent an order 

to department heads which read: 11 Cut all personnel to the lowest 

possible number that will still permit daily conduct of business. 11 

In 1953, the M-K-T had employed 10, 123 men and women. In 1956 the 

number had stood at 8,000. By mid-1960, two-and-one-half years into 

the Deramus tenure, the number of jobs was down to 2,817. As early 

as 1958, however, the three-part Deramus-Spartan railroad philosophy--

minimum facilities, longer freight trains, and no frills--was fully 

evident. As the youthful president slashed at what he considered 

unne.cessary expenses, roorale sagged, track deteriorated, engines 

failed, the ire of the State of Kansas was raised, the on-line press 

exploded, passengers and shippers revolted, and the Katy was expelled 

from the St. Louis Chamber of Corranerce. A writer for Railway Age ob-

served early in 1958 with gross understatement that Deramus had become 

. 1 . 9 11a controversia executive." 

Katy's problems were complex. When the road emerged from bank-

ruptcy in 1923, its directors and management alike resolved never to 
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enter the courts again. Though it earned well in the 1920s, dividends 

were few. Ultraconservative purchasing kept equipment trust obligations 

at a low level, and Katy husbanded its i:neney for the early retirement of 

its bonded debt. Thus it was able to avoid receivership during the 

depression when most of its competitors succumbed. Yet its recapitali-

zation in 1923 saddled the company with a burden which could be handled 

only in the best of times. Wartime .traffic postponed an inevitable 

crisis, which was further def erred by the postwar boom in the Southwest. 

Katy dieselized, bought block signals for the main line, streamlined 

the TEXAS SPECIAL, and purchased a few box cars. On the surface all 

appeared well with the M-K-T. However, the Korean War traffic bene-

fited the road little, and then all but vanished with the truce in 1953. 

Furterroore, a drought descended on much of Katy territory beginning in 

1950, and lasted for eight years. Meanwhile, three million inadequately 

treated ties, installed during the war, aged prematurely, posing an 

overnight systemwide rehabilitation problem. Even the motive power 

situation was clou.ded by the fact that the diesel roster was composed 

of a plethora of models built by a number of manufacturers. This lack 

of standardization resulted in a parts inventory problem and continual 

nightmares for maintenance men. By 1959 fully one-third of Katy's 

diesel fleet was awaiting repairs. Two years earlier, the dividend 

arrearage on the preferred stock had reached a staggering $10, 722, 830. 

Finally, in that same year, 1957, the first season of the E>eramus era, 

h f . d 1 1 a · ·d · k 10 t e pro it an oss resu ts were poste in re in • 

' On the Northwestern District a number of telegraph <operators, 

cashiers, clerks, switchmen, enginemen, trainmen, agents, and section 

men suddenly found themselves unemployed. Normal operations were not 
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inrrnediateiy affected. Nevertheless, weeds grew where none had grown 

before; :telephones rang longer before they were answered; box cars were 

less adequately coopered; ordinary bridge care was def erred; and 

morale--traditionally high from the inception cif the road--plunrrneted. 

The real crunch came in the maintenance of way department. Entire 

sections were eliminated, and remaining crews were given impossibly 

lengthy territories. President Deramus promised to ameliorate the 

situation by assigning mechanized track gangs to supplement the section 

crews. Few of these gangs ever saw the Northwestern District, and those 

that did provided little assistance--dirt track railroads and mechan

ized equipment simply do not mix. The track always took a beating 

during.the harvest rushes. Afterwards, section laborers previously had 

used the rest of the year to get their trackage renewed, to maintain 

proper drainage, and to keep down the weeds. Supervisors had been 

easily able to fix responsibilities, for section districts were short 

and the boundaries well known. With longer districts, fewer men, and 

scant materials, supervisors no longer could demand precise maintenance. 

Amazingly, the track held up well despite an absence of proper grooming. 

In the sunrrner of 1958 locals frequently ran from Wichita Falls to 

Altus in six hours; from Altus to Elk City and return in twelve hours; 

from Elk City to Woodward in five hours; from Woodward to Forgan in 

four hours--and did the work at all way stations. Such performance 

reflects the care which section men had given the line over the years; 

no.greater compliment could be theirs. 

On July 1, 1960, the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Company and the 

Missouri-Kansas-Texas 'Railroad Company of Texas were consolidated. This 

merciful act helped to unclutter its corporate structure, but surpris-
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ingly the WF&NWofT and the Wichita Falls Railway were not included in 

the consolidation. Then one year later William N. Deramus suddenly re

turned to the Kansas City Southern as its President. The financial 

interests who had brought Deramus to the M-K-T i.n 1957 thought that 

his brand of railroad m~dication would help. They had been proved 

wrong. Nevertheless, Clause T. Williams, a long-time Katy official 

but one who wholeheartedly embraced the Deramus philesophy, was elected 

the new President. Few operational changes were forthcoming. The 

Northwestern District rs physical condition continued its eclipse and 

service naturally faltered. This occurred despite the fact that in 

1960 Deramus had admitted to stockholders that Katy's health was 

directly tied to the quality and volume of the annual wheat crop. It 

was a tacit acknowledgement of the Northwestern District rs crucial 

·position relative to the financijl health of the entire Katy System. 11 

Between 1950 and 1952 the M-K-T purchased a total of 71 diesel 

road switchers from four manufacturers: General Motors (33), American 

Locomotive Company (15), Baldwin'Locomotive Works (18), and Fairbanks

Morse (5). At various times, models from each of these companies 

labored on the Northwestern. The Baldwin and the Alco locomotives had 

heavier axle loadings and usually were restricted to service between 

Wichita Falls and Altus, where the bridges had higher Cooper ratings. 

Road units, such as GM F-3 and F~7 models, also paid periodic visits to 

the Northwestern, and when the bad-order line at Benison lengthened in 

the late 1950s a few borrowed Chicago Great Western engines wandered 

into Woodward. In an effort te standardize the road's motive power, the 

Baldwins were rebuilt by GM in 1958-1959. Some Alcos were similarly 

treated, while others later were scrapped or traded for high horsepower 



main line power. By the early 1960s the Northwestern FJ~str,rict uni
r 
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versally empleyed General Motors Gp- 7 m:idel power, numbered 91 through 

123. 12 

On the Northwestern the first casualty of changing traffic pat-

terns and Katy's inability (or unwillingness) to provide adequate 

maintenance and ordinary renewals came in 1958 when the Wellington 

Branch was abandoned. In actuality the beginn~ng of the end had been 

prompted by the invasion of the trade area by the Fort Worth & Denver 

City in 1932. The depression further distressed the health of the 

branch, as did the construction of better roads and highways throughout 

the area. As early as 1943 Katy management contemplated abandonment 

of the line, but shelved the plan until a decade later when President 

D. v .. Fraser ordered another evaluation. However, a committee of Katy 

officials unanimously opposed abandenment at that time. Two years 

later the connnittee agreed· that abandonment was warranted but sug-

gested that such proceedings move slowly. To circumvent the provisions 

of the Burlington Agreement (an early employee protection case), which 

the Katy officials expected as a condition imposed by the Interstate 

Connnerce Commission should the abandonment request be granted, the com-

mittee suggested that on-line stations be closed prior to the filing 

of a formal application. As a result, the agencies at Gould and Duke 

soon were closed. In Aug~st, 1955, however, a new variable had to be 

considered; it was reported that the Kaiser Gypsum Company was con-

sidering the construction of a plant near Duke. Fraser then ordered 

a study to determine the feasibility of abandoning the road west of 

that station. But before any decision could be made on that proposal, 
! 

a f:lood on the Salt Fork of the Red River carried away the approaches 

··~ 
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to and part of bridge 80. 7 between Altus and Victory.13 

As a result of this washout on May 28,. 1956, traffic on th~ 

Wellington Branch was 'ireversed. On June ll, President Fraser announced 

that a detour arrangement had been devised whereby a daily-except-Sunday 

mixed train was scheduled to service the line from Wellington to 

Victory and return. A connecting train was operated from Wichita Falls 
I 

to· Wellington over the FW&D. Fraser cautioned that this was merely a 

provisionary measure; he promised another decision after the wheat 

rush. During the summer Katy officials attempted to determine exactly 

what plans Kaiser Gypsum had regarding the rumored plant at Duke. They 

could not secure a clear indication from Kaiser, however, so Katy 

management urged abandonment. Thus early in December the boards of the 

M-K-T, M-K-TofT, and the Wichita Falls & Wellington Railway all author-

ized management to seek abandonment of the entire branch. On December 

14 
20 the process was begun. 

Agents along the line could have predicted this move by their 

decreasing workload. Wesley P. Altland had worked at Hollis during the 

depression; in 1954 he returned as agent. During the interyening quar-

ter-century, a number of dramatic changes had occurred in railroad 

operatio~s at that point. The LCL business had nearly evaporated, and 

Western Union telegrams no longer were handled. Full passenger service 

had ended long ago, and in 1955 only 2,151 paying travelers boarded 

the side-door cabooses for transportation over the line. In 1956, 

the number dropped to 61, partly the result of the reversed traffic 

flow occasioned by the washout. Even carload freight traffic was down, 

and the movement of livestock to and from stations on the branch had 

nearly disappeared. On the other hand, the volume of cotton-related 
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business probably was higher in the mid-1950s than it had been 25'years 

earlier. Outbound traffic remained stable but inbound traffic:. in 1956 

dropped to just over 100 cars. Traffic statistics for the Wellington 

Branch, circa 1953-1956 are shown below. 

COMM:>DITY 1953 1954 1955 1956 

Wheat 260 391 140 394 
Hay 131 6 8 3 
Sorghum grains 82 56 166 13 
Cotton 12 so 46 23 
Cotten linters 9 17 45 32 
Cottonseed cake, meal 191 58 74 5 
Cottonseed oil 16 58 34 45 
Cantaloupes 0 0 6 4 
Lumber 16 18 29 32 
Stone and rock 143 22 18 0 
Implements and tractors 15 7 20 18 
Cement 20 28 14 18 
Other * * * -Jc 

Total Cars Terminated 457 125 177 110 
Total Cars Originated 515 642 480 522 
Total 'Cars 952 767 654 632 

15 *Numerous oth~r commodities under ten cars per year 

The Interstate Commerce Commission found that the We11ington 

Branch earned net deficits of $34,964 in 1955 and $29,612 in 1956. 

Katy estimated that it would need $81,750 to repair the damages to 

bridge 80. 7 and to ins tali'' necessary jetty protection. The regulatory 

agency judged that 11 t:o rehabilitate the line to enable operations ~t 

minimum maintenance costs are not justified by the prospects of th~ 

line in the forseeable future. 11 : Nevertheless, the statement ack-

I 
knowledged that agricultural prdduction for the previous several_ye;;.irs 

had been inhibited by a drought that was then just lifting. Indeed, 

the I.c.c. noted that "the prospects for the area, in terms of agri-

cultural output ••• are brighter than at any other time during the past 

20 or 30 years." Claude Brown, a Duke banker and one of those who had 

pretested against Katy's application, fully agreed. He contended tp""t, 
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whether er not the -branch was making meney for the Katy, the' resid~nts 

and businesses along the line were highly dependent upon the railroad. 

He argued, much toe harshly perhaps, that shippers on the branch had 

been well served "until 1'.leramus;. 11 In any event, the I.c.c. gave per-

missien to abandon the line en February 17, 1958, but Katy willingly 

agreed to keep the road open through the coming harvest season. On 

July 31, Claude Brown, his wife, and a few others strolled down to 

the depot to watch the last Katy train. As it disappeared into the 

distance Brewn realized that the line sefuehow had te be resurrected. 

In time his efforts, and those of his asseclat~s; resulted in the cre

atien ef the Hollis & Eastern kailroad (see Chapter XIX). 16 

Changing traffic patterns were evident elsewhere, too. As late 

as the fall ef 1947 the Barby Ranch near Knowles had shipped an entire 

trainload of cattle over the Northwestern District./ Nevertheless, the 

censtruction of hardtop reads and the development ef over-the-read , . 

trucking meant the end of the era when cattle were driven everland to 

the railreadVs stock pens fer loading. Barby and another rancher, 

T. A. Judy of near Forgan, continued to ship a few cars from Knowles 

and Mocane until the mid-1950s, but the end of all livestock shipping 

was clearly at hand. Even the Holmes Livestock Company of Laverne, 

which had shipped hogs to market en the Katy since 1925, quit using 

the railroad for its transportation needs about 1960. According to 

Jacob c. Holmes, the preprieter, there were several reasons for the 

switch. These included the development of sale barns, changing pat-

terns of agriculture, good roads, and big trucks. In 1959 and again 

in 1965 Ralph Barby contemplated the censtruction of a spur track near 

Rqsston which could have been used to unload carlead lots of cattle 
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feed directly into his warehouses. High construction costs prevented 

this, with the result that Barby and other ranchers began receiving 

their feed by truck. In 1959 the stock pens at Mocane were retiredl' 

and those at Knowles, Rosston, and Supply were similarly disposed of in 

1962 and 1963. For that matter, Katy's entire livestock tariff was 

cancelled on June 7, 1972. 17 

Between July 21 and November 7, 1948, a total of 23,380 carloads 

of crude oil were dispatched from oil-loading racks at Morfa, a few 

mil.es east of Wichita Falls on the Henrietta District. The oil racks 

were fed by pipe lines from Jal, New Mexico, Midland, Texas, and from 

nearby wells; they were capable of loading 440 cars daily. These cars 

then were sent to refineries in trainload lots. Other refineries at 

Wichita Falls were giving Katy additional petroleum traffic and al.though 

Gulf, Magnolia, and Skelly were all pumping their crude in pipe lines 

from Burkburnett, the La Salle Company continued to operate its re-

finery south of that station. A quarter-century laterl' howeverl' Morfall 

its loading racks, and even the railroad had disappeared. Gone too 

was most of the petroleum business at Wichita Falls and Bu:rkburnett. 

The inevitable had occurred; most of the available crude had been 

used, and what remained was piped out. Some of this went to the Bell 

Refinery at Grandfield. That plant shipped 2,407 carloads of petroleum 

products in 1958 and 2, 127 cars in 1959. Much of this traffic moved 

south, but after the advent of jet engines large quantities of jet 

fuels were shipped to Altus Air Force Base, 48 miles distant. Un

fortunately, the Northwestern District was deprived of this important 

revenue after the Grandfield plant closed in 1962. 18 

As if to supplant the rapidly disappearing oil traffic, three 
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important liquid petroleum gas (LPG) plants were located on the 
. I 

Northwestern Dist;rict. The first ef these, a Shell Oil facility at 

Hocker, 6.5 miles south of Elk City, was opened in 1947. The other 

two, a Sun Oil plant at Laverne and a Warren Petroleum facility at 

Mocane, began production in 1959. 
I 

Dur:t.ng the late 1940s the Hocker 

plant shipped 25 cars per day. The combined traffic statistics fer 

·'· 
1967-1968 indicate that LPG loaftings accounted fer 59.6 percent of 

all outbound shipments on the Northwestern District for those years. 

The following data shows the volume of LPG shipments from each plant 

for the years indicated: 

YJ;AR HOCKER (Shell) LAVERNE (Sun) MOCANE (Warren) 

1958 1, 874 
~>· 1959 787 N.A. N .A. 

1962 1,276 ·1,997 N.A. 
1966 235 815 75 
1967 198 678 183 
1968 304 70 120 
1969 145 77 154 
1970 176 14 8 
1971 130 135 0 19 1972 94 77 0 

As marketing conditions changed, as pipe line service became 

available to them, and as Katy increasingly was unable to satisfy 

their demands, all three of these plants vastly curtailed their rail 

shipments. Strangely, the LPG business proved to be a mixed blessing 

to the Northwestern District. Admittedly, these shipments were re-

munerative and helped to cushion the loss of petroleum business from 

Grandfield, Burkburnett, and Wichita Falls; however, LPG ordinarily 

was shipped in "Jumbo Tanks," and these heav)r cars with their even 

heavier cargoes unmercifully pounded the Northwestern' s already 

weakened track structure. Previous to the slashing ef their numbers 
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by President Deramus, trackmen had been able to renew the road after 

every harvest rush. However, LPG moved constantly rather than on an 

seasonal basis, and, as a result, there was no time to rebuild the 

track even if men had been available. In sum, Katy had become so hard 

up that it had neither the men nor the material to repair the road. 

The situation deteriorated so badly that in 1964 the road had to be 

removed from service temporarily. As a. res~lt, the Interstate Corrnnerce 

Corrnnission issued Service Order Number 957 on December 10, 1964. This 

order allowed the M-K-T to reroute any shipment on the Northwestern 

District to connecting carriers. This, too, was a mixed blessing. 

By short-hauling itself, the Katy deprived its Northwestern District 

of revenues which it so de~sperately needed. However, handling these 

heavy shipments over the length of the District risked the total 

destruction of the road. For Katy it was a "no win" situation; de-

ferred maintenance had ruined its ability to handle and profit ade-

quately from the carriage of LPG and for that matter, other heavy 

cars and their cargoes. Meanwhile, Katy's deteriorating condition 

heightened the LPG shipper's desire to seek other means of transpor

. 20 
tat ion. 

For a variety of reasons, the Northwestern District was becoming 

a marginal branch line operation. During the period 1961-1964 revenues 

from its operation dropped dramatically. In 1964 only one station 

earned more than it had in 1961; three earned essentially the same; 

and the remaining ten suffered serious reversals in revenue. The 

following statistics tell the tale: 
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STATION 1961 1962 1963 1964 

Altus $635, 992 $515,615 $356,786 $47 4, 694 
Burkburnett $185, 704 $ 79,516 $111, 451 $ 42, 457 
Camargo $ 96,967 $114, 432 $ 44,889 $110, 429 
Elk City $816' 481 $751,820 $486,751 $441, 409 
Forgan $116,471 $ 51,538 $103, 519 $ 62, 524 
Frederick $318, 550 $333,629 $230, 357 $293, 427 
Gate $339,734 $ 94, 869 $ 69,785 $ 70, 249 
Grandfield $27 5, 748 $114, 581 $116,355 $150, 064 
Hammon $ 57,137 $ 94,276 $ 5,387 $-------* 
Laverne $637' 461 $917,881 $653, 721 $603,980 
Leedey $ 49, 834 $ 73, 242 $33,125 $ 49, 450 
Mangum $163, 315 $125, 531 $148,399 $81,199 
Vici $112' 576 $205,895 $ 60, 345 $ 30,268 
Woodward $387' 972 $429, 622 $295, 723 $245,845 
Total $4,193,942 $3, 902, 447 $2, 724, 593 $2,655,995 
"(Hammon· was closed in 1963. 

A drought during this period did seriously curtail the usually 

more voluminous and lucrative agricultural traffic. Yet it is un-

mistakably clear that the earlier and more broadly based traffic mix 

had ended; by the mid-1960s the Northwestern District had become al-

most exclusively a carrier of grain and LPG. Grain traffic fluctuated 

widely according to the whims of nature, and the LPG traffic wc:i.s 

declining in volume and in remuneration due to track conditions and the 

resultant I.c.c. Service Order Number 957. 21 

In 1950, Katy offered daily-except-Sunday way freight service be-

tween Wichita Falls and Altus, and tri-weekly way freight ~ervice on 

the "Long Barrel" between Altus and Woodward as well as on the "Top 

End" from Woodward to Forgan. These trains were autherized to travel 

at a rate of 25 miles per hour except between Altus and Burkburnett 

where they were restricted to 20 miles per hour. In 1950 track con-

ditions warranted faster running conditions than the company allowed, 

and few engineers kept their trains to these speeds. The pattern of 

daily-except-~unday service from Wichita Falls to Altus and the tri-
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weekly service operation north of Altus obtained until August 17, 

1964, when the Wichita Falls-Altus service was reduced by half. 

For a while in 1965 only one round trip each week was operated from 

one end of the line to the other. However, on August 16, 1965, tri-

weekly operation was instituted from Wichita Falls to Elk City, and a 

bi-weekly schedule was implemented between Elk City and Forgan. 

Finally on October 25, 1968, bi-weekly service was instituted on the 

whole line. This scheduling utilized only two train crews; they ex-

changed through traffic at Elk City. In 1968 trains were restricted 

to a maximum of 15 miles per hour over the entire route from Wichita 

Falls to Forgan--and few engineers ignored the restriction. Meanwhile, 

most of the line's stations had been closed as this partial listing 

indicates: 

STATION DATE OF CLOSING 

Brinkman April 1, 1955 
Supply March 25, 1958 
Sharon March 25, 1958 
Knowles March 25, 1958 
May March 25, 1958 
Willow March 25, 1958 
Carter October 22, 1959 
Tipton October 27, 1960 22 
Harranon ----------, 1963 

Each year that a line of railroad is used, a certain amount of 

its physical life is used up. Regular and adequate maintenance is 

necessary; otherwise the line eventually will become worn out, and its 

essential components, if not replaced, will collapse under moving 

trains. When all service life is exhausted, the track simply becomes 

inoperable. In the fall of 1964, operations on the Northwestern 

nearly came to a complete standstill after repeated rains thoroughly 

softened the roadbed. Inadequate ballast, deteriorated the conditions, 
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and ineffective drainage due to lack of maintenance combined to allow 

the rails to spread under the passage of heavy loads. Derailments 

were frequent and rerailing operations difficult. As noted previously, 

this resulted in the issuance of an I.c.c. Service Order which allowed 

the M-K-T to divert traffic. The same document authorized tenq;iorary 

suspension of ·all service between Wichita Falls and Hocker, site of 

the Shell plant south of Elk City. The ink barely was dry on this 

order when Katy applied to abandon the entire Northwestern District. 

Two weeks later it also sought permission to abandon the entire BM&E 

23 
as well. 

Nearly a decade of def erred maintenance by 1965 had left the 

Katy System a railroad in name only. Train service on all lines was 

deplorable, and shippers largely had blackballed the road. Under-

standably, employee morale was zero. In short, Katy was dying; it 

faced not bankruptcy but liquidation. The conq;iany needed a doctor 

of sick railroads, and it found one in John W. Barriger who signed 

on as its chairman and chief executive officer effective March 11, 

1965. President c. T. Williams resigned in April, and Barriger then 

assumed that position too. What Barriger found when he arrived on the 

property in March was a situation of appalling neglect. In his words, 

11housekeeping was so neglected that the property looked like a trans

portation slum.11 In his view the previous managements had been goaded 

or were panicked by the road's top-heavy financial structure into un

doing the very plant and service which alone could rescue the line. 

He insisted that you "can't starve a railroad into prosperity." 

Barriger maintained that the Deramus and Williams administrations had 

hacked instead of pruned. He charged, moreover, that "fictitious 
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earnings derived through def erred maintenance are in reality not 

income but unreported liquidation of capital•" Thus Barriger' s first 

duty was to reverse the trends of previous yea'rs. He faced the Hercu-

lean task of re-establishing the Missouri-Kansas-Texas as a successful 

railroad in the eyes of patrons, employees, investors, communities, 

d l "k 24 an management a i e. 

John Walker Barriger was born on December 3, 1899, and took a 
• 

B. s. degree at Massachusetts Institute of Technology 22 years later. 

During his summer vacations away from MIT he worked in the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad's Altoona shops. Always a controversial figure, Barriger 

has been associated with ten different railroads since 1917. He 

served as President of the Monon, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and the 

M-K-T. Upon leaving t11ie Katy in 1970 he would become chief executive 

officer of the Bost.on & Maine, a position which he would keep unti 1 

1973. He also had been associated with Kuhn, Loeb & Company, Bullock 

& Company, Fairbanks-Morse, and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. 

In 1933 he collaborated in the preparation of the 11Prince Plan of 

Railroad Consolidation" which urged that the national rai 1 net be re-

duced to fewer but larger rail systems. In 1956 he authored an 

important study entitled Super Railroads. In John Barriger, Katy thus 

found a man of unquestioned talent whose contacts and breadth of 

experience were absolutely necessary in rebuilding the road. In large 

measure, "Doctor" Barriger was successful. Nearly a decade of de-

teriorating property conditions, service standards, traffic volume, 

and earning power was br9ught to an end during 1965. In April of that 

season, Barriger made his first systemwide inspection. In the Pan-

handle and all along the Northwestern District he found that rains had 
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brightened crop prospects after several lean years. Barriger did not 

wish to prosecute the abandonment petition filed earlier "until he had 

his feet on the ground, 11 particularly .in view of a potentially profit

able grain movement year. 'Moreover, withdrawal of the abandonment 

application would be a public relations coup; it would demonstrate that 

the new management embraced a philosophy of service quite different 

from that which had been offered by previous administrations. On 

April 27 the M-K-T thus requested dismissal of the applications. It 

was granted without prejudice on June 9. Meanwhile, President Barriger 

traveled to Mangum in May to discuss the fate of the railroad and to 

announce that the applications had been withdrawn. A year later he was 

optimistic about "retaining indefinitely some 400 miles of railroad in 

the Wichita Falls, Northern Texas and Oklahoma districts." However, 

Barriger cautioned, the situation would be reviewed on a year by year 

basis. On the line, emergency crews filled the worst holes, but con

trary to rumor there was no overall plan to rebuild the road. At the 

same time, the authorized speed was dropped from 25 to 15 miles per 

hour in an attempt to reduce the burden which passing trains placed on 

25 
the nearly shattered trackage. 

From 1965 to 1968 wheat was the Katy System's number one commodity 

in terms of total cars handled and also in terms of revenue earned. In 

1968, however, wheat slipped into second place as Katy's traffic mix 

became more diverse. Still, the movement of wheat was crucial to 

Katy's financial health. In 1967 a short and disappointing wheat crop 

reduced Katy's revenues below forecasts. With a normal crop, Barriger 

announced, the Katy would have had a small profit instead of a loss 

for that year's operations. Grain loadings on the Northwestern District 
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plus those of the Hollis & Eastern and the BM&E usually contributed 

from 20 to 2S per cent of all grain handled on the Katy System during 

the 1960s. Carloadings of grain from the Northwestern District, H&E, 

and BM&E were as follows: 

19S8 - 8,290 1966 - 4, 114 
19S9 - s, 681 1967 - 3,606 
1960 - 7,631 1968 - 4, 007 
1961 - 6, 483 1969 - 3, 810 
1962 - 4, 218 1970 - 4, 232 
1963 - 4,400 1971 - 1, 981 
1964 - 3, Sl6 1972 - 2,703* 
196S - 7,100 *Loadings for calendar year 

Through the 19SOs and 1960s Katy was forced to lower its grain rates 

in order to meet competition by truckers. Thus, as the following 

statistics indicate, many rates dropped by more than SO percent be-

tween 19S4 and 1968: 

From 

Brinkman 

Elk City 

Woodward 

Forgan 

Rates in Cents per 100 pounds on Wheat and 
Sorghum Grains to Houston for Export 

Corrnnodity 10/S4 8/ S7 ll/S9 6/62 

Wheat S9 67~ so 40~ 
Sorghum 44 44 44 4~ 

Wheat S9 67~ so 4~ 
Sorghum 44 44 44 4~ 

Wheat 6H 70~ S4 47~ 
Sorghum S2 S2 S2 47~ 

Wheat 6S~ 7S S4 47~ 
Sorghum S3 S3 S3 47~ 

l/6S S/68 

3S~ 28 
3S~ 28 

40 29 
40 29 

44 36 
44 36 

46 38~ 
46 38~ 

The origin of grain loadings which were handled on the Northwestern 

varied according to crop conditions. The following is a breakdown 

for the three year period 1966-1968: 

Origin 1966 11967 1968 

Hollis & Eastern 713 S3S 7 S2 
Northwestern District 2,07S 1, 372 1, 913 
BM&E 1,326 1,699 71S 
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Wheat accounted for 30.3 percent of outbound loadings on the North-

western District for 1967-1968. Of this total nearly one-third was 

loaded at Brinkman alone. In an effort to provide an adequate number 

of cars for grain traffic at Brinkman and elsewhere, the M-K-T lined 

274 of its stock cars with plywood and pressed them into grain service 

' 
during 1965-1966. Unfortunately, heavier cars with gross weight ex-

ceeding 117 tons were restricted from the entire District, and this 

kept Katy from utilizing the new jumbo covered hoppers on the North-

western. The use of these high capacity cars would have been economi-

cally advantageous to the M-K-T and to the elevators which it served. 

Moreover, their greater efficiency would have resulted in an expansion 

of volume and simultaneously would have reduced the box car shortage. 

In the late 1960s, as had been the case for years, loaded grain cars 

were bunched at Fort Supply, Woodward, and Harmnon due to heavy south-

bound grades. Extra trains then were authorized to shuttle these cars 

over the road to Wichita Falls. 26 

Other than shippers of grain and petroleum, there were few major 

patrons on the Northwestern during the 1950s and 1960s. Still, there 

were numerous small shippers who relied on the railroad for their 

transportation needs. Sheppard Air Force Base received or dispatched 

194 cars in 1962. Elsewhere, droughts and crop failures during the 

1950s caused the farmers and ranchers of Beaver County to ship in 

large quantities of baled hay~ oats, and straw. At Gate, Mr. and Mrs. 

Earl Kerns were able to hold together their Grade A dairy herd during 
.~. 

those times only by shipping in hay from Minnesota. At Mangum carload 

after carload of cotton was shipped fro~ the Tr~der's Compress in the 

1950s, but this business was reduced to a trickle by 1969. A similar 
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compress at Elk City was not opened after 1966. In 1968, 437 carloads 

of pipe were handled, but this was nonrecurring revenue. A steady 

and remunerative shipment of bulk clay nobin (bentonite) was made 

annually from Camargo by the Fisher Grain Company of Woodward; perhaps 

aggregating 100 cars per year, this commodity was destined for Jackson, 

Mississippi, where it was processed into a desicant used in the manu

facture of baby powder and ether products. Further north, the Axtell 

Mining Company at Gate used the railroad for 98 per cent of its ship

ping needs. Many carloads of Axtell's volcanic ash were consigned to 

manufacturers and jobbers in St. Louis and Kansas City, and these 

shipments gave the M-K-T a long line haul. Cement by the hundreds of 

carloads was unloaded at Woodward for distribution in western Oklahoma 

and the Panhandle. Although these cars were loaded by a plant on the 

Katy's main line and were unloaded by the Katy at Woodward, the long 

intervening haul was on a competing carrier due to the dilapidated 

condition of the Northwestern's track. 27 

Nancy Ford, writing in the October, 1965, issue of Modern ~

roads asserted that "in no area is the Katy's new president more gifted 

than in customer and public relations." Two events associated with 

communities along the Northwestern District contributed to the verifi

cation of Ms. Ford's contention. The 60th anniversary of Burkburnett 1 s 

founding came in 1967, and Barriger arranged fer the Katy to play a 

major role in the celebration. Indeed, the entire proceedings centered 

around a special train 'which Barriger authorized to take railroad 

officials, local civic leaders, business dignitaries, and Lt. Governor 

Preston Smith from Wichita Falls to Burkburnett. The depot at Burk

burnett was painted, the weeds in the yard were cut, and the track was 
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inspected. At 9:45 a.m., on June 15, 1967, the shiny special, pulled 

by engine number 98 and trailing a string of newly painted cars, in- 1 

eluding Barriger's private business car, departed from the historic 

Wichita Falls Union Station. According to one of the invited guests, 

Barriger served a "sumptuous brunch" consisting of watermelon balls, 

roast beef, ham, potato salad, chocolate cake, ice cream, and candy 

as the special rocked along toward Burkburnett. Up ahead, engineer 

T. H. Edmiaston whistled gaily at a group of mounted bandits who at

tacked the train by firing blank armnunition at it •. A throng of 

people, including the 76lst Air Force Band from Sheppard Field, met 

the train at the Burkburnett depot. Before the band had finished 

playing the national anthem, people swarmed aboard the train, even in

vading Barriger's private car. For many it was the first time that 

they had seen a passenger train at Burkburnett. A reception, parade, 

rodeo, and several speeches--including one made by President Barriger-

followed a noon barbecue. A few months earlier, Jayne Anne Jayroe of 

Laverne had been crowned Miss America for 1967. The Laverne Leader

Tribune used unheard of 144 point type to blaze this good news in two 

inch headlines across th.e front page of its September 15, 1966, issue. 

Said its editor: "Laverne residents could no longer conJ:ain themselves 

after the television show was completed and everybody knew the resultsJ' 

Automobiles with horns blaring invaded the business district, the town 

siren was set off, firecrackers were· ignited, and people "generally 

made a noisy time of it•" The town's boar~ of trustees irmnediately 

renamed Main Street "Jayne Jayroe Boulevard," and several groups were 

mobilized to make "the Home Town of Miss America ••• spic and span." 

When President Barriger learned of Miss Jayroe's coronation, he ordered 
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that the ramshackle old station at Laverne be repainted and flower 

boxes placed in the windows. Additionally, the tracks in front of the 

depot were ballasted, lined, and surfaced and, in Barriger's words, 

"other things done to make the M-K-T presentable and reasonably worthy 

of the distinctioh-,of serving the home town of Miss America." The 
', 

editor of the Leader-Tribune acknowledged that Laverne's townspeople 

were delighted with the results. Indeed, "you wouldn't know the place, 11 

said he. "Beautiful ladies are characteristic of Katyland, 11 asserted 

Barriger in the road's Annual Report for 1967. He proudly noted that 

28 
the Laverne depot was at the head of Jayne Jayroe Boulevard. 

A few months after the public relations triumphs at Burkburnett 

and Laverne, an unrelated incident near Sharon told a truer story of 

conditions on the Northwestern District. In October, 1967, a 1,200 

pound bull was startled by the approach of a southbound train near mile 

post 211. In a blatant error of judgment, the bull charted a collision 

course with Extra 112, the whistled warning from Engineer Byron Bates 

notwithstanding. Presently the bull and engines 112 and 94 were in 

the ditch, considerably worse for the wear. For the bull the encounter 

with the iron horse was terminal, for crewmen it was embarassing, and 

for the railroad it was expensive. Collisions between trains and 

domestic livestock rarely resulted in damaging derailments, even on 

the Northwestern in its later days. Nevertheless, derailments had 

become more frequent as the road's track structure deteriorated. 

Barriger 1 s earlier optimism vanished with poorer than usual crops in 

the region and with greater than expected headaches on the main line. 

When a stray dollar floated into the Katy till, Barriger considered 

that it could be put to only one use--to build up the main gut of the 
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road. Unfortunately, there simply were too few dollars to rebuild the 

Northwestern as well. Thus in 1968 Barriger sadly admitted def eat and 
\ 

ordered the Katy legal department to begin preparations for abandonment 

proceedings. Formal applications to terminatr all service north of 

Altus and fully to abandon the BM&E subsequently we~e filed on April 

1, 1969. Some observe~s recalled that Lucien c. Sprague, another 

"Doctor of Sick Rqilreads" had followed a simil-ar course in tending 

to the needs of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad some three decades 

earlier. Sprague was forced to trim a number of M&StL branches, b,ut 

in the end the company's main trunk operations emerged in a compl,tely 

rejuvenated condition. Barriger obviously had the same idea for the 

29 
Katy System. 
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CHAPTER XIX 

FROM BRANCH LINE TO SHORT LINE: THE 

HOLLIS & EASTERN RAILROAD 

"The Hollis & Eastern is a living example of what can be 
accomplished when communities work together for a common 
cause." 1 

For Claude Brown the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion to allow the abandonment of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad's 

Wellington Branch came as a rude shock. Brown, a banker in Duke, Okla-

homa, had joined with others from Jackson and Harmon Counties and resi-

dents of Collingsworth County, Texas, in protesting Katy's application 

to drop service over its 55.4 mile branch which extended westward from 

Altus, Oklahoma, to Wellington, Texas. Brown and the others considered 

their cause just~ they needed rail service. After all, reasoned the 

protestants, the area had suffered greatly in the hard times of the 

Dirty Thirties, and, while great strides toward economic recovery had 

been subsequently made, the loss of transportation service offered by 

the Katy line probably would be the knockout blow which the combined 

forces of the Dust Bowl and Great Depression had failed to deliver. 

Thus they trusted that the regulatory agency would rule against the 

railroad company--justly, they considered--and for the territory which 

it served. So confident in the sanctity of their cause were they that 

the protestants failed to wage the strongest opposition to the rail-
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road's petition. As a result they were surprised, even shocked, when, 

on February 17, 1956, the I.c.c. gave its permission to abandon the en-

tire line. When service finally ended on July 31, 1958, Brown, his 

wife, and ~ few others went down to the depot at Duke and watched the 

passage of Katy's final trains. Only as the cars disappeared into the 

distance did Claude Brown actually realize that something had to be 

done to forestall the total eclipse of rail service in the region--and 

it had to be done immediately. Other civic leaders, businessmen, 

farmers, and shippers who heretofore had been lethargic likewise were 

1 . d . . 2 ga vanize into action. 

Brown had been in the banking business at Duke since 1923. He 

had witnessed the buildup of the area in the 1920s and had witnessed 

its nearly total collapse in the 1930s. Early in the fellowing decade 

Brown's confidence in the region was renewed when Ivan Owen drilled 

the first irrigation well west of Duke and thereby initiated new hopes 

for agricultural production in the area. By 1950 shallow well irri-

gation had largely redeemed these hopes. The domination of the area 

by cotton had ended. Increased acreage was given over to the planting 

of wheat and to the production of livestock. The economy became more 

balanced and less prone to be disturbed by the whims of nature. 

Throughout the period the area was, in Brown's words, "highly dependent 

on the railroad and was well served until Deramus" became president of 

the Katy. In actuality, William N. Deramus had little to do with the 

abandonment of the line. Its possible demise had been contemplated by 

the other presidents early in the 1940s and again a decade later. 

When Deramus became Katy's president in 1957, the die already had been 

cast and, so far as the railroad was concerned, its fate 'sealed by the 



flood which swept away bridge 81.0 between Altus and Victory_ on May 

28, 1956 (see Chapter XVIII). Thereafter, until abandonment, Katy 
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operated reverse daily-except-Sunday round trip mixed train service 

from Wellington to Victory. Traffic to and from points on the line had 

to be carried by a special train between Wichita Falls and Wellington 

over the Fort Werth & Denver Railway or simply interchanged with that 

company. This was an expensive and unprofitable process which served 

only to assign mere red ink to the branch's ledger. Authorization for 

abandonment followed. The I.C.C. could hardly have ruled in any other 

way, especially in view of Katy's rapidly deteriorating financial 

3 
fortunes. 

In granting the railroad's request for abandonment of the line, 

however, the regulatory agency stipulated that its permission was 

subject "to the condition that any part of the line" could be sold by 

the Katy to "any responsible person, firm, or corporation ••• at a price 

not less than the net salvage value of the property •••• " Katy set 

that amount at $269,856, a figure which dampened enthusiasm for ac

quisition except by a few hard core proponents who advocated inde

pendent operation of the route. While these local civic leaders were 

attempting to locate the necessary funds, an outsider,· E. s. Stephens 

of Fort Smith, Arkansas, expressed an interest i.n the project. 

Stephens knew President Deramus personally and in a conversation be

tween the two, the status of the far off Wellington Branch was dis

cussed. Earlier in his life Stephens had been a telegraph operator and 

then a dispatcher for the Union Pacific Railroad, and, although he had 

no entrepreneurial experience in that industry, he became intrigued 

with the idea. He telephoned Brown, and it was agreed that he, Brown, 
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and a few ethers would form a corporation to acquire the Wellington 

line. To this end the Hollis & Eastern Railroad Company was incorpo-

rated under the laws of Oklahema on October 15, 1958. Initially 
i i I 

capitalized at $50,000 its first directors included Mr. and Mrs. E. s. 

Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Brown, and Oklahoma City attorney Dan 

4 
M. Welch. 

At the first board meeting in Oklahoma City on November 28, 

1958, Stephens suggested that the H&E purchase only the 34 miles of 

road between Altus and Hollis. This could be done for $55,000. He 

pointed eut that there were only two stations west of Hollis, Dodson 

and Wellington--both in Texas. Furthermore, Wellington shippers were 

guaranteed continued rail service by the FtW&D under provisions of the 

I.C.C.'s order permitting abandenment of the branch. After comparing 

the advantages that accrue te intrastate carriers as opposed to those 

enjoyed by interstate roads it was decided to acquire only the Altus-

Hollis portion, all in Oklahoma. Subsequently, on December 9, 1958, 

the H&E applied to the I.c.c. for authority to acquire and operate 

the trackage in Jackson and Harmon Counties. It also asked to acquire 

trackage rights and joint use over 3.66 miles of main line, 1.3 miles 

of wye track, and terminal facilities owned and operated by the M-K-T 

at Altus. The Corrnnerce Corrnnission gave its blessing on February 3, 

1959. It noted that the earlier salvage price was much higher, but 

concluded that $55, 000 represented the line's "estimated salvage value, 

less cost of removal and shipment to market." Moreover, the H&E asked 

to purchase only 34 miles of the original 55.4 mile line. On the 

basis of its performance circa 1955-1958, the H&E expected to originate 

or receive an average of 714 carloads annually, and if contemporary 
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freight rates were maintained this would result in total annual reve-

nues of $268,812. On the basis of an agreement concluded earlier 

between the M-K-T and the H&E, the new road was to enjoy a 25 per cent 

division on all freight revenues, exclusive of switching charge~, 

accruing to Katy en interchanged cars. Accordingly, $67,203 was pro-

jected as H&E's average annual division based on the branch's traffic 
i. 

fer the years 1955-1958. ·-That amount had been· clearly insufficient to 
j 

bring a profit to Katy during its ownership, but the r.c.c. _ack*awledged 
' 

that 11 due to lower casts of operation as a short line rail.read, ! the 

applicant 1 s revenues derived from the line wi 11 be sufficient to pay 
'. 

its expenses•" Finally, the regulatory agency decided that 

if the shareholders of the applicant-have such confidence 
that they are willing to risk their personal funds in an 
effort to furnish service to the connnuhities and shippers 
formerly served by the Katy, we are of the opinion that 
they should be afforded an opportunity to do so.5 

For its part the M-K-T was pleased with the arrangement. By 

selling the 34 mile portion between Altus and Hollis to the H&E and 

by abandoning the rest, Katy divested itself of what had become an un-

remunerative branch line. However, with independent operation of the 

largest portion of the line, Katy logically expected to retain the 

average annual traffic amounting to 714 cars that meved te and from it. 

This continued business was welcome, indeed on ~ty's Northwestern 

District, to which the former Wellington·· Branch was connected, for the 

traffic posed no burden; instead it brought much needed revenue. The 

H&E agreed to pay the M-K-T the sum of $5 for each loaded freight car 

that it moved or switched on the trackage owned by the Katy at Altus. 

The larger road then agreed to lease one of its Gp-7 locomotives, 

number 103, to the H&E for the paltry sum of $10 per day. Finally,\ the 
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M-K-T affirmed that it would supply necessary cars on liberal per diem 

6 agreement. 

Before March 1, 1959, the H&E's authorized stock had been raised 

to $75,000, and all of it had been subscribed. A total of 96 indi-

viduals, companies, and organizations purchased the entire offering at 

$10 per share. Many bought only one share; several purchased a few; 

the Altus Chamber of Corrnnerce bought 175 shares; and E. S. Stephens 

took 6,000. Within a few months minor shifts in ownership occurred. 

Stephens increased his holdings by 500 shares, Claude Brown acquired 

100, and ten on-line residents held the remainder. With 86.6 per cent 

of the stock, Stephens unquestionably controlled the new company, but 

he was an absentee owner; Brown, as Vice President and General Manager, 

was left in charge of operations. At its meeting at the Duke Masonic 

Hall on May 20, 1959 the board of directors unsurprisingly re-elected 

Brown and Stephens and added as members three on-line representatives~ 

Emory s. Crow, Jr., of Gould, Paul Horton of Hollis, and Howard Cotner 

of Altus. Earlier it had hired Kenneth R. Langford of Denison, Texas, 

7 
an employee of the M-K-T, as bookkeeper and accountant. 

With its entire offering of stock subscribed and with $25,000 in 

the till as the result of a loan made to it by City National Bank & 

Trust Company of Kansas City, the H&E was ready to draw a contract with 

the M-K-T for the purchase of the road. Such an instrument was signed 

on February 10, 1959. As a result the H&E received a quitclaim deed 

on the 33.97 miles of railroad extending from the west wye track switch 

at Altus (Welon Yard) to Hollis. The total consideration was $57,807. 

Katy estimated that the "original cost of property includible in 

primary road and equipment account" was $587, 583. 54. A few days later 
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the M-K-T and the H&E entered into another agreement whereby the new 

company purchased "all rail, fastenings, and all other components" on 

the remaining 20.17 miles between Hollis and Wellington; The total 

sales price was $32,193. The H&E subsequently dismantled the road 

beyond Hollis, except for 2 .21 miles of main track and sidings at 

Wellington which the FW&D had purchased earlier from the Katy. The 

H&E did not acquire the right-of-way and other lands beyond Hollis, 

however. In 1973 the Katy still owned certain parcels of land between 

Hollis and Wellington where it held warranty deeds. 8 

Except for the considerably damaged bridge at the crossing of the 

Salt Fork of the Red River west of Altus, the line was in fair con

dition when the H&E purchased it. There was little to do in making it 

ready again for business. Instead of driving a new bridge at the 

washout, the directors decided to substitute an embankment. As a re

sult of this decision, a contract was drawn on March 13 between the 

railroad and the s. E. Evans Corporation of Fort Smith, Arkansas. 

Meanwhile, J. G. 11Jess11 Evans of Altus, a man who had been employed 

by the M-K-T for 39 years, was hired as Assistant General Manager. 

In actuality, Evans would also be a conductor, engineer, and section 

foreman. The new embankment was ready-late in May, and the first train 

was scheduled to begin spotting empty grain cars at the elevators in 

anticipation of the coming wheat harvest. Then a flash flood washed 

out bridge approaches on the Salt Fork and the H&E was back where it 

had started. Nevertheless, emergency crews were rushed to repair the 

damage and on June 16 officials of the line rode their own train from 

Altus to Duke and officially opened the Hollis & Eastern for business. 

One observer noted that crops from Jackson and Harmon Counties again 
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had "easy access to markets." It was an accurate assessment. In the 

next year alone over 1,000 cars of wheat grown in these tw0 counties 

9 moved over the tracks of the H&E. 
•' 

By 1961 the road's board of directors authorized annual salaries 

of $6,000 for President E. s. Stephens, $5,400 (plus $1,800 as expense 

money) for Vice President and General Manager.Claude Brown, and $100 

for Secretary Prebble Brown. The directors also voted to pay them-

selves $5 per meeting (up to $60 a year) but, in a burst of unrestrained 

extravagance, later doubled their stipends. Assistant General Manager 

Evans received $5, 700 per year, but in 1963 he was granted a $600 

raise. These salaries remained constant for the remainder of the dee-

ade. The board always was frugal, even to the point of being tight-

fisted. Meetings were held variously at small cafes, restaurants, 

and elsewhere in the little villages served by the H~E but usually 

they were held at Kirby's Restaurant in Hollis "because the steaks 

there were the best•" At these gatherings all bills, no matter how 

small, were considered and approved. Late in 1964 the board agreed to 

pay a local farmer for the labor and material necessary to fix the 

right-of-way fence along his property. According to the minutes of 

that meeting~ "the Board of Directors thought it would be cheaper to 

buy the posts and pay for the labor and get the fence repaired than 

to run over and kill the cattle." At the same meeting the board 

approved a $1.84 bill for a lock and chain. Earlier, on July 1, 1963, 

an H&E train had run over a man who eventually filed a claim against 

the company. The board considered the man to ~ave been a trespasser 

and only after lengthy debate, considerable correspondence, and ex-

pensive litigation did they grudgingly agree on a,n out-of-court settle-
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ment which partially satisfied the injured man's hospit~l bill.10 

During the first five years of the H&E 1 s existence, its traffic 

mix greatly resembled that of previous years when the line was a part 

of the Katy System. The road generally depended on the movement of 

wheat and cotton-related products for its subsistence. Happily, its 

yearly carload average ordinarily exceeded that which Katy had enjoyed 

from 1955 to 1958; this despite the fact that abandonment had removed 

two stations from the former branch line. In the second half of the 

1960s grain loadings alone exceeded, with but one exception, the total 

averages for the 1955-1958 period. According to M-K-T records for the 

years 1965-1969, it received the following numbers of grain loads from 

the H&E: 

1965 - 781 1968 - 752 

1966 - 731 1969 - 764 

1967 - 535 

However, one formerly important element of traffic completely disap-

peared from the line in 1965. In the spring of that year 16 carloads 

of cattle were shipped out, but thereafter livestock was absent from 

the H&EI ff . . 11 · s tra ic mix. 

During the surmner of 1963 important news, which was to have both 

an irmnediate and long term effect on the road's history, reached the 

owners of the H&E. The oft-rumored construction of a wallboard plant 

at Duke was verified in August. Belying the excitement which that 

news brought, the road's secretary glibly recorded that "the expected 

increase in business is gratifying." This news was sufficiently grati-

fying to prompt the H&E 1 s board to authorize the purchase of 3, 7 47 ties 

as well as payment for surfacing certain portions of its track. The 
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total cost of these betterments was $22,253.72, of which.the road was 

forced to borrow $15,000 in order to pay the bill. However, it was ex-

pected that the company would be able to redeem ·this debt "in July or 

' August after the harvest •11 Business prospects in the following summer 

of 1964 looked good indeed. By June 18, 545 cars of wheat had been 

loaded. Additionally, the mill at Hollis was shipping large quantities 

of cottonseed oil, and a number of cars bearing material for the con-

st ruction of Republic Gypsum's wallboard plant were arri vi.ng at Duke. 

H&E officials anticipated that the new plant would open in September 

and gleefully concluded that "we should have a good business from then 

on. 11 The wallboard traffic did add an important new element to the 

line's thin traffic mix, and it likewise contributed materially to 

the company's financial health. Moreover, the contemporary and future 

potential of the wallboard traffic encouraged H&E owners to strengthen 

the approaches to the bridges over the Salt Fork. In the late 1960s 

the road engaged in a contract by which the M-K-T constructed an ex-

pensive but permanent partial steel-span bridge over that troublesome 

stream. Finally, the new wallboard traffic sufficiently raised revenues 

i.n 1965 to convince the directors to vote a 20 percent or $2.00 per 

share cash dividend on its stock. Thus the road which had been 

sponsored "for service and not for profit" was, in 1965 at least, able 

to provide both. 12 

In 1966, the second full year of production at the Duke plant, 

wallboard was second only to wheat in terms of carloadi.ngs on the H&E. 

That same year cottonseed hulls for the Hollis Cotton Oil Mill led 

1 13 
inbound traffic. The full shipping record for 1966 is as fol ows: 
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Cardloads Forwarded, 1966 

Wallboard 62 43 67 74 66 64 33 51 28 47 41 25 601 
Cottonseed Oil 4 8 9 7 9 3 1 2. 7 so 
Cottonseed Linters 1 7 4 2 3 3 3 5 4 7 36 
Wheat 12 11 15 6 60 642 10 3 2 8 769 
Cotton Pickers 2 2 
Miscellaneous 2 2 
TOTAL 79 69 95 89 138 712 51 54 31 47 47 47 1460 

··Gar loadsrciR-ee·ei-ved, 1966 

Combines &Imp 1. 1 4 2 2 4 13 
Fertilizer 2 6 10 8 2 1 4 2 8 6 4 53 
Gypsum Products 4 1 1 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 3 2 27 
Cottonseed Hulls 5 16 10 17 14 7 9 8 90 
Miscellaneous 3 5 4 2 3 1 11 6 5 2. 1 43 
TOTAL 7 14 21 15 12 22 17 32 31 13 24 15 226 

By 1971 a combination of age and illness persuaded Claude Brown to 

contemplate his withdrawal as an active member of the H&E's management 

team. Since 1958 he and E. s. Stephens had worked closely in the sue-

cessful and sometimes modestly profitable operation of the road. Brown 

was located in Duke, on the line, but Stephens was far removed. Nearly 

all correspondence between the two," including discussions of operating 

and entrepreneurial philosophy, was carried on by way of the tele-

phone. Each trusted the other, and Stephens, the President and major 

stockholder, was an exceedingly rare visitor on the property. Thus 

when Brown wanted to resign, Stephens decided that it was an opportune 

time to divest himself of his interest in the road. This prospect 

thoroughly distressed the Republic Gypsum Company which feared that 

the road might fall into the hands of less reputable owners. Despite 

the fact that E. s. Stephens, a "foreigner, "I had controlled the road, 

the H&E had always been a local enterprise dedicated to performing 



necessary rail service for the shippers and citizens of the area 

which it served. However, new owners might bring more mercenary 

entrepreneurial attitudes to the operation of the roado Indeed, due 

to the idiosyncrasies of the tax laws, new owners might find it more 

profitable to abandon the property than to operate it for transpor-

tation purposes. The owners of the Republic Company thus considered 

14 it wise to consult with Brown and Stephens regarding this problemo 

After preliminary discussions with the principal owners of the 
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railroad and after considerable study, the Republic Housing Corporation 

(Republic Gypsum's parent company) determined that its own interests 

could best be served by the outright purchase of the H&E 1 s controlling 

interest. Republic Gypsum accordingly executed a stock purchase agree-

ment and gave Stephens $5, 000 in earnest money on September 13, 197L 

In sum, Republic agreed to purchase Stephen's entire holdings in the 

H&E, 6, 500 shares of 86 .6 per cent of the capital stock. On October 

23 Stephens waived all claims. Thus he got back his $65,000--dollar 

for dollar. His only profit was an annual salary, modest interest 

on a promissory note from Republic, a few dividend checks, and a con-

siderable pride in saving what he considered to be necessary railroad 

service for an area which would have been greatly distressed by its 

loss. In announcing the transfer of control the President of Republic 

Gypsum said that "acquisiton [of the H&E] would help improve freight 

di stri but ion from the company's Duke plant•" He might have put it more 

strongly; ownership of the H&E by Republic guaranteed continued depend-

able rail service to its plant. Republic's President also affirmed 

that the railroad would continue to serve all other shippers on the 

route. 15 



The new officers of the H&E served simultaneously as officers 

of Republic Gypsum; none had previous railfoad experience. Four 

!1 
of these officers also served on the new H&E board of directors and, 

representing 86.6 per cent of the capital stock, easily controlled 

the organization. Except for Stephens, all former directors, 
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representing on-line communities, were retained. Until early 1971 the 

H&E had shared office space at the Katy's depot in Altus, but subse-

quently it rented facilities elsewhere in that city. When control 

passed to Republic Gypsum, the railroad offices immediately were 

moved to the plant site near Duke. The earlier agreement between the 

H&E and the M-K-T by which the larger road leased one of its Gp-7 

locomotives to the Hollis Road on a per diem basis was terminated in 

February, 1972. At that time the H&E acquired its own locomotive, 

number 100, an 80-ton center-cab diesel-electric machine outshopped by 

General Electric in 1942. Unfortunately, number 100 developed mechani-

cal difficulties in the summer of 1972 which necessitated extensive 

shopping. While its own locomotive was being repaired, the H&E leased 

a 45-ton GE product which had been built in 1941. This strange 

looking machine, constructed for and originally operated by the U. s. 

Army Corps of Engineers, was returned to its owner, the Texas Tank Car 

Company, in February, 1973, after number 100 was returned to service. 16 

Very few operational changes were instituted under the new manage-

ment. Charles Onan had earlier replaced J. G. Evans as Assistant 

General Manager, but he assumed the same multitudinous responsibilities 

as had been handled by his predecessor. In 1973 Onan and Dan R. Knight 

comprised the total train and engine crew roster; both were P<t1d on a 

salary basis. The road employed a section foreman and two laborers; 
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they were guaranteed a 40-hour week. None of the railroad's employees 

were represented by unions. During May and June when the wheat har

vest moved to market, the H&E operated around-the-clock using the 

two-man crews. The second crew ordinarily recruited from current or 

former Katy employees at Altus. When work was necessary on the 

line's ten bridges it was performed by Katy crews on a job-contract 

basis. Overhead was kept low by doubling plant management as rail

road management. For example, Jerry Neilson :i,,s Republic's Vice 

President and General Manager, Plant Manager at Duke, and also serves 

as the railroad's chief executive. Similarly, John Lo Rodda is the 

Administrative Manager for the plant and is the railroad's accountant 

as well. Clerical and stenographic help likewise is drawn from the 

17 
plant staff. 

The H&E 1 s future is very difficult to determine, but the road 

does face some problems. The M-K-T, the only carrier with which the 

H&E has a direct connection·and the road which supplies the vast bulk 

of its necessary car supply, abandoned its line above Altus in 

January, 1973. The Katy's remaining trackage from Wichita Falls to 

Altus is isolated; there is no operation north of Altus, and its former 

Whitesboro-Wichita Falls line, connecting the Northwestern District 

with the main line similarly was abandoned in 1970. However, the 

M-K-T does have trackage rights over the FW&D between Fort Worth 

and Wichita Falls. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that Katy long will 

operate an unconnected line such as this. Except for harvest season, 

only one train per week is necessary to handle what business there is 

on the Wichita Falls-Altus line. Fortunately for the H&E, Altus is 

also served by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe and the Sto Louis-
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San Francisco companies, and although Katy offers better rates and 

routings for traffic originating on or destined for points on the H&E, 

alternative arrangements could undoubtedly be worked out with the re

maining carriers if Katy abandons its operations. A second problem 

is that of the thin traffic mix which has characterized the line since 

the advent of hardtop roads and long-haul trucking. Currently the 

road's major shipments include items incidental to the operation of 

Republic's plant as well as wheat and cotton-related products. There 

is little likelihood that this pattern will change in the foreseeable 

future. Nevertheless, the Dust Bowl days are well remembered in the 

two county area which is served by the H&E, and agricultural shipments 

always vary according to the whims of nature. Shallow-well irrigation 

lends some stability to agricultural production but the long range 

effects of this on the water table are not clear. 

Changes within the building trades industry and within Republic 

itself could alter the H&E's future. On the plus side, there is a 

50-year known reserve of raw Gypsum near Duke on the basis of current 

usage. Moreover, the plant probably will soon increase its capacity; 

this undoubtedly would result in additional rail traffic. However, 

rail shipments of wallboard decreased sharply in 1972 after Republic 

purchased a similar plant already in operation near Rosario, New 

Mexico. This deprived the Duke facility of its West Coast market, 

which was ideally suited for rail movements. Currently, Republic's 

own truck fleet moves the majority of the wallboard production from the 

Duke plant. Surprisingly, however, inbound shipments have become 

mo~e important than outbound transportation to the competitive position 

of the Duke operation. These inbound shipments, about 10 carloads per 
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month, originate at distant points, are bulky, and hard to handle. 

They are generally transported more inexpensively by rail than by 

truck. This seemingly insignificant factor is, nevertheless, crucial 

to efficient production at the Duke plant. 18 

On balance, then, the Hollis & Eastern appears to·have at least 

moderate prospects for continued life. The directors representing 

Republic and those representing on-line communities embrace the same 

philosophy. They view the road's existence as necessary to the ef

ficient and profitable advancement of both regional agriculture and 

the wallboard plant at Duke. However, they do not eschew profits from 

the operation of the railroad itself. They are pleased when small 

profits are earned; they are relieved when the road breaks even; and 

they tolerate small losses. For them the railroad is an important 

tool--a means to an end and not just the end itself. 

In its inception the road was p·urchased and operated simply to 

sustain the agricultural economy of a two-county area in an obscure 

part of the Great Plains. In that development alone the creation of 

the Hollis & Eastern was a landmark case. It was one of the first, 

if indeed not the first, instance where an abandoned branch from a 

major trunk railroad--serving primarily agricultural interests--was 

successfully transformed into a viable independent short line rail

road. All major trunk carriers currently are engaged in what they 

label as the rationalization of their plants. As a result, numerous 

lines like Katy's former Wellington Branch will be lopped off and 

thereby become fair game for short line operation. Because of its 

early development the Hollis & Eastern was truly a harbinger of the 

future. In 1973, 15 years after the incorporation of the H&E, farmers 
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and agri-businessmen in Iowa similarly were forced ipt9 t:he _railroa_d 

business when the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific abandoned its. 64-mile 

Montezuma Branch. The similarities between the Oklahoma and Iowa cases 

t "k" 19 are s ri ing. 

A writer for the Wichita Falls Daily Times once observed that 

"the Hollis & Eastern is a living example of what can be accomplished 

when communities work together for a common cause. 11 It is that--and 

more. The original idea was locally conceived, but funding came mostly 

from an outsider, E. s. Stephens, whose infrequent visits to the 

property cast him as an absentee owner. Pessimists might have expected 

Stephens to milk the line and let it die, using it as a tax write-off. 

On the contrary, Stephens' conduct as an absentee entr~preneur refutes, 

admittedly in microcosm, the oft-heard charges that railroad owners are 

robber barons. The purchase of the controlling stock of the H&E by the 

Repub lie Housing Corporation in 1971 adds yet another significant 

dimension to the interesting legacy of the road. The Republic firm 

builds mobile homes, manufactures gypsum products, and p~ocesses lumber. 

It has a sales network in 1,5 midwestern and southwestern states. Its 
I 

major interest is hardly running a railroad. Nevertheless, when Re-

public felt threatened by the prospect of a new and possibly damaging 

entrepreneurial philosophy, it hesitated not at all in adding a short 

line railroad to its web. The H&E has successfully provided necessary 

economical and reliable rail transportation for shippers of agricultural 

products and for the Republic Gypsum Company as well. In the process 

it has become the prototype of similar ventures in the ag-lands areas 

20 
of the country. 
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CHAPTER XX 

AN FARLY AUTUMN~ THE BMliE, 1950-1969 

11 The little stations flipped by in the darkness; tall 
elevators suddenly stood out like ghosts in the night as 
the Geep's headlight caught them momentarily. Finally, 
just a little past midnight, we stopped before a frame 
depot whose signboard proclaimed 'Keyes, Oklahoma,' 1 
the last outpost at the far frontier of Katy's domain." 

On September 21, 1968, Conductor Lester w. Barnett sent a wire to 

Superintendent c. w. Robbins which read~ "Front end of engine 117 

went on ground at M.P. 10.5. Engine was not damaged. Nobody injured. 11 

There was nothing dramatic about this accident, yet it represented 

what had become too-frequent event on the Beaver, Meade & Englewood 

Railroad in the late years of the 1960s. Indeed, in the three year 

period 1967-1969 there were 24 derailments on the road, and as a re-

sult it once was closed to operation for 41 days. In 1969, John H. 

Hughes, Chief Engineer for the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, the 

BM\iE 1 s parent company, admitted that track conditions on the Beaver 

Road were "deplorable." This condition had developed, said Hughes, 

because "over the past twelve years there was no effective roadbed 

maintenance program." In sum, deferred maintenance by 1969 had re-

sulted in 11 a railroad that was not dependable and was badly in need 

of rehabilitation." Unfortunately, Katy then was struggling for its 

corporate survival, and in 1969 the Beaver Road did not earn enough 

revenue to cover even its operating expenses. Thus when the M-K-T 
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sought permission to abandon its Northwestern District above Altus 

on April 1, 1969, it likewise asked to abandon the entire operation 

of the BIBE. 2 

Nineteen years earlier, in 1950, the BIBE had been a well main-
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tained dirt track railroad. Its locomotive engineers unhesitatingly 

ignored company speed restrictions and safely operated heavy freight 

trains at 40 miles per hour and faster. In that same year the Beaver 

Road earned a modest profit of $38,866. Steam power pulled all trains, 

LCL and express was handled, passengers still were welcome aboard the 

aging side-door caboose, and Western Union telegrams were yet dis

patched from BIBE stations. However, steam power vanished quickly 

after the Katy discovered in 1951 that it could employ diesel-electric 

locomotives having a 60,000 pound axle loading on the Northwestern 

District and on the BIBE as well. Water and fuel stations for steam 

locomotives were not fully retired until 1953, but the locomotives 

themselves had disappeared forever a year or two earlier. By 1960 

little express was handled, and the Western Union service had been 

terminated. For that matter, the BIBE 1 s fragile telegraph wires 

crumbled beyond repair in the late 1950s, although they were not 

officially retired until 1967. LCL shipments declined and finally were 

restricted by a 6,000-pound minimum tariff regulation. With the pas

sage of the express and LCL business, the side-door cabooses lost 

their special utility and were scrapped. Passenger service similarly 

was terminated, although an unusually brave hobo occasionally volun

teered as a rider. 3 

In 1950 the volume of traffic was sufficiently high to demand 

the use of train orders to govern movements over the line. Six years 
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later train crews merely were expected to "report for clearance before 

leaving Forgan and Keyes." By the mid-1960s, however, all tra;i.ns were 

operated without clearance or train orders. As track conditions 

deteriorated the authorized speed was correspondingly lowered to 15 

miles per hour in 1969 and to 10 miles per hour in 1970. Only the 

barest number of slow orders were issued; engineers simply were ex-

pected to know where the worst sports were located. The loss of LCL~ 

express, Western Union, and even carload traffic eventually resulted 

in the reduction of open stations. Floris, Baker, Mouser, and Muncy 

had been closed for several years, but on March 28, 1958, Eva was the 

first major station to be closed. Less than 10 years later the road's 

first station, Beaver, was locked up. In 1967 the historic depot 

building at that point was retired, sold, and moved to Hooker where 

it became a garage. At the depot site in Beaver, only the 7xl5 con-

crete vault safe remained as a grotesque reminder of an important era 

now passed. Finally, the agency at Turpin was abolished in the first 

days of 1971. Thereafter, only Hooker and Keyes had open stations. 4 

Beginning in 1952 and continuing through 1957, the operation of 

the BM&E resulted in net losses. The road even failed to earn operat

ing expenses in 1953, 1956~ and 19560 In the last mentioned year the 

Beaver Road had revenues of only $55,273 while posting a net deficit 

of $163,328. These conditions generally were prompted by a thinning 

traffic mix and a disastrous drought which cut deeply into revenues 

from the transportation of agricultural commodities. These also were 

lean years for the M-K-T System, and, in an effort to return it to 

prosperity, various financial interests fostered the nomination of 

William No Deramus, III, as president. The youthful Deramus arrived 
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on the property in January, 1957, and promptly ordered department 

heads to "cut all personnel to the lowest possible numbe)'.' tha,t will 

still permit daily conduct of business.". As a result, nearly all of 

the B~E section men were dismissed, the number of sections were re

duced, and those which remained were stretched to levels that negated 

any possibility of adequate maintenance. The usual comprehensive 

maintenance program was junked, the section men performing only day

to~day service. At the same time, requests for materials were cate

gorically denied. In 1958, the second year of the Deramus regime, 

only 238 ties were inserted along the Beaver's 105 miles of track. 

Nevertheless, previous managements had demanded a well maintained 

track; this guaranteed a lengthy incubation period before the telling 

effects of deferred maintenance became troublesome. In the late 1950s, 

B~E crews were still making a Forgan-Beaver-Keyes turn, 210 miles, 

within 16 hours as prescribed by federal law. A guest passenger who 

rode over the line in 1958 observed that the engineer frequently had 

the train moving 11 at a brisk forty miles per hour, in blatant and non

chalant disregard of the authorized speed. 115 

After the M-K-T purchased the B~E from Jacob Achenbach and his 

associates in 1931, the Beaver Road 1 s board of directors was made up 

of Katy officials and shipping friends. In the early 1950s the board 

consisted of Katy's board chairman, its president, its vice president 

and general manager plus shipping and banking representatives from 

Tulsa, Muskogee, and McAlester, Oklahoma; Joplin, Missouri; and Dallas, 

Texas. One of the directors was Bryan Cole, an executive of the 

Griffin Grocery Company of Muskogee, Oklahoma, who served from 1944 

until his death in 1972. He succeeded John Taylor Griffin, President 
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of the Griffin Grocery Company--the largest wholesale grocery company 

in the Southwest and an important shipper on Katy's main line--wh9 had 

been appointed to the directorate in the early 1930s. Remuneration 

for the directors was meager: a pass good on Katy passenger trains, 

an elegant dinner served in conjunction with the annual meeting, and, 

perhaps most important, considerable pride in being a director of a 

railroad company. The BM&E trade area was not represented on the 

board, and there is no record which suggests that the annual meetings, 

usually aboard a Katy business car, ever were held on the railroad 

itself. Muskogee, Oklahoma, was a favored location for several years. 6 

There was generally a very positive, even warm, relationship 

between ~he officials and employees of the BM&Eo Jacob Achenbach was 
I 
i 

resp~cteq by his employees, although they recognized that he was more 

a farmer than a railroad operator. They were more skeptical of Carl 

J. Turpin, General Manager under Achenbach, whom they considered an 

able railroader but one who was prone to "go by the book." Always 

neatly dressed, the bespeckled Turpin was stern and had a hard time 

retaining good men, particularly in the maintenance of way department. 

Eo E. Booth, who worked for Turpin and later for the M-K-T as a BM&E 

official, was well liked. A consummate cigar smoker, Booth had been a 

mechanical officer for the Wichita Falls & Northwestern and later for 

the, Katy at Wichita Falls before joining the BM&E's official family 

in the mid-1920s. Locomotive engineers especially liked Booth, for 

he 11 let the crews roll," although the speed limit was only 18 miles per 

hour. Overhead expenses on the BM&E were reduced after Katy purchased 

the road. This was done by doubling the M-K-T 1 s Northwestern District 

officials in duplicate roles on the Beaver Road. F. W. Grace, who later 
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became Katy's Vice President and General Manager, was an instant 

favorite on the BMli:E. He enjoyed making inspection tours on his 

private car, and BM\i:E employees looked forward to his visits. Engin

eers also appreciated c. W. Campbell who liked to board the locomotive 

and take his hand at the throttle. Ironically the last of the BM\i:E 1 s 

operating officials, Albert Dowdy, spent two years as agent at Keyes 

in the early 1940s. A man who was much admired on the BMli:E, Dowdy 

had the very distasteful task of closing down its operation in 1973. 7 

The BM\i:E offered both temporary and permanent employment for 

station agents, enginemen, trainmen, and section laborers. Owing to 

its low pay and heavy seasonal traffic, however, it experienced an ex

tremely large turnover in help. Senior employees often joked about 

management's recruiting tactics. One favorite story involved an un-

employed drifter who happened into Forgan during World War II and was 

immediately drafted into the BM\i:E 1 s service as a brakeman. He was 

forthwith dispatched to Keyes on an overnight wheat run, but upon re

turning to Forgan after a bone-jarring 16-hour tour of the BM\i:E he went 

AWOL without drawing his salary. Boomers flocked to the road during 

its annual harvest rush; while most of them moved on thereafter, a few 

stayed to become permanent hands. One of these was George W. Crosby 

who came to the Beaver Road in 1927 as an engineer and retired there 

36 years later. Earlier, as an eighth-grader, he had been an engine 

watchman for the WF&NW at Elk City in 1912 and 1913. Soon thereafter 

he quit school to enter engine service on the Northwestern; later he 

spent two years on the AT&SF and nine years on the Katy before signing 

on with the Beaver Road. Crosby was clearly the most colorful of the 

BM\i:E employees. The stories of his fast running are legendary. Per-
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' haps a bit careless at time$, he had something of a devil-may-c?re 

attitude. But when it was necessary, Crosby was the man for the job. 

He took particular delight in frightening the daylights out of a new 

man or a Katy man who was temporarily assigned to the BIBEo Another 

boomer who found a permanent home on the Beaver Road was Charles H. 

Gardiner who retired as agent at Forgan in 1972. Gardiner was born 

in the Rock Island depot at Isabelle, Oklahoma, where his mother was 

agent; his father also was a Rock Island agent. After working for 

several roads, Gardiner hired out on the BIBE in 1943. He moved to 

Forgan after the Beaver station was closed in 1967.8 

Several others, like Thomas J. "Zip" Ro_bb, Sr., were not boomers 

but did have previous railroad experience. Robb had been an official 

on the Clinton & Oklahoma Western before joining the BIBE as a con-

ductor in 1929. Hugh H. Parks had been in charge of a Katy extra gang 

prior to his employment as a section foreman on the Beaver Road in 

1930. A few local residents also found work on the railroad. W. H. 

Wells spent a few years as cashier for the company at Hooker shortly 

after the road arrived there. Byron Bates was a jack-of-all-trades 

for the BIBE at Forgan before entering engine service on the M-K-T. 

Lester Wo Barnett of Forgan hired out as a brakeman in 1938 and was 

promoted to conductor five years later. T. J. Robb, Jr., followed his 

father's footsteps in 1944 when he secured employment on the BIBE as 

a fireman. In 1946, another Panhandle resident, L. E. Smith, was 

hired as a fireman. Barnett, Robb, and Smith comprised the entire 

train crew and engine crew roster when the Beaver Road was abandoned 

in 1973. The railroad also brought economic. opportunities to c. w. 

Suttle of Forgan, who was the company's official watch inspector, and 
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to Dr. W. J. Risen who was the company surgeon at Hooker.9 

Informality was the word which best characterized labor relations 

on the Beaver Road. Whenever the BMll<E was "covered up with wheat," 

many Katy crewmen, such as engineer c. W. Dowdy of Mangum, helped out 

until the rush was over. Katy crews derisively referred to the line 

as the "Burma Road11 but grudgingly marveled at the ability of the 

Beaver's train crews when it came to moving wheat. During hard times, 

unfortunately, many regular BMll<E employees were frequently without 

work. John B. Arrington, a former boomer, worked for the BMll<E as a 

fireman between 1928 and 1941, but only on an as-needed basis. G. H. 

McMahon similarly was called to work when the movement of grain peaked 

but was otherwise unemployed. Men with the most seniority held the 

few regular jobs, but others with +ess seniority sometimes were hired 

to perform other tasks on the railroad. For instance, extra brakemen 

and firemen were used interchangeably as section laborers until 1957. 

Even George H. Capehart, normally an engineer, periodically toiled on a 

section crew. During World War II the BMll<E happily welcomed women to 

its employment rolls. In 1943 the M-K-T Employes' Magazine announced 

that an attractive clerk, Miss Lois Kirkhart, had been assigned to the 

Hooker office. In the same year, Clinton U. Walters, agent at Eva, 

was drafted. In his absence his wife Elsie, then pregnant, filled the 

job. When the baby was born, Mrs. Walters' mother acted as a substitute 

agent at Eva and later accepted the agency at Keyes. In 1952 Mrs. 

Walters' husband became agent at Keyes, and his wife retained the Eva 

position. After Eva was closed in 1958 and until the BMll<E was aban

doned in 1973, Mr. and Mrs. Walters shared the Keyes agency. Walters 

bought some land near Keyes and engaged in farming during part of the 
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year while his wife held the railroad job. During the rernainqer of 

the year Mrs. Walters was a housewife while her husband returned to 

railroad work. This unusual arrangement was satisfactory to the 

Walters and to the railroad as well. The B~E also approved a similar 

arrangement at Hooker when Mrs. F. W. Topinka, a fifty-grade teacher 

from Forgan, filled in for her husband during his annual vacation. 

Topinka himself had earlier been a section laborer and brakeman before 

transferring to station service in 1955. At Hooker he was the B~E' s 

. d" d . k lO agent, assistant au itor, an time eeper. 

Katy officials seem to have been more lenient with B~E employees 

than with their own help on the Northwestern District. One time, after 

a severe derailment which was aggravated by excessive speed, it appeared 

that George Crosby would be dismissed. On tne contrary, not even a 

demerit,mark was assessed against his record. As with its own employ-

ees, however, Katy officials were loath to interfere with the personal 

lives of B~E workers. Shortly after the Katy assumed control of the 

Beaver Road, a laundress at Beaver complained to Superintendent c. w. 

Watts that a B~E section foreman had failed to pay a small bill owed 

her. Watts advised the foreman,, 11 1 dislike to receive letters like 

this, and wish you would do whatever necessary to keep your personal 

affairs out of this office." Nevertheless, Watts did not have un-

limited patience. In 1931 a merchant at Baker complained that the B~E 

agent there owed him money and had given him bad checks in payment. 

Watts told the agent that he was 11 disappoint ed in his conduct" and 

urged that he "square accounts." Several later complaints exhausted 

Watts' good humor, and the employee was eventually dismissed because, 

in the words of the superintendent, he was "unable to satisfactorily 
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perform the duties of the position." This case, it should be noted, 

was extremely unusual. Perhaps Katy officials felt compelled to 

exercise a loose reign on BMScE employees because of the difficulty of 

retaining men on the line or perhaps because the entire operation was 

so far removed from the Wichita Falls offices. In any event, Katy 

supervisors embraced a philosophy which permitted almost anything as 

long as the traffic moved smoothly and they received no complaints. 

For their part, the BMScE workers appreciated this philosophy and 

ordinarily performed well. 11 

While working relations generally were good, wages and benefits 

were not. Until recent times no BMScE employees were protected by 

union agreements, and in 1973 such protection was accorded only to 

agents and section men. Traditionally the BMScE paid salaries on a 

monthly basis, except for maintenance of way laborers who were paid on 

an hourly rate. In 1941 these workers were paid a paltry 30¢ per hour, 

and their wages were frozen during the war. Earlier, in 1929, train-

men and agents both had been paid $100 per month. ·In 1942 the agent 

at Keyes earned only $122 per month. Section foremen were offered 

$105 per month in 1938, and in the same year conductors received $150 

every 30 days. Shortly before Pearl Harbor firemen were given a raise 

from $128 to $150 per month. All salaried employees were subject to 

call twenty-four hours per day, seven days a week. In 1948 the Order 

of Railroad Telegraphers was certified to represent the telegraphers 

on the BMScE after an investigation by the National Mediation Board. 

The company, nevertheless, refused to formulate rules regarding 

specific working conditions. On the other hand, when national agree

ments were sig~ed, the BMScE generally granted wage increases, vacation 
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improvements, and health and welfare amendments to its station em

ployees. Finally, in 1967, a contract was written to cover the BMSGE 1 s 

three agents at Turpin, Hooker, and Keyes, a traditional agreement 

except that agents were assigned a six-day work-week. Maintenance of 

way personnel gained a union shop contract in 1950 which fixed monthly 

salaries for foremen at $224.97 and hourly rates for laborers at 

$1.16.12 

The two BM&E bond issues, one maturing in 1954 and the other due 

in 1960, were paid on time; Katy thereby became the outright owner of 

the road. The parent company happily reported that beginning in 1958 

and continuing through 1963 the Beaver Road earned profits totaling 

$1,030,242. In every year fixed operating expenses were low. In 

1958, for instance, the BM&E had a profit of $217,465 on total earn

ings of $370,026. 13 

The Oklahoma Panhandle had recovered from the devastating Dust 

Bowl days. In 1950 there were fewer residents in Beaver and Cimarron 

counties than had lived there 20 years earlier, but Texas County had 

a greater population in 1950 than it had in 1930. In the tri-county 

area of the Panhandle there were fewer farms in 1950 than there had 

been earlier, but their total production was greater than before 

and modern agricultural practices coupled with irrigation promised 

a bright future for the area. Additionally, petroleum production, par

ticularly that of liquid petroleum gas (LPG), had increased very 

substantially in the Panhandl~. Part of this prosperity was registered 

in the BM&E's profit and loss statements for the period 1958-1963. 

Yet maintenance of the ·property had nearly disappeared, and the roadbed 

reflected this neglect. William Deramus left the Katy in 1961, but he 
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was replaced as president by c. T. Williams who continued the same 

management policies. Nearly a decade of deferred maintenance by 1964 

had left the Katy System a railroad in name only. The situation was 

as critical on the BMSi:E and on the Northwestern as it was on the main 

line. The nearly prostrate Katy was faced with a cruel dilemma: it 

had no money to patch even its main artery, let alone its western 

branches and the BMSi:E. Then, reversing the trend of. the previous 

six years, 1964 proved to be disastrous for the BMSi:E as it lost nearly 

$100,000. As a result, in December, 1964, Katy chose to petition the 

Interstate Commerce Commission for permission to abandon the entire 

Northwestern District and the BMSi:E as well. Before the case could be 

heard, however, Katy's board of directors brought in a "Doctor of Sick 

Railroads11 --John W. Barriger--who stoutly maintained that, in their 

zeal to economize, Deramus and Williams had hacked instead of pruning. 

Barriger insisted that "you can't starve a railroad into prosperity." 

After making a systemwide inspection and after reviewing the crop 

prospects for 1965, Barriger asked the I.C.C. on April 27, 1965, to 

dismiss the abandonment application; the regulatory agency quickly 

obliged. The new Katy president cautioned, however, that the case 

would be reviewed on a year by year basis. Out on the line, emergency 

crews hurried to fill the worst holes in anticipation of the harvest 

14 
rush. 

Before 1967 one very traditional commodity totally disappeared 

from the BMSi:E 1 s traffic mix. The haulage of livestock, particularly 

cattle and sheep, had gradually eroded in favor of truck. Changing 

marketing conditions likewise served to diminish the use of the rail-

road in the transportation of cattle. Thus in 1967 the last stock pens, 
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at Beaver and Muncy, were retired. That same season the M-K-T r~moved 

the last 298 stock cars from its equipment roster and converted most 

of them to box cars by sheathing their sides. Many of these rebuilt 

cars were used on the Beaver Road to move grain from Panhandle ele-

vators. For a short period of time it. appeared that over-the-road 

truckers might capture even the grain trade from the BMScE. However, 

grain always was the road's life blood, and it responded to this threat 

by instituting a series of rate reductions which all but drove truckers 

from the field. Between 19S4 and 1968 certain grain rates were lowered 

by nearly SO per cent, as the following statistics indicateg . 

From 

Turpin 

Hough 

Keyes 

Rates in Cents per 100 Pounds on Wheat and 
Sorghum Grain to Houston for ExportlS 

Corrunodi ty 10/S4 9/S7 10/60 6/62 

Wheat 6S~ S9 S% 47~ 
Sorghum S3 S3 S% 47~ 

Wheat 72 61 S4~ 47~ 
Sorghum S3 S3 S4~ 47~ 

Wheat 72 61 S6~ 47~ 
Sorghum SS 55 55~ 47~ 

7/64 

46 
47~ 

46 
47~ 

46 
47~ 

S/68 

38~ 
38~ 

38~ 
38~ 

38~ 
38~ 

With highly competitive rates, the BMScE held the grain trade until 

1968. Between 1965 and 1967 the road delivered no less than 4,848 

loads of grain to the M-K-T at Forgan. This was an annual average of 

1,616 cars. However in 1968 only 71S loads of grain were given to 

the Katy, and in 1969 the BMScE originated only 1,000 carloads of that 

traffic. Part of this drop is explained by the usual variance in crop 

conditions, but another factor was more crucial. In the late 1960s, 

numerous Panhandle livestock owners became feedlot operators, using 

locally grown grains for their feeding purposes. This change was re-

fleeted in the BMScE's traffic statistics for 1967-1969; in 1967 a total 
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of 996 cars of milo were billed, but the following year the Beaver Road 

moved only 280 loads of that grain. Even bargain rates could not re-

claim that traditional and remunerative traffic. And there were other 

factors which mitigated against the Br£E 1 s continuance as the Pan-

handle's premier grain carrier. On-line elevators, including those 

which were locally owned as well as those which were a part of Okla-

homa or Texas chain operations, previously had a loyalty to the BMS.:E 

and to grain terminals which could be reached by its parent, the M-K-T. 

However, in the late 1960s and thereafter many of these elevators passed 

to the Perryton Equity Company of Perryton, Texas--a concern which had 

neither loyalty. Moreover, due to its light rail and rapidly de-

teriorating roadbed, the Br£E could not employ the new jumbo hopper 

cars. This conspired against shippers on the Br£E, for it made them 

less competitive than their rivals on the Santa Fe and Rock Island 

lines. For instance, the Stafford Elevator Company at Keyes, a long-

time shipper on the Beaver Road began ordering covered hoppers from 

the AT&SF for its loadings. As a result of the consolidation of 

country elevator companies and the inability of the Br£E to utilize 

the more efficient covered hoppers, the area from which it drew grain 

d . f 1 . h . d f . l' 16 was narrowe to a strip a ew mi es on eit er si e o its ine. 

In 1968 a fertilizer mixing plant was located west of Straight by 

the Gulf Oil Company. This new facility did develop a modest traffic 

for the Br£E. In the same year a total of 211 carloads of pipe moved 

to destinations on the road. Unfortunately this was non-recurring 

traffic and, in fact, when installed as part of a pipe line operation, 

soon drained away the very important LPG business which had been a ma-

jar contributor to the Beaver Road's traffic mix since the mid-1960s. 
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In 1964 the Mobil Oil Corporation entered into a private track a.gree

ment with the BMScE for two 185' tracks to serve loading racks located 

at mile post 68 west of Hough. A smaller plant was installed at 

approximately the same time near mile post 4, between Beaver and 

Forgan, by the Cabot Corporation. During the two year period 1967-

1969, these two plants contributed 33.3 per cent of all loadings on 

the railroad. Strangely the LPG traffic proved to be a mixed blessing. 

Due to economic considerations, shippers favo:r,::ed the use of heavy jumbo 

tank cars for these movements. Although such cars generally were em

ployed in this service, the BMScE's light rail and earthen roadbed, long 

deprived of adequate maintenance, increasingly were unequal to the task. 

In reality, the movement of these heavy loads served to hasten the 

complete physical deterioration of the railroad. 17 

Most of the LPG business from plants located on the BMScE was con

signed to destinations which would have given the Northwestern District, 

and indeed the entire Katy System, profitable long hauls. Late in 

1964, however, the Katy's Northwestern District simply collapsed due 

to the combined effects of deferred maintenance, unusually wet weather, 

and heavy traffic. The M-K-T then sought and received a car service 

order from the I.c.c. which allowed it to divert traffic to connecting 

but competing carriers. This deprived the BMScE 1 s parent of much needed 

revenue, which it would have received as a matter of course had it 

been willing or able to maintain its lines responsibly in years gone 

by. Under the I.c.c. order the majority of the LPG originated on 

the BMScE was given to the Rock Island at Baker. Cars destined for 

Fort Worth and billed in transit·, however, were carried all the way 

on the Katy. These cars were sandwiched between grain loads to reduce 
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wear on the track and bridges whenever possible. Then, nearly as 

quickly as it had started, the LPG traffic on the B~E evaporatedo In 

the three years prior to 1969 the Cabot plant had shipped an annual 

average oi 253 cars over the Beaver~oad, but late in 1968 pipe line 

facilities became available and Cabot never again used the railroad. 

Mobil billed 437 cars from Hough in 1967 but three years later it 

shipped only 124 cars. After receiving pipe line service in 1969, 

Mobil soon terminated the use of rail transportation for the delivery 

of production from the Hough plant. The precarious condition of the 

B~E may have hastened the decisions of the gas companies to make the 

switch to 'pipe line transportation, but, as a Mobil representative 

explained it, the ultimate "reason was purely one of economics." In 

the transp'ort of LPG the pipe line was inherently more efficient than 

the flanged wheel and the steel rai1. 18 

In 1967 and 1968, loadings of sorghum grains amounted to 38.7 

per cent of all billings on the Beaver Roadj and in the same two years 

LPG shipments accounted for an additional 33o3 per cent. Most of the 

sorghum grain business was lost .thereafter when Panhandle feedlot 

operators began using the milo for their feeding purposes. At the 

same time the LPG plants shifted their transport to pipe lines. The 

loss of the two commodities which had, as late as 1967-1968, furnished 

72 per cent of its traffic was a crushing blow. Unhappily the B~E 

had become a broken-down, decrepit railroad with its major sources of 

traffic gone. Moreover, the road lost money on its operations every 

year since 1963, except for 1966 and 1968 when it earned very modest 

profits. While the M-K-T may have had certain reservations about the 
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abandonment of its Northwestern District, it had no compunction about 

seeking the abandonment of its wholly owned Beaver, Meade & Englewood 

Railroad . On April 1, 1969, the Katy sought such permission. 19 
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CHAPTER XX! 

A DECISION FOR EUTHANASIA: THE DEATH WARRANT 

"We therefore conclude, and find, that the_continued oper
ation of these lines would impose an undue burden on the 
subject carriers and upon interstate commerce. The basic 
rationale for our decision can be described as finding that 
the present and future public convenience and necessity does 
not justify the continued operation of marginally profitable 
lines where the rehabilitation burden outweighs the public 
need shown for the retention of this service •••• 11 1 

Angry opposition developed when the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Rail-

road asked the Interstate Commerce Commission for permission to aban-

don its entire Northwestern and its wholly owned Beaver, Meade & 

Englewood Railroad in 1964. · On May 14, 1965, John W. Barriger, Katy's 

new president, was in Mangum to discuss the fate of the lines north of 

Wichita Falls, and was able to announce that he earlier had ordered 

the applications withdrawn. Emergency crews were directed to patch 

the worst holes in order that trains could safely traverse the weary 

trackage at a mere 15 miles per hour. One year later Barriger was in 

Wichita Falls, and the "Grand 0 ld Man of Railroading, 11 as the Wichita 

Falls Times called him, was optimistic about "retaining indefinitely 

Katy's railroad in the Wichita Falls, northern Texas, and Oklahoma 

district." Barriger_was cautious, however, saying that the entire 

situation would be reviewed on a year to year basis. Unfortunately, 

the entire M-K-T System had become so completely run down that 

Barriger's problems defied immediate and, for a while it appeared, 

313 
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even long-term solution. The main line offered shippers the shortest 

rail route between Kansas City and Dallas, but had become uncompeti-

tive due to the deferred maintenance of the previous several years. 

Thus when Barriger located a stray dollar, it naturally was used to 

2 
bolster Katy's sagging main stem. 

By 1968 it was clear that the M-K-T simply had too many route 

miles to renew. In an effort to prune marginally productive trackage, 

the Barriger administration announced at mid-year that it would seek to 

divest itself of the Henrietta Subdivision from Whitesboro to Wichita 

Falls. This 105.9 stretch of track included the historic Wichita Falls 

Railway built by Joseph A. Kemp in 1894 and was the connecting link 

between the Northwestern District and Katy's main line. Unlike the 

Northwestern District and the BM!lcE, the Henrietta Subdivision boasted 

heavy steel, gravel ballast, and was in at least average physical con-

dition. However, there was little on-line industry, and the route 

was primarily useful as a bridge between the main line and the North-

western. Moreover, the road paralleled the Fort Worth and Denver for 

several miles, making it at least partially redundant. In making the 

announcement, Barriger contended that it had become impossible for the 

Katy to maintain all of its trackage because of the company's weak 

financial condition. If cuts had to be made, this was the place to 

de it, Barriger implied. Furthermore, said the Katy president, the 

M-K-T was taking this action so that .funds would be available to re-
I :• 

habilitate the Northwestern District. Nine years earlier all passenger 
'I 

service on t):le Henrietta Subdivision had ended, and in 1967 the proud 

Union Station at WiGhita Falls faced demolitipn after the FW&D's TEXAS 
I 

i 
ZEPHYR was discontinued. Finally, on January 2, 1970, the entire road 
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between Whitesboro and Wichita Falls was abandoned, the tracks to be 

dismantled shortly thereafter. Trackage lights over the FW&D were then 

obtained between Fort Worth and Wichita Falls in order to maintain a 

connection between the Katy main and the Northwestern. Somewhat 

earlier most of the former Texas Central, which had become an important 

Katy feeder, tapping the area northwest of Waco, similarly was aban-

doned. A portion of that line, between Stamford and Rotan, was 

temporarily retained and serviced by trackage rights over the Denver 

Road from Wichita Falls. Late in 1969 the Katy asked for and received 

permission to abandon these trackage rights and then sold its interest 

in the old Texas Central line. With that, Katy's single remaining 

owned operation in the Wichita Falls area was the Northwestern District-

still an important feeder but physically a wreck, unconnected with the 

M-K-T main stem except by trackage rights and tied on the other end 

of its line to the increasingly unprofitable BMSi:E. 3 

Before the projected benefits from the abandonment of the Henri-

etta Subdivision could accrue to it, most of the Northwestern District 

itself faced Valhalla. On November 8, 1968, Katy's board of directors 

voted to seek abandonment of the trackage north from Altus to Forgan 

and the entire BMSi:E from Beaver to Keyes as well. Included were a 

total of 330.99 miles of railroad. Katy's legal department filed the 

appropriate forms with the Interstate Commerce Commission on April 1, 

1969. Due to the magnitude of the application, the case drew consider-

able local, regional, and even national attention. The I.c.c. origin-

ally scheduled hearings in September, but subsequently these were post-

paned to the first week of December when an examiner took testimony 

4 
at three locations, Altus, Woodward, and Guymon. 
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Katy's first witness at the hearings was President John W. 

Barriger who pointed out that the Northwestern District and the BIBE 

had 11 recei ved only minimum essentia 1 maintenance imrnediat ely necessary 

to permit operation." He recalled the situation which he found when 

he arrived on the property in 1965 as "one of appalling neglect of 

maintenance of track, structures, and equipment •11 This was the case 

on all Katy lines, Barriger testified, not just on its western branches. 

Indeed, the M-K-T at that moment in 1965 "was on the brink of bank-

ruptcy, if not actual physical disintegration." Consequently a major 

rebuilding program had been instituted on the main line, but there was 

little money to repair the Northwestern District and the BIBE; now they 

were approaching the point where their service life was exhausted. 

Barriger stoutly contended that 

it would be a gross misuse of M-K-T's meager financial 
resources to permit any diversion of funds otherwise 
available for main line work to subsidize the operation 
of these branch lines which have no hope of successful 
operation. In turn, this misapplication of rehabilitation 
funds would have an adverse reaction upon the recovery of 
main line traffic that M-K-T badly needs in order to 
survive. 

In sum, the Katy president asked that the M-K-T and the BIBE be re-

lieved of the obligation' of continued operation of these lines before 

they reached the absolute end of their physical existence. 5 

Chief Engineer John H. Hughes later testified that the aggregate 

length of the 117 bridges between Altus and Forgan was 18,887 feet. 

The average age of these bridges in 1969 was 32 years, and Hughes 

judged that their general condition was poor. In further testimony, 

Katy's engineer revealed that 8 per cent of all rails and 25 per cent 

of all angle bars on the Northwestern District then were broken. More-



over, 64.7 per cent of the line's ties were in need of replacement. 

Due to deferred maintenance the track unhappily had become center 

bound, and the cut ditches had filled so that there was no effective 

drainage system to carry water away from the tracko On the BMlcE, 
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where only used relay rail had been employed in its construction, the 

situation was equally bad--if not worse. In general, track conditions 

on both lines according to Hughes, were 11 dep lorable. 11 In order to 

rehabilitate these 330.99 miles and restore them to branch line 

standards permitting speeds of 30 miles per hour, Hughes estimated that 

it would take $8,506,260 for the Katy line and $3,599,170 for the BMlcE. 

However, the estimated current salvage value of the M-K-T line was 

6 
$401,600, and $250,400 for the BMlcE. 

A number of studies were submitted which demonstrated that on 

both lines the traffic in general commodities had declined greatly in 

the previous decades and had totally disappeared with respect to many 

items. Livestock traffic, for example, had disappeared some years 

previously, and milo, originated on the BMlcE and moved overhead on the 

Katy line, was down to 141 cars in 1969. The LPG business similarly 

had dried up when the several plants on both lines took advantage of 

pipe line transportation as it became available to them. Furthermore, 

under IoCoC. Car Service Order No. 957, issued in December, 1964, 

these heavy loads were diverted at the nearest junction due to the poor 

track conditions on the Northwestern District. A heavy cement traffic 

to Woodward similarly was diverted, and the use of covered hopper cars 

for the movement of grain was banned on both lines because of the 

heavy weight of these cars when loaded. In other words, the North

western District above Altus by 1969 was used almost exclusively for 
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the movemeljlt of wheat outbound and a small_ amount of supp lie~ ap.d 

fertilizer inbound. The movement of wheat, of course, was no unimpor-

tant matter; Oklahoma ranked third among all states in the production 

of this grain, much of it grown in the area affected by the twin 

abandonment applications. In the seven year period 1963-1969, encom-

passing good, bad, a1nd ordinary crop years, an average of 2, 379 car-

loads of wheat moved to market each year over these lines. Of these, 

an average of 1141 were originated at Katy stations and an average of 

1238 moved overhead from the BM&E. However, in order to retain this 

important traffic, both railroads had greatly reduced their rates. 

Testimony from numerous elevator operators demonstrated that they 

would always use the least expensive transportation service, either 

truck or rail, depending on current rates. Indeed, as little as one-

half cent per bushel, delivered price, often determined the sale of 

grain and the means of its transportation. Katy's counsel therefore 

concluded that the elevator operators saw the railroad as necessary 

only to provide competition for trucks--cheap rates--and not to furnish 

. 7 
transportation per ~· 

The deterioration of traffic mix was even more dramatic on the 

BM&Eo By 1969, Katy considered· it to be "a grain carrying line, trans-

porting only negligible amounts of other commodities •11 Carload traffic 

statistics for 1967 and 1969 bolster this contention: 

Commodity 1967 1969 

Grain 1688 1192 
LPG 695 173 
Pipe 4 31 
All Other 201 96 

TOTAL 2588 1492 
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In Katy's view, the BMl.E not only had experienced a marked decl~ne in 

t~a~fic and rapidly increasingly deficits, but was a~le to surviv~ 

only because funds, equipment, and services were supplied to it by 

the parent corrpany. The last good year which the BMl.E had experienced 

was 1962, when the road earned profits amounting to $151,925. There-

after earnings exceeded expenses only in 1963, 1966, and 19p8. Be-

tween 1964 and 1970, inclusive, the company sustained a net loss of 

$255,593. The Beaver Road clearly had become a drag on the economic 

health of its parent. Because it was considered an independent carrier, 

the determination of its case was a simple mattero All that was 

necessary was to prove that the road had become unprofitable. On 

proof of such loss, the Commission no longer had the right to exercise 

its discretion or to consider other factors because, as Katy's counsel 

pointed out, under such circumstances the railroad whose entire line 

is operated at a loss has a constitutional right to terminate its 

b . 8 usiness. 

A number of protes~ors contended that western Oklahoma was on the 

verge of important ecdnomi~ expansion, but Katy's attorneys contended 

that "rosy predictions based on fond hopes are poor substitutes for 

quantitative analysis based on actual movements and the trends demon-

strated in such movements." In sum, the Katy argued thi,\t. the most 

significant aspect of the two applications involved the ~etetiorated 

and worn-out condition of the tracks. Its representatives testified 

that both lines had reached the end of their useful lives; they had 

either to be rebuilt or abandoned. The Siecond most important aspect 

of these applications, in Katy's view, was the financial crises then 
! ', 

facing both applicants. These problems h~d resulted from_.years of 
I 
1 
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deficit operation an·d the financial inability of either applica~t 

to provide funds necessary to restore the lines to proper condition. 

In other words, the M-K-T was financially unable to retain in opera'." 

tion this part of the Northwestern District and the BM&E. Moreover, 

in the unlikely event that funds were made available to rehabilitate 

these lines, the costs of such rebuilding would, in Katy's estimation, 

result in even greater deficits from their future operation. Finally, 

in the case of the BM&E, the application was warranted "primarily 

because of constitutional requirements. 119 

For their part, the protestors took the position that the final 

or sole test was whether the abandonment of these two operations was 

consistent with the public conveniences and necessities, "present and 

future prospective needs of the public, and loss and inconvenience re

sulting from this abandonment, weighed against any losses which may 

accrue to the applicants from their continued operation.n They con

sidered the continued operation of the two lines not to be an undue 

burden on interstate commerce, and they maintained further that the 

lines served "a substantial and essential public need in connection 

with the movement of agricultural products and other commodities to 

and from" points on those lines. Moreover, the combined operation of 

the two lines in question provided the most direct route from western 

Oklahoma and the Panhandle to the export terminals on the Gulf. They 

also pointed out that there were only five connecting railroads on the 

entire 330.99 mile route which the M-K-T and the BM&E proposed to 

abandon. This meant that there were railroad junctions only at an 

average of every 66 miles, effectively negating the applicant's claim 

that the area was oversupplied with railroad services. Shortly before 
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filin~ the twin applications for abandonment, President Barriger con

tacted six regional conpetitors a~d offered to sell to them any portion 
~ .. ~ . 

or the entire railroad from Whitesboro, Texas, through Wichita Falls 

to Keyes, Oklahoma, at not less than scrap value. Only the Rock 

Island responded affirmatively. It agreed to purchase some trackage 

at Mangum on the Katy and a short spur on the BM&E at Baker, but re-

fused to buy a 9.8 mile portion of main line from Mangum to the high 

volume elevators at Brinkman. Nor did it offer to purchase another 10 

mile stretch of main line from Elk City to the Shell Oil plant at 

10 
Hocker. 

Statistics clearly proved that the area served by these lines had 

experienced a reduction in population over the years, but the protestors 

demenstrated that property values had risen during the same time. 

Brinkman, for example, had a population of only 14 people, but ordin-

arily produced more revenue from wheat loadings than any other country 

elevator point on the Northwestern District. The M-K-T admitted that 

w'estern Oklahoma might have economic potential but felt that it was a 

remote possibility. ·Protesters, however, showed that numerous plants 

had recently been loc·ated in the area.: One of these was located at 

Woodward on the AT&SF and would have been placed on the M-K-T 11had 

this abandonment not been pending." Furthermore,! financial deposits in 

the affected counties were up by 200 per cent since 1948. In the Pan-

handle the growth of feedlots had made it a fe~d importing area--a fact 
i 

which Katy's BM&E had not taken advantage of. An M-K-T witness testi-

fied that there was no reason to expect larger volumes of grain from the 

region. Yet in. the Panhandle there had been a 35 per cent increase in 

the number of irrigation well installations in the single year 1968. 
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According to those people opposing abandonment of the BM&E, irrigation 

promised to stabilize the economy of the area and to increase crop 

production. Finally, due to the combined effects of fertilizer, irri

gation, and itensified research, the average wheat yield had risen in 

the area from 12.7 bushels per acre in 1953 to an average of 28.5 

bushels per acre in 1969. Several protestors considered that there was 

no reason to believe this trend would not persist. 11 

It was on behalf of the wheat farmers and elevator operators that 

the protestors waged their strongest campaigns to save the lines. 

Claude G. Rhoades, a representative of the Oklahoma Wheat Commission, 

testified that Oklahoma ranked third among all states in producing 

wheat and that wheat was Oklahoma's number one farm crop. The counties 

served by the lines in question produced one-quarter of the state's 

entire crop, and, in Rhoades' opinion, the granting of the two abandon

ment applications "would discriminate against 9, 500 wheat farm families 

by depriving them of railroad service and penalizing them financially." 

These two connected rail lines were the primary wheat movers in their 

respective areas and provided the most direct route to the Gulf. 

Through this method the vast bulk of all the Oklahoma wheat crop, some 

80 per cent, was exported. Inexpensive rail transportation to Gulf 

ports, of the type supplied by these two lines, encouraged such ex

portation and thus assisted the United States in its balance of payments 

problem. Railroad officials responded that regional trucking services 

were adequate for the movement of grain from the area, but the protest

ors proved that, in 1969 at least, trucking was inadequate. Moreover, 

several independent companies and even chain organizations like Bunge 

Elevator Company used rail service almost exclusively. 12 
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Without doubt the farmers and elevator operators in.the ~anhandLe 

would be most affected by the proposed abandonment. Many farmers who 

ordinarily marketed their grain at Knowles would have to truck their 

wheat to Booker, Texas, a round trip ef more than 50 miles. Custom 

combine operators would necessarily have to raise their rates as they 

would have longer truck hauls from the grain fields to the elevators 

and then longer waits at those elevators. The Riffe-Gilmore Corrpany, 

with elevators on the BM!.E at Baker, Meuser, and Hough, shipped its 

wheat to Fort Worth and to the Gulf via BM!.E and the M-K-T. Without 

rail service its Hough and Mouser facilities, with a total capacity 

of 1.12 million bushels, would be hard hit. Wheat from those areas 

would have to be trucked to a competitor at Hooker, whose facilities 

would be overburdened by the additional volume. The elevator operator 

at Eva stated that, if the abandonment request was granted, he would 

have to truck grain from his facility to Elkhart, Kansas, for rail 

loading; this would mean an additional expense of from three to six 

cents per bushel, a charge which eventually would be borne by the 

farmers. In Beaver County, George Kamas had a $1 million investment 

in 9,000 acres of land, and said that if he was compelled to truck his 

annual grain production to Englewood, Kansas, he might be forced out of 

business. The protestors calculated that grain producers in all of the 

affected counties in 1969 were.subject to an average 7.5-mile haul from 

their farms to rail loading facilities. Should the 1.c.c. grant the 

applications, they would be burdened with an average 25-mile haul to 

railroad points. Of course, wheat farmers were not alone in their 

fears. At Gate, the Axtell Mining Corrpany which shipped volcanic ash 

in carload lots conterrplated its extinction if the rails disappeared 
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from that location.13 

The protestors hotly charged that the Katy had 11milked11 these 

lines as long as possible without properly maintaining them. Now they 

were in deplorable condition. This was caused, many said, by habitual 

neglect ordered or at least condoned by Katy management over a long 

period of time. Thus the protestors asked: 

Can the condition of the trackage, admittedly brought 
about by Applicant's own neglect, their own lack of 
sufficient and adequate maintenance over many years, be 
used as a basis and justification to abandon the lines 
and deprive the shippers and users of that which they 
have a right to expect, when such absolute duty has 
been voluntarily assumed? 

That the lines needed repairing and rehabilitating was never in question 

either by the railroads or the protestors. However, they did differ 

as to the cost of such upgrading. An independent and well-respected 

Oklahoma engineer, H. E. Bailey, estimated that, "to completely re-

habilitate the lines and all bridges and roadway" so that heavily 

loaded LPG tanks and covered hopper grain cars could be handled at 

30 miles per hour, it would be necessary to spend at least $5,869,767--

about half of what Katy officials had suggested. The protestors ack-

nowledged that all railroads, and particularly the Katy, were experi-

encing difficult times. On the other hand, they cont ended that "these 

are likewise and in the same breath critical times for all businesses, 

individuals, town, and communities." Therefore, they argued, 11 compari-

son should be made between investments which the railroads would be 

required to make, as compared with the valuations of farm lands" and 

other investment of those who would be negatively affected by the 

abandonment of these lines. 14 

On October 16, 1970, the 1.c.c. examiner who heard the case 
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announced his recommendations. He favored approval of_ the app Hca-

tions, but with severe restrictions. One of his recommended conditto~s 

was that the line be retained in operation for two years, after which 

period the applicant again would be required to submit filings. Both 

the railroads and the protesters filed exceptions to the examiner's 

report, and the case was referred to the entire Commission "because of 

the importance of the matters involved.". The M-K-T and the protesters 

alike criticized the examiner's use of the traditional 11 50-per cent 

formula." This· formula allowed a 50 per cent credit to the affected 

lines on divisions of revenue, and a 50 per cent credit to the remain-

der of the Katy System. In other words, if a carload of wheat billed 

from Brinkman to Galveston brought $500 in freight revenue, one half 

was credited to the line which the Katy proposed to abandon, and the 

rest was allocated to other Katy lines ever which the car traveled. 

The railroad argued that the 50 per cent rule allocated too much 

credit to the lines which it sought to abandon, while the protestors 
·, 

considered that the lines ought to receive more than the 50 per cent 

credit. In the end, the full Commission upheld its examiner on this 

issue and, found 11that Katy's net income from operation ef the line 

from Altus to Forgan for 1967, 1968, and 1969 was, respectively, 

$125, 492, $213, 191, and $171, 307 •" ·However, the M-K-T had spent only 

$1,400 per mile to maintain this portion of the Northwestern District 

during those· same years, while $2, 400 was considered by the r.c.c. 

the average annual expenditure for branches of this type. Had the Katy 

spent the normal amount for maintenance during the period 1967-1969, 

the Commission calculated the line would have been operated at a net 

loss. On the BM&E the case was clear; it had become an economic burden 
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to it~ parent. Thus after lengthy consideration, the I~c.c. decided 

on Novembe~ 18, 1971, that the two applications fer abandonment would 

. 15 
be granted. 

In making its decision the I.c.c. asserted that it was impossible 

to 11 Qver-emphasize the critical financial condition ef the Katy on a 

systemwide basis. 11 In view of this, the cost of rehabilitating the 

line was a major issue with which the regulatory agency had to deal. 

Eventually the commission had become 11convinced that an expenditure 

of $12 million, as claimed by the applicants, or even the lesser figure 

of $6 million which the protestants feel would be sufficient, is not 

justified under the circumstances •••• 11 The I.c.c. agreed that the 

hard-pressed Katy had to establish prierities in allocating its limited 

rehabilitation funds and further agreed that these monies rightly 

should be spent on its main line. 11 to do otherwise, would. jeopardize 

Katy's entire system, 11 concluded the Commission. 16 

At the hearings numerous protesters charged that the railroads 

had an affirmative duty to maintain their tracks and facititie~. in 

reasonably good operating condition but had not done so. They alleged 

that the two roads had engaged in negligent 11nonmaintenance11 or had 

deliberately downgraded service so as to rid themselves of traffic 

which ordinarily would have flowed to them. The Commission dismissed 

these allegations, but, as the position a4vanced by the protestants was 

frequently heard by the I.c.c., and as the Katy situatiori'provided 11a 

dramatic example of the general problem, 11 -_the Commission finally 

decided to create distinctions 11 between economizing and the deliberate 

downgrading of service. 11 In this landmark decision the Commission 

stated that the essence of the problem was the carrier's intent: 
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whether it deliberately downgraded a viable line or merely neglected 

it out of financial necessity. 11We are of the view that the effect of 

a carrier's act can best be judged in terms of the over-all needs of 

the carrier," said the 1.c.c. Therefore in answering future allegations 

of deliberate downgrading, the I.c.c. announced that it expected the 

railroads to be prepared to demonstrate their needs to economize 

according to these criteria: 

A) Whether, on a systemwide basis the carrier is either only 
marginally profitable or is operated at a deficit. 

B) Whether the particular line under consideration is 
marginally profitable, operated at a deficit, or would 
have been operated at a deficit were it not for deferral 
of maintenance and rehabilitation costs. 

C) Whether the carrier can clearly show that its available 
funds for maintenance and rehabilitation are required for 
those portions of the lines within its system for which a 
greater public need had been demonstrated and which offers 
a larger profit potential for the carrier, and that carrier 
has definite proposals as to how such expenditures are being 
or wi 11 be made. 

In surrnnary, the Cormni.ssion said that in the future it would look to 

the following factors in making its decisions regarding the downgrading 

of service issue: 

A) The nature of, the services and the public need shown 
in the past for th~ services. 

B) The effect of the carrier's act. 

C) The need demonstrated by a carrier to economize under 
the implied intent test. 

D) Any evidence as to a specific intent to deliberately 
downgrade service for the purpose of turning what ordinarily 
would be a profitable operation into a deficit operation in 
perfecting a case for abandonment.17 

The I.c.c. admitted that the abandonment "would work a hardship 

on some shippers, especially elevator operators, 11 and that many 
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shippers would "have to make major adjustments in their transportation 

patterns." To cushion the blow and to accord shippers a reasonable 

time to make such adjustments, the regulatory agency demanded con-

tinued operation of the lines until June 30, 1972. It also provided 

that the M-K-T could 

sell the line to any responsible person, firm, group, 
organization, association, or corporation, including the 
State of Oklahoma or any agency thereof, prior to June 30, 
1972, for continued operation (upon approval of this 
Conunission) for not less than the net salvage value of the 
property to be abandoned. 

On behalf of the affected Katy and B~E employees, the I.C.C. imposed 

"the Burlington conditions,"--modest job protection provisions. Later, 

as it became apparent that the newly created Oklahoma Railroad Mainte-

nance Authority was acting in good faith to acquire these lines from 

the Katy, the I.c.c. modified its order to assure continued operation 

through August 30, 1972. Then, in an act of good faith on its own, 

Katy voluntarily guaranteed operation until January 15, but the lines 

were finally and officially abandoned on January 31, 1973. Thereafter, 

only the trackage between Wichita Falls and Altus remained in service 

18 under the Katy banner. 

In large measure, the proceedings involving the abandonment of 

these 330.99 miles of railroad, reportedly the largest branch line 

abandonment to that date, served to focus national attention en the 

general problem of the closing of rail service to rural areas. 
i 
Prompted 

by the I.C.C. 1 s decision to allow the abandonment of these lines, 

Senator Henry Bellman (R-Oklahoma) introduced a bill in Congress en-

titled the Rural Railroad Assistance Act of 1972. Under this proposed 

legislation the Department of Transportation would have been authorized 



to make loans and loan guarantees to state and local public bodies 

for the establishment or re-establishment of rail service in rurq.l 

areas. Such loans could have covered up to 80 per cent of the cost 
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of such projects, but, while the legislation was passed in the Senate, 

it died for lack of action in the House. Earlier, Senator Walter F. 

Mondale (D-Minnesota) introduced similar legislation entitled the 

Rural Transportation Act of 1972; neither was this legislation enacted. 

Nevertheless, the efforts of Bellmen and Mondale suggest that the 

problem of branch line abandonment in rural areas eventually will 

receive a full airing. This undoubtedly will result in the passage 

of comprehensive legislation to deal with the problem. 19 
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CHAPTER XXII 

OF MUDDY TIRES AND BROKEN RAILS 

"We have succeeded in abandoning most of our unproductive 
branch lines, so that it is no longer necessary to waste 
the railroad's resources maintaining track which preduced 1 
virtually no revenue." Katy President R. N. Whitman, 1972. 

Shortly after the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad filed applica-

tions to abandon most of its Northwestern District and all of its 

Beaver, Meade & Englewood, Katy management sought to streamline its 

corporate structure by dissolving the Wichita Falls Railway and the 

Wichita Falls & Northwestern Railway of Texas, twe subsidiary companies. 

The Wichita Falls Railway was Joseph A. Kemp's first railroad project, 

comprising trackage between Wichita Falls and Henrietta, Texas; it 

also faced abandonment in 1969. The Wichita Falls & Northwestern of 

Texas owned a line of road extending from North Yard in Wichita Falls 

to the south bank of the Red River, nearly 18 miles. The boards of 

directors of these two companies, meeting in Wichita Falls during June, 

1969, gave their blessings to the proposal. Shortly thereafter the 

Interstate Commerce Commission authorized the M-K-T to acquire all 

assets and franchises ef the two former Kemp and Kell lines·. 2 

The corporate structure of the M-K-T had undergone a significant 

alteration two years previously when on August ·24, 1967 Katy·Industries 

was incorporated in Delaware. A holding company organized to acquire 

the common stock of the Missouri-Kansas-T-exas Railroad, Katy Indus'tries 
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was also designed to provide for expansion and di versification into 

non-transportation fields. As a result of this diversification pl~n, 

in which the railroad company was the central ingredient, Katy's 

stock rose 153 per cent in 1967. One observer attributed this dramatic 

rise to the faith which investors had in Katy President John W. Bar-

riger. 11He has a personal reputation as a surgeon of sick railroads 

and is one of the dominant intellectual influences of American rail-

reading in the twentieth century, 11 said another. These investors 

naturally hoped that Katy's reorganization and diversification plan 

would change it from a weak company into a profitable one. 3 

In 1970, John Barriger left the M-K-T. He was 70 years of age, 

five years older than Katy's retirement policy w,:mally allowed. ffis 

efforts had revived the nearly moribund railroad, and its public 
j' 

image had been renewed. Barriger richly deserved the accolades wlf~ch 

he received when he left the Katy after five difficult but nevertl:}'eless 

rewarding years as its chief executive. He was succeeded by Regitj;ald 

I 
N. Whitman, a former Federal Railroad Administrator for the Departjment 

of Transportation and a man who additionally had long service in tjhe 

operating departments of the Great Northern and the Alaska railwa)'.!s. 

Whitman's appointment naturally added fuel to merger speculations 

which involved one of his former employers, the Great Northern, now a 

part of the Burlington Northern. However, merger talks with the BN 

ended in 1970, although they were terminated with the assumptton that 

1 4 
they would be resumed in the future. · -

President Whitman had the happy task of announcing that, for the 

first time since 1963, Katy earned a modest profit in 1971. In that 

year, revenues rose by 6. 9 per cent, : although car loadings were down by 
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3.6 per.cent. Whitman cautioned that Katy yet faced grave diffi

culties, but assured stockholders that the road was building "on a firm 

base, since during the past five years many ef the worst crises have 

been faced and mastered." The M-K-T, Whitman pointed out, was "no 

longer a Granger road, depending for its revenue almost entirely 

upon the wheat harvest•" To be sure, Katy's traffic mix had changed 

markedly. In 1945, petroleum products contributed 23.72 per cent of 

all traffic handled on the road, while wheat traffic amounted to 6.48 

per cent of the total'. Twenty-one years later wheat was number one both 

in terms of cars handled and percentage ef earned revenue. In 1968 

wheat still held first place as a revenue producer but had slipped to 

second place in terms of total cars handled. In that category, cars 

handled, wheat dropped to sixth place in 1970 and to tenth place in 

1971. This change in traffic mix implied that Katy could indeed afford 

to divest itself of the 330.99 miles of railroad in western Oklahoma 

which traditionally had constituted its premier grain loading lines. 

Whitman said as much in 1972. 5 

Before permission to abandon most of the Northwestern District and 

all of the B~E had been reC'ei ved, a number of reductions in service 

had been implemented on those lines. The last switch engine assignment 

on the entire Northwestern District was terminated on December 24, 

1970, when the job at Altus was abolished. One year earlier the 

telegraph lines between Wichita Falls and Forgan had been retired and 

removed. Thereafter all communications were conducted by way of a di~ 

rect phone circuit leased from Southwestern Bell to link all stations 

with the Denison offices. Three of these stations, Gate, Burkburnett, 

and Camargo were closed between 1969 and 1971. The building at Burk-
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burnett then was donated to the Burkburnett Study Club and that at 

Camargo similarly was rescued for posterity, but the Gate depot, al-

though thoroughly vandalized, remained at its usual wind-swept loca-

. 6 ti.on. 

During the 1950s and early 1960s most of the Northwestern Dis-

trict 1 s veteran employees retired •. They had begun working for the 

railroad when it was opened for trafr"ic or shortly thereafter. The 

next generation of employees, those who hired on during the 1920s, 

retired in the late 1960s or in the' early 1970s. Many of these men 

were in station service, and in 1971 nearly every open depot on the 

line was manned by a veteran. By 1973, however, all had retired. P. 

A. Johnston was representative. For the last time, on November 30, 

1971, Johnston answered the telephone at the Elk City depot with his 

traditional greeting: 11 Katy Depot." In late years there had been no 

"extra board, 11 or reservoir of station employees, from which new men 

could be drawn to fill the remaining positions when vacated. More-

over, employees from other divisions hesitated to accept positions 

on the Northwestern when its future was in doubto Thus Katy was 

forced to imp.revise in filling these assignments. When Walter Wo 

Roan retired at Vici, a local rancher, Earl Go Cramer was asked to 

become agent at that point. Cramer, who had worked at various 

stations on the M-K-T between 1946 and 1954, accepted the invitation 

and stayed until the line was abandoned in 1973. When Co H. Gardiner 

retired at Forgan, he was succeeded by Lloyd Ho Freeman who had been 

a clerk at Denison. 7 

Snow fr~quently was a burden on the operation of the Northwestern 
\ 

and the B}&E. The blizzards of 1911, · 1937, and 1957 were legendary, 
I 
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but that of February 21-22, 1971, was the worst of all. One day 

after that storm had passed, a twin-engine plow extra was dispatche4 

from Elk City to clear the line, but was promptly derailed at Leedey; 

following additiona.l frustrations, the train limped back to Elk City. 

After lengthy conteII¥>lation Katy officials acknowledged that a snow 

plow would be necessary to clear the line. Unfortunately, Katy owned 

no such equipment. The problem was finally solved when a make-shift 

rail and sheet-steel p~ew was welded to the frame of locomotive 

number 118. This home-made and self-propelled snow plow eventually 

broke through the drifts at Leedey on March 6. Two weeks later 

and nearly 30 days after the storm, extra 118 reached Keyes--its broken 

headlight, shattered number plates, and bent hand-rails bearing testi-

8 
mony to earlier but victorious battles with snow:".'packed cuts. 

Another problem in removing snow after the 1971 blizzard was the 

condition of the track. In years gone by engineers did not fear making 

high speed runs at snow-filled cuts because they had confidence in the 

track. By 1971 this was hardly t~e case. In the spring of that year, 
I:":·.._. .• 

after the snow had entirely melted, it was possible to stand en the 

main street crossing at Willow, look in either direction dawn the 

track, and not see a single tie. At that location, and nearly every-

where on both the Northwestern and on the B~E, dirt and matted weeds 

stretched from the ball of one rai 1 to the ball of the other. Actually 

it was this impacted condition, rather than ties and spikes, which held 

much of the track together. All went well if train speeds were low and 

if trains did not operate immediately after the roadbed had been soaked 

with moisture. 

Beginning in the late summer of 1972 and continuing for several 
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months,, the area from Altus to ,Keyes received unusually heavy an~ 
I I 

frequent rains. With that the entire operation in that sector fell 

apart. On August 24, extra 111-96 left Forgan with 49 loads and 3 

empties, 4109 tons, but a few miles east of town the train stalled 

while attempting to negotiate a lengthy hill. Engineers ordinarily 

made "a run" for the hill but on that day the track was so soft that 

such an attempt was impossible. Moreover, the locomotive's wheels 

crushed weeds which covered the tracks and this made the rails slippery. 

In sum, traction was at a premium. Thus the crew was forced to "double 

the hi 11," proceeding toward Mocane with only one-half of train. 

A few miles later a rail turned over under the heavy load and several 

cars were badly derailed. Since there was additional tonnage to move 

at Gate and Laverne, the crew decided to take the four cars behind 

the engines which had not derailed and proceed. Less than one-half 

mile later these last four cars also jumped the track. With their 

entire train stalled or derailed behind them, the crew boarded the 

diesels and headed east, but before reaching Gate, the hind unit de-

railed. It was the last straw; the crew gave up in desperation and 

returned to their terminal by automobile. This series of incidents 

involving only one train unhappily was merely a harbinger of things 

9 
to come. 

The day after Thanksgiving, 1972, extra 107-109 slowly rumbled out 

of Leedey with about 50 cars of wheat from the Panhandle. It was a 

dark, damp, snowy day. The long train of red box cars was brushed 

with a co~ting of wet snow which did not blow off; the train simply did 

not move fast enough for that. Every flanged wheel had muddy ti:r;es and 

the f.ootboards of both locomotives were splintered from earlier angry 
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derailments. South of Leedey another such incident occurred, and it 

was several days before the train eventually reached its terminal. 

This road between Leedey and Hammon would cause continual bottlenecks 

until the last train had passed over it. Rain and snow continued, and 

one Katy spokesman grimly noted that "every time you call a train out 

there you have a derailment." He did not overstate the case. One train -

left Woodward three days before Christmas but experienced four major 

derailments between there and Hammon. Meanwhile, George Balch, manager 

of the Woodward Cooperative Elevator, a facility located on the M-K-T, 

complained that he had ordered 80 cars to move grain from his elevator, 

but Katy had not been able to provide them due to the several derail-

ments north of Elk City. Other elevators were similarly distressed. 

Katy tried to service them but the track failed. On January 3, 1973 

one train derailed at Leedey, and the next day another train derailed 

south of Elk City. On January 10 a Katy official announced that 

three separate derailments were blocking the line between Wichita Falls 

and Woodward. The road's total collapse, long forecast, had occurred. 

The I.C.c. had originally given Katy permission to abandon all of the 

BMS.:E and the Northwestern District above Altus effective June 30, 1972. 

Later it had granted a 60-day ·extension; then the Katy itself post-

paned the abandonment until January 15, 1973. As they struggled to 

move traffic over the railroad in the winter of 1972-1973, Katy of-

f . . 1 h . d h d . . lO icia s must ave questione t ose ·· ecisions. 
1 

Late in December, 1970, Katy had established a new schedule of 

operations on the Northwestern. Using only two crews, it called for 

a single round trip between Wichita Falls and Forgan each week on 

the following basis: 



Crew Number One 

Sunday - Wichita Falls to Altus 
Monday - Altus to Elk City 
Tuesday - Elk City to Altus 
Wednesday - Altus to 

Wichita Falls 

Crew Number Two 

Tuesday - Elk City to Woodward 
Wednesday - Woodward to Forgan 
Thursday - Forgan to Woodward 
Friday - Woodward to Elk City 
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Through tonnage was exchanged at Elk City. This arrangement was par-

tially the result of an amendment to federal law which reduced from 

16 to 14 the number of hours that crews could be worked between rest 

periods. It also reflected the continued erosion of business on the 

lines. For instance, Sheppard Air Force Base accounted for 194 cars 

in 1962 but only 94 cars in 1971. Mangum shippers still forwarded 

cotton and drain pipe, and LPG plants at Hocker and Laverne generated 

a modicum of traffic. An ever-increasing flow of cement was unloaded 

by one firm on the M-K-T at Woodward, but these cars arrived there 

via the AT&SF. Unhappily, the milo moving from the BMScE had nearly 

ended and wheat had become the Northwestern's single major traffic 

d . 11 cornmo ity. 

Oklahoma's 1972 wheat crop surprised the experts and resulted 

in a 1.54 billion bushel harvest valued at a record $3.4 billiono 

The vast majority of it, 85 per cent, graded number one, and as 

always most of it was exported. In May and June, long strings of 

empty box cars were moved north from Wichita Falls and spotted for load-

ing at the country elevators. In June and July the process was re-

versed--loaded cars were moved south. For a couple of weeks operations 

on the Northwestern were reminiscent of the "old days." On June 13 

there were 23. loads of wheat at Woodward awaiting movement. Two weeks 

later there were 118 loads at that point, 53 loads at Fort Supply, and 

9 loads at Sharon--all awaiting southbound handling. At Vici the 
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530,000-bushel concrete barrel elevator was nearly full ang loading 

every empty car that Katy could supply. It was the same at every other 

station as the harvest peaked. For several days two trains leap

frogged tonnage from long sidings at Fort Supply, Woodward, and 

Leedey where cars from other trains had been reduced due to heavy 

southbound grades. Then, after the accumulated tonnage all had been 

moved, the Northwestern returned to its usual routine of one train 

12 
each way per week. 

On the B~E, wheat was almost the only commodity shipped in 1972. 

Except for one car of fertilizer from Straight and 21 cars of milo 

shipped from Mouser and Eva; all outbound business consisted of wheat. 

However, wheat contributed a not inconsiderable 740 carloadings for 

1972; Floris and Hough were the leading wheat-loading stations. There 

were only 32 inbound loads to B~E stations during the year. Of these, 

13 were fertilizer and 11 were lumber. Beaver was the most important 

station for inbound shipments, receiving 14 carloads. At most sta

tions on the Beaver Road, revenues for 1972 were under those of 19710 

For example, cars handled to and from Hooker and its allied 

stations (Baker, Mouser, Straight, Hough and Muncy) totalled only 244 

in 1972 as compared to 431 a year earlier. 13 

To handle all this traffic in 1972 it was necessary to call the 

B~E crew only 60 times. Some of these calls represented no more than 

a Forgan-Beaver turn, but the train went as far as Hooker on 48 occa

sions. However, it was necessary to send the crew as far as the end

of-track at Keyes only seven times; five of these trips were made in 

July and August. Earlier it had appeared that the road would be 

abandoned at the end of June; as most of this traffic was handled on 
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the eastern end of the line, little maintenance was performed west 

of Hooker and none at all beyond Hough. Furthermore, crop failures 

had been forecast and thus no business was anticipated. As a result, 

weeds grew hip-high along the track east of Straight and equally as 

high between the rails west of that point. Before the coming of 

diesel power, enterprising BM'lcE employees had devised a way of using 

live steam from locomotives to kill bothersome weeds along the right-

of-way. Chemicals and oil solutions were later sprayed to accomplish 

the same task. That form of maintenance was abandoned after 1970, 

and then weeds took conunand of the road. When a train was ordered to 

deliver 10 empty grain boxes for loading at Eva in June, 1972, it had 

a severe battle with the weeds and succeeded in reaching that station 

only by "doubling the hills" and by waiting while section men scooped 

sand on the rails to counteract the slipperiness caused by weeds 

crushed between the locomotive's drive wheels and the rails. Later 

that year the area was subjected to unusual precipitation, and the 

ill-maintained track simply collapsed under the weight of passing 

trains. On November 2 extra 109 left Forgan with a train of empties 

and went as far as Hooker. The following day it took several of these 

cars to Mouser and Hough, but not until 14 days and several derail-

ments later did that same train return with loads. Then several de-

railments plagued the train on its trip east of Hooker. Amazingly, 

not until December 18 were all the cars which extra 109 had taken 

14 
from Forgan on November 2 returned as loads to the M-K-To 

Fortunately, the assessors in the counties through which the BM'lcE 

passed took note of the increasingfy deteriorated condition of the 

I 
road. The value of the road in Cij1rron County for 1932 was set at 
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$93,195. In 1950 it was assessed at $50,980, but in 1972 at onLy_ 

$7,388. In 1950 the BM!l<E paid Cimarron County $1,332.47 in taxes, 

but 22 years later it paid only $426.58. In Texas County the pattern 

was similar. For 1959 the BM!l<E paid that county taxes amounting to 

$8, 719.38 on property assessed at $229, 716. In 1972 the assessed valu

ation had dropped to $32,353 on which the railroad paid only $1,728.92 

in taxes. Although statistics for its entire history are unavailable, 

it is clear that the Beaver Road was an important taxpayer in the Pan

handle. For the years 1943-1972, inclusive, the BM!l<E paid a total of 

$190,385.22 in taxes to Texas County alone. 15 

Before the Interstate Commerce Commission handed down its de-

cision permitting the abandonment of the Northwestern District north 

of Altus and the entire BMS<E, worried residents of western Oklahoma 

began to consider means by which rail service over these lines could 

be continued. Some considered that Katy had misrepresented its 

financial condition and assumed therefore that the regulatory agency 

would reprimand the railroad and demand that adequate service be main

tained. Others better understood Katy's economic embarrassment and were 

unsurprised when the I.C.C. permitted abandonment. One of these, 

Charles G. Huddleston, an Enid lawyer, had forcefully represented 

the Oklahoma Farm Bureau and other interests during the legal pro

ceedings. He had labored especially in defense of the wheat farmers 

whom he said would lose $1 million per year if the lines were scrapped. 

Huddleston felt that the hearing examiner was fair and, although disaF

pointed, fully anticipated the Commission's judgment. While he 

appealed the decision, Huddleston concomitantly labored for an alter

nate means of saving the railroad. As early as November, 1970, he con-
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vinced the Oklahoma Farm Bureau to take a strong stand for retent~on 

of the lines. Then, with the backing of the Farm Bureau, he began 

the process of drafting a plan designed to save the trackage--a plan 

which he hoped would be considered by the next session of the Oklahoma 

legislature. The proposal was drawn narrowly to apply only to the 

lines in question, and fashioned from previous legislation which 

created toll roads under the Oklahoma Turnpike Authority. 16 

Huddleston met with western Oklahoma legislators soon after the 

1971 session Qegan. Within this group there was bi-partisan support 

for his· proposal. Subsequently, on March 29, 1971, Representative 

Jack M. Harrison. (D-May) introduced House Bill 1483, "An Act Relating 

·to the Oklahoma Railroad Ma int enanc e Authority. 11 Within a few days 

the bill emerged from the House Conrrnerce Conrrnittee with a "Do-Pass" 

endorsement; the full body of the House concurred on April 6 with a 

vote of 96-0. The Senate followed suit on June 4 and the bill was 

signed into law by the governor on June 19, 1971. In early 1972. the 

state supreme court determined that the bill met constitutional re-

. 17 quirements. 

The Oklahoma Railroad Maintenance Authority (ORMA) was empowered 

to acquire, maintain, and operate the Katy lines from the Oklahoma-

Texas line near Devol to the end-of-track at Keyes. Included was 

the railroad from the Red River to Altus, not a part of the 1969 

abandonment application, but a piece of track which some thought the 

Katy would be pleased to sell. Management of the Authority was vested 

in a board of five members to be appointed by the governor, but subject 

to confirmation by the Senate. The ORMA was authorized to accept 

state or federal grants and contributions from any source. However, 



the Authority was not funded through the legislatio'.n which created 

. t 18 
l. • 

There were no votes cast against the bill creating the ORMA. in 
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either house of the Oklahoma legislature. Nevertheless, the bill en-

countered heavy opposition. Forces from the Tulsa vicinity did not 

favor the retention of this particular railroad, for its traffic 

tended to originate or terminate in Texas commercial centers or 

at Gulf ports. These elements hoped that wheat especially could be 

diverted from the Panhandle and western Oklahoma to the new Kerr~ 

McClelland Arkansas River Waterway at nearby Catoosa. Motor carriers, 

too, opposed the'creation of the ORMA., for abandonment of the railroad 

would encoufage greater truck traffic. Teachers feared that the loss 

of ad valorem taxes would damage the economic viability of affected 

school districts, but this problem was resolved by including a section 

in the legislation which provided for "payments in lieu of taxes." 

Finally, the majority leader of the Oklahoma Senate did not favor the' 

plan. However, the bill did not call for the expenditure of any state 

funds. This fact, more than any other, predisposed legislators from 

all sections of the state to vote for a measure that favored only the 

agricultural and commercial interests of a thinly populated rural area. 

h h f h 11 ·1 d 19 T us t e proponents o t e measure eventua y prevai e • 

In October, 1971, Governor David Hall announced his appointments 

to the ORMA. Juliu_s W. Cox, a former member of the legislature and 

former highway commissioner from B~ise City was named Chairman. Roy 

L. Craig of Leedey was chosen as Vice Chair11Jan, while James McManus 

of Frederick was named Secretary-Treasurer. Other members included 

Brandon Frost from Woodward and R. L. Patton of Mangum. All were active 
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members in the Democratic Party, and all were businessmen or farmers. 

Each member represented a particular geographic portion of the line 

which the ORMA hoped to acquire. The appointees uniformly considered 

it a civic duty to further the interests of western Oklahoma and the 

Panhandle, and each saw the Oklahoma Railroad Maintenance Authority 

as a means of doing this. At their first meeting, members of the 

Authority appointed the energetic Charles G. Huddleston, an active 

Republican, as General Counsel. Another man well known within his 

profession, H. E. Bailey, was appointed Chief Engineer. Members of 

the Authority, the General Counsel and the Chief Engineer all served 

without remuneration, although certain expenses were paid. 20 

On April 5, 1972, the I.C.C. extended the abandonment date from 

June 30 to August 30. This allowed the ORMA additional time to seek 

funding for the acquisition of the lines. At a meeting in Woodward 

on May 12 Julius Cox and the members of the Authority discussed with 

interested farmers, businessmen, and local governmental officials 

the idea of obtaining sufficient pledges to warrant the issuance of 

revenue bonds. It was hoped that $1 million could be raised in 

pledges, for they believed that this amount would be sufficient 

to purchase the track, right-of-way, and facilities from Katy and 

still leave a small surplus. Cox argued that it was imperative to 

acquire the property at the earliest possible moment; then the ORMA 

could work to obtain federal funds to upgrade the trackage to accept

able operating standards. Most participants, however, contended that 

they could not make pledges before seeing a report on the feasibility 

of retaining rail service. Late in June the ORMA released a "Pre

liminary Feasibility Report," an evaluation written by an outside 
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agency. The authors of this study concluded that there was "a short 

and long term need for the rail service provided by the MKT lines," 

and that a short line railroad operation over this trackage could be-

f . k" 21 come a pro it-ma ing venture. 

Armed with hearty optimism and the new feasibility report, members 

of the ORMA journeyed to Washington where they met with the entire 

Oklahoma Congressional delegation and where they hoped to secure a 

$4 million loan and a grant which could be used to repair and upgrade 

the M-K-T lines. The Authority members advised the Oklahoma Congres-

sional delegation that the Katy railroad was as important to western 

Oklahoma as the Arkansas River Navigation Project was to the eastern 

part of the state. The argument was convincing; the Oklahoma dele-

gation told the Authority members that it was solidly committed to doing 

all within its power to bring about federal assistance. To this end 

Senator Henry Bellmon (R-Oklahoma) introduced a bill entitled the 

Rural Railroad Assistance Act of 1972, under which the Department of 

Transportation (DOT) would have been permitted to make loans and loan 

guarantees to state and local public bodies for the establishment or 

re-establishment of rail service in rural areas. The measure eventu-

22 
ally passed the Senate but died for lack of action in the House. 

As the August 30 deadline approached, the ORMA still did not have 

the money necessary to purchase the Katy lines, but it continued to 

explore new possibilities. Then the railroad, still moving the large 

1972 wheat crop, consented to postpone its abandonment until January 

15, 1973. Meanwhile, Charles Huddleston was not optimistic but neither 

was he pessimistic. On the first day of September he contended there 

was still "a good possibility" that the Katy properties could be pur-
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chased, and he revealed that the ORMA had "one very live _prospect 

which would like to operate a short line operation on it•" One month 

later a Texas industrial group met with the Authority and expressed 

an interest in purchasing or leasing the trackageo 23 

A new problem for the Authority developed when its members 

learned that the M-K-T wanted more money for the lines than had been 

expected. Katy contended that the salvage value had increased dramati

cally since the abandonment petition had been filed in 1969. Moreover, 

the company now had a purchase off er from a Missouri salvage firm which 

would pay the railroad considerably more than $700,000 and, additional

ly, would ship the scrap to market over the Katy--thereby giving the 

railroad another $300,000. Julius Cox estimated that the property 

could still be purchased by the ORKA.. for $1.2 million. He reminded 

legislators at an Elk City meeting that "once the railroad leaves it 

will never come back. 11 The lawmakers were advised that it would take 

another $6.5 million to upgrade the line, but Brandon Frost, ORMA 

member, contended that "if we can acquire the road, we have the thing 

whipped." Frost predicted that general federal legislation soon would 

provide for the kinds of loans and guarantees needed by the Authority. 

Meanwhile, other members agreed the road could struggle along in the 

same fashion as had typified Katy operations. Even if the road under 

the ORMA should fail, the scrap value would cover most of the original 

investment obligations. Chief Engineer H. E. Bailey opined that it 

"would be a black day for Oklahoma if we lose this railroad." Bailey 

predicted that heavy trucks would destroy between 300 and 400 miles of 

cheaply constructed asphalt highway every year if these railroad lines 

were dismantled and their traffic diverted to roadways. In short, 
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' 
said Bailey, "the highway damage would probably be three or four times 

greater than the cost of repairing the damage to the rail lines.1124 

Western Oklahoma legislators took the railroad problem to the 

governor in late November. They asked that the 1973 state budget 

include $1.2 million to pur.chase the Katy trackage and, following the 

suggestion given to the ORMA members by Senator Bellman, argued that 

the funding should come from the $20 million expected under the federal 

revenue-sharing program. On-line newspapers counseled their readers 

to pressure the governor and the legislators for action on the railroad 

proposition. Even the Wichita Falls (Texas) Times hoped that "citizens 

in western Oklahoma who see the railroad as a lifeline to the wheat 

25 
market, will succeed in their nearly irrq:iossible task. 11 

Governor Hall was syrrq:iathetic with the desires of rural western 

Oklahomans to save the Katy lines, but advised that he felt the cities 

and counties through which the railroad passed should share approxi-

mately twenty per cent of the total cost of purchasing the line. Hall 

agreed that the state might then make up the final eighty per cent. 

On December 6, 1972, the governor was advised that municipal and county 

officials from the affected area had pledged $180,000 to $200,000 from 

their anticipated federal revenue-sharing funds to buy the lines. 

ORMA's Vice-Chairman Roy Craig also identified three separate firms 

which had discussed the possibility of operating the railroad on a 

lease from the Authority. At years end, however, the Authority had no 

26 
firm financial commitment from the governor. 

Late in 1972, legislators from western Oklahoma and members of 

the ORMA explored the possibility of interesting the Oklahoma Highway 

Department in purchasing the railroad. The Highway Department ex-
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pressed such an interest after learning that acquisition of the 

trackage would include 3,700 acres of deeded land and 1,400 acres of 

track easement. Highway officials indicated that some of the real 

estate might be desirable for roadway purposes if the rail line failed. 

This brought an angry blast from groups having a vested interest in 

roadway programs. Nevertheless, Senator Herschal Grow (D-Altus) 

introduced a bill which would have empowered the Highway Department to 

lend money to the ORMA for the purpose of purchasing the M-K-T lines 

in western Oklahoma. In response, Katy extended its deadline to 

January 19, but advised that there would be no further extensions. 27 

Julius Cox announced on January 13 that an operator of a short 

line railroad in one of the Southern states had notified him that he 

would sign an agreement to operate the Katy lines and would invest a 

minimum of $3 million in repairs if the state would first acquire 

the trackage and lease it back. However, the legislation which would 

have allowed the use of Highway Department funds encountered severe 

opposition, and Senator Grow had to admit that the time factor and 

various pressures were unfavorable to his proposal. Senator Gene 

Stipe (D-McAlester), Chairman of the Senate Roads and Highways Com

mittee and a resident of eastern Oklahoma, contended that the rail line 

should be purchased with revenue-sharing funds and not by way of a loan 

from the Highway Department. However, Governor Hall favored the use of 

a loan from the Highway Department. The legislative and executive 

branches were thus at loggerheads on January 19 when Dewey Enterprises 

of Bartlesville, Oklahoma, signed an option to purchase for salvage 

28 
the trackage from Altus to Keyes. 

Meanwhile, BM\iE trains had run their last miles. On New Year's 
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Day, 1973, T. J. "Jim" Robb, Jr. opened the throttle of engine ,number 

98 and the last westbound BM:'li:E train left Forgan. In tow were five 

empty grain boxes which were delivered to the large Riffe-Gilmore 

elevator at Hough. Three days later these cars plus five others had 

been loaded and were returned to Forgan. Appropriately, the BM:'li:E' s 

last train operated over the road from Forgan to Beaver, its original 

trackage. On January 10 the crew--conductor L. W. Barnett, 

engineer T. J. Robb, Jr., and brakeman L. E. Smith--was called for 

this last run. Shortly after dawn they took an electrical transformer 

to Beaver. When engine 98 returned with its short train of two empty 

flat cars and ground to a halt in front of the Forgan depot at 12:35 

p.m., railroad services on the Butter, Milk & Eggs ended forever. 29 

While several crews labored to clear the derailments between 

AltJs and Woodward, agents were notified that the Northwestern District 

north of Altus was subject to an embargo effective January 15. The 

agents also were notified that their jobs would be abolished on that 

date. Without fanfare of any kind, a clean-up train left Forgan on 

January 12 at 8~00 a.m.. It consisted of three empty flat cars and one 

box car which had been loaded with company equipment from Forgan; it 

arrived in Woodward ten hours later. The crew of this train--conductor 

Lorton E. Pierce, brakeman Adrian G. Adams, and engineer John B. 

Murphy, all of Altus--represented a total of over 100 years service on 

the Northwestern District. The same crew eventually handled the clean

up train all the way to Wichita Falls. The final operations, however, 

were postponed when it was discovered that there were three loads of 

feed at Elk City for May and Laverne. These cars were isolated due to 

derailments between Elk City and Woodward and thus were re-routed to 
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Woodward via the CRI&P and the AT&SF. At the same time, the M-K-T 

implemented I.C.C. Service Order No. 80 which allowed it to divert 

all loads and all foreign equipment to connecting carriers. On 

January 13 no less than 29 loads and 40 empties were delivered to the 

AT&SF at Woodward and shortly after noon these cars were wheeled 

out of town by a Santa Fe local. The feed was finally received on 

January 18 and peddled to the elevators at May and Laverne. Two days 

later the empties were gathered and returned to Woodward. Several 

members of the Cimarron Valley Historical Society were allowed to ride 

the train on its trip from Laverne, but the Katy otherwise successfully 

eschewed publicity. Few residents knew of the train's final passing, 

although one farm woman took a picture as the train passed her home 

and Wesley P. Altland, a retired Katy agent, sadly viewed its passage 

F S 1 0 h . h . . d 30 at ort upp y. t erwise t e train went unnotice • 

One day earlier a southbound train reached Altus and a northbound 

train reached Woodward. The line was cleared of derailments and ready 

for the clean-up train in charge of Trainmaster Albert Dowdy. All 

stations had been closed, and when the train left Woodward at 7~35 

a.m. on January 24 it operated without train orders under Rule 93. 

After the train gathered company equipment at Sharon 9 Vici, and Camar= 

go, it had grown to 16 cars. Aboard the train or following it in auto-

mobiles and trucks were the Northwestern District 1 s bridge and building 

gang, the rip track gang from Wichita Falls, the Altus-based extra 

gang, an Assistant Roadrnaster, and two section crews. At Leedey a 

photograph was made of the entire group, and then the train rolled 

on. A few minutes later at mile post 167 near the Dewey-Custer County 

line, both locomotives and one box car were badly derailed. Twenty-



four hours later the train was moving again but on the next day 

another derailment took place near Mangum. This one was minor in 

nature, and the train limped on toward Altus in the waning sun. The 

last miles were observed by a reporter for the Altus Time~-Democrat 

and by representatives of two television stations. At 6:30 p.m. on 

Friday, January 26, the beam from engine number 98 1 s headlight 
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touched mile post 78 at Welon Yard on the northern outskirts of Altus. 

Engineer John Murphy closed the throttle, leaned back in his seat, and 

let the train drift to a stop. Murphy recalled that engine number 98 

had handled the last M-K-T train on the Wellington Branch~ the last 

BM&E train, and the clean-up run all the way from Forgan to Altus. 

The next day it headed the same train into Wichita Falls. In that 

train were several box cars bearing the inscription 11 Katy Serves the 

Southwest." After January 26, 1973, that promise was only a mocking 

reminder of a previous era on the 225.3 mile route of the Northwestern 

District from Altus to Forgan and on the entire 105 mile route of the 

BM&E.31 
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CHAPTER XXIII 

DENOUEMENT? 

"We are trying to save an industry for Western Oklahoma." 
Julius W. Cox, Chairman, Oklahoma Railroad Maintenance 
Authority, 1973.1 

Immediately after the clean-up train arrived in Wichita Falls on 

January 27, 1973, the M-K-T abolished all train service on the North-

western District and then immediately re-established service between 

Wichita Falls and Altus. Simultaneously the last switch engine assign-

ment at Wichita Falls was terminated. All switching at Wichita Falls 

subsequently was performed by the single remaining train crew, which 

also was assigned to man the Wichita Falls-Altus run. All employees 

on the Northwestern District were protected by the "Burlington Agree-

ment" which was imposed by the Interstate Commerce Commission as a 

condition in granting the abandonment of the Northwestern north of 

Altus and the entirety of the BMl<E. The "Burlington Agreement" pro~ 

vided for wage protection, moving expenses, and the reimbursement of 

any loss due to the sale of employee homes. All employees who remained 

in service on the Northwestern District between Wichita Falls and Altus 

after the abandonment as well as those who elected to accept positions 

on other M-K-T operating divisions were guaranteed wages for four 

years equal to those which they had earned in 1972. Those who were 

displaced and did not elect to transfer were considered to have 

356 
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forfeited their rights of protection under the "Burlington Agreement." 

Before the abandonment of the Northwestern above Altus there were 

eight men in two train crews; after the abandonment, five_ stayed to 

man the one remaining job between Wichita Falls and Altus, and the 

other three accepted positions on other divisions. Two members of the 

former Wichita Falls switch crew moved to other locations on the M-K-T, 

and two forefeited their rights. Of the six station agents formerly 

assigned between Altus and Forgan, two forfeited their rights, and 

the remaining four accepted other jobs. On the BM&E, all three agents 

forefeited their rights as did one member of its former three man 

train crew; the BM&E 1 s engineer and conductor both took jobs elsewhere 

on the Katy System. At the time of this writing the impact of aban-

donment on the maintenance of way personnel, bridge and building gang, 

. 2 extra gang, and the BM&E section crews has not been determined. 

Even as the clean-up train was struggling to reach Altus, members 

of the Oklahoma Railroad Maintenance Authority, members of the Oklahoma 

legislature, and Governor David Hall were attempting to negotiate some 

type of agreement with Dewey Enterprises of Bartlesville, Oklahoma, 

by which the lines could be saved. Surprisingly, on January 29, Dewey 

Enterprises forfeited its earnest money and thereby defaulted on its 

option to purchase the lines. Shortly thereafter, however, the L. B. 

Foster Company of Houston took an option on the 330.99 miles of rail-

road, and it exercised that option on February 8. The Foster Company, 

a major steel dealer and salvage contractor, paid Katy $1.7 million 

for the rail, fastenings, buildings, and all property belonging to the 

railroad between Altus and Keyes except for four minor tracts which 

had been sold earlier by the Katy to other parties. On the BM!li:E, a 
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short stretch of track was sold to the Stafford Elevator at Keyes so 

that it could obtain rail service from the nearby Santa Fe. At Baker, 

also on the BM&E, the Rock Island purchased short trackage to serve 

the Riffe-Gilmore elevator at that point. The same company secured 

short pieces of industry and team tracks at Mangum on the Northwestern. 

At Woodward, substantially all of ·the yard tracks were sold to an 

3 unusual gentleman. 

Fred W. Pollock, Jr., had always wanted to have his own railroad. 

He satisfied this desire on ~anuary 24 by purchasing 3.3 miles of main 

track and five or six miles of sidings from the Katy at Woodward. 

Pollock had no previous experience as a railroad operator; previously 

he had been a manufacturers' representative and a sewing machine 

salesman. However, he shrewdly calculated that by performing switching 

duties for former Katy customers he could make a profit. Woodward was 

one of the few growth stations on the Northwestern District. In 1972, 

customers there received a total of 763 carloads, up from 574 in 1971. 

Total revenues were $457,352, an increase of $27 9 544 over 1971. 

Pollock believed he would receive switching revenue on every car that 

he moved between on-line industries and the AT&SF transfer. Moreover, 

his local short line railroad also would receive line haul revenue 

on all loads moving between the AT&SF transfer and Guest, the former 

Katy yard in North Woodward. This factor was crucial as an important 

cement unloading facility was located at Guest. Thus Pollock formed 

the Northwest Oklahoma Railroad on February 23, 1973, for the purpose 

of 11 ••• maintaining, and operating a railroad for the transportation 

of freight and passengers ••• 11 in and around Woodward, Oklahoma, on the 

former Northwestern District of the M-K-T. 4 
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At the same time, Julius w. Cox, Chairman of the Oklahoma Rail-

. road Maintenance Authority continued to explore means by which the 

rest of the abandoned lines could be resurrected, but he was confronted 

by numerous difficulties. Cox found that the railroad which the ORMA 

hoped to acquire now was held not by one but rather by two parties. 

Actually, the Foster Co~any had an interest only in the rail and 

fastenings and, although not a part of the Foster-Katy contract, the 

land, ties, bridges, fixtures, buildings, and mineral rights all had 

been secured by Veldo H. Brewer of Holdenville, Oklahoma. Brewer, a 

respected contractor and civic leader, had dismantled other rail lines 

but never before had purchased the land and fixtures as he did in 

this instance. He anticipated, however, that there would be a market 

for the used ties, the land, the mineral rights, and even some of the 

buildings. Brewer expected to use the bridge timbers in future con

struction projects. He viewed the acquisition as a speculative 

opportunity, but he also saw it as something of a personal adventure. 

Yet if the ORMA found a way to fund the purchase of Brewer's new 

holdings, he indicated a willingness to sell. On February 12 he of

fered the right-of-way, bridges, and depot buildings--sans mineral 

rights--to the Authority for $500,000, and Cox declared "We're back on 

the track. 11 The Chairman of the ORMA also announced that he had 

located a prospective operator of the Altus-Keyes line in Craig E. 

Burroughs, the energetic 31-year-old President of the East Camden and 

Highland Railroad of Arkansas. Burroughs agreed to lease the line if 

the state could acquire it, and he proposed a revenue bond issue of 

between six and twelve million dollars to finance the reconstruction 

of the line. Brewer and Foster gave the ORMA until March 30 to con-
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elude a purchase agreement.5 

On March 1 the Authority announced plans to mount an $8 million 

revenue bond sale. Cox stressed that the bond issue did not involve 

state funds. Rather such bonds were to be retired from revenues 

produced by the operation of the railroad. Governor Hall, numerous 

legislators, and of course all ORMA members were enthusiastic, but 

there was scattered and powerful opposition in the legislature and 

elsewhere. One newspaper columnist was delighted when the property 

passed to the scrappers rather to the state: "That averted another 

headache of the state being in the railroad business." M. L. Hart, 

a Hobart businessman, was a vocal critic of state intervention in the 

rail line's abandonment and urged Governor Hall to dissolve the ORMA. 

Hart complained that the Authority was an "unnecessary expense of 

public funds." Furthermore, said this critic, "if the Governor wants 

to enter the railroad business, I suggest he resign his office and 

. . 6 get into it·" 

In March and April enthusiasm for the acquisition of the line 

waned as it appeared that the State of Oklahoma would give the project 

no financial assistance and no more than a modicum of moral support. 

On March 30 the offer to sell the property lapsed. Fifteen days 

earlier the purchase agreement between the L. B. Foster Company and 

the M-K-T was formally consununated when the Northwestern District from 

Altus to Forgan was 11 100 per cent retired and sold." The entire Beaver, 

Meade & Englewood Railroad Company was similarly stricken from Katy's 

books two weeks later. Even before that, Foster's crews had begun 

dismantling operations. The rails at Keyes, those which were the last 

laid by the B~E in June, 1931, were the first to feel the cutting 



torch on March 21. Elsewhere Brewer's men began to dismaDt~e the 

historic trestle over the South Canadian River near Camargo, and 

Foster concluded a contract to export the rail from the line between 

7 
Elk City and the South Canadian bridge. 
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Craig Burroughs, however, remained optimistic. He produced 

another feasibility study which, like earlier ones, demonstrated that 

the operation of the route as a short line railroad would result in 

sufficient revenue to redeem the bonds. In due course Burroughs also 

interested several investors in the project. On May 10 a writer for 

the Daily Oklahoman went so far as to state that the ORMA was on the 

verge of concluding a purchase agreement. A joint resolution empower-

ing the ORMA to put up the railroad property as security for the bonds, 

passed earlier by both houses of the Oklahoma legislature and signed 

by the governor, had been expected to provide the security which in

vestors had long demanded. Unhappily for the Authority, however, the 

"eastern money men" failed to attend a special meeting held in the 

Blue Room of the governor's office. The prospective bond byers 

apparently were frightened by the drastically increased purchase price. 

In 1969, the M-K-T would have sold the entire property at its salvage 

value of $652,000. In early 1973 it sold the same property for ap

proximately $1.75 million. By May, however, Brewer asked $750,000 for 

the right-of-way, buildings, and bridges alone, and the Foster Company 

demanded $2,544,000 for the rail and fastenings. Foster and Brewer 

extended the sales offer once more to May 25 and then again to May 29, 

but neither Burroughs nor the ORMA could locate adequate funds to 

acquire the property--and the scrappers renewed their dismantling. 

By June 1 the rail had been removed as far east as Hovey on the BMS.:E, 



and another crew was working north of Elk City on the Northwestern. 

That same day Brewer advised Burroughs and the ORMA that he would 
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grant no further extensions of his purchase option offer. Meanwhile, 

elevator operators in the grain producing area were experiencing great 

difficulty in obtaining rail cars to ship the remnants of the 1972 

crop. Along the former Northwestern District above Altus and on the 

defunct B~E the situation was considerably more critical. One grain 

dealer at Elk City complained, 11We have no box cars but not only that-

we have no railroad •••• Trucks, 11 he said, "are rarely available.118 

Julius Cox frequently defined the work of the Oklahoma Railroad 

Maintenance Authority. Said Cox, 11We are trying to save an industry 

for Western Oklahoma." But Cox and the ORMA faced a constant struggle. 

There were several reasons for this. First, the efforts to save the 

railroad never enjoyed the full support of western Oklahoma residents. 

The number of farmers, individual elevator operators, shippers, busi

nessmen, and others who had a direct stake in the retention of this 

rail service was extremely small. Others, indirectly affected, did 

not clearly perceive the need for retaining this service. Second, 

the number of people in the affected area likewise was small, and they 

had little "political clout. 11 Residents of the Panhandle, for instance, 

argued with some validity that the only time the rest of the state 

acknowledges the existence of the area was at tax time. Third, the 

possible entry of the state into the railroad transportation business 

excited the active opposition of certain groups which discerned in the 

ORMA a threat to their well-being. This was especially true of the 

highway and trucking interests. Fourth, legislators, administrators, 

and even affected shippers who earlier had supported the establishment 
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of the ORMA blanched when it came to providing funds for the acquisi

tion of the railroad. The Authority suffered from an overabundance 

of fair-weather friends. Fifth, "timing" was against the ORMA. 

Julius Cox correctly understood this misfortune~ "There is no question 

in my mind that during the next several years Congress will pass 

comprehensive legislation designed to save the railroads, but it 

will be too late for the Katy in Western Oklahoma." Finally, and 

perhaps most important, the notion of the state government buying or 

operating a railroad as a necessary aspect of providing needed trans

portation service for its citizens was a mind-boggling idea for those 

who otherwise voted government aid to highway, airway, and waterway 

projects with unflinching regularity. Nevertheless, the magnitude of 

this abandonment and the resulting efforts made by legislators, 

shippers, agri-businessmen, and farmers to retain rail service for a 

rural area already poor in transportation devices attracted regional 

as well as national attention. 9 

Then, when all hope of saving the line seemed to have vanished, 

a Georgia firm expressed a serious interest in purchasing revenue bonds 

from the ORMAo A hastily arranged meeting in Oklahoma City on June 

12 brought together representatives of Seane & Company of Atlanta, 

members of the ORMA, Craig Burroughs, Veldo Brewer, an official of 

the L. B. Foster Company, and various bonding advisors. As a result, 

the bond underwriters, Seaney & Company, agreed to purchase $6 million 

in ORMA revenue bonds at "up to 7~ per cent interest•" The Authority 

subsequently agreed to pay Brewer and the Foster Company a total of 

$3,319,000 for their interests in the line. After a short delibera

tion they accepted the offer. Then the ORMA signed a 30-year agree-
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ment with Craig Burroughs who agreed to operate the line for the 

state at an annual rate of $90,000. Burroughs announced that the new 

company--the Oklahoma Western Railway, the "Panhandle Routeir--would 

have its headquarters at Woodward. The rapidity of these developments 

startled Julius Cox and the others who had labored so long to save the 

railroad and who had been disappointed so often. Yet Cox and the 

others did not delude themselves; they realized that their labors 

had only now begun. They faced extremely difficult tasks, not the 

least of which was the reinstallation of the trackage between Elk City 

·and Camargo and between Keyes and Hough. Some skeptics still viewed 

the entire project with a jaundiced eye. Nevertheless, Cox, Burroughs, 

and the others had proved to be energetic warriors, and few cate

gorically discounted their chances for ultimate success in getting 

the railroad totally resurrected.lo 

Elsewhere, even as this is being written in the early summer of 

1973, long strings of box cars are being spotted for loading at 

country elevators between Wichita Falls and Altus and on the Hollis 

& Eastern from Altus to Hollis. The wheat harvest has begun, and soon 

the Northwestern District will be hard at the task of moving the 1973 

crop to terminal elevators at Wichita Falls and Fort Worth and to 

the Gulf for export. This has been the heritage of the road since its 

inception in 1906; it always has been a premier grain carrier. The 

goals of the original promoters long since ~ave been met. Their rail

road earned them handsome profits and at the same time made Wichita 

Falls the transportation and commercial center of north Texas. Its 

construction gave birth to new towns; it served to promote the pros

perity of its trade area by performing necessary transportation 



services; and it created employement opportunities in a variety of 

fields. Eventually it became an important and profitable feeder 

system for its new owner, the M-K-T. The goals of the Beaver Road 

were accomplished in like manner. Beaver City was saved from an un

timely demise by its construction, and the road made significant 

profits for Jacob Acherbach and his associates. At the same time the 

BM'l.E provided the Panhandle with its only east-west rail service. 
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It effectively tied the area to the rest of Oklahoma and simultaneously 

provided the most direct route (via connections) to Fort Worth and 

the Gulf. Unhappily the BM'l.E's arrival at Keyes in 1931 corresponded 

with the arrival in the Panhandle both of the depression and of the 

Dirty Thirties. Throughout its history the BM'l.E alternately waxed 

and waned along with the people which it served. Between 1919 and 

1972 the road earned profits in 25 seasons, and in the remaining 29 

years it sustained losses. Observers in later years criticized former 

Katy Presidents Columbus Haile and M. H. Cahill for purchasing the 

Beaver Road, but they failed to understand the difficult position 

that confronted the Katy management at that time. In reality they 

had no choice; loss of the BM'l.E traffic to the Rock Island clearly 

would have prejudiced the economic viability of the entire Northwestern 

District and ultimately of the Katy itself. In 1952, V. V. Masterson 

characterized the Beaver Road as one of Katy's "valuable feeders•" 

However, only two decades later, in 1973, the road was abandoned along 

with most of the Katy's Northwestern District. Only the trackage be

tween Wichita Falls and Altus remained under the Katy banner and the 

future for even this remnant is clouded. Yet an important new industry 

was located on the line between Wichita Falls and Burkburnett in the 
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spring of 1973, and Oklahoma's newest railroad, the Oklahoma Western 

Railway--The Panhandle Line, hoped to have portions of its newly ac

quired trackage in service by July 1. Moreover, the Hollis & Eastern, 

current owner and operator of a part of the former Wellington Branch 

shows promising vitality. Thus for the former Kemp and Kell lines 

and for the BMS.E as well, there is no denouement, not in 1973 at 

least. The curtain has fallen on one act; another act has begun. 11 
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